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Women in Islam and Muslim Societies

In the early post-WWII independence period, many emerging Muslim nations pursued paths of modernization and development that were Western inspired or informed, ranging from "modern" Western dress to the institutions of state and society. Implicit were presuppositions that modernization would entail increased secularization—separation of religion from public life. Western models of development (political, economic, educational, and social) were adopted or adapted—nationalism and/or socialism, parliament, legal codes, and modern educational curricula.

National liberation and emerging forms of nationalism provided the context and ideology for political and social development in many areas, from politics to gender relations. Gender relations, however, proved more complex and nuanced. In no area was the force of tradition felt more strongly and the clash of civilizations more apparent than that of the status and roles of women. Secular modernization was seen by religious leaders and more Islamically oriented Muslims as Westernizing, which threatened religion, culture, family, and society. The modernization paradigm, with its purported Western values of freedom, equality, and self-determination, seemed to be an indictment of Islam that threatened to undermine the Muslim community and Muslim family. It affected everything from dress, education, and employment to personal status or family laws (marriage, divorce, and inheritance). Women replaced the veil with Western dress, and the segregated ideals and realities of Muslim societies were bridged by the greater visibility and participation of women in public life—that is, outside the traditional confines of the home. Implicit in educational and employment reforms were new or additional roles for women beyond those of wife and mother. These new roles were seen by some as concerning traditional Islamic belief, namely that men have the primary religious duty to support the family and women have the duty to nurture the family at home. No place was the conflict more visible than in Muslim family-law reform.

While Muslim governments had borrowed heavily from the institutions of the West in political, economic, and legal development, Muslim family law was generally not replaced by Western civil codes but instead through legislation that affected laws of marriage, divorce, and inheritance. Like most of the modern reforms, reform came from the state, not from the people. They were initiated not from below but from above; they did...
not come from the Java or demand of religious leaders and the people but from rulers and a minority of modernizing elites. They were imposed or "legitimized" from above, often rationalized by the belief that it was the "modern" educated, enlightened few who were charting the future for the more "traditional," less privileged or enlightened conservative sector of society.

Change did occur. Educational reforms improved literacy and opened up new opportunities for women, who became more visible in public life, in government, and in the professions. However, many questions remained. How deep and representative were these changes? To what extent were the primary beneficiaries of modern reforms a very small minority of urban elite women of the upper classes and upper middle classes? To what extent had reforms substantively changed gender relations? That is, the definition of gender roles and the status of women in society in terms of authority and decision making? In other words, to what extent had modern reforms trickled down and across society, rather than remaining a testimony to the social and economic changes or gaps (which, ironically, often seemed to be the product of modernization programs in which a minority benefited from advances of the new order to a disproportionate extent).

In more recent years, the "project of modernity" has seemed under attack—some would say discredited—as the nationalist and secular claims have been challenged by the assertion of Islamic alternatives. Muslim rulers, states, and elites have been threatened by those who speak of the failure of the state and cast their grievances and solutions in an Islamic idiom, often summarized in the slogan, "Islam is the solution." Integral and perhaps most visible has been the gender issue. For it, for some, Islamic reformism or "fundamentalism" is symbolized by mullahs with beards and, it has equally been symbolized by the veil and calls for emplementation of Islamic law. Under the impact of Islamic revivalism, many women from North Africa to Southeast Asia have donned Islamic dress and sought to redefine their identity in a manner that they perceive as a more authentic accommodation of "modernity" to their religion and culture. Like many of their secular counterparts in the Islamist movement, they constitute a newly emerging alternative elite, modern educated but more formally Islamically oriented than their mothers and grandmothers. The implications of this movement raise new questions about gender relations and the roles of women in Muslim societies.

For several decades, much of the Muslim world has experienced a contemporary religious resurgence or revival. The assertion of Islam in personal and public life has taken many forms, from greater attention to religious practice (prayer, fasting, dress, and family values) to the emergence of Islamic organizations, movements, and institutions. Islam has become a significant social and political force. Governments have appealed to Islam to enhance their legitimacy and mobilize popular support; Islamic organizations and parties have challenged the failures of the state qua, maintaining that "Islam is the solution" and calling for social and political reforms.

If some have welcomed the promise of a new Islamic order, many others have feared the creation of new Islamic states or the implementation of shari'ah (Islamic law). In response to those who see Islam as a source of liberation, others charge that Islamists will turn back the clock, retreat from the gains of modernization in recent decades, and put Muslim societies back on a "medieval" path that will retard rather than sustain progress, as well as promote extremism and intolerance. The stereotypical images of a resurgent Islam are often those of bearded mullahs with AK-47s and women in black chadors, all with the words "Death to America" or "Death to the West" on their lips. Many have charged that calls for a return to Islam or "Back to the Quran" is a cover for those who would return modern Muslim societies to a medieval past, which, among other things, would reverse the gains made by Muslim women and return them to a life of segregation behind the walls of their homes.

The challenge of contemporary Islamic activism (what some also call political Islam or Islamic fundamentalism) spawned the 1980s with its fear of Iran's export of Islamic revolution, or the growth of clandestine violent radical groups such as those that assassinated Egypt's Anwar al-Sadat, bombed the Marine barracks in Beirut, or engaged in hijacking and hostage taking from North Africa to South Asia.

In the 1990s, political liberation and calls for greater democratization have witnessed the emergence of Islamic activism in a new role as a potent political force. Islamists or Islamic parties have proved to be the leading alternative or opposition to regimes in Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Algeria, Kuwait, Yemen, and Turkey, among others. The extent to which Islamic activism has become institutionalized as a social and political force, through its schools, social service agencies, banks, dominance of professional associations, and track record at the ballot box, has again caused many to fear an Islamic threat and to charge that Islamists were out to "flick democracy," with the net result proving detrimental to women and minorities in particular.

Feminist organizations from Algeria to Malaysia have warned that Islamist power sharing would in fact reverse the educational and social gains of the postindependence period, remove women from public life, and again restrict their roles solely to that of wife and mother. The issue of women and Islam has thus become an emotionally charged one in Muslim societies and is reflected in recent international conferences like the United Nations Population and Development Conference in Cairo (September 1994) and the United Nations' Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, September 1995). Thus, it remains important to view the religious, historical, and political reconstruction of Islam in Muslim societies and its impact on gender. Islam, Gender, and Social Change provides these perspectives through historical reviews and case studies of Muslim societies from North Africa to Southeast Asia.

Women in Islam — Women in Muslim Societies

Few issues in Islam and Muslim culture have attracted more interest—and yet proven so susceptible to stereotyping—as issues involving women. Women in Muslim societies have been the subject of images and generalizations, romantic orientalist tales and feminist exposés, Muslim reformers and apologetic tracts. For many non-Muslims, the subject of women in Islam is characterized by the images of deserts and harnessed, chained and jailed, segregation and subordination. Subjugation and second-class citizenship probably best describes the perception of Muslim women in the West. Some Muslims counter that Islam has liberated women, but, at the same time, they often present an ideal not accomplished by the problems and issues encountered in the diversity of the Muslim experience. In an ironic way both non-Muslim observers as well as Muslims often fall into the same pitfall in cross-cultural affairs, comparing one's ideal to someone else's reality.

The study of women in Islam and Muslim society is complex, reflecting the diversity and varied realities of Muslim women and Muslim societies throughout the ages. Along-
side ideals embodied in the Quran and the traditions (hadith) of the Prophet Muhammad, one must look at the actual condition of Muslim women in diverse time periods and sociocultural contexts. The status of women in Islam was profoundly affected not only by the fact that Islamic belief interacted with and was informed by diverse cultures, but also, and of equal importance, by the primary interpreters of Islamic law and tradition were men (religious scholars or ulama) from those cultures.

The subject of gender relations in Islam is highly charged not only at the popular level, but among scholars as well. If some Islamic scholars for the acumulated ill of Islamic cultures, where is it a beacon of light and reform. Still others insist that the status and role of women in Muslim societies should be attributed more to socioeconomic forces than to religious belief. The explanations often seem as numerous as the subjects. Yet, one cannot overlook the formative influence of Islam on the roles of women and men in Muslim societies both in the past and in the present.

It is often said that women and the family are the foundation of the Islamic community, the heart of Muslim society. That centrality is reflected in Islamic law, the legal blueprint for Muslim society, within which family law has often seemed sacrosanct. The Quran, Islam’s book of revelation, and the Sunnah (example) of the Prophet Muhammad provided textual sources for the development of law. The Word of God, however, was interpreted and applied in sociocultural contexts by human beings. Using tradition and influenced by diverse geographic locations and customs, early jurists developed a body of laws which, while somewhat uniform in its essentials, reflected the differences of juristic reasoning and social customs of a patriarchal society. Islamic law is thus the product of divine law (shari‘ah) understood (fiqh), interpreted, and applied by male religious scholars in the past and preserved in legal texts and manuals.

The Quran is not a law book; it does, however, provide principles and guidelines that were incorporated into Islamic law through selection and interpretation. The Quran reformulated, but did not replace, the pre-Islamic patriarchal tribal society and customary laws. Quranic reforms enhanced or reinforced the status of women. Throughout much of Arabia, women had often been treated as chattel, as property with no rights in a totally male-dominated society. The tribal societies of pre-Islamic Arabia were in every sense of the term patriarchal societies, in which women’s only identity and rights came from their status as wives, mothers, or daughters. There were exceptions in some areas that seem to have been polyandrous and in which women were able to select and divorce their husbands. The Quran outlawed female infanticide, emphasized a woman’s right to contract marriage, granted her inheritance rights and control over her dowry and property, and (in an innumerable passage) sought to protect the rights of widows and orphans.

In a society in which men had unchallenged rights to marry and divorce, some restrictions were introduced. Though polygyny (polygyny) continued to be permitted, the number of wives was restricted to a maximum of four and guidelines were provided for the just and equal treatment of co-wives. While only males possessed the right to initiate divorce, the Quran counseled equity and responsibility and stipulated maintenance, child support, and a period for reconciliation. In the contexts of the family and in society, the Quran was quite explicit in establishing women’s religious and moral equality with men before God. Reflecting the realities and values of patriarchal society, however, women remained subordinate to the men of their family. They received less inheritance and a woman’s testimony was counted as half that of a man, for example, in societies where males were seen as more experienced in public life and were primarily responsible for the livelihood and conduct of the family.

Historically, women’s role in society was determined as much by social and economic factors as by religious prescriptions. Social custom, poverty, and illiteracy often eroded or subverted Quranic intent. While Islamic law did provide the parameters for behavior regarding marriage, divorce, and inheritance, the actual rules or practices—whether or not men took more than one wife, or whether divorce was common, or how modesty was expressed in terms of women’s dress or participation in the work force—were the result of local conditions and social change, which often differed from urban to rural settings and from one country or region to another. Women in Africa and Southeast Asia were never as secluded nor as secluded (chador or burqa) as their sisters in Saudi Arabia or some women in Pakistan. Islamic laws that protected women’s rights to inherit were often circumvented by families who sought to protect the property of the patriarchal family.

The role of women in religious observances and education was similarly restricted. During the Prophet’s time, examples of strong public figures are to be found, such as Khadija, Muhammad’s wife of twenty-five years, who owned her own business and played a prominent role in the birth of the Islamic community. After her death, other wives, notably Aisha and Umme Salama, were particularly prominent as advisers. Aisha was regarded as a major source of religious knowledge; she was a transmitter of Prophetic traditions and also took to the battlefield. Another woman, Umme Waraq, was a prominent scholar of the Quran and was among a small group of female imams (prayer leaders). Other women earned reputations for their knowledge of the religious sciences (Quran, fiqh, and law). However, these were regarded as “exceptional” personalities.

Similarly, while women in the Quran have the same religious duties and are promised the same rewards (and during the time of the Prophet, were said to have prayed in the mosque), historically, their religious role and practice, particularly their access to the mosque, became restricted. In the centuries after the death of Muhammad, religious scholars increasingly cited a variety of reasons, from moral degeneration in society to women’s tendency to be a source of temptation and sexual discord, to restrict both their presence in public life and in the mosque. In the mid-twentieth century Muhammad al-Chanzali could go so far as to observe, “Ninety percent of our veiled women do not pray at all; do they know of the other duties of Islam more than their names.”

Sufism, or Islamic mysticism, was something of an exception, providing greater religious space for Muslim women. The ranks of the mystics included Rabi‘a al-Adawiyyah (d. 810), one of the great early formative influences in the development of Sufi doctrine. In popular Sufism, women and men have been recognized as saints (wali), “friends” of God who perform miracles and intercede with God. After death, their tombs have become shrines for pilgrimage or visitation, places of prayer and devotion. However, even within Sufism, due to the prevailing cultural attitudes toward women and women’s sexuality in particular, such examples remained a minority in a world in which women were often seen as seductresses and potential sources of moral and social disorder. As in all the world’s major religious traditions in premodern societies and cultures, in Islam both the reinforcement of tribal custom and historical interpretations and practice often undermined Quranic reforms and reaffirmed a male dominance that perpetuated the inequality of women. In the twentieth century, the tension between ideal and real would become compounded by conflicts between tradition and modernity.
Women in the Modern Muslim World

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, governments, intellectuals, and religious leaders responded to the challenge of European colonialism and the rise of the modern West. The object was to reconstruct a seemingly impotent, if not moribund, community, to restore its strength and vitality through a new renaissance. For many the hope was that, in time, an Arab or Muslim rebirth would lead to national liberation from the yoke of European (Christian) colonial domination. The challenge existed on all fronts: political, economic, religious, educational, and sociocultural. Approaches varied widely, ranging from those of the more conservative ulama, to that of rulers and Western-oriented elites, as well as Islamic modernists.

For many of the ulama the options for the community were clear: armed struggle (jihad) in defense of Islam or emigration (hijra)—both patronized on Muhammad's response to his enemies—or withdrawal and noncooperation. In contrast, Muslim rulers wished to learn from the West, that is, to master the techniques that had given Europe its military and technological advantage. New schools with Western curricula were established, students were sent to the West to be educated, consultants, and advisers were hired. Rulers were more interested in military, scientific, and economic modernization rather than significant political change, and a new crop of Western-oriented elites wished to emulate the West, advocating widespread reforms.

At the same time, a third alternative emerged: Islamic modernism. In the Middle East, reformers like Jamal al-Din al-Afghani and Muhammad Abduh in Egypt, and in South Asia Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Iqbal, attempted to bridge the gap between the more isolationist position of many religious leaders (ulama) and more Western secular Muslim modernists. They argued that Islam was a dynamic, progressive religion capable of change and that Islam was compatible with the pillars of modernity (reason, science, technology). All criticized the ulama's tendency to cling to tradition (tashkuf) and called for a fresh reinterpretation (tawhid) of Islam to respond to the new challenges faced by the Muslim community. Their programs included religious, educational, and social reforms based on a distinction between those aspects that were immutable in Islam and those that were subject to change. Thus, reformers distinguished between religious observances (hukm) in Islamic law and social relations or regulations (ma'asim), which were historically and socially conditioned and thus capable of reinterpretation or reformulation. Reformers proposed a process of reinterpretation that adapted traditional concepts and institutions to modern realities, resulting in a transformation of their meaning to accommodate and legitimate change.

While primarily concerned with revitalizing Muslim societies and achieving national liberation, the process of reform inevitably raised questions of social and educational reforms that affected the status and roles of Muslim women and the family. This inaugurated a period of debate and reform that encompassed the areas of dress, family relations, education, and employment. The disciples of Abduh and Ahmad Khan, Qasim Amin and Ghurah Ali, advocated greater educational opportunities for women, arguing that educated wives and mothers would strengthen the Muslim family and thus Muslim society. At the same time, they provided rationales for reforms in Muslim family law, arguing that the Quranic ideal was monogamy, in order to restrict polygamy as well as to restrict a man's unchastened right to divorce or repudiate his wife. If, initially, males were the advocates for the "emancipation" of women, it was not long before Muslim women—as individuals and through newly established women's organizations—pressed for religious, educational, and social reforms.

During the twentieth century, significant changes occurred in the lives of many Muslims worldwide. Influenced by the West and by Islamic modernists, legal reforms, voting rights, and educational and employment opportunities altered and broadened women's roles in society. In addition to being wives and mothers, women entered many areas of public life, ranging from politics to the professions. Admittedly, this is true for a relatively small percentage of women and it varies greatly from one region of the Muslim world to another (and often from urban to rural settings).

Perhaps no area is more indicative of the process of modernization in the Muslim world and, more specifically, the struggle to redefine gender relations, than Islamic legal reform. At one end of the spectrum, for example, Turkey's modernization program included a wholesale adoption of Western-based reforms including the adoption of a European legal code. On the other hand, Saudi Arabia proclaimed itself an Islamic state governed by shari'a law. In general, however, the vast majority of Muslim states pursued a more modified process. However much countries adopted Western political, economic, social, and legal institutions and codes, family law remained untouched at first, and then it was reformed rather than replaced. Failure to replace family law with Western codes was a tacit, if not explicit, recognition of the importance and sensitivity of issues of women and the family in Islamic history and tradition. For, while other areas of Islamic law might remain an ideal often not implemented, the Islamic law of marriage, divorce, and inheritance had remained historically intact.

Modern Muslim family law reforms were initiated then by governments, implemented from the top down, and often rationalized and legitimized in the name of Islam by using (or, as some would charge, manipulating) Islamic principles and legal techniques. While the ulama were generally resistant, at best they were only able to restrict the scope of reform. The power of authoritarian states and modernizing elites prevailed. The power and acceptance nature of classical family law was reflected in the fact that even where modern legislation reformed it, failure to comply rendered an act illegal but not invalid.

Nationalists and Islamists have responded to the impact of social change on gender in Islam and thus have been engaged in formulating a reconstructed tradition. In Chapter 1, "Islam and Gender: Dilemmas in the Changing Arab World," Yvonne Haddad draws on Arab history and scholarship to demonstrate the central (and yet conflicting) role that women have experienced in modern Arab history at the hands of Arab nationalists and Islamists alike. For both the nationalist and the Islamist ideologies, women are a crucial component for the preservation of the nation. Both, however, have placed increasing contradictory demands on women? (p. 21).

The world of the broader Muslim world has struggled to redefine women's role in society and, in the process, to identify continuities as they seek to reconcile tradition and modernity. On the one hand, as Arab nations and leaders struggled to modernize, often drawing inspiration from the West, they had to overcome the force of tradition, which was regarded as an obstacle to change. Arab reformers of every stripe and shade have recognized the need for modernization and change. Indeed, for many elites, Western values were uncritically embraced and seen as superior to Islamic norms. On the other
hand, Arabs of many different orientations have remained cognizant of, and have had to contend with, the role of religion as a source of transnational Arab identity and unity, a source of legitimacy and popular mobilization.

This has been seen time and time again in twentieth-century Arab politics: the emergence of Arab nationalism in the early twentieth century, the spread of Nasser and the Ba'ath Party's Arab nationalism/socialism in the 1950s and 1960s, the Arab-Israeli conflicts, and more recently Saddam Hussein's calls for an Arab and Muslim jihad in the Gulf war of 1991. No place was the tension and conflict between tradition and modernity more evident than in the ambivalent and contradictory paths pursued with regard to women's role and emancipation. Thus, universal education, open government employment, and family reforms were introduced by Arab governments in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. Yet they continued to exist alongside traditional values of shame and honor based on a "hymen mystique" (p. 12) and fear of loss of virginity. At the same time, Saudi Arabia and many of the Gulf countries maintained strict laws of segregation of the sexes, restricting education, employment, and political participation. These differences are as much the product of political economy as of religion and culture. For men and women in the non-oil-producing states, employment in the Gulf brought wide-ranging changes: women were left at home as the primary parent while their husbands labored in the Gulf. Other women found employment opportunities that altered their role and family relationships. Those families in countries with both weak economies and rising expectations often find a two-paycheck family an attractive option, if not a financial necessity. At the same time, women in the Gulf have lived in societies where oil wealth and cheap foreign labor reinforced more traditional norms and values regarding a woman's place in society and in the family.

Since the 1970s and the Islamic resurgence, Islamicists have insisted that in contrast to the tendency to modernize (equated with westernizing and secularizing) society and Islam, the real task at hand is, or should be, the Islamization or re-Islamization of society. For Islamicists, the primary threat to the West is a cultural revolution rather than a political or economic Cultural dependency rests on both of faith and identity and thus destroys Islam and the Islamic community (unma) far more effectively than political rule. Women and the family have been identified as pivotal in this context. Women, therefore, are regarded as the primary culture bearers,"as the mainarners of the tradition, relegated to the task of being the last bastion against foreign penetration" (p. 21). The hijab has become not only a sign of modesty but also the symbol for the defense of Islam, for the preservation of the family, and thus the Islamic identity of Muslim societies.

Yes, as Haddad notes, there are diverse Islamic perspectives. Many continue to reassert traditional values and perspectives that promote the "ma'ruh" myth of the strong, aggressive, dominant male, the unquestioned head of the household and leader in society, and the weak, fragile, subordinate female. Others have increasingly come to accept the fact that education and employment are an inherent right of women as of men. However, like many nationalists, Islamicists remain caught in contradictions, unable to reconcile recognition of the right of women to determine their futures with the need to redefine the role of men as well as women in society.

Given the centrality of the Quran in Islam and the development of Islamic law, would-be reformers, whatever their orientation, have had to contend with the text of the Quran. Barbara Stowasser, in "Gender Issues and Contemporary Quran Interpretation" (Chapter 2), discusses how reformers have engaged in the reinterpretation of sacred scripture to buttress and legitimate new Islamic paradigms. Today, as in the past, the word of God has sustained multiple levels of discourse. Stowasser focuses on a pivotal Quranic verse, Sura 4:54, which has long been regarded as a key text to support the authority of men over women and the obligation of women to be obedient to man. She demonstrates how this verse has been interpreted and applied in classical and contemporary Islamic discourse by diverse authors (the more traditional religious establishment, Islamists, and modernists, respectively), often yielding diverse paradigms but, at the same time, sometimes revealing surprisingly similar ideological linkages. Muhammad Abdullah, the Islamic modernist and Egyptian religious leader, in his writings and legal opinions (fatwas) condemned the abuses of polygamy and divorce and advocated reforms to protect women's rights in marriage, divorce, and education. However, for Abdullah as well as other Islamic modernists, women's education was less an inherent right than a necessary means to strengthen the family and reislamize society. Men's leadership in the family and society continued to be regarded as part of the natural order, a combination of innate and acquired qualities.

In a similar manner, while Islamicists are often critical of the ulama and claim the right to reinterpret Islam, "In letter and spirit, hermeneutic approaches and political stances, Islamism differentiates itself from mainstream conservatism" (p. 37). Yet, as Stowasser notes, when it comes to its vision of women, Islamism often remains quite similar to establishment Islam, as was Sayyid Qutb, an ideologue of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, reaffirmed that the "guardianship" or "superiority" of men is part of nature (fitrah); and thus (Western) gender equality would bring societal and cultural destruction (p. 38).

In recent years, many Muslim modernists and some Islamicists have more boldly struggled with the relationship of the Qur'an's eternal nature and historical and cultural specificity. For some like Fatiha Rahaman and Imanul al-Farouqi, there is a distinction drawn between extra-technical universal values and their application to specific sociopolitical contexts. This enables reformers to distinguish between past theological and legal doctrines (interpretations and applications) and the need for fresh formulations or reformulations of Islam. Stowasser shows the reader the dynamism and diversity of contemporary Muslim paradigms.

How, then, is theory being translated into social reality? In Chapter 3, "Islam, Social Change, and the Reality of Arab Women's Lives," Nadia Hijab takes us beyond the world of texts—which are interpreted to buttress conservative and reformist positions—to an analysis of the social conditions that have reigned in the Arab world. Hijab notes perceptively that Arab women today are in the unenviable position of having to choose between rights and the respect that has been accorded to them by their traditional roles within the family. The situation is intensified in the midst of rapid social and economic change when traditional security and support systems are increasingly eroded and replaced by the state. Hijab maintains that the state has failed to provide equal rights for men and women because the debate has been conducted within the Islamic framework, which "provides women with equivalent rather than equal rights within the family" (p. 50). While constitutions in countries may provide for political and labor rights, family law, which continues to be based on Islamic law in most Arab countries, does not provide for equality. Thus, there is often a contradiction between a woman's constitutional right to work and a family law that enables her husband to require that she obtain his permission to work outside the home.
Introduction

Hijab notes that Islam has remained central to the issue of women's roles in society, not only because of the family but also because of its linkage to the debate over the role of Islam in the state and its close ties to the Arab quest for authentic identity and solidarity. Hijab, however, sees some signs of change, particularly in Arab regional meetings in preparation for the United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing (September 1995). In contrast to the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) 1985 meeting in Nairobi, where women felt a need to place their discussions within the framework of "the heritage of Arab-Islamic civilization," by 1995 the framework had shifted from "the ethos of the Arab-Islamic heritage to the international arena, and from prescriptions of an Islamic perspective to that of a secular one." (p. 59). Hijab discusses the debate that ensued between those who voted religious objections and others who denounced the use of Islam as a weapon against women. In many ways, the discussions and debates mirrored the Islamic politics of the Arab world today and the spectrum of positions, from secular to Islamic. Explorations for this apparent significant shift are many: fear of fundamentalism is driving many governments away from their formerly close relations with and sensitivity to religious conservatives; the presence and impact of more progressive North Africans; the significant presence of non-governmental organizations (NGOs); and the increased presence of women in the labor force and at international women's meetings. Finally, Hijab underscores the extent to which resources, rather than culture, determine the educational and employment roles of women today; women in Qatar and Jordan, for example, have far higher enrollment of females in school than Sudan and Egypt. Similarly, in countries where a need for extra manpower emerged, women have been able to take advantage of job opportunities—only to discover that when circumstances change, they are expected to go back to their homes.

No study of gender in Islam and in Muslim societies can be credible without moving beyond the textual and beyond broad comparative overviews to specific sociopolitical case studies. Part Two of this volume brings together examples that take us beyond, but also include, the Arab world. The examples reflect the broad sweep of the Muslim world from Africa to Southeast Asia, from Egypt to the Philippines.

Few images better capture the stereotype of gender relations in Islam, and the threat of a resurgence of Islam to women's status and roles in society than that of Iranian women covered by black chadors during and after the revolution. For many in the Western world, and for some in the Muslim world as well, the reality and threat of political Islam, or "Islamic fundamentalism," has been epitomized by the Islamic Republic of Iran. Iran in the 1980s and 1970s was regarded by many as the model of a modernizing state. The Shah's White Revolution had as its goal to being Iranian development, within decades, into the twentieth century. With its rich oil reserves, powerful Western-armed and trained military, strong ties with America and Europe, and a seemingly enlightened social policy toward women, many saw Iran as an island of stability in a turbulent Middle East. Then, in 1979–1980 the unthinkable occurred, as a mighty Shah was overthrown by an "Islamic revolution" led by its leader and primary ideologue, the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

If Islam and the Muslim world were often seen through the prism of Khomeini/Iran, for many, its medieval character was symbolized by veiled women, seemingly snatched from their liberated roles during the days of the Shah and forced to return to the oppressive days of an ancient past. Afsaneh Najmabadi's "Feminism in the Islamic Republic: "Years of Hardship, Years of Growth" (Chapter 4) offers an unusual, finely nuanced picture of the complexities and contradictions of women's status in postrevolutionary Iran. For if legislation and regulations have circumscribed and restricted women's rights and public space, "the past decade has also witnessed incredible flourishing of women's intellectual and cultural productions in Iran." (p. 59). Najmabadi provocatively notes that the deepest fear of many, that women would disappear from public life, has in fact not come to pass. Indeed, women are visible and active "in practically every field of artistic creation, professional achievement, educational and industrial institutions, and even in sports activities." (p. 59). The real challenge is to understand why and how this has happened. Is it a tribute to secular feminisms who have somehow resisted or escaped the oppressive Islamic framework of the multifaith? Is Iran's brand of revolutionary Islam to be credited? The logic of revolutionary Iran's worldview, like that of many other Islamists, is to regard the real threat of Western imperialism as less one of political, military, or economic hegemony than of a direct attempt to undermine religion and culture. As a Tehran journal noted:

Colonialism was fully aware of the sensitive and vital role of women in the formation of the individual and of human society. They considered her the best tool for subjugation of the nations. . . . women serve as the unconscious accomplices of the powers to be in the destruction of indigenous culture. . . . women is the last means of destroying the indigenous culture to the benefit of imperialism. (p. 60).

This logic, which can often lead to the oppression of women, has also meant that women's issues have been center stage in defining the new order. With women's role no longer scripted by the opposition, as in the days of the Shah, Najmabadi sees an explosion of new possibilities and feminisms: "New configurations of Islam, revolution, and feminisms are now emerging." (p. 60).

Najmabadi characterizes the changing roles of women from early post-revolutionary publicity campaigns and attempts to enforce veiling and to ban women from certain positions as "inconceivably misogynous interpretations of Islamic notions of gender [that] set the political agenda of the new government." (p. 61). It was not long, however, before woman countered with a variety of responses. "Years of Hardship, Years of Growth" uses women's press to demonstrate how secular as well as Islamically oriented women redefined the roles of women. The early years of Islamic women's activism generated the drive to rethink gender in Islam in new and sometimes radical ways. Iran offers a good case study of reinterpretation (ijtihad) not simply of traditional Islamic theological and legal sources, but rather an effort that went directly to interpreting sacred texts. Both the "what" and the "who" are important, for they also reflect a process that is beginning to occur in other Muslim contexts. Women, not simply men, are claiming their right to interpret Islamic sources and to leave behind or go beyond classical formulations to develop new paradigms and to reformulate Islamic concepts and laws. The result is a lively debate over competing visions of male-female relations and the status and roles of women in Islam and in Muslim societies, yielding new understandings of spiritual, professional, and social equality. The new directions evident in Iran today reflect a new awareness of the need for greater inclusiveness as secular and Islamic feminists think, struggle, and in some cases, contribute to the same journals. While future results are unpredictable, Iran's example may point to current realities and future possibilities within the Islamic world and beyond.
Introduction

Like Iran, Egypt has long been seen as among the leading modernizing states in the Muslim world. In many ways, Egypt was the leader in the Arab world in educational and employment legislation as well as family law reforms. Like Iran, Egypt has also experienced the impact of the Islamic movement. Egypt was the birthplace of the Muslim Brotherhood in 1928 and a launching pad for the spread of Islamic activism to other parts of the world in the 1970s, as both the government of President Anwar al-Sadat and its opposition turned to Islam. By the late 1970s, the regime was challenged by radical Islamic organizations, one of which assassinated Sadat in 1981. Since that time, the Mubarak government has contended with a diverse and dynamic Islamic opposition, ranging from the Muslim Brotherhood, which has become a major political and social force within society, and radical extremists like the Gama-inspired (Islamic Group) that has sought to destabilize and overthrow the regime and impose an Islamic state.

Mervat Hatem, in Chapter 5, "Secularists and Islamist Discourses on Modernity in Egypt and the Evolution of the Postcolonial Nation-State," maintains that women play a critical role in the current debate between competing secularist and Islamist discourses and visions of the state and civil society. Secularism argues that Islamism threatens the universal political and economic projects of modernity and will reinforce religious and gender divisions. Islamists maintain that in their envisioned new state, women "will simultaneously represent cultural differences (through the Islamic mode of dress) and an Islamic definition of femininity) and the exercise of full and universal political rights to vote and run for office" (p. 85). Hatem believes that the differences between Islamists and secularists are often exaggerated and come from the same tradition versus modernity, and to demonstrate that both share a common national history in which cultural rationalism can be reconciled with "the universal project of modernity and the role that gender plays in it" (pp. 85–86).

The postcolonial state under Gamal Abdul Nasser and then Anwar al-Sadat reveal the complexity of gender relations. Nasser introduced reforms that reflected universal rather than religious or cultural-specific gender norms through legislation in education, employment, and political participation. These resulted in an increase in the number of women in the professions. However, these universal rights were also associated with new forms of social control in a state that often used reforms to divide and control women of different classes (p. 87). Reforms benefited the middle class, a minority of women. Women were often channelled into feminine professions (teaching, nursing, medicine) with a few token women ever obtaining prominent positions. More important, "despite the multiplication of the number of professional women in the public arena, their professional consciousness did not realize or internalize relations of equality or empowerment. These modern professional identities associated authority and leadership with excellence" (p. 88). Not only were these reforms irrelevant to the majority of rural women, but the regime's land and agricultural reforms often reinforced their economic dependence on men: "rural labor laws carried old disparities into the present and also contradicted the modern constitutional commitment to equality irrespective of religion and gender" (p. 89).

Perhaps nowhere was the perpetuation of disparities more evident than in the refusal of Nasser to respond effectively to requests by some middle-class and upper-class women to introduce family law reforms to restrict polygamy and divorce. Anwar al-Sadat's role unhinged in a reassessment of Islamist discourses, as Sadat initially developed a strategic alliance with the Muslim Brotherhood and used Islam to enhance his legitimacy, discredit Nasserites and leftists, and mobilize popular support. Hatem maintains that, while Sadat did not alter the basic relationship of religion to the state, his use of Islam in public life—and his granting greater public space to the Brotherhood and other Islamists—enabled Islamists to challenge Nasserites in the institutions of civil society and created an atmosphere from which Islamist organizations and discourses were able to emerge and prosper. As, in some cases, challenge the government. Contrary to the characterizations of some, Islamists like the Brotherhood did not seek to return to the past, but, in fact, developed a "competing Islamists—modernist discourse" aimed at the new educated middle-class audience of professionals, a discourse that "succeeded in persuading a majority of middle-class college women and working women to adopt the Islamic mode of dress as a visible sign of this attempted synthesis of Islam and modernity" (p. 92). Hatem skillfully shows how Islamists redefined the public and private roles of men and women to respond to the realities of the modern middle-class nuclear family.

Hatem points out that both secularists and Islamists have provided conservative and modern interpretations of gender and that there is more than one interpretation of modernity. Egypt today is not simply witnessing a struggle between tradition and modernity, between rural and urban environments, or between uneducated peasants and educated elites, but rather between competing definitions of modernity—secularist and Islamist—often aimed at the new middle class.

Jordan provides a case study distinctive from the Arab world. King Hussein is the longest ruling monarch (and one of the few) in the Arab world. Jordan has been a state characterized by religious moderation and tolerance. Its Christian minority (10%) has often held government positions disproportionate to its size. The monarchy has generally had good relations with the Muslim Brotherhood and, in contrast to many other states, the Brotherhood has long functioned as a political party and held positions in the Jordanian senate. In 1989 the Brotherhood and other Islamist candidates won thirty-two of eighty seats in Parliament and at one point held five cabinet positions.

The status of women in Jordan reveals similarities and differences with that of their sisters in other states. In Chapter 6, "Women and the State in Jordan: Inclusion or Exclusion?" Laurie Bird maintains that, while religion is important, it is only one dimension of women's status and role in society. Traditional religious attitudes prevail regarding women's nature, primary role as wife and mother, and appropriate function in society. In recent years, as Islamists have become more visible in public office, attempts have been made to introduce legislation regarding women's education and role in society. However, Brand believes that political and socioeconomic conditions are equally important, if not more so. She acknowledges the advancements but emphasizes the contradictions and setbacks experienced by Jordanian women. Analysing women's education, employment, legislation, and activities of political and religious leaders as well as women's organizations, Brand concludes that meaningful participation as opposed to mere appearance in the public sphere remains the exception. Progress in women's rights has been affected by many factors. Politically, long years of repression and a primary focus on the struggle with Israel limited the development of civil society for all citizens and detracted from attention to social issues. While women often enjoy a good deal of power within the family, cultural traditions, social forces, and limited resources have combined to produce a situation in which women, both in the family and
in the state and its policies, continue to be second-class citizens. Like many other Muslim societies, middle-class urban women in particular have enjoyed improved levels of education and social mobility. This, however, has not translated into significant power in civil society where women have been excluded from, or marginal to, the decision-making process. Although in 1982 women received the right to vote and can candidates in municipal elections, Brand notes that women candidates were unsuccessful until the municipal elections of July 1996 and that national legislation both implicitly and explicitly regulates women to a citizenship status inferior to that of men. Only males can be recognized as heads of households; only they can automatically pass citizenship to their children; women cannot obtain a passport without permission. While the king has intervened in recent years to prevent Islamic-inspired legislation, such as calling for sex segregation in education, Brand notes that the government has distanced away from insidious legislation affecting women, such as the Penal Code. The government's struggle for independence from Britain supported this goal. The Islamic Family Law of 1937, which enabled Muslim women to reclaim rights under Islamic law that had been taken away by British law, was passed by the Muslim League of India. As with other religious documents, the situation in Pakistan is independent to today, though informed by this legacy, has been far more divisive and complex. South Asian religious and cultural norms and a distinctive set of political developments have produced the anomaly of a government led by a Western-educated modern secular-oriented Muslim woman prime minister from 1958 to 1990 and from 1993 to 1996 in a state in which the vast majority of women continue to live in an environment in which purdah (segregative) and purdah psychology or ethos have produced "the practical as well as fictive curtain separating the everyday worlds of women and men" (p. 125). Thus, while changes are occurring in the home and the workplace, pressures for a return to sexual segregation in public life remain strong.

Elites women have generally enjoyed greater access to education and employment; thus their status has changed less dramatically than those of the non-elite majority. Weiss skillfully outlines the lives of women with the Walled City of Lahore to provide a window on the central role of the male-dominated family in determining women's lives. Technology, the mass media, and education have introduced changes in education, mobility, and employment that provide new opportunities for women but that also create new sources of conflict within the family as men seek to maintain their status, authority, and social control.

The advent of the martial law rule of General Zia-ul-Haq (1977-1988) and his program of Islamization-imported institutional transformation within the Islamic framework that constructed the image of women as not having identical civil liberties as men and which justified such laws in the name of Islam" (p. 153). Weiss shows that "while the government promoted an ideal of the faithful veiled Muslim woman, women's lives were in-

In contrast to many other areas of the Arab and Muslim world, the Gulf states tend to be among the most conservative, and yet they have experienced an intense drive toward modernization within a relatively compressed period of time. In nations with substantial oil revenues and small populations, many of the Gulf rulers have undertaken ambitious modernization programs while having to remain sensitive to their Islamic and cultural traditions. Oman is among the latter; it was only when the present ruler, Sultan Qaboos, took power in 1970 that the process began in earnest. In the process, Oman has undertaken ambitious modernization programs while having to remain sensitive to its Islamic and cultural traditions. Oman has an oil-based economy (50% of its income) with limited additional resources. Although Sultan Qaboos has recognized the importance of increasing women's presence in the labor force, the economy has not been able to absorb them. The country's oil income is affected by its limited oil reserves as well as the extent to which, like other oil-producing states, it has been affected by the sharp drop in oil prices since the mid-1980s. In addition, the oil industry is capital rather than labor intensive.

Nevertheless, a significant minority of women is employed in the public sector (government, 1996; oil, 1994), and a lesser extent in the private sector (1996) due to the influence of traditional social norms. As in other parts of the Gulf and the Arab world, there is a correlation between work participation and class, education, and income. Working women tend to be in the middle class and many have been educated overseas, especially since Oman lacks the developed educational systems of some other Arab countries. Al-Rubikhi believes that Oman's women are happier, as in many other countries, by a state that officially recognizes their need and their right to work, but that also perpetuates a gender ideology that stresses family roles, gender differences, and the need for distance between men and women. Women's job opportunities are therefore more limited and they are often restricted to those professions that are seen as more appropriate for females: teaching, nursing, accounting, pharmacy, medicine. Al-Rubikhi notes that the significant advances in health, education, and employment made by women are in large part due to Sultan Qaboos, who has gained public support by casing reforms within the context of Islam's support for women's rights. Nevertheless, she maintains that "such policies, however, serve to fulfill women's practical gender needs rather than advance their strategic gender needs, preserving existing gender relations rather than transforming them." (p. 160). Traditional Islam has been used to support change; little emphasis has been given to an Islamic reform that would support substantive change in gender relations: "Although Islam has itself ingrained women's status in the seventh century, women in Oman today have few legal rights regarding land tenure, marital relations, income and social security" (p. 181). Oman, like other Gulf states and many Arab states, remains dominated by patriarchal family practices and family law that perpetuates male privilege and control, sexual differences and complementarity, and that exacerbates based on gender.
overthrow of Gulf rulers. A Shia majority population ruled by a Sunni ruler seemed an explosive mix. Political disturbances erupted and were crushed by the government. Some Shia leaders were deported. In 1994 a series of anti-government demonstrations broke out. This time the protest movement was backed by both Shia and Sunni elements. It took the form of protests to the ruler, calling for greater political participation (a return to constitutional democracy), an end to corruption, and socioeconomic reforms. A variety of interest groups participated, including religious leaders, merchants, professionals, and women, many of whom were members of religious organizations or movements.

May Sakeya’s “Women and Religion in Bahrain: An Emerging Identity” (Chapter 9) studies the rapidly changing identities and roles of Bahraini women from their educational advances in the 1960s and greater visibility in the 1970s, to their increasing participation in contemporary political protests. In particular, Sakeya asks the question, “Are Bahraini women consciously protesting against the patriarchy and subordination of the state or are they part of the male-led political activism... How much does this protest reflect the emerging identity of women especially within the religious currents that have assumed political struggle as a platform?” (p. 173).

As we have seen in other parts of the Gulf and the Arab world, while women have made some educational and employment gains, the primary beneficiaries have been urban elite women who have obtained greater access to higher education and to certain professions but with little or no access to decision-making positions. Through a study of political and socioeconomic developments in recent decades, Sakeya documents the extent to which Bahraini’s oil boom created rising expectations and then increased the gap between those who benefited significantly and others who did not. Thus, with a reversal of fortunes in the 1980s, Bahraini women increasingly witnessed the growth of Islamic revivalism. In particular, Sakeya’s study enables us to understand the broad-based appeal of Islamism, why “followers of this current are not only from among the economically depressed and politically frustrated women, but it has also culminated in the liberal era who had considered themselves politically radical and socially liberal. This is a wave that has swept most of the middle class and practically all of the lower, economically depressed strata” (p. 180).

Sakeya explores the reasons for the rapid spread and attractiveness of the Islamist message among women. “While in the 1960s and 1970s the word was one of national liberation, constitutional democratization, Western styles, and political rationalization, in the 1980s and 1990s the word of Islam is useful” (p. 185). Bahrain’s shift of state legitimacy, socioeconomic inequities, and the breakdown of traditional structures generated a growing political opposition with a strong religious leadership that warned that Islam, tradition and culture were endangered. Islamists in Bahrain, as in other examples encountered in our case studies, have proclaimed Islam as the source for a reconstruction of national identity and have politicized gender by giving women “the role of upholders of authenticity, propagators of generations, and transmitters of morality and social values” (p. 180). Bahrain reveals the extent to which the failures (or perceived failures) of the government and its brand of nationalism, and of the “West” itself, have made the Islamic alternative attractive.

Sakeya analyzes the positions of Sunni and Shia women and their religiously based perceptions of society, education, employment, and social services and highlights their commonalities and differences. A fascinating picture emerges of the impact of demographics and education upon a younger generation, raised in the 1970s and 1980s, and the extent to which education has been the primary vehicle for bringing women from the rural middle and lower classes to the Islamic movement, to an embracing of the veil as a symbol of emancipation and liberation, and to an involvement in political protest. At the same time, it has raised questions about women in the workforce. The political and socioeconomic realities of Sunni and Shia communities have not only produced communalism in women’s identities, responses, but have also led Sunni women to identify with more conservative definitions of women’s role while Shia women have adopted more “radical feminist” perspectives.

In the post-Gulf War (1991) period, the Amir of Kuwait restored Parliament and held elections in 1992 as Kuwait moved hesitantly toward greater political participation and democratization. Yet, Kuwait is a country in which only a fraction of the population (and male) can exercise full political rights. Despite the fact that Kuwaiti women are highly educated, hold positions in most professions from government and education to the private sector, they cannot vote or be elected to Parliament. Indeed, even Kuwaiti women with first-class citizenship lack political rights, like second-class citizens (naturalized citizen) and stateless residents (bidan).

In Chapter 10, “Gender, Islam, and the State: Kuwait Women in Struggle, Pressure, and Postliberation,” Margit Badran discusses the status and role of Kuwaiti women, particularly their decades-long struggle to exercise their full political rights. Kuwaiti women have played an integral role in society in two major instances: (1) in the premodern political economy in which women often ran the community while their men were off at sea; and (2) during the resistance to Iraq. Historically, however, politics, class, and religion have conspired to undermine women’s struggle.

Kuwait’s first parliamentary elections in 1993 was an important stage in women’s struggle for equal political rights, the beginning of Kuwaiti’s suffrage movement. It was a time marked by the spurning of allegiances, symbols of their exclusion from society, in a public demonstration for the creation of the first women’s associations. Women’s associations, however, such as the Arab Women’s Development Society and the Women’s Cultural and Social Society, neither adopted a broader social base nor proved capable of transcending their class differences to achieve gender solidarity and cooperative action.

The politics of women’s suffrage have been used or manipulated by the Kuwaiti government in the 1980s. The state dissolved Kuwaiti women’s organizations when it deemed necessary, and then initially encouraged the formation of Islamic women’s organizations that emphasized women’s domestic role and were against political rights for women (to counter Arab nationalist forces). Islamist groups like the Muslim Brotherhood, however, began their own organizations that advocated the right to vote, though not to stand for election.

The solidarity that had previously eluded Kuwaiti women occurred in their resistance to Iraq’s invasion and the occupation of Kuwait in 1990–1991. As Badran notes, women of all classes and ages came together in a public demonstration, using mosques (normally designed to make space) as centers for organization and sanctuary. In contrast to the early 1980s, women deemed adequate, not as symbols of resistance to the home, but as a symbol of Kuwait identity and solidarity: "a weapon in the defense of women and the nation," whose anonymity provided protection and enhanced their ability to carry information and arms. Class and sectarian (Sunni and Shia) differences were left behind. They were active
both in non-cooperation and armed resistance, risking capture, torture, rape, and death. Badran contends that, during the resistance, gender roles and space were reversed as women became the protectors and men the protégés, and women were more visible and more involved, either fleeing the country or going underground. Kuwait became "a city-state of women" in which women were able to function more freely than men in public.

Despite the enormous contribution of women during the resistance, Kuwaiti women, like their sisters in other countries who had fought in wars of independence, have found that the postwar reconstruction has not meant recognition of their entitlement to full political rights. Badran analyzes the politics of political rights, demonstrating how women's new gender consciousness, sense of empowerment, and solidarity experienced during the war, have been undermined by continued male domination of the Parliament and bureaucracy. She notes, moreover, that while some women became more vocal and visible in renewing the call for full political rights, "it was not long before class, kin, ethnic, and sectarian divisions resurfaced, disqualifying the cohesion they had achieved under occupation." (p. 200) The situation is further complicated by regional politics, Saudi Arabia's opposition, the fear that Islamist women will use the vote to increase significantly the number of Islamist votes in power, and an opposition concern that more secular-oriented and independent-minded women might use the vote to disrupt the status quo.

Muslim women represent 60% of the six million Muslim population of the Philippines. However, in Chapter 11, "Philippine Muslim Women: Tradition and Change," Vivienne S.M. Angelen contends that Muslim women remain a minority within a minority in decision making. Living as a minority (8.6% of the population of 93 million) in a Christian majority country, the experience of Muslims in general and Muslim women in the Philippines is particularly different from that of other countries represented in this volume. Like many other countries, gender relations have been affected and influenced by the distinctive and interrelated realities of the Philippines as well as by Islamic law and the implementation of Muslim family laws, and Muslim institutions. Although there are numerous examples of aristocratic women who exercised power as wives of sultans, the majority of Muslim women followed traditional patterns that were centered on their role in the home, a role that gave them little control over their education or marriage. While American colonial rulers tended to avoid interference in Muslim life, the Marcos government pursued a policy of national integration and had to contend with the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) secessionist movement for self-determination and autonomy.

Like many areas of the Muslim world, since the 1970s the Philippines has experienced its own version of an Islamic revival, reflected in the rapid growth of Muslim schools (madrasas), a large number of women studying the Quran and wearing the headscarf (fishtail or hijab) and Islamic dress, as well as that of men wearing a turban (khipa). Once regarded as a sign of backwardness, the scarf is now seen as a source of identity. The impact of the global Islamic resurgence, the experience of those who have studied in the Middle East (Egypt and Saudi Arabia in particular), and the influence of foreign Muslim teachers also contributed to a new sense of identity, pride, and religiopolitical assertiveness. The struggle (jihad) for some went beyond consciousness raising, education, and the building of Islamic institutions, and included the armed struggle by the MNLF for self-determination and autonomy. Focusing on the participation of women in Muslim Women's organizations and in the MNLF revolution, Angelen discusses how consciousness and politicization have given some Muslim women the opportunities to re-discover and empower themselves (p. 228).

As with Muslim women elsewhere, women in the Philippines represent diverse religious orientations, classes, and interests. These have been remarkably visible in the multiplicity of Muslim women's organizations and in the involvement of women in politics, in particular MNLF. Angelen analyzes the agendas and activities of women's organizations, revealing three major orientations. The Philippines Muslim Women's Association (PHILMUSLIMA) and the Muslim Professional and Businesswomen's Association (MBPWA) are primarily concerned with political and economic advancement, seeking to open up new positions for women in government and the professions and tend to be supported by and of government programs and policies. Those that mix professional concerns with an Islamic orientation, such as the Muslim Women Fellowship of the Philippines and the Sarang Bango Foundation, seek to educate women regarding their rights under Islam and to promote preaching Islam to non-Muslims. Finally, there are the MNLF Women's Committee and the Bangsamoro Women's Professional and Employees Association, in which women have been integral to the MNLF struggle for self-determination and autonomy. MNLF women have represented a cross section of society, old urban aristocracies and rural women, well-educated and illiterate, and those educated in public and Catholic schools as well as graduates of the Islamic schools. At one level, the revolution broke down traditional barriers as women left their homes and traditional roles. However, despite activities during the period of armed struggle, which included smuggling supplies, making explosives, and engaging in battle, few women were involved in key leadership or decision-making positions. In the postwar period, the struggle for national liberation, which somewhat bridged gender barriers, has been replaced by the struggle for women's rights and empowerment. The question, Angelen observes, remains "whether the men they work with will continue to see them as equal partners in the struggle" (p. 227).

At the dawn of the twenty-first century, Muslim societies continue to define and redefine their identities and place within the international community. Through the ages, from the beginning of the first Muslim community at Medina to the present, Islamic gender and culture have been intertwined in defining the nature of the Muslim family and of the broader community. The twentieth century has witnessed a major period of transformation and transition, yielding a new map of the Muslim world, politically, economically, socially, and religiously. Critical to the process is the question of the relationship of tradition to change. The contemporary Islamic resurgence has raised many of these issues quite vividly. Gender relations, particularly the status and roles of women in society, have been part and parcel of the debate over the role of religion in politics and society. As this volume demonstrates, today, as in the past, despite some advances, the struggle for equality—indeed the meaning of equality and gender roles and relations—remains contentious and unresolved. It is a battle that is about gender, class, and political and economic power as often it is about religious faith and identity.
Notes


ISLAM, GENDER, AND SOCIAL CHANGE
A Reconstituted Tradition
Islam and Gender: Dilemmas in the Changing Arab World

Over the last two centuries, the role of women and the family in Islamic society has been a central component of the debates over modernization and progress. While the socio-economic and political changes that have taken place as a consequence of modernisation and programs for development, along with the legislation introduced by Arab governments, have left their mark on society, the debates have been instrumental in keeping a check on indiscriminate change—and in some cases reverting what was conceived as gains for women.

The discussions during this century regarding women and the family are constantly being shaped, reshaped, and changed by reference to internal as well as external factors. Internal factors include: (1) the consequences of economic, political, and cultural policies implemented by various nation states; (2) legislation adopted by governments regarding personal status law that affects women's lives; (3) the availability of opportunities for women in education and employment; and (4) the dominant belief that national liberation should take precedence over liberation of women, since the latter would lead both to subservience to the West through consumerism and to the degradation of women. External factors include: (1) the awareness of Western distaste for and criticism of Islamic family institutions; (2) international pressure, through agencies such as the United Nations, the Agency for International Development, and the International Monetary Fund; (3) the reality of transforming the lives of Western women; and (4) a backlash against radical feminism in the West, identified as the wearing of miniskirts, bra burning, and free sex.

Regardless of the gender or ideological orientation of the author, one of the main features of the literature about women is its apologetic nature, betraying a belief that there are Western values against which it must justify itself. Increasingly the apologetic tone identifies the West with Christian and at times both Jewish and Christian values, hence recent promulgation of Islamic doctrine is placed in a comparative context to show the superiority of Islam over other religions.

In the nineteenth century, Arabs who had visited the West, such as Rifai al-Tahawi, al-Tahir al-Haddad, and Qasim Amin, focused on the need to bring about change in the role of women and the family in order to usher in an Arab renaissance. Modernists such as Muhammad Abd al-Khaliq opened the way to reinterpretation (ijtihad) by distinguishing be-
between Islam (doctrines, beliefs and rituals), which they defined as eternal and not open to reinterpretation, and human values (human relations), the political, economic, cultural, social, and educational issues that should be interpreted for each age. They were convinced that it is legitimate to borrow from other cultures what is deemed useful for raising the standard of society. For those who participated in the endeavor, change in the role of women was from the beginning among the most important concerns, especially in areas of education, seclusion, polygamy, and divorce. The survival of the nation was seen as contingent on these changes, not as much out of belief in the innate equality of male and female as for the utilitarian goal of achieving parity with Europe.

Westerners at the turn of the century debated whether women were required to adhere to tradition or needed to be educated to operate outside its parameters. Advocacy of Western values and norms became so pervasive that it fostered an atmosphere among elites in various Arab countries in which whatever persisted in the West was perceived as superior to its Islamic counterpart. The "sexy state" of Muslim countries and particularly the "unfortunate" circumstances for women were portrayed as due directly to the religions of Islam itself. For Europeans who sought to Westernize the Arab world, the expectation was that Muslims should abandon their tradition and religious teachings about women in order to become modern.2

Upon achieving independence, the various Arab governments instituted universal education and opened government employment to educated females. With the coming to power of socialist regimes in several Arab countries, the Arabs began to include Marxist authors who looked to the Soviet Union as the model to be emulated. Efforts to thwart capitalist influence in the Arab world prioritized several studies that attempted to delineate the influence of colonialism, and of Western efforts to incorporate Muslim countries into the capitalist system, on the family and the role of women in society.3 The socialists stressed the importance of labor and of economic development. The model of woman as worker was idealized within the overall ethos of participation in development. Children were to be cared for in nursery schools rather than at home. This model fostered a reaction in traditional Islamic circles and generated virulent Islamic rhetoric reaffirming traditional values.

Feudalism for prevalent backwardness are such authors as Ammar al-Durra, Director of Family Planning in Damascus, who is reported to have said publicly:

I see religion as a potent and very dangerous weapon, a double-edged sword. It is true that the backwardness of the Arab person whether male or female has many roots, but the fundamental root is religion. From it come the constrictions, customs, and practices that dominate the Arab person. It has swung chains that pull backward, especially the Arab woman. She finds herself at times considered to possess half a brain and half the religion. At other times she is a rib from the rib of man. In whatever she does she is evil, obeyed with that which is forbidden... Unless we find a new modern interpretation for religion, and a way to distance religion from forming the Arab person, we will not be successful in changing the social structures.4

The Islamic response to such statements was to denounce those who have been duped into the Western scheme of undermining Islam. They affirmed that Arab national experiments in Western liberalism and socialism had not only failed to deliver parity with the West, but that they had also failed in the societies that fostered them—in France, for example, after the 1968 Arab defeat in the Six Day War inaugurated a period of intense debate concerning the direction that Arab countries should take. It raised questions about the values that had been adopted and the fact that they failed to create a vibrant and strong society able to withstand Western attacks.

The oil boycott that followed the war brought in a transformation of Arab economic power. The northern tier states became labor-exporting countries, poor and dependent on remittances from the southern-tier oil-producing Gulf states. Labor migration created new conditions for which the debates had not prepared Arab society. Among them were what one author called the "separation of Arab families," women of all classes of society whose husbands were working in the Gulf assumed the responsibility for management of the family...
of the family, while the husbands played the role of periodic guest in the home. In some cases, women were employed in the Gulf and their husbands, who could not find employment, became economically dependent on them. (In 1978, for example, there were 7,317 Egyptian women working in the Gulf.) While some welcomed this as a way to foster the liberation of women on a reluctant society, it nevertheless served to undermine the social structure in which the tradition of a male head of household continues to be revered. With a growing economy in Arab countries during the 1970s and early 1980s, and a rise in the standard of living, it became clear that two salaries were often necessary to provide for better schooling of the children and for the enjoyment of modern comforts. The women of the Gulf countries, however, do not generally participate in the labor force. With governments providing sufficient wealth to a husband and with cheap foreign labor easily available as domestic help, it has become unnecessary for wives to be economically productive. This wealth has created a disjuncture in the socioeconomic and cultural forces in society and has undermined the drive toward socialization. While the wealth has provided the latest technology and the most modern infrastructure, women's lives have become more, rather than less, restricted. Their status is in virtue of belonging to a wealthy state, rather than achieved. Even parenting has been relegated to Filipinos or Sri Lankan maids; this has some officials concerned, because some studies have shown that Kuwaiti students in kindergarten classes have better knowledge of Sri Lankan than Arabic.

It is clear to many observers that the goals proposed by various national leaders as to what society should achieve via its women have been subverted by the traditions enshrined in the various national constitutions. While affirming equality for both genders under the law, all constitutions have clauses insisting that the status is the a priori norm, a reference understood by all concerned accepting the Islamic principle that men are in charge of women. A survey by Naseef Nassar of national constitutions showed a marked difference in the political definition of the state in the various countries and in the source of regulation. Nassar identified three types of constitutional parameters. The traditional (al-Shaykh Qutb) group included Kuwait, the Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar, and Northern Yemen, as well as the Sudan. (Nasser believes that if Oman and Saudi Arabia had constitutions, they would have similar definitions.) In the constitutions of these countries the woman is wife and mother and her identity is bound by her relationship in the family.

The second group is idealized as those countries that have a progressive (al-nasara) view of women. Aside from her role as mother and wife, the woman is created as educated and cultured, as a working woman, and as one engaged in the political process. This reflects, in the constitutions of Syria, Southern Yemen, Algeria, and Iraq. The third group of nations Nassar calls the accommodationists (al-Ishtiques) less influenced by the Moroccan and Egyptian constitutions. The Egyptian constitution, issued under Nasser as a corrective to Nasserism in 1971, affirms the traditional roles of mother and wife, while guaranteeing women opportunities in political, social, cultural, and economic spheres, contingent on not subverting the principles of the Islamic sharia. This has had various ramifications for the role of women throughout the Middle East given the dominance of Egypt on the Arab scene. Furthermore, all the constitutions, including those of the progressive countries, affirm the importance of the religion of Islam as a source of the constitution. Nassar concludes that there is real conflict among the views of women in these constitutions, and that the Egyptian attempt at accommodation has failed to some extent with a depiction of the progressive view as being of the essence of Orthodox Islamic thought.

The changes that have taken place in the Arab world regarding women have not been radical according to some observers, but were mostly formalities because the sharia remains operative and affirmed the authority of the father, brothers, and husband over the woman. Traditional values of shame and honor have been maintained as the operating principle of relationships, rather than the conclusions of the human conscience. The intellectual debates between adherents of tradition and modernizers began in the middle of the last century intensified in the 1970s as new arguments and interpretations were incorporated. The situation has becomes more complex with the rise of Islamism. Whereas the modernists focused their efforts on a reinterpretation of Islam in order to modernize its teachings and traditions, the Islamists movement at present is engaged in the process of Islamizing modernity. Both groups have used the historical traditions in order to buttress their arguments, and both focus on women as one of the key elements in their respective platforms. As Naïla Hjaj notes, by the 1970s, "the status of women seemed to have become the major indicator of a country's modernity."

All participants in the discussion agree that the Qur'an and the Sunna of the Prophet liberated women from unacceptable conditions that prevailed in pre-Islamic Arabia, and that Islam has given women a position superior to that accorded them by other religious traditions. Women in non-Muslim religious systems have to expend a great effort to achieve the high level and status accorded them by the Qur'an and the Sunna of other religions. Among the rights guaranteed for women by Islam are the right to life, to education, to conduct business, to inherit, to maintain property, and to keep their women. Disputants note that these rights long preceded the recognition in the West that they are appropriate for women as a result of the Renaissance concept of the rights of man, which was challenged to include women.

While such rights for Muslim women have been affirmed, however, social customs continue to dominate, still making them unavailable. Such customs include arranged marriages in which the consent of the woman (and sometimes of the man) involved is not sought; the appropriation of the dowry by the father as a compensation for the loss of his daughter, even though Islamic law guarantees it to the bride alone; the lack of equal treatment of wives in polygamous marriages; and the virtue of divorce (especially in the Gulf region) in which the husband simply states "you are divorced" three times, without recourse to arbitration or attempt at reconciliation.

For many Muslim authors, therefore, laws relating to women have become a kind of final frontier; a place to take a stand against what is perceived as the pervasive cultural intrusion at Westernization that is raging in Muslim countries and wrecking havoc in their family institutions. Regardless of the debates that have kept radical change under control, modernization in fact has had a serious impact on women's lives and their relation in the family. Since the 1970s, several new factors intensify the process of change. These include the dramatic economic fluctuations of the 1970s and 1980s; the increase in labor migration (especially of young males); women's participation in secular work, state ideology and politics; the growth of the popularity of the Islamist movement; and international inputs such as United Nations studies and recommendations and Western feminist de-
mands. Those eager to incorporate women in development projects and to insure them an ability to earn a living, for example, tend to agree with the assessment of the United Nations and the World Bank that the domination of women is primarily conditioned by economic factors. "We believe that all social relations of dependence and oppression, of which the subordination of one sex to the other is only one example, take their origin exclusively in economic domination." 

It is clear that modernization in the Arab world has served to sharpen the conflict between traditional expectations of women and their role and the real demands of daily life in a developing society. Yet there is little information about how changes have actually affected family life, the decision-making processes, and the real contributions of women to the economy. Certainly the emphasis on universal education has made a great difference for many women. At the turn of the century, debates concerning women's education centered on whether women should be educated at all. Today the tendency is to look at a woman's education as a fulfillment of her Islamic duty. Although questions persist concerning what kind of education is appropriate for a woman and for what purpose, it is nonetheless possible for females to seek advanced training at most of the eighty-four Arab institutions of higher learning. Modernization has produced an educated professional corps of women who are employed in various sectors of society. Women's education has increasingly become a sign of status in some circles. One illustration of this is that educated women are receiving higher dowries. A study in Syria shows that:

- The dowry [of women] engineers is the highest in Syria. In the city, the second highest is for government employees and teachers. In rural areas, the highest dowry is for students, followed by those engaged in sex work and then teachers. The lowest dowry goes to factory workers, home makers, and agricultural workers.

There is a flip side to this, however, as a growing number of men who cannot meet the exorbitant and prohibitive demands of such high dowries tend to marry Western women. This has led to the growth in the number of unmarried women, a situation that became acute in Kuwait where one estimate put the number at two-thirds of the eligible female population.

While a large number of urban women have received university training, the trend is for them to drop out of the job market when they get married. This has led to what some authors consider a squandering of resources. Others insist that their education, although not used in economic development, does help in creating a better-educated society with long range benefits, because they influence the lives of their children and prepare them for the future. As for tribal, rural, and working-class women, modernization appears to have had a negative effect by reducing or eliminating their traditional means of making a living. Their economic contribution is not generally appreciated; government figures tend to ignore or underestimate their contributions to the agricultural sector unless they are salaried or in domestic production.

Even insofar as women are part of the labor force they continue to have little significant public role outside the home. Most authors appear to agree that women can work, although some wish to restrict them to housework. Others to "femaleize" jobs such as teaching children, nursing, and medical care of other women, and some are loath to allow even that. Shaykh bin Baz of Saudi Arabia, for example, says that women should not be teachers since teaching young boys might induce eroticism in the children, which is unacceptable. He also insists that having women work in any environment where there is the opportunity for men to see or work with them is a grave sin. Having women work with men as a response to the call for modernity is a serious danger and is contrary to the sharia, which demands that women stay at home and confine themselves to housework.

He who wants to know the correct evil that misguiding misguiding the path that has afflicted the nations that have made such choices... He will find concern on the personal and collective level over the escape of women from the home and the disintegration of the family.22 Conservative Muslim authors consider woman's work outside the home to be contrary to her basic nature and against the role for which she is biologically determined:

- There is no argument that the women's work is inside preserving for the concern and happiness of the family and managing the house and keeping it in order... If the woman computer and participate with the man in his work while she is exhausted by menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, and raising the children, given the era of her natural incapacity, she would have transgressed her condition and deviated from her innate. Then the family system would be undermined and it would disintegrate and there would be no love and mercy between each other... Woman was created crooked, lacking in intelligence and religion.

Not all writers are so categorical in their determination of the role of women. Tunisian scholar Rashid al-Ghanamini insists that in choosing workers, qualifications and not gender should be the deciding factor in making the choice for hiring. He goes on to say, however, that if the qualifications of a male and female applicants are equal, then preference should be given to the man. "Salim does not allow women to work while a bachelor of men are unemployed, especially since the woman can take care of the home."24 This sentiment is shared by others. It was expressed to the author in Jordan when an official in the government asked, "If you wanted me to hire your son and daughter and I had only one job, who do you think I should hire, given the fact that society expects the man to be the provider?" And the President of Algeria, in a statement on March 8, 1969, said, "There is the problem of unemployment; when a job is available, should it be given to a man or a woman? Should men stay at home while women go out to work? That is the problem."25

Furthermore, even though women may have high-salaried professional jobs and make important decisions in the course of the day, and even though Islamic sharia insists that women have the right to keep their income, it appears that husbands continue to control the decisions concerning expenditures. The husband is pivotal in allowing his wife to work in the interest of the welfare of the family, he is also the final arbiter in defining what constitutes that welfare. In many instances, while accepting that she may work outside the home, he will not allow her to participate in public events. As already noted, given the power of the constitutions of various countries affirming the determination of the sharia that men are in charge of women, there is little chance for change in the foreseeable future.26

Modernization and urbanization, however, have brought about certain changes in family life. One is a preference for nuclear families. This has altered the traditional power of the mother-in-law which has been undermined by the new system. Instead of being a
It is clear that there is no consensus in the Arab world as to the role and status of woman in the family in the modern world. The various models have their male and female defenders. Following are three representative models, illustrating the disparities in understanding:

**A Social Psychological Profile**

One of the themes that emerges from contemporary writing about Muslim women is that of women as victim of the experience of oppression in developing countries. The oppression is not unique to the Arab context but is a consequence of disempowerment and feelings of impotence. The condition of the woman serves to demonstrate the extremes of disempowerment. She is used to compensate for the socially oppressed man. She has become the projection of the inadequacy of the society, shackled with the burden of failure and weaknesses. Her inherent worth is devalued in relation to her physique, excellence, gender, productivity, and status. At the same time, her role as mother is symbolically elevated. She is the "Godess, the source of love and compassion, symbol of sacrifice." Her role thus fluctuates from being the center of honor, of human purity as another, to the lowest degradation: "as the woman of imperfection, impure, the symbol of shamefulness, the immature, ignorant woman, symbol of exhaustion, the tool used by man to serve his needs."35

Mustafa Hijazi identifies what he sees as the role for women, determined by the tripartite class structure of Arab society: the working class, the middle class, and the upper class. In the working class, he says, a sharp distinction is made between feminine and masculine characteristics. There is a clear exaggeration of the man’s status, his status, his masculinity, his capacity to perceive, his ability as a provider and manager of the household, his aggressiveness, and his anger. He is ascetic powers he rarely uses. "It is necessary to deny any evidence of its weakness, fear, and inability to cope. It is by this denial alone that the family is able to find comfort in the presence of such powerful support."36

In order for the man to be transformed into the embodiment of the "macho myth," it becomes necessary for the woman to be weak and oppressed. She becomes the articulation of suffering who is in dire need of a supporter. She takes on the role of the emotional being, while the man is rational; she is in the home, he challenges the world; she surrenders, he is empowered and capable; she becomes the symbol of shame and need, he the symbol of pride, self-affirmation and power; she is the dependent follower, the obliging servant of the master, he the master whose word is obeyed.37 She is transformed into a sieve for his self-pleasure with no regard for her wishes and desires. She dies in her psyche that he may gain the illusion of life; she is crushed that he may gain the renaissance of self-affirmation.38

In the middle-class family, says Hijazi, the relationship is more flexible and open to change. The woman is able to break out of her traditional prison to acquire knowledge and live a productive life and share responsibilities with her husband inside as well as outside the home. The man understands that the woman’s development is a necessary condition of his own progress. Yet both are depicted as trapped by the dilemma of being pulled in the direction of modernity and progress on the one hand and traditional conditioning and defined roles on the other. Members of this class suffer from the claims of the
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A Conservative Islamic Profile

In another model that has been proposed by conservative Muslims, the role of the woman is confined to the role of mother and wife and defined by the precepts of the Quran. There are about two hundred verses in the Quran that have been used by the adora in defining the role of women and the family in Islam. The moderate have used the reinterpretation of these same verses as well as traditions (hadith) of the Prophet in order to create a more modern interpretation. While the teachings and example of the Prophet have been contextualized in some cases, the serious debate has centered on the Quranic verses.

According to the Quran, man and woman are creases of one spirit. They are to be each other's protectors, supporters, and comfortors. Their relationship is one of equality, mutuality, and cordiality. "God created from a single life-cell and from it created its mate and from them spread a multitude of men and women."(S. 4:1). The Prophet taught that "Whosoever has a daughter and does not favor his son over her, God will cause him to enter into paradise." Male and female are accountable in the sight of God. Marriage is a source of joy and blessing to both partners. The Quran encourages marriage of chaste men and women (S. 4:22). It recommends marrying a slave girl if one can't afford a free woman (S. 4:25). The Quran also teaches that men are in charge of women and are a degree above them.

The Quran and the hadith advocate reverence for parents, especially mothers. Muslims point out that the Quran guaranteed women the right to live by condemning female infanticide. In cases of adultery and fornication, man and woman are to receive identical punishment. The Quran warns against slandering a chaste woman (S. 24:4-5). The winces of one man is equal to that of two women (S. 2:289). Other verses have been interpreted to sanction segregation and seclusion (S. 33-34), as well as define proper clothing and public behavior (S. 33-35; 24:31). While the verse underscored to sanction veiling appears to address only the wives of the Prophet, some Muslims see it as a prescription for all Muslims.

While there is a single statement in the Quran that contains a condemnation of divorce (which in Arabic literally means "to be free"), men have the right of unilateral divorce. Islam regards marriage as a contract and like other contracts it is subject to dissolution. Social disapproval of divorce is attributed to the hadith of the Prophet. "Of all things permissible, the most displeasing to God is divorce." From the outset, restricting polygyny has been linked to the issue of women's liberation. Modernists have insisted that while it is sanctioned in the Quran it is contingent on men's capacity to be just in their treatment of women. Some have argued that polygyny is an impediment to progress insofar as it fosters a turbulent home life, with discord among wives competing for the attention of the man and tensions among other members of the family.

Others have advocated polygyny, arguing that in fact it is a means of liberating woman. It lifts her from her condition of humiliation, grief, and equal to a noble state of manliness in which she experiences purity, dignity, and honor. One author even argues, "Polygyny is one of the manifestations of the liberation of women, empowering her will, since the man does not marry other wives without her permission." All Abd al-Wahid insists that polygyny appears only in distinctly advanced societies. He claims many sociologists believe that the practice will increase and will be adopted by other societies as they become modern and progressive. "It is an error to link the multiplicity of wives to primitive society while considering the multiplicity of mistresses as signs of a progressive society," he says.

Defenders of Islamic traditionalists believe that in a genuine Islamic society current inequities will disappear. Islamic laws, they argue, guarantee the woman's control of her household. She is to have independent dwelling, with no single wife superior to another. They point out that the enemies of polygyny see the custom as primitive and insist that liberation of women as well as the progress of the nation is contingent on the elimination of such practice. This, they affirm, is false. The Quran has sanctioned marriage four wives and there is no connection between this divine approval and the degree of civilization of a nation. In fact, insists one author, such practices have existed in all countries, in all ages, whether manifested as multiple wives, or multiple mistresses. Bio al-Sharif alludes that polygyny is the law of nature and shall persist until the end of the world; in forbidding polygyny, Christianity has "led to three dangerous plagues: prostitution, old maid, and illegitimate children." In Europe and America, there are tens of thousands of mistresses.

One issue of contention that has received a great deal of commentary is that of equal-
Then men's intelligence increases during puberty so that they catch up with women, and from then on move far ahead. "Intelligence increases among the males and decreases among the females, therefore the number of geniuses among males increases as does weakness in intelligence among females." 75

It is clear that the corollary of men's superiority is that they are to be in charge of women. Women are "a bundle of love and emotion," 76 limiting their ability to be responsible. Thus men are in charge because of their rationality and their ability to exercise authority, do justice, and perform jihad. 77 Sha'ban even goes so far as to say that the woman is not allowed to eat the food of a man's house except with his permission, with the exception of that which is damp and thus liable to rot. If she eats with his permission she will be given appropriate recompense, and if she eats without his permission she will be punished. 78

Marriage, readers of these works are assured, is a perpetual contract which ends only by death or separation. It affects not only the couple involved but all of society. 79 Building a wholesome society begins with building a wholesome home, and a home cannot be built without marriage. Marriage is a social bond that fulfills necessary biological and psychological needs. It is necessary as a way of preventing disease, it provides pleasure, it offers the structure for producing progeny, and it is the fulfillment of a religious duty. 80 It is a holy bond and the means of implementing an Islamic principle. 81

"Marriage," said the Prophet, "is my way (norma). Whoever seeks others than my norma seeks an alternative to me." 82 The ulama have defined marriage as a contract between two partners where intercourse is permissible. But, says Sha'ban, such definitions ignore what is really essential to married life, that is, love, mercy, cooperation, and the mutual needs of both. He cites Muhammad Abu Zahr as having said that marriage is a contract that allows intimacy between man and woman, that it is their cooperation that defines their rights and duties toward one another. 83 He supports that by saying:

Marriage is a contract between man and woman sanctioned by the book of God and the norma of the Prophet to strengthen the self, to cooperate in life's issues on the basis of companionship, love and mercy, and to form a family and seek progeny. 84

God created men to live on this earth with natural instincts, tendencies, and desires. He did not create them to be angels walking on earth, but to be humans of two different kinds, each seeking its perfection and continuity in conjunction with the other through legitimate marriages. 85

The man is in a constant struggle to gain his livelihood and to feed his family. He faces danger and life-threatening situations. Because of this he is strong in body and clear in thought with a sharp intellect, a strong will, and a steadfast intent. He needs these qualities to deal with people outside his home. He does not need overwhelming emotion, but rather relies on his strong brain and wholesome communication skills to fulfill his role. 86 He needs a wife who will support and enhance those necessary male qualities. It is most important that a man not choose his prospective wife for the wrong reasons. If it is to be a choice among the attributes of wealth, status, beauty or religion, Sha'ban strongly advises the suitor to choose religion. 87 Most of all, a man should not choose a woman who is not able to bear children. He cites a hadith in which a man says to the Prophet that he has met a woman who is beautiful and of high status, but is not able to bear children. The Prophet advises him not to marry her, saying:
He who marries a woman for her eminence, God will increase him in nothing but humility.

He who marries her for her wealth, God will increase him in nothing but poverty.

He who marries her for her beauty, God will increase him in nothing but degradation.

But he who marries a woman and seeks only to cast down her gaze, cover his private parts, and form kinsfolk, God will bless him in her and bless her in him.  

A related gender issue in Islamic traditions deals with the right of the man to examine the woman that he is going to marry, after they are engaged. Despite the prohibition on engaged couples being alone together, it does seem to these writers that a man should at least be able to look at some parts of his prospective bride as long as the couple is in the company of a chaperone. Shabab quotes a hadith that says "A man gets engaged to a woman, if he can look at her [in such a way that it would] lead to marrying her, let him do so."  

This is cited as support that the Prophet felt an engaged man should look for what would lead to marriage. He is not restricted to her physical looks alone, says Shabab, but should also consider her personality and character, her behavior, and her mental maturity and capacity to solve life's problems.  

There does, however, seem to be some contention among the ahads as to how much of the woman can be viewed physically. The consensus is that it is limited to the face and the hands in order to see how much beauty she has or lacks, although some have said more and some less.  

It is commonly thought that the Prophet had advocated that they should have a chance to see each other. "I see a comely man unwilling to buy a sheep or a donkey before seeing it and checking its characteristics carefully making sure it has no imperfections... This rational mind enters marriage quickly and irresponsibly, which makes one wonder."  

The majority have felt that the man has the right to look without the women's permission, although Malik (founder of one of the four Islamic schools of law) insisted on that permission. Shabab argues that this restriction is not restricted to one time, but can be done several times. He also feels that the woman must look at the man she is to marry since there are things in him that might make her recoil.  

There is also considerable discussion about how much a man should be able to see of his wife after he is married.  

Ahmad al-Din concludes that a husband can look at all of his wife except her private parts, which are considered repugnant (nakbars).  

In return, the wife must be obedient. That is her primary and most important responsibility. This is too much of the fabric of Islam that it is said that she will be punished on the day of judgment for the failure of such obedience. That, of course, is contingent on the husband not demanding things that are contrary to religion. She must preserve his honor; forbid anyone from coming into his house without his permission; treat him with respect, kindness, gentleness, and gratitude; not ask him for what is beyond his means; and be faithful over his wealth and home and the raising of his children.  

After obedience, the second right of the husband is for his wife to look nice and to please him so that he can see her at her most beautiful and smell the best of her scent. It is clearly by the attention given to both such obedience of the wife to the husband is the highest priority. It is not fitting for a man to allow his wife to do what she pleases and for him always to follow her wishes. If that were the case he would lose his ability to control the family. The man should supervise the wife and make sure that she fulfills all her religious duties.  

A variety of other traditions from the Prophet are cited as proof of the necessity of a woman being obedient to her husband, including: "She whose husband dies and he is pleased with her will enter the Garden."  

"If a man calls his wife to his bed and she does not come and he sleep angry with her he will go to her until the morning," and  

"If it is possible for one to proclaim oneself for being other than God, I would order the wife to prostitute herself before her husband."  

Shabab goes on to describe the stages of dealing with a recalcitrant wife, one who is rebellious or whom one fears will be rebellious (that is, one who disobeys her husband and refuses to follow his orders). First he should admonish her, gently but with frequent repetition. If she does not recant, the husband can institute the second stage, which is abandonment of the bed. This is a way to break her and her haughtiness. The last stage is that of beating, gently so as to avoid the face. If the wife obeys then the husband is to be gentle. "God has made men more perfect in intelligence, more meekful, more powerful, and possessing better judgment," hence they are in charge.  

Man has the power, the leadership, and the dominance; he punishes her lest she contradict him or embarrass him.  

One author who finds physical punishment to be the proper way to deal with a disobedient wife in conjunction with isolation and meditation, notes that if society were to give the woman the same right, the woman would not be physically capable of beating the man. Furthermore, he maintains, psychology books inform us that women do not enjoy sex until they are beaten up. Although this phenomenon may be rare, it may have deep roots in the essence of womanhood.  

Muslims have always believed that female sexuality is potential with a predestination to create havoc and chaos in the male. Thus it is necessary to control the woman in order to preserve order and well-being in society. This conviction is at the heart of contemporary Muslim writing about sexuality in Islam, a subject to which increased attention has been paid. Recent works address the issues raised by the sexual revolution in the West, as well as psychological studies on sex. They stress that a woman's honor is to be guarded at all costs, and they give much attention to the dangers of men submitting to sexual urges in inappropriate ways. One of the authors who gives considerable attention to the subject is 'Alam al-Din. Sexual contact with anyone but one's wife is a slave is strictly forbidden, he says. Sex with anyone else is adultery and is to be punished by a hundred lashes administered in public. Likewise homosexuality is forbidden, which fits into the context of a critique of British society.  

'Alam al-Din observes that the sharia has taken steps to get the sexual instincts restricted to lawful (what is permissible). He recommends keeping one's gate closed so as not to get desire going in order. Cutting down the eyes keeps one from looking at things that arouse, which is like charging wires with electricity. When the eyes are cut down, the current is cut off. It helps if the woman's body cannot be seen, so he recommends that everything but the hands and face be covered. He notes that women today have turned things around. They wear long robes with long sleeves at home, and short dresses with short sleeves in the streets. They should revolve this to be in accord with Islam.  

Shabab adds that Islam preserves women and orders them to veil from men. "Seeking is one of the arrows of Satan," he says. It is unseemly for a woman to be seen by a man unless there is a necessity."  

In addition, 'Alam al-Din feels that sexuality is controlled by making other people's homes forbidden. No man should enter a home other than his own until he asks and receives permission.  

Within the context of marriage, sex is not only legitimate but an essential ingredient.
It is a gift from God. "Intercourse is blessed by heaven as well as by family and friends." It keeps people from being led into sin and allows for building up the world through procreation. Many warnings are given, however, about the temptations of premarital and extramarital sex. Sexual maturity precedes intellectual, emotional, and financial maturity, which may lead the male to try to respond to sexual desires without love, emotion, or reverence for marriage. One of the ways in which the temptation that engaged couples may feel is to have premarital sex is for a man and a woman not to be alone with each other. Because of human weakness that leads to desire, Islam forbids a man to be alone with a strange woman (that is, one who is not his wife) without the presence of a chaperone (muhram). Sha'ban cites the well-known hadith, "Anyone who believes in God or the last day, let him not be alone with a woman without a muhram for three would be the devil." This is to protect the sexual honor of women. Even an engaged couple should not see each other without a chaperone or travel together. Currently, some families do allow those who are engaged to be together. This is a foreign custom, however, and has brought the Islamic people many problems. "The engaged man, as long as he is not married, can leave (a woman) after getting from her what he wants, which the devil leads him to. (If that is the case) he will burden her with eternal shame and pain and suffering heavy to bear." 

Alam al-Din advises young men to refrain from indulgence in temptation by avoiding movies, plays, magazines, pornographic pictures, and looking at half-naked women on the beach. If a good wife loses her honor it cannot be restored. Would you, he asks the young men, want one of your female relations to be an instrument of entertainment for others? Learn patience and get involved in beneficial things. "It is sinful for a man to look at a woman as a hunter looks at his prey, the fox at the sheep, and to see her as a body for enjoyment." He warns women that they may be viewed as sex objects rather than as potential marriage partners. The dangerous thing is that the woman may fall for the man's smooth talk. Once he fulfills his desire he will leave her rather than marry her. "Do not be reluctant to refuse his advances even though he may use it as a test of his love," he warns girls. He notes that men who engage in premarital sex are more likely to divorce, separate, or be unsuccessful in marriage.

The teachings regarding sex as articulated by these writers are in no way an attempt to accommodate the temptations of modern society. Rather they are aimed at combating it. Teenagers are urged to fight the temptations of sexual allure that are all around them so as to avoid falling into sin. Such deeds lead to the degradation of the woman, the birth of illegitimate children, and consequently to the collapse of society. Thus acts of self-indulgence are not only detrimental to the individual and the partner, but they also have serious social ramifications because they undermine the righteousness of the whole social fabric. For some authors the purpose of sexual relations is to increase the umma (community). A small umma is seen as powerless and fearful for its existence. "Islam is strong and seeks to expand; it desires the Islamic kingdom to extend over all the world." Furthermore, increasing the number of Muslims is fulfilling the injunction of the Prophet who said, "Copulate, procreate, I will be proud of you before the nations on the Day of Resurrection." In Arab society, women continue to derive status through fertility. Sociopolitical change appears to have had little effect on the reward system associated with being a mother.

Muslim women are fully cognizant of the need to sustain marital position and motherhood for commanding respect and status in their own kin group and community. They are not about to deprecate willingly the only role that now gives them a bargaining position in the social structure. Children represent much more than a form of social insurance against the threat of divorce or polygamy; for women, divorce status from motherhood even when desired or rejected for a second wife. Hence we may expect women to continue childbearing activities throughout their reproductive years.

There is little agreement among Muslim authors on the subjects of birth control and abortion. While medical scholars did not have a problem with aborting fetuses before the onset of the second term of pregnancy, "when they are quickened in the womb," more recent opinions that life begins at conception have increased the condemnation of abortion. Those who support a complete ban on abortion as well as birth control cite both the Quranic injunctions against infanticide, and the hadith of the Prophet sanctioning unrestricted intercourse.

Proponents of birth control often turn to the same traditions of the Prophet as the opponents to buttress their arguments. Some writers find these traditions supportive of "family planning," while others interpret them in such a way as to forbid it. Some authors appear to say that it is acceptable in Islam to have birth control because the Prophet and his companions practiced... (footnote)

Others feel that if the reason for birth control is fear that one will be unable to provide for the children, then birth control is un-Islamic on the grounds that it raises questions about God's providence. However, if birth control is for the purpose of sparing a woman's life or because of illness, then it is permissible.

A number of factors, then, seem to contribute to the high rate of birth among Muslims today. Among them is the conviction that abortion is un-Quranic and morally wrong, the belief that dissemination of contraceptives leads to illicit sex, the emphasis on the importance of a woman bearing children, and the desire of both parents to have more children.

An Islamist Model

Islamic literature puts a new emphasis on the role of woman. Rather than dwelling on her role as temptress, one who plays havoc with men's lives and keeps them from fulfilling their religious duties, these writings depict woman as a partner in a family structure predicated by divine design as the paradigmatic social unit. There is an awareness of the increase in literacy over the middle classes, especially among nonworking women, as a result of the decline in household production. Therefore, an effort is made to channel some of women's energies into public religious and charitable activity directed towards the common good. Hence the Islamist movement incorporates into its ideology a combination of religious commitment, moral indignation, and political participation.

Among those who are concerned with a new interpretation of the Islamic role of women, the work of Rashid al-Ghannushi is most instructive. While most Islamists are
motivated by a kind of evangelical zeal, al-Ghanimli is considered to occupy a moderate position on this subject. He observes that his view to Sudan showed him that the role of women does not have to be as restrictive as other Islamists have tried to argue. He justifies his more moderate interpretation as necessary for political and strategic purposes. He sees women’s participation as necessary for the missionary outreach of the movement, the da’wa, and argues that the role of women is essential in the effort to convert the world, beginning with the Muslims themselves. Women are crucial not only in implementing a kind of moral rearmament, a moral jihad to create a virtuous society, but also as workers for a political agenda that refuses to participate any longer in subservience to the foreigners.

Islamists fault the Arab woman for appropriating the concept of equality and liberation from the West. In this, she has become an imitator, they say, an imitator rather than a creative originator. Her body swells in her country, while her mind is in the West. She suffers from spiritual alienation and has lost her sense of security. She is obsessed less her desire, her clothing, her etiquettes become obsolete. Many women wore the niqab without any concern that it would make them fatter while walking. “This was their excuse when their parents or the Islamists asked them to put on a modest long dress. But when the long dress is suggested by the Parisian designers and not the Lord of the World, then they howl and sob.” al-Ghanimli concludes, “The truth is that we do not like what we see because it is instantly good, nor do we reject it because it is evil; rather it is determined by whether the West accepts it or rejects it. It is sufficient that Western opinion change about what we believe is good or bad and we change our opinion.”

al-Ghanimli argues that the depiction of women is a relic of the age of decadence that set in after the early glory days of Islam. From this perspective:

The woman is born honest and disdained … she has to be compatriotic, plain, an obedient being to her husband to a means to fulfill his power and strength. She is raised in oppression by the father and the brother—regardless of the fact that he may be younger than she is—and then the husband. Despite the fact that Islam banned burying females, the period of decadence prepared a new burial for her personality and dignity. It instilled in her a sense of dependency, a lack of confidence, and an openness to ridicule and abuse.

al-Ghanimli explains that this kind of upbringing created a family structure based on abuse and oppression, where the individual is crushed in the family. It created a woman who is contented to interests in clothing, cosmetics, children, and gossip rather than the urgent cultural and political issues of society. “This was a fruit of the seclusion which kept her from knowledge and made her into an instrument of reproduction and a cheap thrill to be enjoyed by the man who crushes her and caresses her aside.” This kind of social behavior was then sanctioned by religious leaders who worked for oppressive authoritarian governments.

al-Ghanimli suggests that women must be enlisted in order to build a popular Islamic movement. They cannot be ignored or relegated to a secondary role. “A movement whose aspirations do not go beyond teaching women to cover themselves and perform their religious duties will be elitist and not populist.” Women must be encouraged to possess the spirit of daring, not of fear and retreat. 113 Nothing in Islam says that a woman must take care of the house or raise the children. If she chooses to do that, she is to be compensated. If she decides she does not wish to be past, then gratefully for her work.

Conclusion

The United Nations definition of modernity and progress, especially when it pertains to women, has tended to emphasize that maintenance of tradition is a central problem of underdevelopment. For Arabs who are aware of their weakness and repeated defeat at the hands of Israel, rejection of tradition would be tantamount to self-destruction. The fragmented entities that constitute the Arab nations are perceived as doomed to perpetual weakness unless they unite. The tradition is crucial for bonding in order to undergo the drive to unity. It is the one thing that the varied people of the Arab World hold in common. For both the nationalists and the Islamists, ideologies are a crucial component for the preservation of the nation. Both, however, have placed increasingly contradictory demands on women.

For the nationalists, the situation is complicated by the fact that Israel, which is identified as the enemy, sought to destroy the Arabs, claiming that attachment to the heritage is the cause of decadation. At the same time the “chauvinistic ideology of God’s chosen people” justifies its expansion over Arab land basing it on the myth of the ‘Land of Return.’ 114 For the Islamists, women are maintainers of tradition and are relegated to the task of being the last bastion against foreign penetration. Their role is to safeguard the umma from assimilation, by upholding the faith in the face of what is perceived as a long-standing Western design to destroy Islam by converting its people.

For some, the West continues to exploit the region, including the Islam of the neo-conservative. Western companies know how to market Islamic consumer products in exchange for the wealth of the nation. These companies sell products that counter Islam, the veil, local customs, and traditions. “The covers for the body and the head manufactured in the capitals of the West that invade our markets and our homes are not made to protect our traditions, but to ridicule our religion, heritage and customs.”

Because of the defensive nature of most contemporary Islamic writing about women, the debate has assumed a special character in which the central issue is basically a resistance to defamation and denigration. For the nationalists the integration of women in public life is in line with the projected modern image that seeks to blunt the ridicule of the West. Their participation continues to be tempered, however, by traditional controls whose transgression would bring shame and dishonor. Consequently, there has developed an internal as well as an external dialogue. To agree with the foreign detractors is to participate in self-defamation and succumb to humiliation.
Islam sought to make the woman a valued queen; she refused to be a common maid. Islam wanted to strengthen her character and to make her a symbol of strength, respect, and protection. The woman was to be in the place where she was most needed, surrounded by respect and admiration. She had to obey her husband and to show respect to him. Islam wanted to make her the symbol of perfection, the one who protected the family. Islam granted her dignity and she considered it degradation. It directed her to be strong and independent. Nurturing men have a greater value than women and are in charge of them. The woman rejected it and became more powerful. It called to order the submission of the age of ignorance, and she rebelled. It said, stay as humble as she was, and she went out. Islam allowed the kinship of women as a sine qua non and she found it as oppression. She was assigned half the amount of inheritance and she thought it was oppression. It prescribed for the man the right of the body of his wife, government of his house, and strength of his independence so that he could earn a living, save, and struggle, and provide leadership and protection. But despite all this, she attempted to alter the natural order and did not obey the man's leadership, nor did she recognize his superiority. 

Given the perception of the collapse of Western society, it is clear that traditional family values in the Arab world will be propagated strongly. There is a fear of losing social cohesion. The Western model may continue to be alluring to some, the instability of Arab observers to decipher where to draw the line in order not to fall in the trap of the traditional affirmation of values. This perception will also enhance the selling of Islamism as a divine antidote to exploitative movement ideologies. It islam is represented as a divine system designed to protect the woman's welfare, and it is capable of negotiating with women for agreements that will benefit women, who are women in Western countries. They are seeking the right to domestic upkeep, under Islam, such provisions are guaranteed. Women in Western countries are seeking societal roles that would enable them to participate in the economy, to support their children, and to integrate into the Islamic society. These women are cast aside by their husbands. Their marriage is respected, but they are not considered equal, nor are they supported in their marriage, while Muslim women in a polygamous marriage are guaranteed respect, equal treatment in love, as well as material support.

In dialogue with the dominant cultural traditions, where women have no say in the selection of a marriage partner, Islamism promises a right of asylum. In Arab culture, where women bear the onus of honor for the family, under Islamism both the husband and wife are responsible. The current Arab culture is the tendency for the man to maintain control of women's wealth. Consequently, we see fathers and brothers depriving them of their right of inheritance or dispossessing them of their wealth, or husbands taking over the management of women's property. Islamism gives the woman the right to manage her own wealth, as guaranteed by the shari'a. Women's rights have become so exorbitant that Islamists argue it debases women because it treats them as property. Islam would assert that it is kept within reasonable means for the general welfare, decreasing the number of men marrying foreign women and consequently leading to a more cohesive society.

It's no surprise that authors from within the Islamic tradition quote withholds Western sources with relish. None seek to be interested in quoting approvingly any Western feminist literature. Yet their arguments appear to have taken the feminist movement head on. While Western feminists seek to abolish the division of labor based on gender, Islamists see such a division as safeguarding women's interests and not taxing her abilities. While feminists seek resources for child care outside the home, Islamists warn of the consequences that may have led to the deterioration of the family and what is perceived as the general breakdown of society in the West. They affirm that child care is primarily a woman's business and should be her first concern. This is to safeguard the future of the next generation and create a stronger and more viable society.

While Western feminists have focused on physical abuse of women and sought to make it considered to be criminal activity, disciplining one's disobedient wife is depicted by some in Islamic literature as prescribed by God as an alternative to the destruction of the family unit. It guarantees obedience, hence harmony, and some even argue that it fits the nature of women. Furthermore, while Western feminists have called for reproductive freedom and the right to abortion, Islamic literature continues to debate the efficacy of birth control. Some insist that while Islam allows birth control it should be restricted to conditions that threaten women's lives, and pursued not in order to abide by Western perceptions, but out of lack of trust in God to provide. They tend to impede the West's more sinister motive of reducing the number of Muslims in the world, perceiving programs of family planning as tantamount to genocide.

Examination of recent writings on women, then, reveals an intensification of emphasis on purity and modesty, and on women's chastity before marriage. The traditional role for women is accepted as natural, rational, and scientific. Sex itself is not evil, but natural when pursued in appropriate contexts. Celibacy is neither moral nor natural, and was not the way of the prophet.

Since the 1970s, growing disenchantment with the Western democratic model has led to the model being judged as a particular development, in a unique setting and not necessarily applicable to the Arab world. The Western model's foreign roots and goals will continue to accord with an alien society and not coordinate with Arab culture. Muslim women who participated in the conference on women in Copenhagen came to realize that their own issues were different from those being raised by Western feminists, that problems faced by developing countries cannot be understood or measured by Western norms or models, because Western issues and concerns are basically irrelevant to their reality.

Debates over social and cultural values during this century have focused on the legitimization source of universal values. Westernizers have advocated Western values as rooted in rationality and favoring modernity and progress. The current state of Western society, which is perceived by many Muslims as degenerate, has not only encouraged the questioning of these values, but also has provided fodder for the attack against them. Critics see Arab values in the West as grounded in human whims and desires, facts that are here today and gone tomorrow. Advocacy of such issues as human rights, equality under the law, reproductive freedom, freedom from self-sufficiency, work, and sexuality is seen as the underlying cause of the corruption and apparent disintegration of Western society. Muslims increasingly challenge the assumption that the Western experience is the only legitimate analytical framework for assessing the role of women, or that the Western family must serve as the universal model. Many have decided that Western values are to be avoided at any cost. Can the West, they ask, allow for other cultures and traditions to point universal?
Notes

A longer version of this essay appeared as “Socio-Economic Change and its Influence on Women and the Family in the Arab World,” in the proceedings of a conference published in Journa! Review (Rome: the Vaticans, 1993).


8. The constitution of the United Arab Emirates of 1971 notes that: “the family is the foundation of society, it is built on religion, morality, love of country. The law guarantees its composition and protects it from devastation.” Also, “Society includes in its protection infancy and motherhood.” The Bahraini constitution of 1973 states that: “The family is the foundation of society, it is built on religion, morality, love of country and law conserves its legal rights and strengthens its bonds and values, and protects under its shade motherhood and infancy.” Naeem Nazar, “Mar’at f al-Marâb wa al-Darâr al-Anâbiya’i, al-Wahdâ 1 (5) (June 1985): 7.

9. The Algerian constitution of 1959 affirmed the need for a cultural, agricultural, and industrial revolution in order to complete national independence according to socialist principles. The woman is given rights as a citizen equal to the man. The constitution talks about equality in economic, social and cultural spheres. The Syrian constitutions of 1970 say that “the government guarantees for the woman all opportunities for effective and complete participation in political, social, cultural, and economic life and sees for the eradication of bonds that might impede her progress and participation in the building of Arab socialist society” Nasser, Wad, p. 9.

10. Folkways in the Iraqi constitution is contingent on the ability of the man to provide upkeep and maintain equality of treatment; it is also seen as being in the public interest. ‘Abd al-Na’im Tahâwi as’Asar, Tadmok al-Sugrat (Cairo: Shihab al-Balâh al-Islamiyya, 1972), p. 272.


46. 45. The following Qur'anic verses are quoted in support of this teaching: "And their Lord hath accepted of them, and answered them: 'never will I suffer to be lost the work of any of you, be he male or female; ye are members one of another" (S. 3:295), "If any deed do ye of righteousness, be they male or female and have faith, they will enter heaven, and not the least injustice will be a blemish to them" (S. 4:124), "The believers, men and women, are protectors, one of another; they enjoin what is just, and forbid what is evil; they observe regular prayer; practises regular charity and obey God and His Apostle. On them will God pour His mercy; for God is exalted in power, wise" (S. 9:71-72); "For Muslims men and women, for believing men and women, for devout men and women, for men and women who give charity, for men and women who fast, for men and women who guard their chastity, and for men and women who engage much in God’s praise, for them has God prepared forgiveness and great reward" (S. 2:234)." (S. 2:233).

47. "And among His signs is this, that He created you mates among yourselves, that ye may dwell in tranquillity with them, and He has put love and mercy between your hearts" in this verse refers to those who believe (S. 31:21).

48. Hadith supporting the importance of marriage includes: "The messenger said: Young man, those of you who can support a wife should marry, for it keeps you from looking at strange women and preserves you from immorality, but those who cannot, should devote themselves to fasting, for it is a means of suppressing sexual desire," and "When a man marries he has fulfilled half of the religious; so let him fear God regarding the remaining half." (S. 4:34).

49. Men are in charge of women because Allah has made the one of them to excel the other, and because they spend of their property (for the support of women). So good women are the obedient, guarding in secret that which God has guarded. As for those from whom ye fear rebellion, admonish them and banish them to beds apart, and scourge them. Then if they obey you, seek not a way against them. Lo! God is ever High exalted, great" (S. 4:34).

50. "And women shall have rights similar to the rights against them, according to what is equitable; but men have a degree over them" (S. 2:228).

51. "Receive the words that love you" (S. 4:13); "Show gratitude to me and to thy parents" (S. 30:13-14); "Your Lord has decreed that you worship none but Him and that ye be kind to parents. Whether one or both of them attain old age in thy life, say not to any of them a word of contempt, nor repel them, but address them with honor" (S. 17:25).

52. Verses cited in support of this argument include the following: "It will be asked regarding those hapless girls whom society burned alive and who have no complain for what crime, after all, they were they deserted?" (S. 81:3-9); "They even have this belief that God has daughters, whereas for themselves they desire something else [sons] and when any one of them receives the news that a daughter has been born to him, his countenance grows black and he is lost in grief. He considers the news of the birth of a daughter to be so shameful that he hides his face from people and reminisces whether he ought to keep his daughter alive and subject himself to perpetual humiliation or bury her alive and be rid of the degradation. Ah! how iniquitous is the judgment these people pass on their innocent daughters" (S. 16:57-59).

53. "The man and the woman guilty of adultery and fornication, fog each with them a hundred stripes: let no compensation move you in their case, in a matter prescribed by God, if ye believe in God and the Last Days: and let a party of the believers witness their punishment" (S. 24:22); "The crime of a slave woman receives half the punishment of that of a free woman" (S. 4:45); "The punishment for the wives of the prophet is double that of a free woman" (S. 33:30)."
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115. "Kill not your children for fear of want: He shall provide sustenance for them as well as for you, surely the killing of them is a gross sin." (S. 17:111).
116. "Your wives are a tilth over you, you approach your tilth when and how you will, but do some good beforehand, and fear God, and know that ye are to meet Him [in the Hereafter], and give these good usings to those who believe." (S. 2:225). The hadith quoted include: "When a woman spends the night away from the bed of her husband, the angels will come to her until morning." "Allah's Messenger said: By Him in Whose hand is my life, when a man calls his wife to his bed, and she does not respond, the one who is in heaven is displeased with her until he [her husband] is pleased with her.""}
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Gender Issues and Contemporary Quran Interpretation

This chapter is about new trends in contemporary Muslim Quran interpretation and their interrelationship with contemporary Islamic paradigms on gender issues. From the beginning, Muslims have interpreted their eternal and inimitable sacred scripture in the light of specific socioeconomic and political situations. The eternal text has thus served as both the foundational basis and as the point of convergence of many different, specific, human interpretations. "Classical Islam" produced a number of methodological approaches to the text (traditionist, rationalist, or a combination of the two) as well as some variations in the paradigms of the status of women. These paradigms had been given shape in Islamic law (sharia) well before the lifetime of the first great Quran interpreter whose exegesis (tafsir) has survived in its entirety. Thus medieval scholastic divergences in approaches to the Quranic text failed to find an "application" in equally divergent readings on questions of women's status. Change came with the modern age and its modernist and reformist scholars. While the nineteenth century produced new approaches to the Quran that were equally "applied" to social questions, the contemporary age has brought forth a whole new Islamic epistemology where scripture-sancioned gender paradigms play an important part. In what follows, the interrelationship of Muslim exegetical methodology and its "application" to gender issues is pursued by examining different readings of Sura 4:34, a Quranic verse that puts men "in charge of" or as "protectors of" women.

Approaches to the Quran

When al-Ashtari (d. 935) declared the Quran "eternal in God," an "attribute of God's essence" (and therefore uncreated) but as "expression in words created in time," he formulated the orthodox scholastic doctrine of the nature of scripture. That the Quran is divine speech (kalama Allah) is proclaimed by the Quran itself (for example, in Sura 9:6). Ashtari's doctrine of the Quran's manifestedness or expressiveness in time was the response of mainstream Islam to the challenge of the Mu'tazila, rationalist school of Islamic theology, which in the eighth and ninth centuries had defined the Quran, while being God's speech, as "attribute of act" (not essence) and therefore "created" (not eternal).

Contemporary establishment theology is far removed from the urgency and creativity of medieval debates about the nature of God's word. While scholars within the modern and contemporary religious establishments perpetuate al-Ashtari's doctrine of the Quran as eternal in nature, they increasingly place the emphasis on its implication, that is, the tenet that the Prophet Muhammad was merely the intermediary in the Quran's transmission, with neither his person nor his environment involved in the process of its formulation.

Classical theology did not distinguish between "principal cause" and "instrumental cause" of revelation, thus it had no room for a concept of God as the first and absolute cause of revelation using the mental resources of his "instruments," the prophets, to cast his revelation into a specific human setting of place and time. This emphasis on the absolute, hence timeless, nature of the Quranic revelations, however, did not impede the medieval legal and theological experts from studying and recording the chronological sequencing of Quranic verses and the precise situations in which they were revealed to the Prophet. This was deemed necessary especially with legal matters, when the doctrine of narrâh (abrogation of an earlier Quranic verse by one revealed later) demanded attention if not to the precise date then at least to the relative sequencing of the revelations. More generally, the medieval hadith, sira, and tafshi literature demonstrates a keen interest of pious scholars in recording the precise situation in which a revelation was first received. Such information constitutes a category of literature known as asbab al-nuzul (occasions of revelation). The interplay between eternal word and early Islamic realities is here thus quite simply understood as God's active involvement in the affairs of Muhammad's ummah (community), without much further thought given to the metaphysical implications.

By contrast, modern and contemporary traditionalist Muslims thinkers tend to dwell much less on chronology and, especially, the "occasions" of specific Quranic revelations. Undoubtedly this comes of fear that such reflection might wrongly suggest that revelations were "determined" by historical necessity, that is, that the asbab al-nuzul are misconstrued as "occasions for (not of)" revelation. This fear is clearly a reactive stance against the accusations of Western Orientalist tradition. It is also a reaction against some recent "liberal" voices in the inner-Islamic dialogue that are now proposing new approaches to the problematic of sacred text and its cultural formation. Medieval theologians and scripturalist experts showed interest in asbab al-nuzul, while also fully maintaining the Scripture's eternal nature and literal applicability in all areas of the faith: this combined interest illustrates the interplay of the symbols of divine word and sacred past, the inspiring and the inspired.

A related mechanism that transforms the past into paradigm is also present in the formation and function of the hadith in classical Islam. As a corpus of traditions on the life and actions of the Prophet, the actions of his companions and followers, and those of the first few generations of righteous Muslims after his death, the hadith was second in sanctity to the Quran and first in its function as interpreter of scripture. Over time and in a different culture (that is, changed political and socioeconomic situations occasioned by the Arab Muslim conquest of vast areas beyond the birthplace of Islam), the original nucleus of Muhammadan and Arab traditions was expanded to legitimize foreign customs and facilitate their incorporation into the developing structures of the Islamic order. Even though far-reaching efforts of hadith criticism preceded and underlay the compilation of the six "canonical" collections of the ninth century said to contain only "sound," hadith traditions, ultimately the focus of the compilers was not historiographic (seventh-century doc-
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Men are in charge of [law guardians] all are superiors [have authority over] women (else quaestiones id est litterae) because God has endowed one with more [because God has preferred some of them over others] (the non-fatalistic basis for the issue, Proverbs 31:29) and because they spend of their means (else quaestiones id est litterae) because the women are the guardians of their means. Therefore the righteous women are obedient, guarding in secret that which God has guarded. As to those from whom you fear rebellion, admonish them and banish them to separate beds, and beat them. Then if they obey you, seek not a way against them. For God is Ever Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

To Tabari, this verse is primarily concerned with the domestic relations between husband and wife. It legislate men's authority over their women, which entails the man's right to discipline his women in order to ensure female obedience both toward God and also himself. This system is deemed equitable in that it sets out men's obligation to pay the dowry for women, spend their wealth on them, and provide for them. Female obedience consists of marital fidelity, friendly behavior toward the husband and his family, and good household management, while male authority includes the right of bodily chastisement as long as such is deserved. Rebellion (insubordination), on the other hand, is interpreted to mean female appropriation of superiority over the husband, undue freedom of movement, objection to sexual contact when desired by the husband, and other acts of defiance. While Tabari's main point of exegesis of the phrase "because God has endowed the one with more" may be that receiving preferred or preferred women is revealed in Sura 4:34 is likened to that of rulers over their subjects. The reason for this is twofold: one is concerned with innate abilities and the other with acquired qualities. "God has endowed the one with more" refers to the fact that:

- God has favored men over women by endowing them with a perfect mind, good management skills, and superb strength with which to perform practical work and good deeds. Hence, no men [were] allowed to postpone the prophesy, the utmost government, and the unburdened and the uninvolved, the duty to fight the sake of God [Polish], attend Friday prayers, or wear the turban, receive the greater inheritance share, and the monopoly in the decisions to divorce.

Modern Methodologes and Paradigms

Compared to the classical tradition, modern and contemporary tafsir works generally dwell more on the ethical issues in culture, society, politics, and economics and less on points of theology or aspects of language (grammar and rhetoric) in the Quranic text. Nevertheless, most of these works are still "traditional" in nature in that they echo their predecessors' conclusions, especially on gender issues where the latter have been enshrined in Sharia law. Especially in works authored by conservative establishment scholars, the lauded, "authorized" (that is, consensus-based) tradition is seen as endangered; emphasis is placed on its defense against the forces of "alienating" innovation.

This traditionalism on gender issues was modified and altered by Islamic мод
errism whose various strands are more than just a rethinking of tradition, including the medieval rationalist tradition. The prominent trait of the modernist school is its spirit of reformism that seeks to grasp the value system of the Qur'an as a whole, from there to win fresh and new guidance, in a world so unlike that of the past. To derive the liv ing system as first revealed to, and practiced by, the righteous early community of Islam, modernists assume the right to ġābiḥād (individual interpretation of scripture), while also propagating legal reform, which they perceive as separation of the true shari'a from its medieval juridical formulation (fiqh).

Sura 4:34 and Muhammad Abūd

The Egyptian theologian and jurist Muhammad Abūd (d. 1963), Islamic modernism's most important early representative in the Arab world, saw Islam as eminently compatible with modernity. His main goal was to "touch" Muslim morality and reform the traditional social structures of his day—and particularly his region, Egypt—by way of a return to the dynamic faith and pristine morality of Islam's first generations. Although familiar with the classical tāhārī literature, to which he frequently referred, Abūd's approach to the Qur'ān in his own exegesis showed a new attention to the literal meaning of the Qur'anic verses and also their contextualization, both within the particular sura as well as the entire Qur'ān. This he did in tandem with de-emphasis of the hadith as a whole and most especially to the ṣaḥīḥ hadith (Bible-derived and extrabiblical traditions). A radical breakthrough on "how to read" the Qur'anic commands and injunctions came with Abūd's new rational approach to separate the sha'āb (laws on religious duties) from the muqā'id (laws on social transactions) in the Qur'ān and sharia. He argued that while sha'āb by nature lie beyond interpretative change, the muqā'id by nature require interpretation and adaptation by each generation of Muslims in light of the practical needs of their age. A third "mod erate" characteristic recognizable in Abūd's writings, which grew ever more important with later modernists, was his desire to express both his exegesis and also his Qur'ān-centric blueprint for moral reform in language aimed at a wider reading public.

Abūd's interpretation of the Qur'ān's social laws led him to some daringly innovative Qur'ānic interpretations and fatawa (legal opinions) on women's issues, most prominent among them the practice of polygamy. He argued that while polygamy was a sound practice among the righteous early believers, he had developed into a corrupt practice of unbridled lust, without justice or equity, in his own time. "A nation that practices polygamy cannot be educated. Religion was revealed for the benefit of its people, if one of its provisions begins to harm rather than benefit the community ... the application of this provision has to be changed according to the changed needs of the group." "Exceptions will always be possible—as in the case of the barren wife—but must be decided upon by a judge. There is no impediment to this in religion. What prevents [its implementation] is merely custom (fikī)." Abūd was equally concerned with the harmful effects of divorce on public morality. He described at great length and in passionate language the inequities of the divorce system for women. A wife should have the right to request divorce with a judge in the case of "harm" from her husband, such as unlawful neglect, unlawful beating, abuse, etc.; in these cases, the burden of proof would rest with the wife. More important, men should mend their ways and live up to their religiously sanctioned obligations toward their wives, former wives, and children.

Abūd's ġābiḥād was not put forth to benefit women in and of themselves but as a means to bring about the moral rebirth of Islamic society which Abūd perceived possible only through the "re-Islamization" of the family. He proceeded from the premise that women's status is usually linked with the well-being or decay of social life as a whole, as demonstrated in the Qur'ānic revelations. The community, however, "takes of the revelations only that for which it is ready," and so this truth was disregarded as the people reverted to the ignorance of the ḥalūlīya (pre-Islamic Arabia) to which they added the licentiousness and animal drives they had learned from the Franks. "See how we have become an argument against our religion."

Among the reform measures Abūd proposed were, first, the education of women in the obligations and rights established for them by their religion. "How can a nation prosper in this life and the next when one half of its members are like beasts of burden, neglecting their duties toward God, themselves, and their relatives?" Second, he called for the education of men "in the true meaning of Islam," which would make them give up all selfishness, material greed, power hunger, and love of tyranny, so they would begin to deal with their wives in the spirit of love, compassion, and equality that the Qur'ān enjoins. "Know that the men who try to be masters in their houses by oppressing women beget slaves for others." Third, this would lead to the resuscitation of rightful marriage as a solemn covenant that is part of the natural order of being and reconfirmation of the "exact equivalence" of the spouses in the family.

This, then, was Abūd's reading on Sura 4:34, in concert with that of his editor, commentator, and later spokesman Rashīd Rūdī (d. 1903): that in the God-willed natural order of the family, the man is charged with leadership (qawama) to protect domestic life and well-being. He is to the wife as the head is to the body. Men merit this "superiority" because of qualities they alone possess, some innate and some acquired. Among them are a stronger, more perfect, more complete, and more beautiful constitution, as it is the case with the males in all species. This physical constitution is linked to a stronger mind and sounder perceptions, the ability to earn money and administer affairs in a creative way. Women, in turn, should be grateful that their dependency, even though it is a matter of natural constitution, is actually rewarded with "remuneration" or "wages" (slower and maintenance). The husband's qawama over his wife consists not of acts of tyranny but of guidance toward rightful behavior, education, domestic efficiency, householdness, and fiscal responsibility to his budgetary guidelines. Then the woman can keep her house in safety, and order and bear and raise the children.

God has not "preferred" men over women. In individual cases, wives can even surpass their husbands in knowledge, work, bodily strength, and earning power. But it is by their biological and social functions in the family that the sexes as a whole are addressed and organized in Sura 4:34. From this system follows the man's leadership in concluding the marriage contract and deciding upon divorce. Man's exclusive obligation to fight holy war also derives from his role as protector of the woman, and his larger inheritance share relates to fact that his expenses are greater. According to Abūd, all other prepossessions mentioned by the classical interpreters (prophethood, government, prayer-leading, religious ritual, call to prayer, sermonizing on Friday), while following from man's more perfect disposition and lack of preoccupation (with other things), have nothing to do with his "guardianship" of women (cf. Sura 4:34). Because even if the law had endowed women with all these prepossessions, by innate nature men would still be "in charge" of them in the family.
Sura 4:54 and Mid-century Modernism

The Abdus-Rida ta‘lis was written in the traditional style as an interliner (verse by verse) Quranic exegesis, although it had cross-references to other Quranic sections dealing with the same topic. Many later Quran interpreters, especially of the modernist kind, have chosen to present their commentary on selected Quranic passages in formats other than ta‘lis, such as monographs, collections of lectures, sermons, and as the like. This tendency was strengthened by the creative impulse of disciplines other than theology; one example can be seen in the work of the Egyptian philologist and literary critic Ahmad al-Khuli (d. 1967) who, though not the author of a ta‘lis work himself, propagated the importance of the ta‘lis style (ta‘lis musuln).12 By the 1940s, al-Khuli had introduced some new, Western-inspired courses and projects in literary criticism at Facil (now Cairo) University; he had also decided to work toward a new methodology in Quranic interpretation that, though being mainly literary and philological, also was to use various other disciplines such as history, psychology, and sociology. Thus, textual background studies and what we would now call “close reading” of the Quran as literary text were thought essential to the proper understanding of the Quran.13 As indicated, al-Khuli was not a theologian but an Arabist, a specialist in language and literature.

Here it is perhaps useful to compare the Arabic linguists of the present age, such as al-Khuli and Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd (to be dealt with later), with the Arabic linguist of the classical age. The latter were among the major constructors of the meaning of the Quranic text. Much of their lexicographic work related to pre-Islamic (that is, pagan) literature, especially poetry, and many of their methodological approaches and grammatical categories may at least partially have been influenced by foreign (Greek, Indian, Persian) traditions. However, Arabic linguistics in the Middle Ages had a secure place within the religious sciences, as had the Arabic linguists within the religious establishments. It is only now, as a new (originally Western) theories of literature and new approaches to text, its formation and meaning, have found some creative proponents among Arab Muslims in Arabic linguistics, that theology views this discipline as a new menace.14

With al-Khuli, as with Abdus-Rida and increasingly so with later interpreters, theologian and lay alike, emphasis lies with the Quranic text as an organic whole, whereas the arrangement of verses in the suras, and the arrangement and progression of suras themselves, are hermeneutically significant.15 Mahmud Shalshat (d. 1963), the Egyptian modernist Rector of the Al-Azhar from 1958 to 1965, expresses this trend on the theological side. Shalshat approached the Quranic text as an organic whole, emphasized interpretation by themes, considered the hadith as best a secondary source of interpretation and legislation (with large parts of it unreliable), and stressed theological, sociopolitical issues and the like, with the purpose of moral reform of the community.16 For Shalshat, the abhab al-nasal traditions could be useful in clarifying the original intention behind a Quranic text; nevertheless, the Quran itself remains universal, valid for all Muslims and at all times. To understand it properly requires no reliance on old ta‘lis scholarship but a new inner-Quranic interpretation that includes a consideration of context, of a verse or phrase, instead of the atomistic approach of the classical interpreters.17 Nevertheless, to Shalshat, all information in the Quran, including the stories of events that occurred long before the Prophet’s time, is absolutely true; perhaps these stories are primarily told to teach the believers “lessons,” but nevertheless they also impart historical truth.18

Surely this traditional stance represented a rejection of more literary-critical approaches to the Quranic text, such as those of al-Khuli and, especially, al-Khuli’s student Muhammad Abushrid Khalilullah, whose dissertation on The Art of Storytelling in the Quran raised a public furor in Egypt because of the underlying premise that the Quran’s narratives are to be taken as principles of direction and guidance, not historical fact.19 Therefore, and even though the reformist tenor in a central aspect of Shalshat’s paradigm, in roots lie securely in tradition. Like his ideological predecessor Muhammad Abdus, Shalshat and many others like him of the modernist school maintain the validity of background studies for a better understanding of the Quran’s original meaning (in seventh-century Arabia) but insist on the universality and absolute truth of all of the Quran’s texts.

On women’s issues, Shalshat’s position was both tied to tradition and had a modern apologetic aspect to it; this modern aspect pitted the humanness and morality of the Quranic family laws and other women-specific laws in general against their narrow literalist readings by the critics of Islam. To Shalshat, marriage is not about demanding one’s personal rights, but rather about achieving spousal cooperation and harmony (as addressed elsewhere in the Quran). Therefore, men’s “authority” over his wife, while established as such by Sura 4:54, is not as right as much as an obligation that entails the burdens of domestic leadership. In Shalshat’s view, this is the nature of authority in general, on all levels of society. The specific formulation of 4:54, “because God has given the one more because God has made some of them to excel others,” does not indicate men’s superiority over women in an absolute sense, but rather it indicates their superiority within an organic whole, just as the right hand is superior over the left in the human body.20 Islamism (Islamic fundamentalism) differs from the modernist school established by Abu‘l by way of its politicization and engagement. In their active struggle to Islamize (influencing Islamic values into) immoral and corrupt (and often “Western”) structures and practices, Islamists translate the sacred text directly into contemporary thought and action. Thus, an individual textual approach to the Quran jibed as well as some interpretations, especially on gender, indicate the existence of that ideological link between Islamism and the Abushrid tradition—except that a spirit of revolt sets Islamism apart from the modernists’ spirit of reform.

Islamism by nature differs more profoundly from traditionalism. The latter is the mainstream conservative school of thought that views Islam as an inherited, balanced system of faith and action based on and sanctified by scripture and its interpretation through the verifying authority of past scholarly consensus. In letter and spirit, hermeneutic approaches and political stances, Islamism differentiates itself from mainstream conservatism. Yet its vision of women (and minorities) remains similar to that of establishment Islam, and it also derives from a fairly literal application of the Quran’s gender laws. Thus, the Islamist Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966) interprets Sura 4:54 in a mixture of traditionalism and some modernist elements, all clad in the language of Islamism’s warning that gender equality (in the Western sense) would bring societal and cultural destruction in its wake. Qutb sees the social and psychological import of 4:54 within the institution of the family, that cornerstone of Muslim society, a safety haven for the spouses, a nurturing shelter for the young.

From this perspective, the Quran gives the man the right of “guardianship” or “superiority” over the family structure in order to prevent dissension and friction between the
Religious beliefs and cultural practices often depict, for instance, the sanctity and the sacredness of human life, to respect and protect life is to respect and protect the family. 

Sura 4:34 and The New Epistemology

Modernity has meant a number of new and different approaches to the problematic of the Quran’s eternal nature versus its day-to-day cultural specificity, most often now written in the form of theoretical treatments rather than Quranic commentary. The Pakmani scholar Fatfur Rahmam, one of modernist’s most thoughtful spokesmen, stated that “subjective knowledge of the past is possible through rational discovery of the Quranic value-system in its extrahistorical, transcendent-dimension as a structured system can then be infused into the equally naturally researched sociocultural context of the present in order to determine priorities and...” and implies that the Quranic values affect. 

Past interpretations and applications (legal, theological, and philosophical) are of limited use:

With the passage of time and the rise, growth, and hardening of different points of view and re-conceived notions, subjective interpretations have multiplied. The historical tradition will therefore be more an object of judgment for the new understanding than an aid to it, although this historical traditional product can undoubtedly yield insights.

Rahman, then, sought to establish a theoretical model that distinguishes between the ‘Quran’s literal’ situation-specific laws on the one hand and the eternally valid “reasons,” rational logic, behind those laws on the other. To Rahman, the Quran was “the divine response, through the Prophet’s mouth, to the moral-sociological situation of the Prophet’s Arabia.” To apply this divine truth to all later stories, including our own, requires scripturalist interpretation in the form of “a double movement, from the present situation to Quranic times, then back to the present.” For Rahman, the first movement consisted of “understanding the meaning of the Quran as a whole as well as in terms of specific tenets that constitute responses to specific situations”; it was “to generalize these specific answers and...”
process of sharī`a positive law formation (which was based on the Qurān’s Medinan verses) and elaborate a new sharī`a public law (based on the Meccan revelations), of by way of the time-honored theological and juridical principle of nādžah, the abrogation or suspension of Qurānic verses for legal purposes. This part An-Na‘īm’s methodology beyond that of modernists like Radhakrishna; An-Na‘īm credits Rahim for differentiating the “legal” from the “natural” in the Qurān, but he faults Rahim for shirking full consideration of all that this implies, that is, whether the legal should remain legal and the moral should be beyond the moral of legal requirement, or whether the moral should be enacted into law, which would mean the elimination of the corresponding legal principle of the past. In short, to An-Na‘īm, Rahim’s shortcoming lies in failing to transform academic insights into a concise and practical reform methodology.

To An-Na‘īm, a sharī`a public law of egalitarian human rights for all, including women and non-Muslims, will only be achieved through “creation” of a new sharī`a based on the tolerant and egalitarian revelations reserved to the Prophet while he was in Mecca. The sharī`a in its present form perpetuates discrimination in many ways—such as declaring that women are unfit for full participation in public life, including the holding of public office that would involve their exercise of authority over men. For instance, according to the Shafi`i legal school, women may hold no judicial office, while according to the Hanafī legal school they may act as judges in civil cases only. These restrictions are based on Surah 4:54 which was revealed to Medina. That Medina verse, and its nādžah, or shari`a abrogation, made sense in socio-religious contexts characterized by the dependency of women on men for economic and security reasons. However, such dependence is no longer necessarily true, and thus, in a new sharī`a, male guardianship over women should be terminated. “Both men and women should now be equally free and equally responsible before the law, which guarantees economic opportunity and security for all members of the community.”

From the field of linguistics and textual theory come new approaches as well.老太太Hamid Akbari has long applied the epistemology of modern linguistics and semantics to the reading of the Qurān. In his latest book, Rethinking Islam: Common Questions, Uncommon Answers, he deals briefly with some of the theoretical problems concerning a re-thinking of women’s issues; his thoughts culminate in a plea for “a cultural revolution that would for the first time integrate the emancipation of women into a modern philosophy . . . of the human being.” According to Akbari, however, that modern philosophy is “yet to be written.”

Linguistics and literary criticism also provide the theoretical background of the conceptual work of Egyptian professor Nazm Hamid. Abu Zayd of Cairo University who, especially in his books The Concept of Text: Study in the Qur’anic Sciences and Critique of the Religious Discourse applies theories of modern literary criticism—most especially semiotics—when dealing with the Qur’anic text from the perspective of “text as cultural product.” Abu Zayd skirts the danger of “explaining” the Qurān as a product of seventh-century Meccan and Medinan culture by separating its metaphysical being from the historical manifestation. Nevertheless, he dwells on the time-and-place specificity of, especially, the suhbat al-walad and nādžah traditions, whose authenticity and meaning are revisited by a student and teacher who have together reflected on the text with a word-for-word eternal nature—to Abu Zayd a logical contradiction.

Abu Zayd recently published a small book on women’s issues entitled Women in the
Discourse of Crisis, which is a collection of topical articles previously published in the Egyptian press. Here the author distinguishes between the "fundamental" or "core" verses of the Quran that establish gender equality (meaning equal moral responsibility and in divine recompense) and a small number of "exceptional" verses that legitimize gender inequality. For Abu Zayd, the latter carry direct historical and social connotations of seventh-century Arabic realities and must therefore be interpreted in light of the Quranic verses establishing gender equality. Instead of engaging in true Quranic exegesis along these lines, the discourse of mainstream Islam to Abu Zayd is oriented toward "justification" of its doctrine of gender inequality by emphasizing the biological differences between the sexes. This emphasis reduces the "female" to "the rebel" by outmoded labor laws that fail to consider that labor issues have become human rights issues. Women's enforced veiling and seclusion from larger society amounts to her negation—indeed her abolition and murder—and thus represent the essence of the crisis, the final surrender to defeat.

This book, then, is polemic in nature and presents Abu Zayd's refutation of traditionalist writers, such as Mohammad al-Ghazzali, rather than a new in-depth sematic analysis of key Quranic passages on women's issues. To Abu Zayd the questions of scripture, gender, and their interaction represents a new religious discourse requires another study, one which he plans to do independently in the future.

Abu Zayd, Arkana, and other similarly esteemed Muslim scholars are thus using theories on scripture and hermeneutics that derive at least in part from extra-Islamic models of textual criticism. While gender issues are rarely the focus of such theoretical studies, they are directly affected by the implications of such studies. Such scholars are saying that solving the crisis of the contemporary Muslim world requires a break with the past, both in the type of scholars who do the reassessment and also in their approaches to the sacred text.

In the ever-increasing Muslim debate on how to achieve both an authentic modernity and an authentic Quran-centered Islam, gender issues continue to hold center stage. The protagonists in this debate are modernist Quran scholars, (many of whom still have a grounding in past traditions), feminists, linguists, cultural anthropologists, philosophers, and sociologists. The number and variety of textual approaches and consequent scripture-based paradigms on women's issues are a sign of the pluralism that characterizes contemporary Islamic thought.

Notes
2. An example is the Moroccan sociologist Fatima Mernissi's Le Harem Politique, English translation: The Veil and the Male Elite: A Feminist Interpretation of Women's Rights in Islam, trans. Mary Jo Lakeland (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1981), which is the book that provided the basis for the discourse of equality in the Quran. In this reading, the Quranic verses are related to the historical events surrounding their revelation that a "cultural" relationship between the two would logically follow. This book was banned in Morocco by the religious authorities. Cf. Barbara Frey, Women in the Quran, Traditions, and Interpretation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 122-134.
Islam, Social Change, and the Reality of Arab Women's Lives

For more than a hundred years, Arab women have been engaged in the public debate on their role in a rapidly changing society. Both women and men have conducted the debate within an Islamic framework: they have turned to the Quran, the sharia (Islamic law), the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad, and the lives of his companions to define women's rights in the modern age. While modernists have argued for the most liberal interpretation of Islam possible, the conservatives have used the same sources to argue for restrictions on women's roles.¹

Social Change

The debates make frequent references to the centrality of Arab women in maintaining family ties and community solidarity and in transmitting cultural values across generations. This was best captured in the document prepared by the Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia for the 1985 United Nations World Conference on Women, which was held in Nairobi. The document declared:

"Constitution, charter, and legislation in the region have asserted the role of the family as the nucleus of social organization in Arab societies. It is necessary, therefore, to make available to the family the economic, social, cultural, and psychological conditions that would ensure its stability and satisfy its needs.²"

Therefore, the document accorded "priority to the work of women who devote their time to family and home affairs and hence ensure the continuity of generations, the cultivation of values, and the transmittal of knowledge and expertise from one generation to another.³"

Fisiberto, Arab women themselves have assigned a great deal of value to their traditional roles within the family. This is partly because they are accorded a great deal of respect. As the social scientist Nadia Haggag Yousef noted, women's status can be seen as having two different components:

the right given to women and the respect given to them. Confusion ensues because the two distinct factors are erroneously used interchangeably, when in reality they are often

¹.
².
³.
increasingly correlated. Thus, women receive great respect in certain societies that give them few rights; they receive equality of rights in societies in which they compete with men but have relatively low respect.

Today, Arab women are in the uncomfortable position of having to choose between rights and respect. Neither women nor men wish to lose the warmth and security that the extended Arab family traditionally provided, particularly at a time of rapid social and economic change. However, modernization efforts by the state have steadily reduced traditional support and mediation systems, and women now increasingly rely on state legislation and institutions to protect their rights. Yet in the crucial area of relations within the family, the law in the Arab world does not provide for equal rights between men and women. This has occurred because the debate on women’s roles has been conducted within the Islamic framework.

Law and the Islamic Framework

The constitutions of the Arab nations, in their provisions that have them, provide for nondiscrimination based on race, sex, or creed as called for in international law and United Nations conventions. Thus, they provide equal political rights for Arab women, who can vote and stand for election in all the Arab countries that have parliaments (except in Kuwait). Arab labor laws that have been legislated during this century also compare well to international standards.

However, family laws, which regulate rights and responsibilities in marriage, divorce, child custody, and inheritance, do not provide for equality between the sexes because they have been developed within the Islamic framework in all Arab countries. Because the legislation has been developed independently, there is a wide range in interpretation. While Tunisia has almost achieved equality between men and women within the Islamic framework, Egyptian law provides for "equivalence" rather than equality. In Bahrain, which has not passed a state law regulating family relations, the disposition of legal opinion has been delegatd to the judges to interpret the sharia directly as they see fit.

Thus, in effect, most family law, as they currently stand, contravene the provisions of the constitutions and labor laws that have been decreed. For instance, in some Arab countries the constitution may guarantee the right to work and the labor law may be fair, yet the family law may allow a husband to stipulate that his wife must have his consent to work outside the home.

Egypt is one of the Arab countries that has ratified the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), which is the most far-reaching international instrument providing for equality between men and women. Such ratification of a United Nations convention is seen as the governments’ commitment to bring their national laws into line with the convention, unless they have stipulated reservations to specific articles. As was the case with many other countries around the world, Egypt had reservations. These included the following reservation to Article 16:

Concerning the equality of men and women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations during marriage and upon its dissolution. This must be subject to the Islamic sharia provisions whereby women are accorded rights equivalent to those of

The reservation explained that, in the Egyptian context, the husband was obliged to support the wife financially and to provide support in case of divorce, while the wife had no such obligation; "the sharia therefore restricts the wife’s rights to divorce by making it contingent on a judge’s ruling, whereas no such restriction is laid down in the case of the husband." Thus, on one hand, women should be entitled to full equality with men since Egypt has ratified the Convention. On the other hand, when it comes to the detailed application of the Convention, women’s rights are required on grounds that no one "may call into question." In effect, the fact that family law has evolved within an Islamic framework means that Arab women can be equal outside the home but not within it.

This is being increasingly questioned by Arab feminists, who hold Tunisia up as a model, noting that it has evolved a family law within an Islamic framework, but has interpreted sharia law in such a way that it provides for equality between men and women.

Islam and Identity

It is clear that the Islamic framework continues to be of great importance and to have a strong hold when it comes to defining women’s roles within the family. This attitude is reinforced by the fact that the region is still engaged in shaping its identity vis-a-vis other parts of the world, in an exercise that has proven to be quite painful because memories of Western colonialism in the region are still fresh. In many Arab countries, independence was only won in the 1950s or 1960s—and in the case of the Palestinians it has yet to be achieved. The quest for independence was charged by the desire to express national identity without external interference. Thus, the contentious question of what constituted an authentic Arab identity surfaced after independence. To date, it has not been satisfactorily resolved, nor have other questions that were by-products of colonialism, such as how independent Arab state systems should relate to non-Arabs living within their societies.

The effort to define an authentic identity in postcolonial societies gave culture and heritage a more important and prominent role than they might otherwise have had. The extreme example is Algeria, perhaps one of the most harshly colonized Arab countries, where the French sought to stamp our Islamic religion and culture. After independence in 1962, therefore, there was great emphasis on defining Arab identity in terms of the country’s “Arab-Islamic heritage.” This had an appreciable impact on defining women’s rights and responsibilities. Indeed, one reason why it took the country nearly twenty years to pass a family law at all was because of the complexity (if not impossibility) of forging consensus on what an “Arab-Islamic heritage” is and how this translates into rights and responsibilities for men and women. The family law that was eventually passed was much closer to the conservative interpretation of Islamic law than the liberal one enshrined in Tunisian law.

The question of identity is thus complicated by the need to define “the self” in opposition to the former colonizers, which is, in the first analysis, a defensive position. As Leila Ahmed has pointed out:
the Islamic civilization is not only a civilization unambiguously on the defensive, emphasizing and reaffirming old values, but also a civilization that finds itself reaffirming these same strategies toward dogmatically and clinging to them perhaps the more obstinately because it is reaffirming them against an old enemy—"the West."  

What makes the challenge even more acute is the fact that, in the postindependence era, many Arabs feel that economic and cultural colonialism has replaced political colonialism, and that there is all the more reason to adhere to indigenous culture and traditions in response. Efforts to redefine women's roles in society are often seen, rightly or wrongly, as an extension of Western efforts at cultural domination. During the Lebanese civil war (1975–1990), a Lebanese woman writer, Mona Byoush Kashshash, argued strongly that the hijab (Islamic headcovering) was a form of resistance to cultural and by extension economic domination. In an article in the daily newspaper al-Safir in 1985, she said that the West had found that

[the] best way to control us was by destroying our cultural and religious beliefs, so that the believer came to be defined as a "fanatic." And this was done to enable the West to strangle our lands and to penetrate with its consumer commodities, to transform our country into markets. This led to political and economic dependency, and to loss of cultural identity, which was replaced by "modernization." The Westerner would try to lure these diverse communities—clothes, cars, electrical appliances, processed foods, furniture, etc.—until he was convinced that he was in need of a culture "better than his own, and that this culture represented "modernity" whereas his own represented backwardness.  

Kashshash went on to defend the veil as a symbol of opposition to political, economic, and cultural domination. In fact, the notable increase in the use of the veil over the last decade is a multifaceted phenomenon. Some people support it for reasons of cultural authenticity, others for reasons of piety, and still others because it enables them to study and work outside the home without fear of harassment. The search for an authentic (Arab-Islamic) identity, the incomplete separation of religion and state (particularly when it comes to family law), and the sense that the West continues to dominate cultural and economic development, all mean that it is wise—indeed safer—to articulate proposals for change in Islamic rather than Western terms. This is why, as Ahmed pointed out:

referees and feminists repeatedly try to allay (with remarkable tenacity and often too with ingenuity) that the reforms they seek involve no disloyalty to Islam, that they are in fact in conformity with it, and if not in conformity with the letter and ritual, in the spirit of what nevertheless is still there somewhere, in the spirit not quite caught by the word.  

Thus, the debate on women's roles in the Arab world is not only a debate about women's roles within the family. It is also linked to the debate on the role of Islam in the state, and closely bound with the Arab search for political independence, economic self-reliance, and an authentic identity. These are some of the reasons why the debate has remained fixed within the Islamic framework, like an old-fashioned photograph needle stuck in a groove, echoing the contradictions ever deeper.

Moving Beyond the Framework

By the 1980s, there were some tentative calls for a change in the framework of debate on Arab women. As noted by Maha Azam during a seminar on Arab women:

The Qur'an does something to say about women, something that may be valid for many women, but if the [modernists] seek the ideals of Western progress, and even if they manage to know that they exist in the Qur'an, they will nevertheless not experience those ideals that are part of a liberal and secular milieu because the Qur'an had been specific on men's authority over women except in the spiritual sphere.  

She continued, "So long as religion remains an inherent criterion of reference in Arab Muslim countries, then we can expect to find the question of Islam and women coming up again and again." She argued for moving the debate beyond the Islamic framework:

This would not necessarily undermine the importance of Islam, but it would allow us to analyze the role of Arab-Muslim women with the use of analytical frameworks that, for example, draw on the sociology of religion and on the political and economic dynamics of nationalism and dependency. By showing some of the contradictions that arise from remaining solely within the Islamic discourse, perhaps we can begin to answer some of the questions relating to Arab women.

There are current signs that the proverbial phonograph needle has at last been unstuck and is moving on. A major step forward was taken at an Arab regional meeting held in Jordan in November 1994 to prepare for the United Nations' Fourth World Conference on Women (held in Beijing in September 1995). As with other such international conferences, preparatory meetings were held in each of the five United Nations regions: Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, Europe, Western Asia, and Africa. The Western Asia region groups thirteen out of the twenty-two members of the League of Arab States, and is served by the United Nations Economic and Social Committee for Western Asia (ESCWA).  

These countries held their regional preparatory meeting in Amman, Jordan, on November 6-10, 1994. However, because ESCWA co-sponsored the meeting with the League of Arab States, invitations were also extended to the Arab states of North Africa. The participation of Arab North African countries, some of which are more progressive on these issues than Western Asia countries, added to a dynamic change at the meeting. The meeting was held in two parts. The first part of the meeting debated and amended the draft plan of action; participants included national delegations (which grouped governments and, in some delegations, representatives of national non-governmental organizations or NGOs), independent experts, representatives of United Nations agencies, and NGO representatives as observers. There was an interesting dynamic between these different groups, which led to a solution of the way women's issues in the region are discussed. NGOs learned how to "lobby" governments to get their views reflected. Thus, while the second part of the meeting, which formally adopted the amended plan of action, was restricted to ministerial delegations (as is the practice in the United Nations conferences), NGOs were responsible for introducing several new sections.

For a sense of how the region has moved forward, it is worth looking back at the document the ESCWA region adopted for the 1985 Nairobi women's conference, which
marked the end of the United Nations Decade on Women. At that time, the ESCWA document began with a cultural definition of the region that none of the other United Nations regions had felt necessary to provide: "The Strategy for Arab Women in Western Asia to the Year 2000 is based on the heritage of Arab-Islamic civilization and the religious and spiritual values of this region, the nature of the messages of God which affirm the dignity and freedom of all human beings in this universe."

The fact that, in 1985, the region felt it important to stress its heritage so categorically indicated an uneasy awareness that this ideal was under threat. Moreover, the statement immediately defined the framework for any discussion of women as "the heritage of Arab-Islamic civilization." As noted previously, the Islamic framework provides women with equivalent rather than equal rights within the family in all Arab countries except Tunisia.

Further on in the 1985 document, ESCWA dedicated an entire section to the family. Other regions mentioned the family, but their did not go so far as ESCWA. This showed the extent to which the Arab region valued women's roles in the family and wanted to preserve them. This led to some contradictions within the document itself, given that it was supposed to promote the advancement of women in all spheres. On the one hand, the recommendations supported "the right of women to choose their roles in and out of the family." On the other hand, priority was accorded to women who chose family roles (quoted at the start of this chapter).

Initially, it appeared that little had changed by the November 1994 regional preparatory meeting. ESCWA had prepared a draft plan of action to serve as the basis for discussion based on the national reports submitted by governments on the status of women in their countries. This paper, like its 1985 predecessor, made many references to culture and tradition. To take just one example, the 1989 draft called on Arab governments that had not ratifiedCEDAW to adopt it—but it did not insist on removal of any reservations, which is what the international women's movement calls for. On the contrary, it suggested that Arab countries should lobby at the international level to change the Convention itself to bring it more into line with Arab culture and tradition.

The delegates proved to be much more forward looking than their national reports had apparently been. There was extensive criticism of the draft text, and a drafting committee was established to overhaul it. The first decision of the meeting was to change the draft plan from being an ESCWA region document to an Arab one, because of the participation of North African Arab countries. It was renamed the "Plan of Action for the Advancement of Arab Women to the Year 2005."

A key decision was to draw on the global ten-point agenda of the Fourth World Conference on Women as the basis for the document, instead of grounding it in the regional documentation of the past decades. Another important decision was to base the text on the recommendations of recent United Nations conferences of relevance to women and children, in particular, the Children's Summit (New York, 1990), the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Rio de Janeiro, 1992), the World Conference on Human Rights (Vienna, 1993), and the International Conference on Population and Development (Cairo, 1994).

The effect of these two decisions was a major shift in framework—from the ethos of the Arab-Islamic heritage to that of the international arena and from the prescriptions of an Islamic perspective to that of a secular one. The 1994 document has only one reference to heritage. In the fourth paragraph it states: "The Arab plan of action draws on the features of Arab civilization, the values of revealed religions, and human civilization." This is a far cry from the binding cultural framework of the 1985 document, particularly as the 1994 final document continues, "which respect woman's rights as a human being and her participation in development and its benefits as a condition for comprehensive and sustainable development." The words "rights" and "equality" had been missing from the 1994 first draft of the document.

Unlike the 1985 document, which conveyed the sense of a region unsure of its identity—because it had to state it forcefully, starting at the beginning of time—the absence of such rhetoric from the 1994 document conveyed the impression that participants were at ease with themselves and their identity.

The delegations must have been bringing about substantive change in the document included Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine, Tunisia, and Yemen, many of whom participated in the drafting group to add the text. The Sudanese delegation was the only one to protest—quietly—on cultural and religious grounds. Eventually, the Sudanese delegation had to be content with registering some reservations about the final text. For example, it registered objections concerning the reference to the International Conference on Population and Development held in Cairo in 1994. The document produced by the Cairo Conference contained a strong statement on family planning; among other harmful passages on women's rights, which had generated strong objections from several Muslim and Christian countries, as well as from the Vatican.

The reservations on religious grounds by the Sudanese delegation were balanced by the Algerian delegation, whose delegates spoke forcefully and movingly against the misuse of Islam as a tool of terror against women. The Algerian minister, who received a standing ovation on more than one occasion, described how fundamentalists were seeking to impose the veil and to prevent women from participation in public life, going so far as to attack schools and women's rights. Part of the credit for introducing new issues into the text goes to the NGOs, which lobbied strongly against the initial draft. Indeed, it is worth noting that, in a forum held just prior to the official meeting, NGO participation far exceeded the planners' expectations. They had expected some 300 participants; 500 came. This is a reflection of the increased interest in and activism on women's issues (although not all NGOs were equally outspoken). The NGOs ranged from welfare and charitable institutions, to family planning associations, to legal rights groups and human rights groups. The issues of employment, legal rights within the family, and health issues figured strongly in the workshops they held. Given the emotions raised about real or perceived Western cultural domination in the region, it was interesting to note that many NGO representatives were able to participate because of funding by Western donors.

The new issues that NGOs lobbied to have included in the official text covered how women are represented in the media and their role in bringing about change to that representation, women's role in conserving and regenerating the environment, and violence against women. This included not only violence suffered by women during times of war and conflict but also domestic violence. Indeed, the issue of domestic violence, which has rarely been discussed in the Arab region, is attracting increased attention in the area, as well as worldwide.

The final text called for women's right to participate in decision-making structures.
and authority; lifting the burden of poverty on women; increasing access to education, health, employment, and self-reliance; protecting women's rights in situations of armed conflict; recognizing and supporting women's roles in the environment; condemning violence against women, including domestic violence; and calling for better reflection of women's roles in the media. It is interesting to note that there was no special section on the family, as there had been in the ESCWA document for Nairobi.

This Plan of Action is a major step forward in terms of enabling the debate on women to take place within a secular, international framework, rather than that of narrowly defined culture and traditions which are often far removed from the reality of people's lives. However, to have real impact on the lives of women, the Plan needs to be translated into a document that can be implemented at the national level. Countries need to assign priorities to areas of the Plan, set baselines and targets, cost the targets in terms of material and human needs, and establish mechanisms for implementation, monitoring, and evaluation.

**Women's Role in Changing the Framework**

It is interesting to reflect on the causes for the shift in framework. There was no indication at the meeting itself that the delegations were participating in revolutionary change. Throughout, the atmosphere was businesslike, and there was a sense of people wanting to get on with the job and to produce a useful, relevant document. Some participants suggested that the shift in emphasis came about as a consequence of the questioning some governments are engaged in concerning their previous alliance with conservative religious movements. Threatened by radical fundamentalism and no longer in need of a bulwark against communism, governments increasingly are stepping away from formerly close relations with religious conservatives. Others noted the changed dynamic precipitated by the increased presence of NGOs with their active constituencies, while others ascribed the change to the more progressive positions of the North African participants.

It could also be argued that the major reason for change is rather the cumulative effect of work on women's issues at the national level, as well as increased participation in international forums during the United Nations Decade on Women, as well as in the ten years since the Nairobi Conference. There has been a qualitative change in the way women activists work at the national level. Many have moved beyond the elites in the capital city to undertake outreach activities at the grassroots level, where they are in contact with the reality of women's lives. And many Arab women participate in international conferences, where they learn from and contribute to the international debate, and they have therefore gained confidence and expertise in articulating the issues they face in international terms.

This evolution can perhaps be illustrated through the experience of the Palestinian women's movement. It began, as did many other Arab women's movements, as a nationalist response against colonialism, in this case to resist Zionist efforts to dominate Palestine at the turn of the century. Palestinian women became involved in organizing and establishing many charitable activities, initially as a response to the need for education, health, and shelter, and later to help deal with the successive tragedies that befell the Palestinian people after the loss of the greater part of Palestine in 1948.

By the late 1970s, a change in approach was discernible. Several young Palestinian women under occupation in the West Bank and Gaza established grassroots committees that sought to combine a nationalist, socialist, and feminist agenda. These grassroots committees heralded a new, politicized generation of women and new organizational techniques. Their contribution was vital in sustaining and directing the popular uprising (the intifada) against the Israeli occupation. However, their efforts suffered from fragmentation of the women's committees along party political lines. Moreover, women activists complained that their own agenda was always pushed to the bottom of the mainstream political agenda, regardless of their party affiliation.

Partly in response to these problems, there was a move in the 1990s to set up independent women's research centers. Five centers have been established that articulate a frankly feminist agenda and that are intent on keeping a distance from the political fragmentation that affected the women's committees. For example, the Women's Studies Center in Jerusalem describes itself as an "independent, nonprofit organization which emerged in 1989 from the grassroots movement with the aim of developing both feminist consciousness and a feminist agenda which responds to the needs of Palestinian women."

Such centers are tackling hitherto undiscussed issues related to women's social, legal, and economic status. Their agenda includes such topics as violence in the family, inequity in inheritance, school drop-out rates for girls, and women's economic activities in the informal sector.

Similar organizations with a sharper feminist focus have been established in other Arab countries in recent years, adding to the efforts by longer-established academic centers like the one at the Lebanese American University in Beirut. Examples include women's research networks in North Africa, the Tunis-based Conny for Arab Women's Training and Research, which co-sponsored the November 1994 regional preparatory meeting, and an independent Arab women's publishing house, Noor, established in Cairo in 1995.

**The Reality of Women's Lives**

As noted earlier, during the late 1980s and 1990s many of these groups undertook research on the reality of women's lives, and how women were faring now that modernizing economies were shifting production from a home and community base to work outside the home and community. Moreover, studies began to reveal the importance of women's traditional productivity, particularly in agriculture and animal husbandry. Indeed, government data collectors also began to reflect a better understanding of women's actual economic roles in the Arab region, as they have in other parts of the world.

For example, in India, the use of new International Labor Organization definitions of work raised women's labor force participation from 13% to 80%. In Syria, male respondents in a labor-force participation survey were initially asked if their wives worked, and a large proportion replied that they did not. More gender-sensitive data collectors rephrased the question, "If your wife did not assist you in your work, would you be forced to hire a replacement for her?" The overwhelming majority answered "yes."

In Egypt, an innovative Labor Force Sample Survey was published by the national statistical agency in 1990. The data revealed that women accounted for 53% of the labor force in agriculture, whereas men accounted for 47%. Of those undertaking unpaid work, 70% were women and 30% were men.
A combination of underestimating women's work in agriculture and in the informal sector and insufficient planning for women has given the Arab region the lowest female labor-force participation rates in the world. The percentage of women in the labor force varies greatly. It ranges from 4% in Algeria, 8-10% in Jordan, to 27% in Lebanon, and 29.9% in Sudan. The United Nations Development Programme's figures for 1993 published in *Human Development Report*, show that, on average, women account for 25% of the labor force in the countries that qualify as enjoying high human development, 29.9% in countries scoring medium human development, and 29% in countries with low human development. The recognition of the reality of women's lives and work is critical to expanding their opportunities. Often, attempts to serve women through development projects have done more harm than good, by offering training believed to be suitable for women—housework, textiles, cosmetology, typing—but rarely related to real market needs. Access to development opportunities such as credit, training, and new technology was, by and large, restricted to men as the household provider and provider. Therefore, better understanding of women's productivity is important for women as well as for the overall economic development of the Arab region. Moreover, despite the progress in education and health in those countries with small populations and sufficient resources, most of those nations still have a long way to go in the area of women's education. For example, 30% of females in Jordan and 29% in Qatar are enrolled in primary and secondary schools, but only 60% in Egypt and 50% in Sudan. The fact that countries with sufficient resources plan for both females and males indicates that culture is a much less important factor than money in restricting women's opportunities.

Nor is culture the key determinant in women's access to the labor force. Where there was a pressing need for additional labor—for example, in Jordan when a large number of men migrated for work in the Gulf during the 1970s, or in Iraq during the war with Iran in the 1980s—governments took specific steps to bring women into the workforce outside the home. When the government needed additional workers matched the financial need at the family level because of the higher cost of living, women rapidly took advantage of work opportunities. However, once the need for extra manpower was over and unemployment worsened, women were expected to go back to traditional roles within the home, and government planners concentrated on generating employment for men. The fact is that Arab women cannot afford to view income-generating work outside the home simply as a step toward personal fulfillment, just as they can no longer rely on traditional support systems in lieu of their legal rights. The changing economy and the high cost of living, together with the increasing number of female-headed households because of war and labor migration, means that women need to work for women outside the home. In Jordan, the Business and Professional Women's Club was among the first to draw attention to women's pressing need for wage employment. As one counselor explained, "At one point, 600 graduates came to us wanting work, so we organized a conference on female unemployment in 1985, which we followed up in early 1989 with a conference on women and work." Today, that same counselor estimated that women represent 50% of those people seeking work and not finding it. In times of economic crisis, women are far less likely than men to receive the attention of government planners. The conditions of Arab women in terms of health, education, and employment have been described and discussed at dozens of seminars and conferences in the region over the past decade. Understanding and awareness based on research in this field, rather than on religious texts, was a major reason for the drive by women to articulate the situation frankly and without cultural frills at the Arab regional preparatory meeting in November 1994. As last the debate on women is catching up with the reality of women's lives.

Notes
3. Ibid., p.43.
6. The Arab countries that have ratified the Convention include Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, and Yemen.
13. The countries included are Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
14. As in the past, Saudi Arabia did not attend, and Syria did not participate for political reasons.
15. Participants attended from such countries as Algeria, Djibouti, Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan, and Tunisia.
17. It is interesting that the change to the term "Arab-Islamic heritage" was proposed by the Lebanese delegation, on the grounds that there were other religions in the Arab region. This was accepted by the delegates without any difficulty, and realized in the language quoted here.
19. See Higj for a full discussion of women and work.
ISLAM, GENDER, AND
SOCIOPOLITICAL CHANGE:
CASE STUDIES
Feminism in an Islamic Republic

"Years of Hardship, Years of Growth"

Negative news about women's daily lives in Iran continues unabated. Seemingly trivial matters, such as the shape and color of a woman's scarf or the thickness of her stockings, continue to be contested daily, largely among men. Women are far from legal equals of men. Despite many years of hard work by a remarkably active group of women, inside and outside the Majlis (the Iranian parliament), many discriminatory laws passed within the first few months and years of the new regime remain on the books and in full force. Secular feminists, if not repressed or exiled by the government, often feel silenced by the domianant cultural climate.

Yet the last decade has also witnessed an incredible flourishing of women's intellec
tual and cultural productions in Iran. Almost two decades after the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, against the deepest fears of many of the secular feminist activists of that revolu
tion, not only have women not disappeared from public life, but they have an unmistakably active presence in practically every field of artistic creation, professional achievement, educational and industrial institutions, and even in sports activities. It would be tempting for a secular feminist to claim that Iranian women have achieved all this despite the Islamic Republic, against the Islamic Republic, and even against Islam as the dominant discourse in the country.2 As Hadeh Moghissi, for instance, insists:

They [women's activities and activism in the Islamic Republic of Iran] . . . signify only one thing: women's determination and their enormous efforts to escape the prisons of the femininity and sex-role dictated and guarded by the guardians of Sharia. The Islamic regime has not opened the gates. Women are jumping over the fences.3

Indeed, for some women this deep existential sense of proving themselves against all odds has become the creative energy of their productions. This is reflected, for instance, in some of the poetry of Simin Bikhshani and expressed in the interviews of Shahinshah Parsi4. Others have turned the restrictions and limitations imposed by the government and by the dominant ideas about gender roles and ethics into wedges to open up new arenas for their creative energies. The most glaring example has been women turning to the production and directing of film, given the restrictions at the level of acting.5 In such fields as photography, painting, sculpture, literary production, and publishing, women have ex-
dressed code was likened to a sickness—a willful sickness or a sickness of the will—against which the rest of society needed to be re-educated through veiling of women:

This [proper veiling] is a kind of social vaccination, vaccination of the Muslim man and woman, vaccination of our part and various others. One cannot say that there should be no mysteries in the world, but there should be no diseases... What shall we do against disease? We must preserve ourselves. We must quarantine ourselves. As vaccinations are compulsory for the sake of public health, so veiling must be enforced and not be a matter of individual choice.

On February 28, 1979, barely two weeks after the overthrow of the old regime, the Family Protection Act, first promulgated in 1925, was scrapped as an Islamic 13. Women were dismissed from the judiciary and subsequently barred from many positions and disciplines of higher education. Over the next months and years, inconstantly misogynous interpretations of Islamic notions of gender set the political agenda of the new government. Against these attacks, the resistance of secular women, though providing a cherished memory, proved feeble and was early dispersed, deflated, and defeated. Acts of defiance and resistance by women became instantly labeled as counterrevolutionary a label that not only made these women easy targets of repression, but also cut off any possibility of building alliances with Islamic women activists of the Revolution, many of whom were shocked into silences, frozen in disbelief at this unforeseen turn of events. Islamic women activists had been political supporters and active organizers of the 1979 Islamic movement that overthrew the old regime. For many of them, their activism had been formed by different notions of Islamic womanhood, as expressed, for example, in the writings of Ali Shariati. Yet the revolution they fought for and the government they supported was proceeding to put into effect some of the most misogynous policies imaginable. With the defeat of secularism, they found themselves acting as critics of the new government on women’s issues, and they began to organize for alternative policies. It was thanks to their efforts that universities were once again opened to women, and a new set of family laws virtually reintroduced the Family Protection Act of the Pahlavi period.

Reflecting on these earlier years of struggle under the old regime and the new government, Mahrang Kar at expressed the confidence of these women activists in these terms: Islamic women have gone through a difficult test. During the past decade, they have experienced difficulties and dangers that were unprecedented in their individual and social lives. Prior to the Revolution, Islamic women, accused of bringing rights from outside and being considered by the regime to be a threat to society, were often arrested and imprisoned. Now, they are free to express their opinions and participate in all aspects of society.

The Women’s Press

Out of these early years of Islamic women’s activism also emerged the drive toward rethinking gender in Islam in more radical ways. A number of women’s organizations and
institutes, as well as a variety of women's journals now published in Iran, attest to the significance of this rethinking. These journals are distinct in their respective constructions of womanhood, ranging from Nafa', a rather ideologically rigid organ of a quasi-governmental organization, to Zamane, a journal that explicitly defines itself as feminist.

Nafa' (The Call), edited by Zahra Mostafavi, is perhaps the only women's journal that could be categorized as quasi-official, and waxes praise of the Islamic Republic. In some ways its anti-image is Payam-e Hayat [Message of Life].25 Edited by Azam Talepni, Payam-e Hayat presents a discourse of woman as the suffering victim. Thus the significance of its name, both as the female figure of suffering and the agent of a Quranic verse they use for their byline:

And their Lord answers them: "I will not deprive the labor of any that labors among you, be you male or female--the one of you as the other. And those who emigrated, and were expelled from their habitats, those who suffered hurt in My way, and fought, and were slain--they shall surely acquire of their evil deeds, and I shall admit them to gardens underneath which rivers flow."

From its early days, Payam-e Hayat has acted as a dissenting voice, as a call to the conscience of the Islamic Republic on matters to do with women. It publishes reports and commentary on the problems of daily lives of working women, rural women, women state employees, and "other suffering women." It describes amusingly these women as persevering, hard working, simple, obedient, and with few expectations. Its own mission is the protesting voice of women's victimhood, hoping that "God will help and that Islamic justice in the Islamic Republic will take care of all these deprivations and soothe all these disorders."26

The other three journals, Zan-e Ras, Farzaneh, and Zamane, are intimately connected to each other both by past history and current ideological self-definition and location.

Zan-e Ras [Today's Woman] is part of an important publishing conglomerate, Kayhan, that goes back to the time of the Shah. Benefiting from the financial, human, and political resources of Kayhan, it was taken over by a group of Islamic women activists in the post-revolutionary period. They turned it into a successful campaigning platform of resistance to some of the losses although against women's positions in the early post-revolutionary years and for improving women's rights in the new Republic within an Islamic framework.27 Published under the editorship of an anonymous "editorial council" in its early years, later it is identified as Shahe Masoudi through no. 1316 (June 29, 1991). In the next issue, with no explanation, Sherkat's name was replaced by that of Asif Ghaemi, who then is its current editor. Some seven months later (February 1992), Sherkat launched a new journal, Zamane (Tonight), and in its first editorial referred to some of the tensions that accompanied that editorial transformation.

Farzaneh [The Wise Woman] is a more recent venture. Its first issue was published in the Fall of 1993, as a "Journal of Women's Studies and Research," under the editorship of Mahboobe Ommi. It is a publication of the Centre for Women's Studies and Research headed by Monir Gorgi, the sole woman representative in the 1979 Assembly of Experts that drafted the constitution of the Islamic Republic. In the English editorial of its first issue, Ommi argued that

"In every corner of the globe women's studies is presently a well-received necessity and an essential component of social, cultural, and economic development. Women's studies emerges as an important area of academic research not only as a solution to women's issues themselves but as a key to many socio-economic problems."28

At the same time, the editorial firmly distanced itself from feminism:

Encountering women's issues with a biased inclination toward women as particular social strata, has proven to be inefficient. Feminism, now branched and divided into various tendencies, seems to face a serious crisis as a natural consequence of the course it has embraced. Instead of isolating women's issues from the mainstream of human life and societies, and dealing with them from a prejudiced, woman-centered, woman-oriented viewpoint, feminism could have chosen to consider the woman in the context of her natural identity and role, to lay emphasis on the rapidly disintegrating family and her central part in that institution and finally to balance her dynamic relationship with her society both male and female.29

To appreciate the tension in this editorial, between arguing for the necessity of a women's studies center and journal on the one hand, and the rejection of the woman-centeredness of feminism on the other, it is helpful to look to an earlier discussion of feminism. Two years earlier, Ommi had authored a series of mildly polemical articles in Zan-e Ras shortly before Zamane began publication and in the months after Sherkat's departure from that journal. With hindsight, the articles, entitled "Feminism: From Its Beginning to the Present Time," served as a polemic against Zamane's feminist projects. 30 Nevertheless, unlike the common dismissals by both Islamic and secular political thought in Iran of feminism as a sign of "social deviation of Western women" and their "Westernist" counterparts in the "non-West," Ommi's rhetoric in these articles centered on accepting the historical validity and positive contributions of feminism for "the West." It defined feminism as "a set of philosophical, economic, political, and social solutions which enables women's liberation movement to emancipate women from the injustices arising from discriminations between men and women."31 At the same time, it emphasized that "feminist thinking is only compatible with the intellectual climate of the West," where it grew as a reaction against beliefs, laws, and practices that treated women as inferior to men in Western, misogynous religious and secular thought.32 By abandoning Islamic universalism, it is, by accepting that in "other" times and "elsewhere" other solutions to problems of social injustice had validity, Ommi thus introduced tensions she seemed unwilling to resolve. Throughout the articles she raised a number of significant questions, which she left unanswered. For instance, after pointing out that it was necessary to deal with issues raised by feminism now that "feminism has some supporters in Iran and there are even attempts afoot to Islamize it," she asked rhetorically, if not unambiguously, "But is an Islamic feminism indeed a realizable/unavoidable matter?"33

An implicit answer suggested by the rhetoric of Ommi's articles would be that since Islam did not share the misogynous undertones of Christianity and Judaism, there did not seem to be any grounds for feminism in an Islamic country. Yet, significantly, despite the author's promise to deal with these questions in the final installment of the articles, she never addressed them.34 One can conjecture that this might very well have been a time of disputes and uncertainties, since the editorial of the first issue of the new journal registered an important shift. Whereas, in the earlier essays, the differences between the "West" and "us" had been emphatically constructed so as to exclude the desirability of feminism on the basis of its Western identification (constructing the West as the land
where feminism has an abode), the same differences in the 64 editorial were now largely employed to convince a presumably skeptical reader of the necessity of developing local, nationally sensitive research and solutions to the "woman's question" in Iran.57

This shift may in part be related to the establishment of Zanaz as a powerful and articulate new voice, challenging the earlier presuppositions and changing the terms of the debate. Nonetheless, feminists continue to be projected as an unacceptable option in the pages of Farhangak, suggesting the limits of the new journal's identity. In the editorial of its second issue, Western individualism came under attack for its deconstructive repercussions on the structure of the family, causing the alarming growth of single-parent households.58 The author argued that the search of Western women for emancipation, shaped by notions of humanism and individualism, had produced various feminisms that had led the Western woman's search for freedom into disarray.59 More ominously, in a critical book review, feminism was used to define the limits of acceptability.60 The book was criticized for "muddying valuable historical research with feminist proclamations," for being "influenced by extraneous feminist writings," and for offering solutions that are "translations of feminist literature."61

It is in the context of such discourse that the emergence of the journal Zanaz marks an important watershed. In its first editorial in 1982, one can read of the turmoil in Zanaz-i Raz that led to Sheraki's departure.62 She describes her years as editor of Zanaz-i Raz as a decade of enthusiasm, pain, and turmoil. She uses the terms, shawa, shiva, and khuursch, one in which "our efforts were directed toward breaking Qawwz Jalili [literally meaning ignorance—on Islamic designation of pre-Islamic world] traditions and lighting a flame in the dark tunnels of stagnation and isolation."63 Continuing her usage of such metaphors, she proclaims that the "coldness of those seeking redemption did not cool off our enthusiasm, the cynicism of the times did not dull our pain, and the threats and bribes did not incline our turmoil to submission and aberration. Our present independence is the sweet fruit of those days."64

Her appropriation of such language is highly significant. She locates her Islam in the sub-tradition, which is popularly considered as more spiritually religious than the Islam of the clergy—which is considered to be more concerned with formal and rigid observance of rules and regulations. Her years of struggle in Zanaz-i Raz are thus scripted as efforts to find the true faith of reaching one's ideal. The ideal, however, is not the sub-ideal of union with God. What she reaches at the end of these efforts is independence. The faith that securely keeps her going despite "the coldness of those seeking redemption" is the righteousness of her cause. But her cause is not seeking the unmediated Truth of the Almighty, but the cause of improving women's rights:

Now we are determined to continue the path, with a backpack of experience, accumulated out of a decade of struggle against superstitions and illogical, and countless of oppression. Aware of the vector that one head alone cannot produce sound... we call on our friends for help... we make a pact of awakening. For this awakening, we need to go back to the depths of history to uncover the grounds for social beliefs, to find the beginning of the painful disconnections between the two genders, and the factors that have contributed to what constitutes our social unconscious—whether comes from religion or human.65

The editorial review how womanhood is constructed negatively from misogynous stories of creation onward and how women are imprisoned by superstitious traditions or
enchained through false promises of liberty. The piece then points to the absence of women in present accounts of history and the undesirability of present models for women; it also emphasizes the necessity of a change in women's own consciousness, which "is not possible except under the conditions of being in a state of—not granting of—freedom. The first pillar of freedom is autonomy and choice."66 The introduction of individual women's choice and autonomy into an Islamic discourse is one of the significant innovations of Zanaz, and as we shall see, various authors in the journal carry this notion into their reinterpretations of Islamic sources. It is this move, moreover, that opens up a new discourse space for conversations between secular and Islamic feminists in Iran.

During the first four years of publication analyzed in this study, Zanaz embarked on a project of thorough and radical interpretations of Islamic sources concerned with women's rights. Although there is a history of interpretative attempts within Islam to deal with questions posed by modern transformations of Islamic societies, including the "woman question" (wastoon going back to the mid-nineteenth century), Zanaz's interpretative venture is well in a number of ways, which promise to make the journal's overall interpretative strategies productive of cultural change and social power for women. It is thus worthwhile to look at the authors' interpretative strategies more closely.

Reinterpreting Islamic Sources

The dominant method of reformist interpretations on women's issues has been to use more women-friendly sources from an already existing set of authoritative exegetical texts. This confined the reinterpretative attempt to a highly misogynous canon, producing an endless array of contradictory positions for reformers. With rare exceptions, Zanaz's authors do not use this technique. They engage in direct interpretations in their own right. As Mihanbaza Kasr in no uncertain terms declares: "It is time for ghida."67 This is an

assertive move to take charge of the canon and thoroughly reinterpret it from a woman's perspective that has brought the fire of the more traditional Islamic advocates upon them. In response to Kasr's challenge, for example, Muhtagan Kiani Tahiti declares such a venture impossible, stating categorically that:

All laws of the Islamic Republic of Iran are derived from the Qur'an [Shari'ah] rules and jurisprudence, the sources of which are the four gound d'lit The Book (Qur'an), the sunna (traditions of Prophet Muhammad and the Imams), ... juma [Corpus of the juristic sunna and reason (and reason of course means reason of jurisprudents not of the common people)]... Therefore, any criticism of the Islamic laws weakens the faith and belief in Islam.68

Further, Kiani Tahiti argues, "What constitutes the majority or consensus opinion of the clergy... is impossible to revise or oppose. Opposing these laws constitutes opposition to the holy lawmaker, that is, God Almighty."69 Despite such threatening warnings, the journal continues to engage in reinterpretation and to defend it as a right not only for every Muslim but even for non-Muslims. In response to Kiani Tahiti, another writer of the journal, Muhina Shirdeshad, defends the right of interpretation in these terms:

Reason cannot be divided according to that of a judge and non-judge, especially if we believe in ghida as an obligation of any responsible adult... Moreover, in the life histories of men of wisdom [marash-te 'alii]), we do not see any discrimination
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Another author takes up the challenge of redefining the Arabic word ٍبٍح in “beat them,” arguing that the verb ٍبٍح has a variety of meanings in Arabic, beating being only one definition. Others include to turn one’s face away, to move to put an end to, to go along with, to stay at home, to change, to have intercourse with. He proposes that a preferred interpretation for the last part of S. 4:34 would be that women who are rebellious are of three types: those who will turn around through reinterpretation, those who will become disciplined when one distances oneself from them, and those who need more cœur de deux families exhibiting sleeping together. This interpretation, of course, continues to remain locked into a discourse of obedience and rebellion, but it does give us a glimpse of the kind of possibilities that linguistic control of Quranic verses could offer for feminist reinterpretations.

Claiming Equality: Irrelevance of Difference

Whereas dominant Islamic discourses on women—e.g., orthodox or reformed—have grounded their case for differences of rights in the differences in women and men in creation, writers of Zanana overturn these accepted connections between differences in creation and social responsibilities and rights of women. In response to traditional Mughal Kazi Tahebi who says that, “Common sense is enough to see the [physical] differences between man and woman,” and that differences in rights and obligations ensue from such differences, Mahabsa S. Zaid Shah writes, “The question is whether or not physical differences can effect inequalities.” The Quranic verse “The noblest among you in the sight of God is the most god-fearing of you” (S. 49:13) is often used to explain away the social and legal inequalities of women and men—in particular women’s exclusion from many domains and professions—as unimportant compared to their worth in God’s eyes and compared to the spiritual position comparable to that of men that women can acquire through proper religiosity. In contrast, Zanana’s authors use this well-known verse to argue that women’s and men’s positions in God’s sight are unrelated to their differences in creation—and that their respective social responsibilities and rights have no connection to these differences. Instead, they argue for equality of rights of women with men. If some people want to insist on differences in rights, it is up to the advocates of such inequalities to demonstrate in each case the reasons for the differences. Insisting on the distinction between equality and sameness, Zuhria Zahidi, in an article titled “Rehabilitating Eve,” notes in passing some of the physical and temporal inequalities attributed to men and women. Nonetheless, she asks:

But do such differences...mean privileges one over the other? Difference does not mean superiority. It just means difference. When we talk of equality, we mean equality of rights of human beings. Discrimination on any basis, whether racial, gender, or class, is contrary to this concept of equality.

This move, similar to and informed by the discussions on social construction of gender differences, has enabled these writers to draw conclusions vastly different from those generally accepted about gender relations in an Islamic society.
from a superior and wise power, as humans from God, as subjects from Sultan or Master, and as citizens from modern state authorities. Continuing to argue from grounds of oppression and justice in gender relations inadversely reproduces the superiority of man over woman. For instance, the well-known Islamic feminist argument against polygyny—that no man can fulfill the criterion of being just toward many wives—continues to constitute the one husband in the position of authority vis-à-vis all his wives who are entitled to expect him to act justly among them. This is equivalent to an insistence on justice as a necessary qualification for becoming a king—which may severely limit the pool of qualified applicants for the job, but clearly does not multify the hierarchy of power of the king over his subjects. Even the more radical women-centered proposition that it is up to the wife or wives to judge the justice of the husband represents the position of the wife or wives as the subject(s) of the husband, despite the fact that it introduces the idea of accountability of the superior to the subjects.

The introduction into the Islamic discourse on marriage of woman as a sovereign individual has thus produced new tensions as well as possibilities for feminist interventions. The writers of Zanab use the reinterpretations drawn from these three considerations to offer new visions of women's rights in the domains of the judiciary, family law, and political rights.

In a series of articles, Zanab takes up controversial issues, such as whether a woman could become a judge, exercise power of interpretation, or become a ruler or jurisprudent. Needless to say, the authors give a positive answer to these queries. What is important, however, is how they arrive at the answers. Mina Yadigar and Zanab challenge the various kinds of proofs—from the Quran, the traditions, consensus, and reason—through which women are considered unfit to become judges, interpreters, and rulers. The authors begin with Quranic verses frequently used in such arguments, verses that are interpreted either as proofs of innate superiority of men over women (which would therefore exclude women from such positions as judgeship, in which they could exercise authority over men), or verses that are interpreted as grounds for exclusion of women from public positions. Beginning with the famous verse Surat 4: 34,74 the author argues that this verse cannot constitute a justifying ground for considering all men superior to all women. This would imply a natural or innate superiority, whereas the preference (fard) accorded to the husband in this verse is constituted in terms of what he has expended for his property for her. Moreover, the preference indicated in this verse refers to man as husband versus woman as his wife; it does not refer to man in general versus woman in general. The preference in question gives man the position of standing by and being supportive of his wife and does not permit to impute superiority of men over women. Using this well-known reformist method of contextualizing and historicizing Quranic verses, the author argues against the usual interpretations of Surat 2: 226 and Surat 33: 32—33 to limit occupational categories for women.75

It must be pointed out that Zanab's interpretive work is a discourse-in-formation. For instance, another essay on wife-beating, entitled: "Wife-battery: One of the Consequences of Considering Husband as Master," begins with article 1105 of the Civil Code and is again centered on Surat 4:34 of the Quran. After a detailed discussion of this verse in various commentaries and narratives attributed to Muhammad, rejecting those interpretations that allow a husband to beat his wife, the author fit-otherwise rejects the use of this verse as the religious grounding of article 1105 with the following argument. The verse is
a descriptive statement about the state of husband-wife relations for its time and place. For instance, it does not say that women ought to be obedient to their husbands, but, rather, that women are obedient. As such it is not a normative statement, and cannot be used for extracting normative or ethical statements about gender relations. In other words, the author reverses the usual method of Islamic jurists who draw normative-ethical statements from particular Quranic verses, proclaming them to be historically specific statements about there-and-then rather than morally relevant verses for here-and-now.

Yadigar Ardak also deals extensively with various religious narratives that are used for exclusion of women, using more traditional theological reasoning either to declare these narratives as weak, hence not binding, or to limit their applicability (employing *aologi- cal reasoning* as grounds or pronouncement of a general prohibition on women being barred from becoming judges or rulers. The author also contends that, due to the passage of 1,400 years, the historical circumstances of these narratives are unclear and uncertain, and so it is difficult to know where and how these statements are applicable. Moreover, things that are naturally determined, such as maleness and femaleness, cannot be used as conditions for general qualification. For instance, women do not become barred from praying in general and at all times because of their gender, but menstruating women, during the period, face particular restrictions. To the extent that some of these narratives have any particular validity, the historical context limits it to a particular case.

In a subsequent issue, the author continues these arguments by covering the grounds of consensus and reason. Regarding consensus, the author argues that while there is agreement that the qualifying conditions for a judge are knowledge, justice, and perfection (knowledge), there is disagreement among jurisprudents on the meaning of perfection. Some consider maleness as one of the conditions of perfection, while others do not. The author argues that if there appear to be certain disabilities that reason tells us should constitute grounds for barring women from judging, these disabilities should be seen as the result of women's depravations, of their having failed and closed doors cut off from society. The consequence of such circumstances have been used as arguments that women are naturally weak and inferior.

Another argument used against women is that no prophets or imams have arisen from the ranks of women. This is no grounds at all, Yadigar Ardak argues: if no woman has acquired a particular occupation or position so far, it does not mean women can never acquire such position. Even if they cannot become prophets and imams, why can they not become judges? Moreover, our sources of information about prophets and imams are narratives. If a woman had become a prophet, how do we know that men, in writing the narratives, have not denied her that role? We know from the Quran that women, such as the mother of Moses and Maryam, did receive revelations demonstrating that women were qualified to receive revelations, which is the ground for prophethood.

Yadigar Ardak uses such reasoning to argue not only that women are appropriate to be judges, rulers, family court mediators if (if not imams and prophets), but that they also have the right to become mujahids, since this position does not even require women leaving their homes. Indeed many more theologians accept women as mujahids than as judges and there is a living tradition of women actually occupying such a position. Most important, men and women are considered equal in their ability as well as their obligation to seek and pursue knowledge. They are also declared equal in the following sense: in taking up any profession, in implementation of justice, in seeking spiritual perfection, in

reward and punishment, and in their obligation toward social improvement. All of these cases are supported by Quranic verses and rational principles [Yadig's italics].

These moves toward declaring women equal to men allow other writers subsequently to expand the domain of equality to such positions as membership in the Council of Guardians (that checks all legislation passed by the parliament to ensure they do not contravene Islamic precepts), Commander of the Armed Forces, and Ruler or Jurist. As the most important of the offices, the] highest position of political power in the new Islamic state, first occupied by Ayatollah Khomeini and since his death by Ayatollah Khameneh, Zyad al-Sudai Khirinnein, in another series of articles, has expanded the domain of equal rights to the controversial laws of inheritance in the Islamic Republic, insisting that: "We accept the condition of parity [adaseh] in religion and then we will criticize the conditions ensuing from gender and free/slave situations." Some of these interpretative moves may sound like rather timid experiments that only occasionally go beyond the common reformist strategies. While they generally use the same historiographizing and contextualizing argument in order to define the effective field of these verses in particular time, place, and circumstances (instead of the dominant method of extracting timeless normative legal and ethical pronouncements from them), the authors of Zanat have introduced some new interpretative strategies, as already pointed out. Most notably, however, the authors not only sustain the position of Quran commentators, but they do so in a different social space: in the printed pages of a women's journal, that is, in a public space, as opposed to the private chambers of a religious scholar. They speak as "public intellectuals" rather than as private teachers. Their audience is other women (and men) as citizens, rather than theological students in a seminar training to become religious scholars and clerical leaders. They write not in order to command the believers into obedience, but, as they put it, in order to awaken women so that they will proclaim their rights.

This new public space for interpretation of canonical theological texts is in part produced as an unintended consequence of Khomeini's doctrine of rulership of jurisprudence which became encoded into the new Iranian constitution. Where the jurisprudent is granted the power of political rule and the constitution is said to be derived from canonical texts, every citizen by virtue of rights of citizenship becomes entitled to take charge of these texts and exercise power of interpretation. That women interpreters have now positioned themselves as public commentators of these texts promises that a future process of democratization of politics may not remain an exclusively masculine preoccupation.

At the center of Zanat's revisionist approach is a radical deconstruction of the clergy from the domain of interpretation, and the placing of women as interpreter and her needs as grounds for interpretation. For example, a law student asked about the Islamic grounding of article 1179 of the Civil Code, which gives custody rights of sons up to the age of two and of daughters up to the age of seven to mothers, and thereafter to fathers and paternal family. In response, the journal's "legal expert" writes:

The Iranian Civil Code, at the time of its passage corresponded to the views of influential Islamic jurists of that time, which approximately is the same as the view of many of Imam Shafi'i's students. What was in the mind of legislators was to satisfy the Islamic jurists not to take into account the conditions of women or the needs of children, and this constitutes a central weakness of the Code... One can thus deduce that the conditions of the time in that article are open to juridical and legal dispute and the article will of necessity be revised.
Zanen and Feminism

Iranian women's response (secular or Islamic) to attacks against feminism has often been one of gender conservatism and "Westeophobics": they distance themselves from any identification with feminism as threatening and Western. Zarane, on the contrary, has claimed itself in alliance with feminism. In its first issue it ran a translation of Gilmour's "The Yellow Wallpaper," in succeeding issues it published a translation of an interview with Simone de Beauvoir, articles by American feminists, a translation of Virginia Woolf under the title "The Angel in the House," and another translation of an article by Susan Faludi is defense of feminism. It freely translates from Western feminist journals wherever it judges useful to its readership. Dealing with reactive gender conservatism and Westeophobics, Zanen has embarked on contrasting itself with Western feminism and weaving new textual connections between Muslim women and Western feminism. Unlike most Iranian women activists and writers, secular or Islamic, who have shied away from the label feminism, Zanen has explicitly proclaimed itself in solidarity with feminism, in an editorial marking the end of its first year of publication, titled "A Year of Hardship, A Year of Growth," they state:

Some people in our society generally speak of feminism as some kind of deviation from a feminist essence—a feminism-est by some of Adam in the creation story.

Because of the permanent presence of masculinism and the culture engendered by it in Iran, feminism has remained an unknown, yet unacceptable, phenomenon. To the extent that there is an image and analysis of it, it is a negative one. It is fascinating to see that recently some journals have defined feminism in these words: "The New word feminism is given to a system of thought in which women rebel against men, and this is a new form of rebellion against men and as a sign of lack of submission to the family.

It is not the purpose of this article to expose on feminism, but this kind of writing about a school of thought that is a relevant one, is an indication of the kind of severe hardship women are currently up against. More importantly, it aims to concur the death of ignorance and darkness that are male-centered thought has condemned women to, because any indication of freedom and limitation that existed women threaten in women. To refuse this truth is in fact a way of declaring illegitimately and unnecessarily the movement of Eastern women, and consider such movement only for Western women, and even then of an illegitimate type.

But the bitter and unforgettable truth is that women in all corners of our country continue to live under pressure of social and family oppression. . . . And yet awakening and struggle of Iranian women is considered a deviation and the absence of the condemned (!!) [exclamation mark in original] Western women.

We hope that continuation of publication of Zanen will serve as a preliminary step toward formation of a national movement by women centered on human equality of women and men, for achieving women's innate and divine rights and for elimination of gender discrimination in all dimensions of social relations."

The editorial closes by breaking down yet another dichotomy: that between Islamic women in Iran and Iranian women resisting abroad. It expresses in pleasure at the "sensitive presence of women intellectuals both inside and outside the country who are quietly engaged in serious study of women's issues and struggle to overcome obstacles to women's growth." This is an important departure from the dominant state of suspicion and hostility between women who reside in Iran and those who, in the aftermath of the 1979 Revolution, either fled or were forced to emigrate. The dominant Islamic writing continues to mark Iranian women abroad as corrupt women, "enemies" of the old regime, monarchical and liberal, in a word culturally inauthentic, morally corrupt, and politically alien. Secular women who continue to reside in Iran consider their counterparts abroad as women who have chosen the easier option of exile to the hardships of staying and struggling inside; they see the exiles as cut off from and ignorant of the realities of daily oppression experienced by those inside. For their part, most secular Iranian women abroad consider those inside as either supporters of the regime, or as those who have subsequently compromised themselves in order to survive, or as silenced victims who need a voice outside. Zanen's approach opens up the possibility of productive cooperation between Iranian women across the borders of their current residences.

The text of a talk given by Zohreh Zahidi on December 19, 1980, in a seminar sponsored by Zanen was printed in the journal with the title "Rehabilitating Eve." The speaker began with Islamic and Zoroastrian stories of creation, grounded her brief history of emergence of patriarchal societies in the later development of the division of social labor and gender organization, and offered a few positive words on the emergence of feminism in nineteenth-century Europe. Quoting alternately Susan Faludi and Rebecca West's remarks about feminism, she adopted as a definition of feminism "a woman who has the potential of struggling for independence." She brought her talk to a close by restating Faludi's statement, but this time without questionnaire or reference to her, as if accepting her definition as her own, collapsing the two voices into one—monotonously. But only momentarily. She then ended by one last Qur'anic verse that emphasizes male-female parity: "I was not the creator of any that labors among you, he you male or female—the one of you is to the other" (S. 3:154).

Feminism, Secularism, and Islam

Finally, Zanen has broken down the dichotomy between secular and Islamic women in Iran, too. Not only are its pages open to contributions of well-known secular and non-Muslim women, it has also embraced and made it own the tradition of secular women writers and poets of the previous decades. This includes the controversial poet, Forough Farrokzhady, who has been labeled by a critic of the journal as the "corruption poet, who participated in pleasure-seeking parties of the Ajatollah time (the demise time of the old regime). Not naked (meaning improperly dressed) pictures were portrayed in the press of those times. Her corrupt and sexual poetry is a denunciation of inner collapse, filth, and forbidden thoughts that turn away any choice and authentic woman."
The journal has published favorable articles about Farahkhah's life and poetry, and Shalala Shekata, the journal's editor, interweaves her writings with that poetry. In an editorial she describes the first year of the journal's publication as "A year of growth, growth of green hands that pressed our hands with desire to wondrous warmth." The allusion is to a widely known poem of Farahkhah, "Another Birth," and the title of a 1983 collection of her poetry, the last published before her tragic death in a car accident at the age of thirty-two. The title poem as well as the entire collection became a celebration of "the birth of a female character who rejoices in her new options, a warrior who has fought for every step in her path to freedom. She becomes her own model and gives birth to a self in the image of her own liking and aspirations. Her rebirth is indeed a self-birth." This sentiment of a new beginning, a self-birth, expressed in the poem and in Milani's appreciation of it, has resonated with a whole generation of Iranian women who embraced Farahkhah's poetry as their own voice. The title of this collection (and of this poem) has been used in a variety of book titles and journal names, in a similar way that Virginia Woolf's title, A Room of One's Own, has echoed through its appropriation and repetition in new combinations in writings of later women.

The metaphor of "growing/greening hands" is used repeatedly in Farahkhah's poetry, as in the title poem, where she says: "I plant my hands in the garden/they will grow green/I will bloom," I know it, I know it, I know it." In another poem, "Dawning of a Cold Season," she says:

Perhaps the truth was those young pair of hands
those young pair of hands buried beneath the falling snow
and next year, when Spring,
manes with the sky beyond the window
and stems thrust from her body
fountains of fragile green stems
will blossom, my love, my dearest only love.

Shekata's appreciation of her journal's work as connecting with "greening hands" thus projects her efforts as a response to Farahkhah's yearnings, and by extension to aspirations of that generation of women who identified with her. She causes the wall that has been hallowedly built by both sides of the secular/religious and the traditional/modernist divide to crumble, and she reaches for connections with secular women of a previous generation. She thus begins to construct a combined genealogy for Iranian feminism. It is precisely this gesture of connecting hands that is deemed dangerous by critics of the journal.

In a letter to Shekata, Ausallah Baghshani, Adviser on Social Issues to the Head of Judiciary, challenges her: "It is a pity that an intelligent sister like you would use her pen in this manner." To speak of Farahkhah as a progressive Iranian woman, as a creative and brave figure, as a woman conscious of her values and struggling against the ill values of society, as the authors in this journal have done, he argues, is a historical travesty. The martyrdom of Revolution, he continues, "sheds their blood so that . . . true Islam will survive . . . and colonialism would no longer be able to win over corrupt and loose women . . . as symbols of free and progressive women." Another critic, Nata Harju, takes the journal to task for having republished the full text of a paper that was partially presented by Milana Kar at the fifth annual conference of the Iranian Women's Studies Foundation, held in Los Angeles (June 24-26, 1994). Does the journal not know "what a deep chasm separates today's responsible Iranian woman from the woman of yesterday who was favored by a monarchial society?" He further asks, "Do the people in charge of Zanjan deny the fundamental and principle differences between two women of our society today and women of pre-revolutionary society that they seek to use the well-known feminisms ideas of the time of the monarchy?"

The alarming tone of these two attacks against Zanjan speaks to an ideological panic. What is perceived as threatening by Baghshani and Harju is the reversal of an important historical trend within which the West and the East, modernism and Islam, feminism and cultural authenticity, have been constructed as exclusionary categories, forcing Iranian women to choose between claims to a cultural self and a feministic self. What has proved so useful to ideologues of the Islamic Republic, however, has been anything but empowering to Iranian women. It has become almost a self-evident truth to consider Iranian (and Middle Eastern) feminism as born, originated, and formed under the ideological influence of not colonial subjugation, of the "West." In response, there has been a rejection of "the West-oriented" feminism of "the elite" and a search for a more culturally authentic genealogy for women's rights, thereby anchoring one tendency against another.

But Iranian women who raised their voices for women's rights from the late nineteenth century onward did not define themselves in these late-twentieth-century categories. They made rhetorical use of any available position to invent a female-friendly discourse. When pointing to "advances of women in other countries" (and these other countries included not only Europe and America, but also China, India, Japan, and the Ottoman Empire), they were not the "blind imitators" and "inauthentic apes of the West" into which they were later made. Employing the widespread acceptability of "new sciences" as the alchemy of civilizational progress, they argued for education of women, using modernist and Islamic justifications to incite and constitute their new echoes as literate citizens. Though there were contested positions on these issues among women of this generation, they were not considered as incompatible and contradictory positions, nor neglecting the other.

Not only Islamic feminists, but also some secular feminist have projected a similar dichotomous trajectory for Iranian women. Alkhas, for instance, considers that:

the politics of women's liberation was closely aligned with the politics of nationalization, which gained momentum during and immediately after the Constitutional Revolution of 1905–6. To achieve a modicum of freedom and equality, women had to find a sacred religion that could be separated from government, in the small sphere of activity they had so laboriously carved out for themselves could be safeguarded only by government protection.

This is a reading back of a much later development into this earlier period. In the early years of the Constitutional regime in Iran, that is to say, in the first two decades of the twentieth century, and in the pages of the Constitutionalist press and the early women's journals of the 1910s and 1920s, we have a wide spectrum of positions coexisting and arguing with each other on issues related to women. While the anti-Constitutionalist forces, headed by Shahrud Razi and others, argued their political opposition in their interpretations of Islamic precedents, and, for instance, argued that having new schools for girls was an example of abrogation of the laws of God, the advocates of the new schools also drew from
the same sources, using, for instance, prophetic narratives to argue for female education. In other words, the clerical voices were not allowed to hold a monopoly of Islamic Truth. While Shaykh Nuri saw "the opening of schools for women's education and elementary schools for young girls...along with 'spread of houses of precipitation..." as branches in Islamic law by 'constitutionalities," other clerical leaders supported establishment of new schools for girls, and their own female family members were active educationalists. There was also no clear break between women who advocated education and unlavelling and those who opposed these measures. Muazzam al-Saltana, a tireless educationalist (she established four girls' schools in Tehran within a span of three years, 1912-1915, and was appointed as inspector of girls' schools in Tehran), publisher and editor of Shafakusha (1914-1918), one of the most important early women's journals, vehemently opposed unveiling and wrote in her journal against women's abandonment of hijab. At the same time, she published essays and poetry by women known for their secular views, such as Shams Kasra'i and Shahnaz Amin.

The rift between traditionalist and modernist women, though an important part of the modernist and countermodernist discourses on women from the mid-nineteenth century became consolidated into negating categories during the Pahlavi period. It resulted largely from partial sets of state policies initiated by Riza Shah, and the reaction of the clerical establishment to those policies, demarcating mutually hostile territories by both sides. In the early 1920s, establishment of a single state-sponsored organization, Zananeh-i Berniwa (Ladies' Congress), under the supervision of the Ministry of Education, and the closing down of all independent women's journals and organizations, brought efforts for women's rights under state control. This was followed by the compulsory unveiling order imposed from early 1928. It is in these later political and cultural developments that consolidated clerical monopoly over sacred truth and the state's claim to be the sole patron of women's rights.

Akhhand makes the political conclusions that, "the fact that a 'modernizing' state in a traditional society is usually an ally of the women's movement against a majority in the society," that "without the support of the modernizing state and its political organs...women's rights are unattainable in an Islamic society," and that "There was no practical alternative to this model (of using the modernizing state to achieve women's rights)." These conclusions proclaim what were the effects of fifty years of coercive state policy as the only (past or future) model for Iranian women. How can one declare that no other alternative but the 'modernizing state' could ever exist on the basis of a historical experience in which all other alternatives were systematically eliminated by the modernizing state? Twice, once in the 1960s and once again in the 1970s and 1980s, the Pahlavi state closed off all possibilities for independent women's initiatives and took over "the woman question" as a domain of state policy. In response, in each period, the clerical faction opposed to any changes in women's social conditions constructed women's liberation as un-Islamic, as illegitimate, and as corruption perpetuated by the state. Thus, Akhhand's "modernizing state" and the Shiite clergy constructed each others' domains of authority and produced Islam and feminism as mutually exclusive, so much so that "many of us continue to find the category "Islamic feminism" difficult to imagine, and a "feminist Muslim" an impossible identity.

Emergence of Zananeh as a vocal women's position is a radical break from this past. The writers have opened up the domain of interpretation to nonbelievers and non-Mus-
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8. Ghahrebad, variously translated as "Wastelands" or "Waste," is a concept popularized through a work of Jalal Al-e Ahmad bearing that title. See in English translation by Paul Sprechsman, Plagued by the West (Dulais, N.Y.: Coward, McCann, and Geoghegan, 1981). Al-e Ahmad wrote:

I speak of being afflicted with "waste"—the way I would speak of being afflicted with chokers. If this is not palatable, let us say it is akin to being stigmatized by heat or by cold. But it is not that either. It is something more on the order of being attacked by toneless worms. Have you ever seen how wheat roots? From within. The husk remains whole, but it is only an empty shell like the discarded chrysalis of a butterfly hanging from a tree. In any case, we are dealing with a sickness, a disease imported from abroad, and developed in an environment receptive to it. Let us discover the characteristics of this illness and its causes and, if possible, find a cure. (p. 3)


Finally, if we accept the validity of Mr. Orwell's hypothesis and despite all contradictions except that the Torah or the Old Testament scripture woman as a human being on a par with and equal to man, this question remains that at the soul of the Christian and Jewish twentieth century how can masses of women who consider themselves at last formally belonging to these religions benefit from the Old Testament? Can the decrees and rulings of the Old Testament and the present Torah solve the ever growing social, moral, legal, and political problems of women in these societies? Can the Old Testament offer a practical model for emancipation and happiness of the twentieth century woman? ... Which book can carry the huge burden of such a mission?" ("Va Sara Khundid," "Towards 1 (1) (Fall 1993): 121–133) the quote is from pp. 128–129.

It is tempting to say that the implicit answer to the author's closing question would be "the Qur'an," but by refusing to answer her own question, the book is open to the reader to extend the negating logic of her initial rhetorical question to the last one and say "No book." Munawarah Elsker served as the coordinator of the Women's NGO Coordinating Office for the Fourth World Conference on Women, which held an international conference in Tehran in May 1985 to the theme "Woman and Family in Woman Development." See Manjilf 13 (12) (December 1990): 54, and Manjilf 14 (June 1991): 7–8. Positions held by such figures as Gohar and Elsker have marked The Center for Women's Studies and Research and the journal Farzand as "mainstream," in contrast to Sherkat and Zaran that have become voices of dissonance.

27. One could imagine her trying to be a constant official lack of sympathy for, if not hostility toward, the Center for Women's Studies and Research.
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Secularist and Islamist Discourses on Modernity in Egypt and the Evolution of the Postcolonial Nation-State

Both the opponents and the supporters of Islamism in Egypt recognize that its political triumph will have important implications for the operation of the postcolonial nation-state. In an important debate entitled "Egypt Between the Religious and the Civil State" that was held as part of Cairo's (1992) annual book exhibit, the representatives of the secularist and the Islamist discourses presented their different views of a key feature of the postcolonial state that has ruled Egypt since 1952. The Islamists were very critical of the state's circumscribed articulation of cultural difference (represented by both Islam and gender) and its acceptance of the universal character of the economic and the political arenas. The Islamists suggested that the choice that Egypt is asked to make is not between a civil and a religious state, but between an Islamic and an un-Islamic state. The goal of an Islamic state will be to give expanded cultural representation of the Islamic nation (umma) in the operation of the political (legislative and bureaucratic) and legal systems. This does not signal the Islamic state's wholesale abandonment of the modern measures of societal strength, that is, the rule of reason, science, and economic development. These will be part and parcel of the concerns of the new state. Women have an important role to play in this cultural-political project. They will simultaneously represent cultural difference (through the Islamic mode of dress and an Islamic definition of femininity) and the exercise of full and universal political rights to vote and run for office. In response, the secularists argued that in a civil society with a civil government, religion had a role to play, one that is restricted to the spiritual domain. The rise of an Islamic state will spill the end of the universal political and economic projects of modernity which gave all members of the nation-the right to self-determination, that is, equal (legal) economic and political standing. By reintroducing religious and gender divisions in the operation of the political and economic institutions, the Islamic state will challenge the modern (nonreligious and ungendered) bases of citizenship rights. Political interpretations of these two discourses have exaggerated the differences between them in the attempt to make them stand for tradition versus modernity. This chapter attempts to develop an appreciation of the communal national history of the different secularist and Islamist discourses, and their divergent strategies on how to reconcile cultural nationalism with the pursuit of the universal project of modernity and the role that...
gender plays in it. While the secularists want to localise cultural difference in the home/spiritual/domestic domains, the Islamist want to extend the reach to the definition of the rules that men and women play in the public/moral/outer arenas. At the same time, the Islamist discourse has gone a long way in its embrace of the modern regimes of power whose goal is to discipline and normalise the relations of power between men and women of the middle classes within and outside the nuclear family.

The Cultural and Universalist Dialectic in the Development of the Colonial and Postcolonial States

Partha Chatterjee suggests that the history and operation of the colonial state contributed contradictory definitions of the national project of building a developed society. The colonial state institutionalised the bases of a modern regime of power that sought, through its institutional system (the courts, the bureaucracy, law, education, health, the police, and the military) to use social regulation as an aspect of the self-disciplining of colonised individuals and in this way make power more productive and efficient. These institutions produced new forms of consciousness, and through them novel and universal forms of control that were inherited by the postcolonial state. The early history of these institutions relied on the rule of colonial difference as their success, that is, an "essentialist" definition of the local culture as both inferior and backward, with the consequent political and economic exclusion of the natives from power. As a result, the colonial state, with its alien ruling group that began the regime of modernity, was destined to fall in completely normalising its power relations as part of creating the modern state.

The development of the nationalist discourse attempted a particular resolution of the contradiction between the universalist credentials of modernity and cultural difference. This discourse retained the discussion of the marks of "essential" cultural difference as a means of both keeping the coloniser out of the inner, spiritual domain of national life and exercising sovereignty over it. It also internalised the presumed backwardness of its indigenous culture to justify the embrace of the economic and political projects of modernity as part of its quest for development. In the process, the nationalists became paradoxically committed to celebrating cultural difference in the spiritual domain and erasing its marks from the outer, public domain (of law, administration, economy, and statecraft) where members of the middle class were previously excluded. The universality of the modern regime of power and its normalising mission occupied a central place in the postcolonial state's developmental program.

This nationalist formulation, produced by the middle class in colonial societies, became an apt description of its "middle" position (between the indigenous culture and that of modernity, between the colonial ruling class and the indigenous classes). This "mediating" role among the different cultural projects and internal and external groups distinguished the consciousness of the middle class as a subject. Its goal was to work upon and transform one term of the relation into the other. Their primary social preoccupation was with intellectual and cultural elevation, the culture of the individual and the collective, the private and the public, the home and the world, where the new disciplinary culture of a modernising elite has to turn itself into an exercise of self-discipline. In this exercise, the middle class was simultaneously placed in a position of sub-ordination in one relation and a position of dominance in another. It is a subordinate of modernity but represents its dominance in the indigenous cultural arena and vis-à-vis other hostile classes.

The Islamists reject this minimal secular strategy of representation of cultural difference, but without questioning the legitimacy of the mediating mission of the postcolonial state. The Islamist discourse, produced by another segment of the Egyptian middle class, does not challenge the middle position of the developmental project described here. It seeks to expand the expression of cultural difference in the modern (universal) arenas whose fundamental modes of operation and forms of control it does not challenge.

The next section traces the recent genealogies of these two discourses as parts of the history of the postcolonial state under Gamal Abdel Nasser (1952–1970) and Anwar al-Sadat (1970–1981). The Nasser regime developed a nationalist/secularist discourse on gender that was more universalist than culturally specific. In reaction to the organized middle-class women's agitation from 1952 to 1956, the new discourse presented a developmental strategy that used gender to divide and control women in different classes in ways that paralleled the Socialist regime in the 1960s, it tolerated the development of an Islamist discourse that demanded expanded articulation of the culturally specific roles of women in the hetero-normative economic and political domains.

The First Republic and the Production of a Secularist Discourse on Gender

During the period from 1952 to 1954, the intense activism of professional women (lawyers, university professors, reporters, and teachers) and their organisations convinced the Nasser regime that the issue of gender rights would not go away. In response, the regime incorporated the demands and the gender agenda of middle-class women as part of its socially progressive agenda. The result was a package of new economic and political measures described elsewhere as state feminism. It gave Egyptian women new rights and, in the process, established the universal character of the modern political and economic arenas. In 1956, the political rights of citizenship (such as the right to vote and to run for public office), which had been given to men in 1920, were now extended to women. In 1959, Labor Law 91 upheld women's right to work by providing them with fifty days of maternity leave, providing daycare services where there were more than one hundred workers, and protecting women from unequal termination of work following the birth of a child.

While the theorists of modernisation stress these measures as part of their discussion of the progressive implications of modernity, they do not examine how these universal rights were also associated with the development of new forms of discipline and social regulation that produced a subordinate gender consciousness. Middle-class women were the real beneficiaries of the policy of state feminism. They were also the targets of new forms of social regulation through the system of state education and the modern professions. Access to the gender-neutral general education (al-fikri al-issami), which allowed women expanded professional opportunities, did not overturn the study of home economics and sewing as new and old skills associated with homemaking. While these were no longer primary subjects, their inclusion in the curriculum served to remind women of a different calling. Women were theoretically free to choose any area of study, yet the edu-
cation system continued to channel many middle-class women into the feminine professions, such as medicine and nursing. Both of these professions represented extensions of women’s family roles into the public arena. Within the teaching profession, women were most likely to be primary-school teachers where child care was still key. Men were the preparatory- and secondary-school teachers who taught history, science, logic, and philosophy. In many ways, this organization of the modern education system reproduced old dichotomous definitions of masculinity and femininity in the public arena. While modern masculinity remained identified with abstract reason and social regulation, modern public femininity was associated with the emotional needs and familial role of caretaking.

Secretarial work was added to these feminine professions in the 1950s and the 1960s. In the secretarial and nursing professions, women transferred some of their familial caretaker functions to men in the public sphere. Here, there was greater social realization of the danger of reproducing women’s familial roles in a public arena, where men were dominant and could abuse their power over their female subordinates. By withholding social prestige from the professions where women worked close to men, there was a recognition that the public domain was not a particularly safe place for some women professionals.

Despite the relative increase in the number of women in many other different professions, women continued to be underrepresented in the top executive positions. Despite the emphasis on merit as a criterion for occupational mobility, most women professionals spent much of their work lives as subordinates of men. The regime celebrated the success of a few token professional women who reached prominent political positions, like Hikmat Abu Zeid, the first woman nominated to a cabinet position in 1962 as Minister of Social Affairs. Karima El-Said rose to the position of the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education in 1965. In general, however, only a small number of women were promoted into leadership positions. Most reach these positions when they are close to retiring. In this way, the normalization of women’s professional roles included the experience of being subordinate to men in their professional careers. In other words, despite the multiplication of the number of professional women in the public arena, their professional consciousness did not lead to internalized relations of equality or empowerment. Their modern professional identity associated authority and leadership with maleness. Femininity was defined in opposition to masculinity as a subordinate status.

Official commitment to women’s universal access to work, education, and political participation aside, the new roles of middle-class women did not leave a major impact on the lives of the rural working class, who represent the majority of Egyptian women. The land reform laws were more significant as an indicator of the new forms of control of rural working-class women. Land reform primarily benefited rural middle-class men and only some rural working-class men; it excluded women from its benefits. Land was only distributed to male heads of households. In some very rare cases, female heads of households, especially widows, were given access to some land as guardians of their young sons. These cases did not include female heads of households who were divorced mothers with sons, which led some of them to protest in 1962 that the law was particularly unfair to them.

Rule 23 of the law, which was aimed at the prevention of fragmented agricultural property, would control women’s economic fortunes in yet another way. It recommended that in cases of land fragmentation through inheritance, the courts should rule in favor of those whose main occupation was agriculture. If there were many women who shared this qualification, then married males should be privileged in these cases, allowed by sons. In other words, this rule was to circumvent Egyptian Sunni inheritance rules that guaranteed women some direct access to agricultural property. This part of the law faced overwhelming resistance and was not put into effect.

Still, land reform, as a modern economic and legal instrument of change, did not guarantee universal or equal access to land. For the most part, it excluded women as an economic group. It accepted old rural definitions of women as marginal economic actors and introduced new definitions that promised to reinforce their economic dependence on men.

In terms of agricultural labor laws, the Ministry of Agriculture, in a resolution passed on November 17, 1992, to implement the land reform law, specified that the minimum daily wage for a male worker was 18 piastres and 10 piastres for working women and children. In justifying this decision, he stated the reason for this inequality was that women workers and children performed tasks that were complementary to those performed by men. Where men and women performed at the same level and circumstances, the custom was for the two to be given the same wages. Not only was women’s work equated with child labor, but both were described as secondary to men’s primary work. The basis for economic equality in the agricultural labor market was predicated on such ambiguous categories regarding the “same level of work” and, more important, the “same circumstances.” It explained how and why the rural labor laws carried old disparities into the present and also conducted the modern constitutional commitment to equality irrespective of religion and gender.

Ofﬁcial labor statistics that unreported women’s economic participation contributed a new subordinate consciousness for rural and urban women. The statistics did not take into account the substantial amount of agricultural work that women did in the ﬁelds and at home, which was unreported because it was family work. As a result, the labor statistics during this dynamic period reported a drop in women’s contribution to the labor force from 6.8% in 1947 to 4.8% in 1950 and 4.2% in 1960. These statistics played an important role in shaping rural and urban women’s consciousness. They explained why peasant women did not classify the considerable work that they did as “work.” These statistics were also used to persuade urban women of the generality of the postcolonial state to women as a group in spite of their negligible contribution to the economy. In this way, it discouraged continuing activism and the demand to deepen these rights.

In all three deﬁnitions of women’s subordinate public (economic and political) roles, religion did not play any role. The only aspect of women’s lives that was left in the hands of the religious establishment were the personal status laws that regulated marriage, divorce, and custody of children. It was the family that represented the sovereignty of the nation and its culture. In this arena, the very active modern state played a very minimal role. In contrast to a public domain which, in theory, supported the universal rights of all citizens, personal status laws were left to bear the marks of cultural difference and gender inequality. The National Charter, which served as a blueprint for the socialist transformation of society in 1960, described the “family, [as] the basic nucleus of society. It should be provided with all forms of protection to preserve national customs and to reproduce its [social] fabric.”

In the 1950s and the 1960s, the family denied women equal right to divorce and sul-
erated polygamy. While in Egypt polygamy was at best a marginal practice and institution, its legal retention served to highlight an important cultural sign of male privilege. The de-

nial of women’s equal right to divorce served to emphasize women’s subordinate legal sta-
tus in the family. The role given to men and women in the familial arena were intended to

represent the marks of cultural difference. When representatives of middle-class women

approached Abdul Nasser in 1967 regarding the change of these laws which seemed anomalous in the new modern society, he suggested that they needed to approach the re-

ligious establishment, which had final say.

This laissez-faire attitude to the personal status laws was a major contrast to the way

the secular state developed its own economic interpretations of Islam, incorporated in the

National Charter. The Charter declared that material and spiritual forces were essential

for the building of a healthy society. Religion provided a sense of social balance within the

new Arab socialist society. On the whole, the Charter was opposed to those interpretations

of religion used to block change and supported the progressive message of all religions, es-

pecially Islam. It also declared itself committed to guaranteeing a belief in God common
to all religions.

In short, while the state did not hesitate to put religion in the service of its develop-

mental project, it refrained from any similar effort in the area of personal status. It asked

women in different families to bear the burden of representing the culturally specific so-

cial rules that established the autonomy of the nation.

The Challenge of the Secularist Discourse and the Politicization

of Religion in the Public Arena (1967-1968)

The military defeat of Nasser’s regime in the 1967 Six Day War represented a major turn-

ing point in the political legitimacy of the government’s modern social and economic re-
lations of power. The earliest and most dramatic signal of that change came in 1968 when

the country was gripped by a very special religious event: the appearance of the Virgin

Mary in a small church in the lower-middle-class suburb of al-Zarut. Some secularists

viewed the event as an irrational manifestation of mass hysteria. The goal, however, was to
to discuss this event as part of Egyptian social and political history and how it rep-

resented the beginning of an important political development that paved the way to the

evolution of the counter-hegemonic Islamist discourse.

The reported sightings of the Virgin Mary took place a month after the regime had is-

sued an important political document, Bayat 31 Marsi, in which it reaffirmed its com-
mittance to the building of a modern state where scientific planning, technology, the rule

of law, and scientific socialism prevailed. This was how the state was going to prepare to

liberate Egyptian territories occupied by Israel.

Yet the regime did not dissociate itself from the political spin given to it by the official

calls of the Coptic church. In a major press conference, the pope of the church, Kirillos

VI, declared that the appearance of the Virgin Mary was a sign of divine support for the

 Egyptian public during its time of crisis and also for the effort to liberate Arab territories

including Jerusalem. In offering such a political interpretation of this special religious

event, the pope was clearly giving religion and the religious establishment an expanded

political role. True to form, the state was silent on matters that pertained to the spiritual

domains. At the same time, it used its infrastructure for such activities as directing traffic

and maintaining order in the area where people gathered to witness this religious event.

In many ways, this event marked the beginning of a new trend toward the politiciza-

tion of religion in public life. Not a single analyst commented on the fact that religion, as a

source of political and social inspiration, took the gendered form of the Virgin Mary. There were two aspects of the gendered persona of the Virgin Mary which had

relevance for the Egyptian public then. First, the representation of the spiritual well-

being of the nation through a feminine figure was consistent with the way the National

Charter highlighted the way women’s role in the family helped the building of the na-

tion. For a wounded public that had lost 10,000 soldiers in the war, the appearance of

this mother figure had a soothing and a consoling effect.

Second, most of the reports of the event did not refer to Mary as a “mother” but as the “virgin.” In the relatively permissive heterosexuality that had developed in Egypt dur-

ing the 1960s, the Virgin highlighted an older definition of femininity that some were

afraid was being undermined by the rapid economic and social integration of women in

the public arena. In support of this interpretation, I want to refer to an important ex-
change between President Nasser and Shaykh Yashub, a shaykh of an Alexandria mosque,
during an emergency session of the Congress of the Arab Socialist Union. (The session

was held in December 1968 to deal with the renewed student protests that demanded the

court-martial of key figures responsible for the defeat in the 1967 war.) In this exchange,

Shaykh Yashub demanded that the state use religion and women as markers of cultural dif-

cference in the public arena to correct its gendered public policies.

Shaykh Yashub argued that religious laws needed to regulate social behavior in pub-

dic. As an example, he pointed out that women dressed in mini-skirts had recently entered

his mosque in Alexandria. He was critical of both women’s un-Islamic mode of dress and

the fact that they were allowed into mosques. Nasser responded that he was not inter-

ested in limiting the personal liberties of Egyptians in the public arena. If he passed a

law outlawing mini-skirts, then the police would be interfering with women in the streets.

This he found offensive. Instead, he suggested that the male heads of households lay

down the social rules for their women. It was clear, however, that the secularist strategy employed by the postcolonial nation-state for sixteen years was under attack. Both the pope of the Coptic Church and Shaykh

Yashub expressed a desire for a more active public role for religion. The pope suggested

that the state use the appearance of the Virgin for the political mobilization of demoralized

demographic. For Shaykh Yashub, the problem was not that religion was absent, but that its rules were not implemented by the state in the public arena or in the way women dressed and behaved publicly. While Nasser remained adamantly opposed to these demands, later the Sadat regime allowed more greater public expression.

Second Republic and the Production of the

Islamist Discourses on Modernity

The development of a political alliance between the Sadat regime and the Muslim Breth-

erhood in the 1970s distinguished his regime from that of his predecessor. As an expres-

sion of this political alliance, the regime amended the constitution twice: in 1976 to state
give the modern, nuclear, middle-class family Islamic content in the definition of the private roles of men and women. This was very consistent with the nationalist discourse and its middle-class position between modernity and indigenous culture. It also still privileged the expression cultural difference within the family. Its goal, however, was to use the family and its private roles to redefine the roles that men and women played in the public economic and political spheres.

In one of his earliest appearances on state television in a popular TV program in 1973—1974, Shafik al-Sha'rawi outlined to a largely secular audience his view of women's status in Islam. As a starting point, he asserted that the human species was divided into two genders whose functional roles were different. Within each gender, members were equal (ma'asirun) with one another. While the differences between the two genders did not imply opposition or contradictions, the two could not be compared to one another. In other words, while men and women shared common preoccupations and tasks as members of the same species, they had different pursuits that set them apart.\textsuperscript{89}

What were some of these common preoccupations? Freedom of belief, reason, and judgment were some of the concerns that women shared with men.\textsuperscript{90} The female figures of the Quran offered good examples of these concerns. Balqis, queen of Sheba, demonstrated mature reasoning, plus political and diplomatic skills, in her negotiations with King Solomon. God chose women, just as he chose men, for religious inspiration. The Virgin Mary and Moses' mother were given important religious roles to play and they, in turn, became free believers in God. In contrast, the wives of Noah and Lot refused to believe in the religious messages of their time. Finally, Islamic law gave women freedom of property and freedom to choose important decisions that affected their lives.\textsuperscript{91}

These shared tasks aside, the Quran clearly discouraged men and women from crossing the gender boundaries that separate them or the activities that distinguish one from the other. Those men who mimic women and those women who mimic men transgress gender boundaries, and for that reason they were damned by God.\textsuperscript{92}

In his earliest formulation of an Islamist discourse that targeted secular middle-class women (who had TV sets too), Shafik al-Sha'rawi appealed to his audience by using the familiar language of individual liberties and rights, suggesting that they made important decisions and judgments about what to believe and why. The concepts of equality, however, were deemed more problematic. One could speak of equality among members of the same gender, but not equality between genders. Yet, if women had an equal capacity for reason, why should they not be equal to men? In this demand for equality with men, women transgress distinctly sanctioned gender boundaries and deserve God's wrath and damnation. Men, who transgress these boundaries by imitating women—a euphemistic reference to homosexuality (hendina)—were also damned. Instead of dwelling on God's damnation, Shafik al-Sha'rawi chose to elaborate on the reasoning behind these gendered arrangements and order. As part of this discussion, he presented a romantic ideal of domesticity that was designed to appeal to the tired working women of the middle classes. According to his reading of the Quran, God created men for hard work and struggle.\textsuperscript{94} Women were created to minister to these tired hard-working men, providing them with rest, affection, and support.\textsuperscript{95} This was their primary task. In fact, this care of men was more primary than their reproductive task.\textsuperscript{96} Shafik al-Sha'rawi argued that this was not an easy task, but a full-time one.\textsuperscript{97} This argument represented a convergence between Islamic and modern discussions...
of the sexual division of labor that assigned women to the private (family) sphere and men to the public sphere. It presented an unflattering characterization of the public sphere in which men were engaged, hoping to discourage women from desiring integration. What was rather startling was the Islamist embrace of heterosexual (procreative) intimacy. Some analysts have argued that Shaykh al-Sha'rawi's views "concerning women and the family were strictly traditional and were actually quite representative of medieval Islamic thought." But his discussion of Islamic heterosexuality was clearly not medieval. The medieval views treated heterosexuality as a powerful religious and social distracting force that distracted men and needed to be controlled and undermined.

In al-Sha'rawi's reading men needed to turn to women as the source of nurturance (islam al-siyasa). Women have this gender-specific skill. He did not relate these skills to child rearing because they would have made men more intimate. His discussion of heterosexual intimacy was premised on the loss of women's autonomy, as they addressed the needs of their husbands first and foremost and then to those of their children. This discussion of heterosexuality, and its definition of femininity as loss of autonomy, was clearly modern. Shaykh al-Sha'rawi's presentation of both concepts as culturally Islamic, reinforced by Quranic verses, served to define the (unconscious) preoccupation with the mediating function of his discourse. While he might not recognize heterosexuality as particularly modern, the characteristics he defined in the discussion were different from medieval Islamic views and were part of the postcolonial modern culture that prevailed in Egypt in the 1970s.

Next, Shaykh al-Sha'rawi turned to child rearing as the other major gendered task of women. While the Quranic verses he referred to described child rearing within extended families with both spouses, children, and grandchildren present, his discussion assumed that a mother was the single caretaker and, therefore, the model was a nuclear family. A mother's preoccupation with any other kind of work was described as leading to dependence on hired help (not a grandmother or other female kin, as would be the case in an extended family) and the loss of proper care during the crucial years. Because the public world was one in which men were preoccupied with objects that could be put in the service of the species, they were not fit for this role. In contrast, the female world was built around people, establishing its superiority. This private world of the home also gave women those important skills. If you add to this the dependent nature of the human infants following birth, child rearing emerged as an important and noble task performed by women.

While Islam did forbid women to work, it required those who did to be motivated by necessity. Aspiring to a better living standard than that provided by the husband's income did not qualify as necessity. Devout women were those who accepted their husband's incomes as a basis for their lifestyle. They should not pressure their husbands to seek ways to provide them with this alternative way of life, and they should not abandon their roles as wives and mothers in search of that goal. If they think they could perform this difficult juggling act (of being wife, mother, and working woman), they could take on public work provided it was framed by Islamic principles. Their behaviors in the public arena should be governed by the boundaries that Islam set for women and men, that is, women should not behave like men. They should be mindful of their temporary and subordinate role in these activities. They should also veil the marks of their gender difference. In this way, Islamic society sought to protect men from temptation. In pro-
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women should be settled by the two and one should think a thousand times before consulting others. In the final analysis, a woman should stand by her husband. Any complaints a wife might have about her in-laws were unacceptable.69

Finally, a woman’s dress at home should be determined by both the woman and her husband. Outside the home, a woman’s mode of dress was totally up to the husband, provided it was within the boundaries set by God.68

This advice represented a serious attempt to preach the return to the old patriarchal family of al-Ghazali’s youth in the 1930s. Women were to repeat their feelings and minimize any pain they might feel and not share them with a husband. Al-Ghazali suggested that this was the best route to the approval of the spouse. This silent daily struggle for male recognition was a key part of a feminine consciousness. Conversely, a husband’s feelings and needs were given full expression and attention. A woman’s creative potential was invested in the home and especially in the service of a husband’s desires.

This focus on the couple—and their privacy, of course, very modern and part of the operation of the nuclear family. Women in these families were isolated even from their women friends, with whom they were not supposed to share any secrets. The husband was the party with whom to share these secrets or problems. If the husband was the problem and wives were not supposed to burden their husbands with their feelings, then one had the familiar alienated middle-class wife.

The final symbol of this restrictive Islamic-modern femininity was the role that men were to play to determine women’s dress. Even in this area, men determined what women wear within and outside the house. The support of these patriarchal rights stops when a husband opposed the adoption of the Islamic mode of dress outside the home. This was the only instance in which al-Ghazali encouraged Muslim wives to disobey their husbands. In another article, entitled “The Mother and the Building of a Good Human Being,” al-Ghazali extended the same social logic to the discussion of mothering. She argued that the creation of a strong and solid basis upon which Islam could prosper required the cultivation of mothers who absorbed the costs (both personal and social) of this process and who knew their boundaries as part of maintaining the orders of God. In teaching God’s message and following in the footsteps of the Prophet, a mother set the basis of a strong household. Because a mother was a crucial figure in the lives of children and also their earliest love object, she could instill in their hearts the love of Islam and its rituals. She was also responsible for guiding their development into good and well-behaved Muslims.67 For that reason, the development of a correct Islamic pedagogy and training designed to prepare Muslim mothers in the faith, its understanding, and its practice was a serious matter. It should be the primary concern of schools and colleges that provide highly qualified experts to contribute to the understanding and knowledge of the process.68

This, al-Ghazali informed her readers, behoves us to reconsider the basis of education and training in our schools, especially in girls’ schools. Our imitation of the West had left us unconscious, without goals and understanding. A mother who grew up alienated from and ignorant of Islamic teaching could not provide the right education for the development of good children.69

The emphasis in this discussion of women’s education was on another important role that they play in the family: child-rearing. The starting point was a Muslim woman’s desire to take on this difficult task as a service to her faith. Women were asked to absorb the personal and social costs of this process for the good of a strong household. While women had been engaged in child rearing since the beginning of human society, al-Ghazali wanted their child rearing to be guided by scientific knowledge and training. Since girls’ schools only existed at the primary, preparatory, and secondary levels, al-Ghazali wanted young girls to start this training for motherhood very early. In this way the education system would be put more explicitly and actively in the service of internalizing these gender roles. Science and professional knowledge were to be put in the service of an Islamic upbringing. This suggested the development of an education that was both Islamic and modern. Here, the mediating character of the nationalist secular discourse was also a concern for that of Islamic feminist challenges. What they advocated in the educational arena was an attempt to represent gender and cultural difference and, in this way, influence some aspects of the kind of education young girls have in that public arena.

Conclusion

In this chapter, an attempt was made to examine the different strategies that the secularist and the Islamist discourses offered the political/actor-state. Many secularists argue that an Islamic political triumph will spell the end of modernity. In addition to the polemical character of this claim, it ignores the fact that their dominant interpretation of modernity is not the only one available in public debate. The Islamists have their own interpretation of modernity. Conservative modern views are in line with conservative Islamist views. For polemical purposes, they may not want to admit their acceptance of these modern views and definitions—especially in dealing with the family, where they claim to valorize the expression of cultural difference. In their discussion of an Islamic society, Islamists are unequivocal in declaring the importance of science, reason, professional education, and technology in the building of the new society. Since the Islamist groups and their discourses have been part of the historical development of modern society in Egypt, it is not surprising that the Islamic, oppositional, discourse is very modernist. It accepts the nuclear family and the modern systems of education and training as the basis of its alternative Islamic society.
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Women and the State in Jordan
Inclusion or Exclusion?

The modern state of Jordan has made great development strides since the days of the Amir (1921–1951), the second Palestinian influx (1967), and the oil boom (1973). When placed in regional context, and when viewed against the background of the resources with which Jordan is endowed, the development is all the more impressive. Nonetheless, the country still faces severe poverty and unemployment—increasingly so since the economic crisis of 1986–1989. One set of problems concerns the status and development achievements of Jordanian women.

Jordanian women's discussions of their status often begin with, "The Jordanian woman has made great strides in the last several decades." The analyst who follows does not dispute this statement. Nor does he dispute that, when placed in regional context, Jordanian women exceed some of their other Arab counterparts in various achievement categories. The interest here is to examine the development of the status of Jordanian women over the years as a function of the state and societal context in which it has taken place. This chapter will argue that the historical evolution of the Jordanian state has played a central role in shaping the political, economic, and social opportunities and constraints Jordanian women face. One of the major constraints is the fact that existing national legislation and societal practice continue to reinforce women's exclusion from certain spheres, thus underpinning a general condition of second-class citizenship.

First, a short history of the kingdom will present some of the key developments and factors that have shaped state formation. The discussion will then proceed to sketch a brief picture of Jordanian women's status in the beliefs, rural, and urban areas. It will then turn to considerations of Islam and the state, women's place in legislation, women's participation in the workforce, and their access to education. These sections provide concrete examples of the impact the country's specific development path has on women. They also reveal implicit assumptions that underlie the government's policy (or lack of explicit policy) toward women. The final section reviews the history of the Jordanian women's movement as a case study of the relationship between women and the state. Throughout the paper it will be argued that the state has pursued policies of inclusion and exclusion of various types, whether consciously or constructed or not, have nonetheless served to maintain various forms of patriarchal control.

The Development of the Jordanian State

Transjordan was established as a link in the British imperial defense line, an arc that extended from Egypt across the Fertile Crescent to Iraq and into the Persian Gulf. Britain was responsible for placing the first monarch, the Amir Abdullah, on the throne and then, through substantial yearly subsidies, keeping the state afloat. Transjordan's role in regional security was further reinforced as a result of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the outbreak of the Arab-Israeli war in 1948. The fact that the war ended in separate armistice agreements and not a full peace settlement meant that, decorately, Jordan faced the ongoing possibility of war from the west. This new national security concern provided an additional reason for the leadership to continue to focus on the development of a strong military force. The importance of the security forces was reinforced by the reality that Western nations (as well as some Arab states) counted on Jordan to serve as a buffer between Israel and the rest of the Arab East and, by extension, the Gulf. These states depended on Jordan to insulate them from the forces of "revolutionary" pan-Arabian or Palestinian nationalism. Thus, depending on the time period, the United States, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and others have provided military and budgetary assistance to the kingdom to support itsbuffer function.

The role of the military in the evolution of the Jordanian state takes on additional importance if one considers the patterns of armed forces' recruitment. The basis for the earliest forces established by the British were the powerful Bedouin tribes of the southern part of the country. Such recruitment filled the ranks of the military and security apparatus and provided a key means by which these tribes were incorporated into the state. This cooperation, or establishment of patron-client ties between the tribes and the leadership, was a central element in building a legitimacy formula for Abdullah.

Numerous studies have shown women to be adversely affected by state policies that underpin or reinforce a strong military. Pearson and Rustany write:

Most rule-dominated societies have constructed elaborate sanctions and even norms against women's fighting and dying in war. As a result, men have gained almost exclusive control over the means of destruction worldwide, often in the name of protecting women and children, who are either discounted from or not allowed to take up arms to protect themselves.

In Jordan, as in other Middle Eastern countries, women have been recruited into the security services, but in clerical, not fighting, roles. More important than this marginal female presence in the security forces is the fact that the military as an institution plays a role in reproducing gendered notions of the two sexes. This means that men must act as "men"—meaning being willing to kill and die on behalf of the state and thus prove their manhood. But the structure also demands that women behave as "women." This requires that they be properly subservient to the needs of the military and the men who serve in it, thus reinforcing traditional notions of appropriate gender roles. While the Jordanian state has provided well for the men who serve in its military, including offering benefits that improve the lot of the entire family, there is no question that the focus on the military over the years has led to less of an emphasis on investment in crucial social welfare projects, projects that generally tend to benefit women.

With an average of more than 30% of state spending directed toward the military and
public security over the years, it is clear that Jordan's security role has been a major factor shaping its economic development, whether in terms of attracting subsidies from abroad or in determining patterns of domestic spending and investment. One key result has been the development of a reliance on external sources of income, rather than a vibrant domestic economy, for sustenance and growth. Some of the subsidies that Jordan received for its regional buffer role were not specifically earmarked for the military, even those that were not, however, were directly to the state, leading to a bloating of the state sector. This focus on the state sector had additional impact for women, for the lack of attention to developing the private sector has been one factor that has retarded the development of industry. In other regions, such as Latin America, the emergence of industries has been an important step in drawing women into the workforce outside the home. While it is understood that such incorporation has often led to wage exploitation, it has, nonetheless, made women frequent and accepted actors in the public sphere.

There is yet another negative implication of this kind of development for women. Beginning with Abdallah and continuing with Hussein, state subsidies as well as state employment (often in the army) were used as a means of cooptation or reinforcing loyalty, and they were generally directed at Jordan's tribes. In addition to building support for the state, such practices by extension strengthened the role of the shaykh, tribal structure, and tribal law. As we shall see, the continued employment of the tribes and its tolerance of traditional law (urf) as opposed to civil law, has had a negative effect upon women's inclusion as full citizens in the kingdom.

Turning to the other communal group in Jordan, the large post-1948 Palestinian population, some Palestinian elite families were able to position themselves as critical to the regime. There was no parallel attempt by the state to develop a communitarian relationship with the vast majority of Palestinians as there was with Transjordanians.2 However, it is worth noting that the Palestinians who lived in the refugee camps of the East and West Banks generally related to the state through a network of village heads (shuyukh), the traditional authority structure transplanted from Palestine. Similar to the impact state patronage had on tribal shaykhs, these leaders' positions were further reinforced by the services that were channeled to the camps (food rations, health care, education) by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA).3 Thus, agencies external to the communities (whether the state or non-governmental organisations, NGOs) used existing (reconstituted) authority structures that strengthened the positions of these traditional leaders and structures regarding matters implicitly deemed to fall outside the realm of state concern. In other words, the structures that had prime influence and control over women were kept in place and not made accountable to the state on issues concerning the sphere most closely associated with women.

There are several final points to be made about state formation that have relevance to the discussion of the status of women in the kingdom. The first is that, given the circumstances of the Palestinians' forced inclusion into the Jordanian state, they (and particularly the refugee-camp dwellers) were often regarded as a potential internal security threat. This fear was confronted in 1970 with the outbreak of fighting between the Jordanian army and the Palestinian guerrillas. Following the civil war, Palestinians argue (and there is reason to believe it), the government initiated a policy of preferential recruitment of East Bankers into the bureaucracy. West developed as a result was an intercommunal division of labor, with the Transjordanians even more closely associated with the state, and the Palestinians therefore left to the private sector. This certainly reinforced and gave additional structure to the sense of second-class citizenship felt by Palestinians, thus rendering female Palestinian citizens the second-class among the second-class when it came to dealing with the state.

Second, with the exception of a brief period of political liberalization in the mid-1990s, Jordan's history until 1988 was one of continuity, i.e., varying levels of repression against political organizing and expression. In this regard, women's activity was subject to the same harassments as men's activity (although we shall explore the differential impact later). During most of this period, the state consciously sought the emergence of or gradually coopted what are generally referred to as civil society institutions: political parties, labor unions, professional associations, women's unions, and the like.4 To sum up, within the context of an established civil society and an expansive bureaucratic apparatus, the state reinforced preexisting authority structures, which were clearly patriarchal in nature, and let them to deal with the issues of the so-called private sphere. Given the nature of Jordanian society with its limited participation by women in activity outside the realm of the family, this meant that issues related to women (and children), were largely left to the realm of the personal status law, derived from shar'ia, or 'urf. Most of the remaining legislation that affects women applies only to those who have entered the work force as we shall see, a small number indeed. This exclusion of women's concerns from the areas in which the state directly interferes through legislation has led to their exclusion from many of the rights and much of the protection afforded men.5

Women and Society

Even though Jordan is a small country, it is not possible to discuss Jordanian women as a single, undifferentiated category. As in other societies, women may be divided according to socioeconomic status, region of origin, religion, place of residence (town or village), communal affiliation, and so on. Because so little published work deals with Jordanian women, what follows is a brief sketch of some of the salient differences, based largely on the only complete book available on Jordanian women, authored by writer, social researcher, and activist Salhah al-Tall.6

al-Tall divides her analysis into three categories: Bedouin women, village women, and urban women. While the proportion of Bedouins is small in comparison with Jordan's total population, al-Tall begins with a discussion of them, perhaps because Bedouin society constitutes a mythical ideal for many Arabs. Bedouin culture stresses the concepts of honor and gallantry. It also calls for the protection of women, on the one hand, because they are seen as weak and, on the other, because they bear the offspring. A woman's status is in part a function of the tribe to which she belongs and her lineage in it, but in the end her position derives from her production of male children. Only boys "count" as children,7 and women who do not produce male offspring are subject to divorce.

In customary law, a woman does not have the right to accept or refuse a proposed suitor (except in rare cases related to her socioeconomic position). Her dowry, usually money, land, or animals, goes entirely to her father. Women can be easily divorced for reasons of appearance or personality. On the other hand, they cannot demand divorce, al-
though they may flee the house of the husband and may be able to secure a divorce if an appeal is made to a sharif. In the event of divorce the father is warded the children and the mother may be forbidden access to many of them. 14

Perhaps the most central concept associated with women is that of honor or sharif. Maintaining sharif requires that a woman be a virgin at the time of her marriage and that she never be the cause of impurity in her behavior or in that of their children. 15 While it is the woman's behavior that maintains sharif in the first instance, nonetheless, preservation of family honor is seen as a joint responsibility, which requires that a woman whose honor is questioned be killed by a male family member. Such a murder, aimed at restoring family honor, is called an honor crime (murder al-adwa) and generally results in a light prison sentence. On the other hand, if a woman should be killed in a non-honor crime, the blood money (diya) is four or eight times what it would be for a man. And if, while she is pregnant, she is exposed to injury that triggers a miscarriage, the diya for the fetus is that of a full man. Again, these practices involve several implicit assumptions about women: their primary worth as derived from their reproductive power, their presumed weakness, and that their families and society as a whole are responsible for their actions. 16

In the rural areas, women are a critical element in the agricultural workforce, but, like their Bedouin counterparts, they generally lack decision-making power. In rural society, responsibility for supporting the family and making decisions belongs to men. In the villages, most women—married and unmarried—engage in unpaid labor for the family, often in the fields. Elsewhere, this activity is neither acknowledged by most rural dwellers as constituting "work," nor is it counted as such in national statistics. Instead, a woman's worth derives from two things: her chastity and her production of male children. Here again, honor is critical: a father, husband, or brother has the right to kill a woman if there is a hint of dishonesty or improper behavior. Fathers also have a great deal of control over their children's lives in other areas. Young women often have no say in the selection of a marriage partner, while a boy may have some say. Marriages are usually arranged between the families, often at the time of a child's birth. 17

Finally, there are the urban areas, and Amman in particular, in which more than half the population lives. It is difficult to generalize about the cities, for they contain members of all social classes, as well as recent arrivals from the badia and the countryside. Nevertheless, one can say that while the badia and the rural areas are Jordan's poorest and often most overlooked in terms of basic services such as schools and health clinics, in general women in the cities have access to a range of services that nomadic women do not. The percentage of girls and young women in all levels of schooling is higher, infant survival rates are greater, and the percentage of women in the paid labor force outside the home is higher. Having said that, despite the very modern and even Westernized feel of the city, in particular, al-Tall, there is often economic and social change Amman and its residents have undergone have not altered the basic importance of tribal (badia) values discussed at the beginning of this chapter. 18

Islam and the State

Jordan's population is more than 90% Sunni Muslim and, as a result, Islam has been responsible for shaping certain aspects of Jordanian society and the Jordanian state. As with any religion, however, the nature and practice of Islam varies from country to country, and

in Jordan several factors have been central in shaping Islam's role. The first is that the royal family takes its lineage to the prophet Muhammad. This has helped to legitimate Hashemite rule and to lend the Islam practiced by the royal family to "test the time" for Islam in the kingdom more broadly. Perhaps the result of the philosophy of King Hussein and the family members themselves, perhaps partly in reaction against religious practice in Saudi Arabia, Jordan's powerful neighbors to the east, the kingdom has been characterized by an Islam of tolerance and moderation. Hussein himself has long demonstrated what one may call a quiet but clear piety in his personal style and behavior. This approach has thus been reflected more broadly in state behavior and policies. The Chretian minority has traditionally been disproportionately represented among the circles of advisors and have generally viewed the monarchy as a protector of their position. Throughout the years of his reign, Hussein has also maintained a relationship of peaceful coexistence with (and at times outright encouragement of) the Muslim Brotherhood. This relationship has been unique in the Arab world; the Brotherhood was allowed relative freedom to engage in its sociopolitical work in exchange for not challenging the regime. Not until the beginning of peace talks with Israel in the fall of 1991 did the regime and the Islamists have serious political disagreement, and even on this issue, most Islamists have preferred to behave as loyal opposition.

On occasion, when the image or practice of moderation has been challenged, the king or, by extension, his government, has stepped in. The king himself was instrumental in preventing the notorious Tunisian Faisal youthful.cast away from going to trial, 10 and the cabinet or parliament has turned back a number of attempts to implement more conservative policies championed by the Islamists in parliament, including laws aimed at sex segregation in various educational and recreational institutions and programs, and laws outlawing alcohol. Institutional expressions of the moderation of the Hashemites may be found in the establishment of Al al-Bayt University, which is intended to promote a tolerant Islam and encourage interfaith understanding, and the Royal Institute for Interfaith Studies, under the patronage of Crown Prince Hassan.

In this context, and given that women's status in the Arab world is generally attributed to Islam, how should one then interpret the present status of women in Jordan? The discussion here does not deny the importance of Islam to legislation and to more general societal norms in the kingdom which affect women and their status. Nevertheless, understanding the place of women in any Islamic society requires an examination of the interaction of a complex set of factors, of which Islam is only one. One time, any religion is interwoven with or conditioned by the structures and traditions of the society into which it is introduced. As will be noted in the discussion of law, not just sharif, but also "urf (traditional tribal or village law) plays a key role in Jordan. The state's reliance on the tribes, and its cultivation of them through the provision of various forms of patronage, has strongly reinforced the importance of tribal values and norms in Jordanian society, whether they are actually codified in law or not. Neither the state nor the Islamists have sought to exercise the impact of "urf (Jordanian law. Indeed, many average Jordanians do not distinguish between sharif and "urf, instead believing that all current practice is demanded by Islam. In the case of women's status this conflation or confusion is most dangerous on the question of sharif and honor killings, which, contrary to many people's beliefs, have no basis in Islam.

A number of scholars today, some of them Muslim feminists, have attempted to re-
change in the law ordered by the Minister of Health that children were eligible for health insurance through their working mothers. Before the approval of this amendment, children could be insured only through their fathers, despite the fact that their mothers worked and were insured.29

The Labor Law, before it was amended in 1995, was singled out for special criticism by women. In general, and as will be discussed in a later section, there was wage discrimination between men and women in the private sector (the state sector has established levels and ranks) and there is no minimum wage. There is also differential application of laws depending upon whether one is employed in a regulated establishment (one with five workers or more) or an unregulated one (those with less than five workers). In these latter institutions, many protections afforded by the law are not applicable.30

The law forbade women and children to work in certain jobs, but there were no comparable provisions for men. The labor law also ruled certain work hours (7 A.M. to 6 A.M.) for both women and children, in the absence of special circumstances. In benefits, women were entitled to three weeks of leave before and after childbirth. The five were at her discretion, but she was not permitted to work until three weeks after childbirth, and this time was taken at half pay. Any institution with more than thirty female employees had to provide a child-care room for children under age six, but the law gave women no nursing time. Again, these laws applied only to regulated institutions, thus leaving many women without such benefits.31 Certain positive changes were introduced into the law in 1995 that dealt with the right to nursing time and extended maternity leave, but it has not been enforced.32 However, despite the improvements that some of the proposed changes represent, there continues to be no clear statement regarding wage or employment equality between men and women. Nor is there an acknowledgment of a right to equal or comparable wages.

The Civil Status Law is perhaps the most explicitly sexist law. Important parts of this law relate to the family book (fikhar al-‘idda), which is needed for almost all official state transactions. At her marriage a woman is transferred from her father’s fikhar to that of her husband. However, if she is divorced or if her husband should leave and take the document with him, there is no possibility of her being issued a fikhar even if she has become the actual head of household. This is a major problem for a number of reasons. Without the family book one cannot vote or be a candidate (and with it, a husband can register the entire family in whatever district he chooses). Without the fikhar, women cannot obtain food assistance to which their families are entitled, nor can they register their children in school, in the university or for civil service jobs. For a woman who, through death or divorce, is “separated” from a fikhar, the only solution is for the woman to reissue the fikhar of her father or brother. However, sometimes this is not practical (if the family members are living and working overseas) or possible (if the male family member is deceased).33

The Personal Status Law, on the other hand, is perhaps the most explicitly sexist. It continues to allow polygamy and arbitrary divorce as permitted by long-standing interpretation of the sharia. It makes it much easier for men to obtain a divorce than for women—women must request a special clause in their marriage contract for such a right—and the law requires men to pay support to divorced wives for only one year, which can cause great hardship. However, the real problem here is that what few protections are included in the law are often not realized in practice. Indeed, many women complain that
terly about this law, but insist that its proper implementation, sexist as it is, would nonetheless improve their lot. It is especially true when it comes to arbitrary divorce (women often cannot obtain the required consent provided for, in the absence of support for children), or inheritance cases (in which women are generally coerced into giving up their rightful shares to their brothers).

Finally, there is the Punishments Law. This piece of legislation is generally not mentioned by women's groups in their discussions of the need for legal reform. The most blatant discrimination between men and women according to tradition lies in crimes related to honor. While men who catch their wives or female family members committing fornication or even illegally being with men, and react by killing them, are entitled to sentences lighter than for murder under other circumstances, the reverse is not true for a woman who finds her husband in such a situation and reacts in the same way. However, Jordanian law stipulates that a woman (and her partner) found guilty of fornication can be sentenced to between six months and two years. The same sentence applies to a husband who has a girlfriend (that is, if he has been committing adultery publicly and regularly). The girlfriend receives the same penalty.39 (These last two sentences for women are predicated, of course, upon their not being killed by their families for such honor violations.)

This cursory examination of Jordanian legislation reveals several clear themes in the relationship between women and the state. One is that of the need to protect women, seemingly because they are weaker or more easily exploited, but certainly because of their central childbearing role. Exemplary of this theme are the provisions that women may retire at an earlier age and after having worked for ten years, that women can always take out of the pension fund whatever contributions they made, and that women and children are forbidden from working in certain jobs and during certain hours. A second, more cynical interpretation of these laws, as well as several others, is that women are in effect being treated as minors, as if they belonged in the same category as children. For example, women, like children, cannot obtain a passport of their own unless they have their husband's (or father's) permission. Moreover, they must always be carried on the diwar of a male family member and they, like unmarried children, must be included in a family with a male as head of household.

This point leads into the third clear message of these laws: that economic, political, and social control rests with male family members and that only men can be recognized as heads of households, responsible for supporting the family. The failure to guarantee even in the text of the Labor Law (as opposed to implementation) a woman's right to equal pay for equal work derives, as others have pointed out, from the implicit assumption that a woman does not need to work or does not need as high a salary because she is also being supported by her husband. The corollary to this is that men need higher salaries because it is assumed that they support the entire family and women do not.39 There is also inheritance law practice, which fails to enforce the sharia stipulation that a woman receives half of her brother's share. The sharia provision certainly presumed that women would be taken care of by their male relatives and therefore did not need as much inheritance. That alone puts women at the mercy of their male relatives and leaves them at a disadvantage in accumulating an independent source of savings. Worse is the fact that in practice women often inherit nothing at all, persuaded or intimidated by family members not to let the wealth "leave the family" (that is, potentially go to her husband's children—not the irony of the phrase). Judges in Jordan were all male (until the appointment of the first woman judge in May 1996) and, according to oral testimony, are unlikely to examine a woman's verbal or written statement regarding relinquishing inheritance and questioning whether it resulted from coercion or insufficient information regarding her rights.

Some of the provisions of these laws may be viewed from another angle as well. By taking the philosophy that "only a male can be head of household and provider" to its logical conclusion, the state saves money. (How much, is not clear.) This is accomplished through the construction of many of the provisions of the Retirement Law and other social welfare laws, which are then applied based on a citizen's personal status, not his or her employment service status. For example, a man cannot automatically receive his wife's pension. Women and children lose the pension of the husband or father if they (re)marry (thus transferring responsibility for their care to another man). Until 1983, children could not receive health care through their mothers. In all these cases, not only is the implicit assumption of male as provider upheld, but in so doing citizens of both sexes are also deprived of the right to funds that should have been theirs on the basis of years served. Given Jordan's heavy dependence on external sources of income and perennial budget balancing woes, this aspect of these laws cannot be coincidental and should not be overlooked.

Another more basic theme found in some of the provisions mentioned here and explicit in others is that women are not full citizens in Jordan. Unlike men, women cannot give their nationality to their children and, as already noted, they have no right to separate passports without the approval of their male "guardian," be he husband or father. A woman also has no right to a diwar, even if it is clear that she is in fact head of household. Women simply cannot be considered heads of household in Jordan, no matter what the reality of the family situation is. The fact that the husband or father holds the diwar may very well impinge on their access to state services, not to mention ability to vote or vote freely. Moreover, women's access to state justice is severely curtailed, since in matters of greatest sensitivity and importance—divorce, child support, inheritance, equality in the workplace, and protection from family violence—they face male judges who are overwhelmingly committed to the discriminatory status quo.

Finally, and bluntly, women cannot be considered full citizens in a country in which, regardless of the number of such incidents, they can be killed with relative impunity, and with little or no evidence, simply on the grounds of suspicion of loss of honor. Male family members who are undergar are often chosen to commit the honor crime—the murderer of their female relative because the family knows they are even less (likely to receive severe sentences. In many cases, these women are victims twice: first they are victims of rape or incest, then they are made the ultimate victims to "cleanse the family honor."39 It is a practice shared by both Palestinian and Transjordanian communities, and while it tends to be concentrated in the lower socioeconomic strata is it by no means limited to them. More important, however, those who are educated and in a position to outlaw such practices are reluctant to "intrude" into this "private" sphere of family life through legislation which would implicitly challenge some of the most basic forms of societal control over women.

Women and Work

Participation in the labor force is often used as an important indicator of women's status. In Jordan, the statistics show a small but growing percentage of women working outside
the home. In 1972, the number of women in the labor force was 27,000 (out of 569,000 of working age); in 1979 it was 31,000 (out of 456,000); and in 1986, 113,000 (out of 849,000). The number of those actually employed was 20,000 in 1972; 27,000 in 1979; and 79,000 in 1990.30 On the other hand, unemployment among women was 5.9% in 1972, 11.7% in 1979, and 30.6% in 1990, the last figure indicating both a general increase in unemployment in the country and the large numbers of women attempting to enter the workforce.31 Clearly, women's labor force participation rates are low in the kingdom, but, the official statistics are problematic as well. For example, most statistics do not include women's work in agriculture, particularly if it is non-wage labor on a family farm. In keeping with the prevailing "liberal" economic view of what constitutes "work," such women—as well as others who engage in unremunerative labor at home—are generally viewed as unemployed.32 Moreover, official statistics do not include establishments with fewer than five employees, thus excluding another group of working women; the statistics also do not include the informal sector.33

One study suggests that the availability of foreign labor has helped maintain a low female labor force participation rate.34 But there are contradictory forces at work. It may be that the low-paying jobs that women might have been offered have been taken by foreigners. On the other hand, the availability of foreign labor, especially domestic help, has enabled some women to ease their work burden. This is primarily true for upper-middle-class and wealthy women who can afford to employ someone to do the housework for them and stay with the children while the Jordanian women go out to work. There are also many women who have such domestic help but do not work.

Despite the changes in women's labor force participation since the mid-1960s, there has not been a great change in the way that women's work is viewed, although there is probably a difference in the degree to which it is tolerated. In other words, the increase in the number of young women entering or seeking to enter the labor force is seen as an expression of economic need, rather than as a manifestation of a qualitative shift in the way a female's participation in the labor force is valued.35 A range of factors is at work here. First, what is seen as positive in the Jordanian context may be regarded differently elsewhere. As one study points out, low female participation in the labor force may be viewed as indicative of improved status (women have the luxury to work) or low status (women do not have sufficient independence or impact on family decision-making).36 One finds both attitudes in Jordan, with variations explained by class, education, regional background, and so on. Some families push their daughters to enter the workforce at a young age for economic reasons, thus forcing them to leave school. In a society in which female activity outside the home is generally restricted, the need for additional income is an acceptable justification for lowering these restrictions. On the other hand, some young women are not to work to escape the excessive restrictions of the home or problems at home.37

Although there is a tendency for employers to hire very young women, especially in manual labor jobs. They do not receive high salaries, and they are generally not conscious of their rights, so it is easy for the employer to break the labor law, which is discriminatory enough. At higher skill levels, women are often not to be promoted to upper management, particularly at times of high unemployment, because of the belief that the male is the breadwinner and that therefore he should have priority in appointment. There also appears to be a discrimination on the part of employers to send women on training programs to improve their skills.38 Women's job opportunities and promotions are also negatively affected by the demands of the home and the conservative constraints on their mobility.39 Most women prefer manual ( clerical) work, not work with equipment, because of the societal view of what tasks are appropriate for women (and therefore what they are trained to do). Teaching is also attractive, due to segregation of the workplace by sex, hours that do not conflict with home responsibilities, and a large number of vacation days.40 Not surprisingly, many women have difficulty combining a job with their house work, and therefore they prefer to quit when they marry. The paucity of child-care facilities—and the high cost of those that do exist—further burden working mothers. Many women who work have no choice but to leave their children with female relatives.41

In addition to all this is the fact of clear wage discrimination, noted earlier. Despite prohibitions in the state sector, a 1987 survey indicated that men receive 27.5% more than women given equal education, age, and experience. This is difficult to trace in the public sector, although there is no dearth of stories of unequal promotion. The sex-based wage differentials are most clearly found in agriculture and industry, where women receive only about two-thirds of what a male counterpart makes.42

Nor does the state appear to have had a strategic plan of any kind to encourage female employment, although an examination of the last two development plans (1981–1985 and 1986–1990) reveals certain employment goals. In the 1981–1985 plan, produced at a time when Jordan was actually facing labor shortages in some sectors because of migration to the oil states of the Gulf, both the sections on social development and labor dealt with women's employment in one way or another. The plan notes that a Department of Women's Affairs was established in the Ministry of Labor in 1977 "to deal with problems relating to Jordanian women and to encourage greater participation by women in the socioeconomic development process." This plan also explicitly stated its intent was "to increase the labor force participation rate, particularly of women." A number of the projects proposed were aimed specifically at women (such as the Vocational Training Center for Girls at Na'ur and the Nursing College and Ancillary Medical Services Institute). However, the vast majority of projects were not, and the total state contribution to all the proposed programs over the five-year period was only JD 4.5 million (approximately $12.4 million).43

The 1986–1990 plan was the first to have a separate section on women. Fifteen individual projects were mentioned, a few of which involved vocational training while others encouraged local income-generating projects. The total state contribution to the projects was again approximately JD 4.5 million.44 In addition, there was state financing for upgrading several medical facilities, including developing institutions to train nurses and midwives under the health section of the plan, so that this figure by no means represented the total contribution to projects that might provide women for employment.

Nonetheless, it is probably not coincidental that a specific commitment to increasing women's participation in the labor force was omitted from a development plan that was issued as unemployment in Jordan was beginning to increase. In such an atmosphere the only commitment to women's employment was through the traditional forms of largely rural-based income-generating projects. It seems clear that the state's priory concern is not unemployment in general, but male unemployment. Here, again, the issue of women's full citizenship is relevant.
Women and Education

Along with participation in the workforce, education is viewed as a major determinant and indicator of women's status. Greater access to higher levels of education, it is argued, will generally increase women's decision-making roles, make them more likely participants in the labor force, and enable them to make informed decisions about fertility and health care. Education is also critical to increasing women's awareness of their economic, political, and social rights. Nevertheless, the mere presence of women (even large numbers of them) in school and in the workforce could lead the casual observer to erroneous conclusions about the position of women.  

There is a wide difference in societal attitudes toward this issue; in the badia and the countryside, some regard girls' education as a luxury, whereas in other places it is viewed as necessary preparation for the labor market. In rural areas in particular, girls may be taken out of school to help with harvesting, both out of the family's need for her labor and from the view that a girl's education is not really important. Among other groups, education is viewed positively, but mostly because it enables women to find good husbands and makes them better homemakers and mothers, not because it prepares them to enter the workforce or become professionals in their own right.

One key indicator of advancement on the education front is the level of illiteracy. The first statistics on illiteracy are for 1961 and showed that 84.8% of women and 49.9% of men were illiterate. By 1974, of those aged twenty and above, 48% of women and 22% of men were illiterate. In 1989 it was 35% of women and 15% of men. In 1990, among women fifteen years of age and older, illiteracy had fallen to 38.1%. The percentage of women holding high school degrees was 6.8% in 1972 and 13.4% in 1990. Not surprisingly, the capital enjoys the highest achievement levels in all categories. The percentages of illiteracy clearly increase if one goes to the rural areas, to the badia, and among certain socioeconomic sectors in the cities.

Women have certainly made great progress in education, but illiteracy—and one of its primary causes, attrition from school—continue to be major problems in the kingdom. Education did not become compulsory until the promulgation of the amended constitution of 1952 called for nine years of obligatory schooling—primary and middle school. While the institution of such a policy was a positive step, it is insufficient. “Compulsory education;” at least in Jordan, simply means the provision of areas, not forcing families to put or keep their children in school. In practice, there is no real enforcement by the authorities, so the decision about a child’s education is left to the family, usually the father, who often holds very traditional ideas about the value of a girl's education. On the other hand, in some villages, there are no schools for girls after a certain level, and families are less likely to send daughters outside the home village for school even if there is a facility nearby. This may be for social (male mobility or financial travel costs) reasons.

Again, generally, if such expenses are going to be borne, the family is more likely to support a boy’s education. Education becomes costlier the further along one goes in school: this includes actual costs such as uniforms, books, and travel, as well as opportunity cost (what other remunerative activity the child might engage in instead). Attendance continues to be a particularly severe problem for girls because, if it occurs at a relatively early age, they are left functionally illiterate.

The level a child reaches in school is often closely related to the family's socioeconomic status: the more privileged the background, the more likely a child is to remain in school. Secondary education is not obligatory, and the percentage of girls enrolled in school drops markedly at this level, especially in rural areas. Moving up to the next level, for a long time there were only two universities in the kingdom: Jordan University established in 1962, and Yarmuk University, started in 1976. As a result of the insufficient number of seats, many students, most of them male, went abroad for university study. Over the years there has been a gradual increase in the number of women enrolled in universities: 32% in 1972; 33% in 1978, and 40% in 1988, although these figures do not take into account the number of students abroad, most of whom are male. Although boys and men in the sciences outnumber girls and women in high school, at the college level the enrollment is balanced. However, given the labor market, this sets women up for greater unemployment in the future, because there is already substantial unemployment among engineers and doctors, and because men are more likely to be hired for jobs demanding such skills.

In general, credit must be given to the Jordanian state for its focus on developing educational institutions and for the marked drop in the illiteracy levels over the past three decades. Nonetheless, there continue to be social and economic pressures that lead to higher rates of female attrition from education institutions than those of males at each stage. Much more could be said about societal pressures that channel women into certain professions and not others and that create different expectations between young men and young women about the meaning and value of an education. Here, we will conclude by saying that the patterns found in Jordan do not distinguish it from other developing countries, nor, sadly, from many countries of the so-called developed world, where “traditional” ideas about women’s roles continue to shape young females’ expectations and opportunities.

History of the Women’s Movement: Women versus the State

No discussion of the role and status of Jordanian women would be complete without an examination of the women’s movement in the kingdom. The first prominent Jordanian women’s activist traces what she calls the renaissance of Jordanian women to the 1940s with the establishment of women’s solidarity societies in 1944 and 1945. The first society, founded in 1944 and named the Women’s Social Solidarity Society, had the mother of King Talal as its honorary president. The society’s goals were limited to caring for children and providing assistance to the poor and needy. The princess was also made honorary head of the organization founded the next year, the Society of the Jordanian Women’s Federation, although the active head was Princess Zein Sharaf (wife of Talal and the mother of Hussein). These organizations differed from their predecessors in that they were concerned with the social condition of Jordanian women, raising their educational level, and improving child health care. The two Jordanian societies combined in 1949 as the Hashemite Jordanian Women’s Society, but the joint organization was dissolved in the same year.  

The establishment of the Arab Woman’s Federation (Itihad al-Mu’ta’ al’Ababiyah) (AWF) on 1 June 1954, marked a qualitative change in the type of women’s organizations found in Jordan. In Jordan, as in other Arab countries, women were caught up in the general political turmoil of the 1950s and in helping the Palestinians who had been dis-
placed. Hence, the atmosphere that preceded the establishment of the federation warone of political party and opposition activity. At the AWF founding in Amman, attended by more than one hundred women, Emily Bishara, the first female lawyer in Jordan, was elected president. Among AWF's goals were: fighting illiteracy, raising women's socioeconomic level, preparing her to exercise her full rights as a citizen, and developing bonds of friendship and understanding between Arab women and women around the world to improve the situation at home and to strengthen peace. The federation had a fully developed construction and institutional infrastructure.

Branches of the AWF spread beyond Amman to Madin, Zarqa, Karak, and Sah, and the membership grew to thousands of women. Activity focused on increasing women's political, economic, and social awareness throughout the territory from the cities to the baths, and the refugee camps. Women presented and published and lectured, held conferences and seminars, and participated in numerous Arab and international conferences. The political parties and the professional unions supported this work in what was a relatively open political atmosphere.

In early November 1994 the AWF presented its first memorandum to the prime minister requesting a change in the Elections Law to give women the right to run for office and to vote in municipal and parliamentary elections. Women were supported in this quest by the political parties and professional associations. The government took the matter under advisement and the Legal Committee in the Parliament recommended that an amendment be discussed. However, when the proposed changes were published, they stipulated that only educated women be given the vote, something that caused great outrage (since any male illiterate had the right to vote as well as sit in Parliament).

The women also demanded changes in the Personal Status Law, specifically, the outlawing of arbitrary divorce and polygamy. In the realm of more socially acceptable demands and political activity, women were in the forefront of demonstrations in support of Jami'at, against Zionism and the Baghdad Pact, for the Arabization of the Arab Legion, against the French, British, and Israeli invasion of Egypt, protesting French treatment of Algeria, and supporting Nasser's nationalization of the Suez Canal Company. In the context of the nationalist surge of the spring of 1956, the federation urged a media campaign demanding that women receive weapons and first-aid training. The authorities agreed and officers from the Jordanian army trained female volunteers.

In the meantime, the women continued to send memos each time there was a cabinet reshuffle, and finally the government agreed to reconvene the issue of amending the electoral law. In cooperation with other women's societies and with the political parties on both banks, AWF held a historic festival on February 5, 1956. At its conclusion, telegrams were sent to the king, the prime minister, the president of the Senate, and the speaker of the lower house about the meeting. Unfortunately, the timing could not have been worse, as a coup attempt in early April led to a political crackdown which caused AWF among its casualties.

Thereafter, some of the women continued to work, held meetings, and send memos to the relevant authorities about changing the law and resuming the dissolved society's activities. But not until nearly a decade had passed was the issue of the franchise raised again, when on April 21, 1966 the king sent a letter to the prime minister on the subject. But political circumstances intervened once again to delay action. No swift action was taken and, after the June 1967 defeat by Israel, most attention turned to the question of Palestine and the newly occupied territories.

As this point, those interested in political activity, men or women, began to gravitate to the constituent factions of the Palestinian resistance movement, which was based in Jordan until 1970-1971. The renewed possibility for political organizing was a direct result of the 1976 war. As a result of Jordan's defeat, the regime, its military, and the security services were, to a certain degree, discredited. Shortly thereafter, the Palestinian guerrilla organizations began to take advantage of the consequent political "opening" to expand their operations. Particularly after the Battle of Karak in March 1969 (at which Palestinians along with Jordanian army forces turned back an Israeli incursion onto the East Bank) enthusiasm for the guerrillas surged in the region.

These popularities brought new recruits, among them young women primarily (but not exclusively) Palestinians, many (but not all) from the refugee camps. All the factions eventually developed their own women's activities, which often took rather traditional forms. A women's committee emerged in Feith, but was not acknowledged until 1969, and not really activated until 1979, at which point, in addition to its other functions, it operated workshops and vocational training centers. In addition, the Central Union of Palestinian Women, founded in 1965 but forbidden from opening an official branch in Jordan before the 1967 war, also took advantage of the opportunity to offer such facilities as literacy classes, first-aid and civil defense instruction, embroidery workshops, and sewing courses. Again, even though the women were working in the framework of a political organization, the activities were largely traditional. Very few women were integrated into the decision-making frameworks of the resistance organizations. Much of their work ended up resembling that of a women's auxiliary group.

Just as important, the focus on the "national problem" meant that "women's concerns" were not addressed. As male cadres were (and are still) wont to argue, women's and other issues (implicitly less important in their view) had to take second place to the national problem but energies be diluted. Only once the homeland was liberat could attention be diverted from that central concern. It was an argument common to third-world "revolutionaries" at the time, and it was an argument that most women accepted, if grudgingly. Unfortunately, as case after case across the developing world indicated, triumphant revolutionary regimes rarely rewarded women for their sacrifices, and once the revolution was over, the door was often closed on addressing women's issues, this time in the name of the exigencies of independent national development. In the final analysis, the Palestinian resistance interlude in Jordan, like the experience of other male-run movements, only diverted women from work on issues of everyday concern to them as women. But even more serious setbacks were on the horizon. In December 1970 major violence broke out between the Jordanian army and the resistance. By July 1971 the remnants of the resistance had been driven from the country and its institutional infrastructure, including that of the women, had been destroyed or closed down. The lack of preparation socially and intellectually for such developments in Jordanian society led to a multifaceted backlash. One manifestation was on a communal level, as suspicion and dislike between Palestinians and Transjordanians soared. On another level, there was a reaction against what had been viewed as the greater social freedom exercised by resistance members—men and women. But, of course, the response was aimed at
women and involved new "protective" measures in the form of a resurgency of "weapons of virtue" and al-sha'ab. This was part of a broad reaction, a revival of traditional values and practices, intended to recover the conservatism (and the identity perhaps) that resistance had temporarily submerged. It then led to an increased causation in raising women's issues. 60

For several years, activist women had limited options to work with one of the underground political parties or to hide their time working with the charitable society of their choice. The first sign of impending change came in a March 5, 1974, letter from the king regarding the franchise for women. The king's letter, which included a royal decree finally amending the Elections Law to give women the vote, came against the backdrop of preparations for the United Nations Decade for Women, scheduled to begin in 1975. At about the same time, a group of women, many of whom had been active in AWF, met in anticipation of the UN conference to form a preparatory committee to celebrate the women's year in the name of what they called the National Women's Grouping in Jordan. In addition to their work on the upcoming UN meeting, one of their most important goals was to reestablish a women's federation in the kingdom. As a result of intensive activity (seminars, memoranda, and as well as support from the popular organizations), on August 13, 1974, the Society of the Women's Federation in Jordan (WEF) 61 was licensed by the Ministry of the Interior as a recognized popular organization that would include all sectors of women.

Before the end of the year, on November 17, 1974, the women announced the official establishment of the federation and on November 19 the first meeting of its general council elected Emily Bisharat president. 62

In the six years of the WEF's activity, its membership grew from 100 to some 3,000, with 1,000 in the capital. 63 The federation opened branches in Amman, Irbid, Salt, Zarqa, Madaba, and Aqaba, as well as committees (potential future branches) in Kerak, Ramtha, Fuhais, Rosehlah, Samakka, Rabi'a, Abu al-Banat, and Al-Walidah. WEF opened training and literacy centers, and sponsored support groups, including nurseries. It also helped publish a magazine, al-Ra'a'd, until the state publications department closed it without explanation and all attempts to resume publication proved futile. Among the federation's regular programs were weekly seminars, lectures, story or poetry readings, trips, fundraising dinners, and annual charity bazaars to sell the products of the various training centers. In the political realm, WEF demanded the right to participate in discussions of the Labor Law, the right to attend seminars and conferences to offer better presentations on women—whether in education, labor, or political rights—and the adoption of international and Arab resolutions regarding discrimination against women. It also published a number of studies on women and their rights as well as thePalestine question. While the federation played an active role domestically and internationally, with the parliament inactive there was no opportunity to mobilize women to exercise their newly granted right to vote. 64

On the surface, the appointment in 1979 of the first female cabinet minister in the kingdom seemed to mark another important milestone and to bode well for an increasing role for women. In'am al-Muffati, a woman with long experience in education in the West Bank and who headed the first Women's Bureau in the Ministry of Labor, was appointed the first minister of the newly created Ministry of Social Development. Yet, in this case, appearances were deceiving, for a new tendency soon became clear: the desire to incorporate all women's activities into a single organizational framework directly under the control of al-Muffati's ministry. Shortly after her appointment, she began working for the establishment of a new women's union. 65

Beginning about the time of al-Muffati's appointment, the state authorities began to harass WEF delegates to Arab and international conferences, claiming that the federation took positions antagonistic to the country. 66 Rumors began to circulate that the Ministry of the Interior intended to close WEF, and finally, on December 18, 1981, the federation received a letter from the Ministry dated October 26, 1981, ordering its closure. According to the Charitable Societies Law, the Minister of the Interior is empowered to close any organization if it is demonstrated that it has contravened its constitution; however, a close review of WEF's activities revealed that it had committed no such violation. Hence, the real explanation had to lie elsewhere. After discussions with WEF subsequent to the arrival of the closure letter, the Minister of the Interior seemed to scale down his objections to the federation, stating that the problem was in its name, which was similar to that of the new union. The foundation responded by changing its name to al-Rahbah al-Nisah ('Uthman, the Women's League in Jordan, in order to continue its work. 67

In the meantime, the General Federation of Jordanian Women (GFJW) was established under official auspices, shortly before the WEF dissolution letter was written and without an attempt to include WEF women as members. After their receipt of the closure letter, WEF activists decided to fight the order. Not surprisingly, however, in the battle of bureaucratic wills during a period of martial law, the Ministry of the Interior succeeded in blocking the implementation of the High Court's ruling. 68 The name change had not saved the federation. The activity of the former WEF was "frozen." 69

The effective closure of the WEF left Jordanian women without an independent, unified institutional framework that was near where they lived, took an interest in their health needs, sought to raise their educational level, and strove to raise consciousness about women's rights. The new federation was of a very different nature. 70 It was intended to serve as the official representative of Jordanian women in Arab and international gatherings, and to coordinate from above the women's social clubs and societies under the purview of the Ministry of Social Development. These groups formed the basis of the GFJW, while each maintained its own structure and program. Not surprisingly, then, since its founding the GFJW has remained isolated from the vast majority of Jordanian women. 71 That is clear from the nature of its leadership and its limited membership and branches. 72 A union that has few real branches and minimal organizational structure of its own is certainly not in a position to implement a creative program. In the case of GFJW, there simply has been no such program. 73

This then briefly outlines the evolution of the organized women's movement in Jordan. There are numerous criteria according to which this experience may be evaluated; however, in keeping with the focus of this chapter, the following discussion will look specifically at what some of the themes in the movement's history reveal about the relationship between Jordanian women and the state.

First, and perhaps most basic, for the historical reasons outlined at the beginning, civil society in the traditional sense has normally occupied a very small sphere in Jordan. Not in a position through most of the kingdom's history to pose its own challenge to the state, civil society was forced, in effect, to accept the openings the state allowed it. At the same time, the societal restrictions on women's movement and activity outside the home served as a further broader constraint on the possibilities for women's participation in the civil society in
situations that were permitted to operate. That said, it is clear that women's activity in the form of traditional charitable societies was generally tolerated (although during some periods it was easier to register new charitable societies than others, and societies that were Palestinian in composition if not in name were always scrutinized more carefully).

On the other hand, women's activity that implied the real or potential development of kingdomwide structures appears to have been much more problematic. The successes of AWF may be attributed to the political organizing "space" that the period of relatively greater freedom (1954–1967) allowed Jordanian society in general. The same may be said of the activities of the unofficial branch of the General Union of Palestinian Women, which operated openly throughout the country in the period between the 1967 war and the civil war of 1970.

When the political crackdowns came ending those periods, these two women's unions met the same fate as all other non-state-sponsored political action: closure or destruction. Again, this was a different response than that encountered by the women's charitable societies. The lessons of these experiences seems to be that what the state, and the men who run it, generally think of as "women's work" is viewed as political and threatening. Indeed, not only does such work reinforce traditional women's roles and activities, it also encourages a welfare rather than an empowerment approach to the poor—a status quo rather than a transformational strategy, which is certainly more acceptable politically to the upper echelons of the state and society, both men and women.

A second lesson from the experiences of the Jordanian women's movement appears to be, "if not outright repression, then control." It is quite possible that had there not been a UN Decade for Women on the horizon, WJF would not have been established, certainly not in 1974. The argument that the kingdom needed a representative of its women to attend the meetings to launch the decade, less it be embarrassed in an international forum, appears to this writer as a convincing reason for the state to permit the reemergence of a national women's union after the passage of nearly twenty years. That the award of the franchise came during the same period can also be explained plausibly by the upcoming UN meeting and Jordan's position at the time as the only non-Gulf Arab state that had not granted women the vote. Both developments certainly were allowed largely as internationally directed public relations statements. It was "just a women's union" alla-alard, at the same time, since the Parliament had been largely inactive since the occupation of the West Bank in 1967 and the holding of new elections was not contemplated for the near future, extension of the franchise was largely meaningless on a national level.

However, as the decade unfolded WJF expanded in numbers, operations, and branches. Several factors then came together to lead to the freezing of WJF's activity. The first appears to be a minister—unfortunately, a woman—who was intent on reining in WJF's activity so that all women's organizational work would come under her ministry's control. But it is unlikely that al-Madi acted alone, for ministers rarely have such power in Jordan. Rather, it is more plausible that, as a result of WJF's grassroots activity or because of its prominent and regular support of the Palestine problem in international forums, the Ministry of the Interior became interested in imposing greater controls on the federation's activity as well. The Jordanian state is rarely merely complicit in such measures; the whole episode smacks of a state apparatus heavily involved in effective demobilization of women. The preceding discussion of the structure and the nature of membership in the state-sponsored GJW that replaced WJF only reinforces this argument.

The same is true of the GJW leadership. Over the years "acceptable" women have in effect been designated by the powers that be. These women have come from prominent families, members of the elite who are close to the regime, and who have little understanding or awareness of the conditions of everyday life for Jordanian women of less privileged sectors. Perhaps not surprisingly, since the beginning of the political liberalization in 1989, GJW has floundered and lost the likelihood to be a new set of more activist women's NGOs.

Conclusions
No fewer than 1993 appeared to herald the "year of the woman" in Jordan. In parliamentary elections, former TV journalist Tasjeen Balaabti became the first Jordanian woman elected to the lower house. When the government was formed following the voting, a new position, Prime Ministerial Consultant for Women's Affairs, was created. A woman was appointed Minister of Tourism and Industry, and the king appointed two women to the upper house. It is not a question that these developments engendered a great deal of excitement among a certain sector of the Jordanian populace, men and women alike. However, the prime minister's consultant on women's issues resigned after only a short time in her job and the position has now been abolished, reportedly due to pressures from the office of the King's sister, Princess Basmaha, who has assumed for herself the role of leader of the Jordanian women's movement. Since 1993 she has begun to push for a number of legislative amendments and for a more prominent political role for women. While she has crossingly mixed the profile of women's issues, her involvement has also placed the regime back in a position of direct control of women's organizations. The verdict is still out on how serious the princess is about more extensive reforms. Powerful social forces and cultural traditions that are, at best, skeptical of a women's role and wish in nontraditional activities continue to cast tremendous influence in the kingdom. Suspicions about the propriety of a woman's activity outside the home, family, village, or tribe are compounded when such activity could mean—as it may in labor union or other political work—imposition (because of possible political, familial, or tribal) on the family and the state and its policies. Women were not given the vote in general parliamentary elections until 1974 and did not have the chance to exercise that right fully until 1989. State budgeting and funding patterns have reinforced patriarchal leadership that has not been sympathetic to improving women's legal, political, or economic status. The focus on the military has reinforced traditional gender roles and led to a division of spurring from social welfare to defense. The focus on the state sector has led to bureaucratic expansion and tertiary sector development, not broader industrialization, which in many other developing countries has drawn women into the paid labor force—better for of women. At the same time, national legislation both implicitly and explicitly regulates women to a citizenship status inferior to that of men and similar to that of children, supported by clear mechanisms of control. Outside the bounds of the state, the long years of political repression severely narrowed the possible range of civil society activity for all citizens. And, among the illegal political parties, the factions of the Palestinian issue which operated in Jordan, or the relatively powerful professional associations, the primary focus was traditionally the struggle against Israeli, not daily economic or social concerns.
Women's concerns were always argued to be secondary (at best) in importance to the needs of the national movement. Worse, testimonies of some activist women suggest that the "progressive" nationalism often manipulated and threatened women with honor issues just as their male counterparts did. The picture that emerges is one of women who, because of traditional mores and wider historical patterns of state formation (which have in turn heavily influenced regime practice), continue to be largely excluded from empowered or empowering activity outside the home. The story inside the home may be very different, and the argument here is not intended to imply that women in Jordanian society are powerless. Quite the contrary. But it is a power of a different sort, generally exercised within certain limits, and always within the framework of or deriving from broader societal structures that are overwhelmingly patriarchal. While one may argue that this is a question of cultural differences, as long as it is in the public sphere that many of the issues affecting women's daily lives are decided, women's exclusion from the decision-making process in this sphere will continue to render them "less citizen" and, hence, more potentially vulnerable, than their brothers, fathers, and husbands.

The current political liberalization, while encouraging, is still managed from above. Given the recent peace and its lukewarm reception by the population, the Jordanian leadership is unlikely to propose legislative changes that might create further dissatisfaction among its support base by challenging traditional notions of gender roles and patriarchal control. Nor does the peace seem to indicate that the kingdom will make any substantial cutbacks in the funding to the military. Indeed, the austerity measures dictated by Jordan's agreements with the International Monetary Fund to reduce its debts have led to cutbacks elsewhere, in areas that generally negatively affect women. Positive developments like peace, and the appointments of women to a variety of political posts notwithstanding, there is little to suggest that the situation and status of Jordanian women is likely to change substantially in the near future.

Notes

The fieldwork on which this paper is based was conducted during numerous research trips to Jordan undertaken over the last twelve years supported by grants from: Fulbright; The School of International Relations, University of Southern California; The American Center for Oriental Research, Amman; the Council of American Overseas Research Centers; and the Social Sciences Research Council.
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In contexts of insecurity, I have relied on al-Tall. She is a careful researcher and it is a critical account. Bishtani has clearly outlined many things, presumably for political reasons.
The Slow Yet Steady Path to Women's Empowerment in Pakistan

The status and position of women in Pakistan and their subsequent access to power have undergone substantive change since the onset of the twentieth century. Muslim women in nineteenth-century India faced uphill struggles in easing some of the extreme restrictions on women's activities associated with purdah, restricting polygamy, ensuring women's legal rights under Islamic law which Muslims perceived had been taken away under British civil law, and in introducing female education. In the 1870s, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan advocated modern education as the only means for emancipation of Muslims under the British. In 1880, he developed the Mohammedan Educational Conference to propagate his message, now referred to as the All India Movement. However, it was not until 1956 that the Conference formed a women's section, and three years later opened its first girls' teacher-training school, which laid a foundation for the education of Muslim girls. Progress was slow; by 1952, only four out of every thousand Muslim females had enjoyed the benefits of formal education.

In the ensuing struggle for independence from Britain, the Muslim League—and indeed, Islam itself—was popularly perceived as supporting the empowerment of women. The Muslim League was founded in 1906 by thirty-five elite men (lawyers, merchants, and large landowners) who wanted to ensure that Muslims received a fair share in the upcoming constitutional reforms. Indeed, the majority of these men and their followers were recipients of the education system promoted by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, and many were graduates of the Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College which Sir Syed's group had founded. Their views on women's social and political participation was relatively progressive, especially when compared to the views of Islamist parties such as the Deoband School.

An early victory for Muslim women was the enactment of the Muslim Personal Law in 1937. Muslim groups had convinced the British that this law was vital for the integrity of their community, because it enabled Muslims to live—marry, inherit property, and so on—under Islamic principles. Muslim women retained the right to inherit property and other rights guaranteed under Islamic law which had been taken away under British civil law. Nearly all Muslim groups, secularists and Islamists alike, hailed the enactment of the new Muslim Personal Law as a victory for Muslims in British India.
family living quarters above, and are topped with a latrine and a flat roof. Windows face inward, onto central courtyards. The few outward-facing windows, for those who look, are small and mere slits in a solid wall. Minimum space exists for movement along the narrow walkways. In the inner sanctuary of some neighborhoods, it is difficult to recognize people in the darkness of the alleys.

Most women spend the bulk of their lives physically within their homes; they go outside only when there is a substantive purpose. Only a small percentage of women desire to move out of the Walled City as a way to escape the dirt and crowds and perhaps raise their status by becoming residents of areas with higher socioeconomic demographics. Instead, most women are happy to be in close proximity to relatives, goods, and services, and they are resigned to the Walled City’s shortcomings.

Beneath this public face lies a significant amount of social confusion, particularly regarding changing gender roles, expectations, and possibilities. Characterizing traditional society as patriarchal, patrilocal, and patrilocal, we talk little about the actual relations between men and women in this poor urban area. In the idealized past, purdah was an essential element of everyday life. Of course, women would often interact with closely related men often throughout the day. Their relationship, however, was one of servitude: women were to ensure a clean home, tasty food, obedience, children, and to maintain social relations. Maintenance of social relations included attending the many functions associated with marriage, birth, and death, plus the performance of certain rites identified with Islam expected of a woman in that particular family. Wives were less friends and confidants than partners. Best friends may never have met another’s wives—and certainly not their friend’s sisters (postpartum).

The gendered division of labor within the family is tied to a unique combination of economic and status concerns. Invariably, the institution of the family plays a principal role in the Walled City. Access to many opportunities is often contingent on the connections that one’s family has with others. Family interpretations of religious and social values, as well as their own preferences, are the greatest factors in whether a woman is sent to school, parallel cousins’ marriages are preferred, or women must wear a veil. In fact, women can come from similar socioeconomic backgrounds and still wear a veil, while others will not. Some families will allow a daughter to enroll in a college for higher education while others will not. Until recently, these decisions were based more on family traditions than on external factors.

Gender roles and expectations have been undergoing substantive change in the last decade with the introduction of new technologies that free up women’s time (such as running water from taps, gas connections for cooking, covered drains for more hygienic conditions, and accessible low-cost transportation), the availability of waged labor for women (albeit generally in the informal sector where they receive lower pay than men),

women’s increased exposure to higher education, and their growing attentiveness to mass media. For example, a woman I have interviewed used to live within Kaftan Gate. She was born in the Walled City, married just after her first menstrual cycle, and has never earned any income on her own despite the severe financial need of her family. Whenever I met with her, she was invariably washing dishes or clothes using a neighborhood hand-pump. She only spoke her regional language, Punjabi, because she did not know the national language, Urdu. In our later encounters, she was very apprehensive about her family’s future because they were faced with the imminent destruction of their home; developers sought to expand a nearby wholesale bazaar. The opinions she voiced regarding local political matters invariably were those of her husband or sons.

In contrast, her daughter has grown up with other expectations about her life. Despite being from a poor family, she has benefited from the Pakistani government’s successful program over the past two decades of providing basic medical care in urban areas. She had her first inoculations when she was a year old, followed by vaccinations against polio and smallpox a few years later. Her life also reflects changing views on purdah: she wore a loose-fitting chador instead of the fixed kurta (body veil) worn by her mother. She attended the Anjuman Khudmadda Banaaat Girls Public School, a small school with ten rooms for some 300 girls a short walk from her home inside the Walled City. Most of the girls studying there are young and from poor families. As the girls grow older, their families try to transfer their daughters to English medium schools, which receive greater status and elevate preferable marriage options with wealthier men.

This girl’s goals and values are very different from her mother’s; she expects to take initiatives to affect some aspects of her future which women rarely did in the past. When I asked her what was the best day in her life, she told me it was “the day that I passed my [final exam].’ She chose not to continue in a secondary school but rather to attend a government-run sewing and embroidery course. During this time, she and her sister began to do intricate salon embroidery on a piece-rate basis for a local shopkeeper. Some of this money eventually went toward her dowry, and the remainder went toward her family’s daily expenses.

She was an avid supporter of Benazir Bhutto. She saw Benazir as an important role model for women in Pakistan. The confidence this young woman had gained from her independent experiences is reflected in her other attitudes. Aside from having her own political opinions, she wanted to have a say in whom she would marry, where she would live after marriage, whether she would have to earn an income, and the number of children she would have. She hoped to have a small family consisting of only four children, as is increasingly becoming the norm in Lahore. I am not saying that this young woman eventually had a say in determining who she would marry or in any of these other desires, but her desire to have a say is revolutionary in this cultural context.

This young woman, however, does not see herself as being in a better position than that of her mother when she was young. While their lives are very different, she considers that her mother was more emancipated because her mother did not have to contribute to the family’s income as she must by doing embroidery. There was minimal expectation in the past that women would do such work in their homes. Indeed, both out of necessity and by choice, women today are forced to renegotiate traditional norms, values, and power relationships.

In fact, we can see that the multifaceted system of norms and controls that has served
to constrain female activities and mobility in traditional Muslim society does not exist mainly out of concerns regarding female promiscuity. Instead, the notion of what is accepted as respectable and what is not—perhaps initially tied to matters of sexuality—has become a matter of social control. It is the fear of losing respectability that drives most people to suppress their women's freedoms. This results in a general consensus that any activity in which a woman engages outside of the home needs to be monitored. This also explains why conditions of high density in places like the Walled City—as in other poor urban areas in Pakistan—have become factors in strengthening the power held by families over their members, particularly power held by men over females.

Traditionally, a girl was placed into seclusion before the onset of puberty. This decision was usually made by a clan relative who, at a certain point, decided that the girl's interactions with males should be limited. One older woman in the Walled City recounted to me how one day her husband decided that she was no longer to go outside and play with the other children in the neighborhood. From age nine onwards, she was only to engage in social life on the streets from the roof of her home; she was no longer to passable of 15. I was often told that a woman's father, brother, or mother's brother had put her in purdah.

In field research, I observed that while both boys and girls needed to be obedient in front of their elders (particularly in front of older men), I never saw an instance when mobility restrictions were placed on boys. Social pressure was instead applied to boys in three arenas: school attendance, choice of career, and marriage selection. Even then, it seems that parents and other elders were rather relaxed about enforcing the first two activities. I heard many accounts that a boy stopped going to school because he was "not interested in studying" or he "didn't like to study." Career options became available through informal networks that often did not require an independent decision on the part of a boy. It was only in the third kind of pressure—"to marry a spouse chosen by one's family"—where it seems that both men and women generally had to conform to the will of their family. While it was possible for a boy to suggest a potential spouse, this was unheard of in the case of a girl—who would have disgraced herself and her family just to have voiced an opinion. Once the decision was made as to who would be married, it seems that both sons and daughters were generally unable to break the engagement without severe disapproval and antagonism within the family.

However, gendered power within the family is in the midst of flux. The renegotiation of gender images and expectations appears to fall into three categories: (1) women being allowed—and in some cases, encouraged—to study beyond the stage of simple literacy; (2) changes in the perception of gendered work given the existence of expanding labor opportunities for women; and significantly, (3) the renegotiation of personal power and mobility within the family. The first two of these arenas are direct reflections of what women now are doing differently from the past, resulting in men relinquishing some of the powerful control they have held over women while also expecting women to hold different roles. The last category, the renegotiation of personal power and mobility within the family, is a direct result of the first two. Due to women's increased competencies, men are also realizing that women do not need them as much as in the past, and that it is possible for women now to be self-reliant. Needless to say, this creates a great deal of confusion in a society where social norms still revolve around honor and respect. There is a discernible increase in men's fears of what uncontrolled, qualified women might do.

Increasingly, parents are allowing their daughters to acquire a higher education, even though such mobility for a post-colonial girl is antithetical to traditional mores. That girls from this working class area are completing secondary education is, therefore, no small event. Indeed, men's diminishing ability to control the mobility and activities of women within the family is due in large part to the increase in female education and related access to mass media and other forms of information. It may not be what is actually learned in school but the experience of leaving one's home after puberty and attending classes—mixing with people from a wide socioeconomic spectrum—that exposes a woman to other students and teachers and, in effect, to the larger society from which she was once hidden and uninformed.

The lifestyles and status of elite women have not changed as dramatically as those of most poor women, who are the majority in the country. The former, especially "super-elite" women such as prime minister Benazir Bhutto and former ambassador Sayeda Afifa Hussani, generally enjoyed greater degrees of freedom to begin with. Most adults living in the Walled City would contend that certain activities that elite women have come to see as norms (such as, entering a non-female domain profession, joining a women's political movement, or selecting her own husband) are outside the purview of female respectability, and that these have become too Westernized for their own good. Yet these same working-class parents aspire for their daughters to attend Islamia College for Women (Cooper Road) or the newer Government College for Women in Bilal Ganj, both of which are close to the Walled City. Idealized norms have not yet caught up with the pragmatics of daily life, which often require college degrees to arrange a good marriage or survival strategies for poor girls who may someday need to earn an income.

I have found that the kinds of changes in perception once associated with elites are gradually making their way into those of girls enrolled in colleges, despite their class background. At one point, I had a discussion with some fifty girls at Islamia College (Cooper Road), all of whom were from the Walled City. They had heard from their college principal that I had written a book about women's lives in that area. They expressed to me a dilemma they were facing. On the one hand, their college was exposing them to a great deal of nationalistic ideology and propaganda. This included the increased emphasis on Islamic and Pakistani studies in the curriculum, campaigns to collect clothes and raise money to help flood victims in rural areas, support of autonomy in Indian Kashmir, and other issues to make them strive to do something for the larger society. It embedded in them: the sense that they were Pakistanis and that they could make a difference in these matters. Given their new level of educational attainment, they also expected that they would eventually experience a significant rise in class and status.

On the other hand, they expressed a real frustration in not knowing what they could actually do with their newfound knowledge, their new awareness, and their sense of nationalism. When I formally questioned the female students (in a written questionnaire format) about their occupational aspirations, the vast majority were that they wanted to become teachers. Later, in more informal discussions, other professions surfaced (such as, journalist, shop owner, and banker) which culturally are in the male domain. These girls were confused as to what other avenues might be available to them. One girl from the Walled City said that she wanted to become a freedom fighter to help her Muslim brothers and sisters in Kashmir; however, the Pakistani military does not accept women into combat positions nor is it actively engaged in any skirmishes at the Kashmir border. This
goal, of course, was antithetical to the mores and norms of what was most likely in store for her future.

I found two different kinds of responses among men studying at colleges in Lahore regarding the merit of educating women. The majority from upper-class families found it to be a good thing and would prefer a highly educated wife, while most men from working-class families (similar to those found in the Walled City) told me that there was no reason why women should occupy places in colleges that men could take or jobs that men needed. Despite the fact that women studied alongside them in their classes, they would not approve if it were their own sister or wife studying in their college. Clearly, the latter group felt more threatened by the prospects of educated women than the former.

There also seems to be another significant change occurring within the family. We can see this in the loss of will to maintain the extended family, which has repercussions for women who become victims of domestic violence. The system of arranged marriages fits in well with the structure of the extended family. While the desire by men to control their wives has a long-standing basis, domestic violence was contained by the intervention of other family members in resolving conflicts. While extended family members continue to intervene despite the shift to nuclear families in urban areas, the physical absence of others within the household leaves open the possibility of escalated domestic violence.

When the earnings from a woman’s labor is combined with those of other family members in joint work, the gendered division of power within the family only changes slightly. Such work has minimal effect on increasing a woman’s decision-making power within the family or requiring its members to renegotiate gender roles. While a woman gains a stronger voice in influencing important family events when she becomes the primary economic support of her household, she is still not an independent agent. For example, a widow I met who strings flowers to support her son and daughter must ultimately defer to the choices of her late husband’s brother when arranging marriages for her children; she must also secure his permission before travelling anywhere or applying for any government programs. Men still seem able to exert fundamental control over women’s mobility and in their access to instruments of social change.

This leads to the third category in which gender images and expectations are being renegotiated, that of personal power and mobility within the family. Men and women have very different visions of the important changes that are occurring. While men view women as being more capable now than in the past, they also feel threatened by the potential of uncontrolled educated or economically independent women who may compromise their honor and therefore their status among other men. Interestingly, they tend to regard women as more honest than men in economic matters. Men no longer have the same level of genuine trust in other men, including kin and friends, as they had in the past. This is due to the acute rise in corruption in recent years which has, in the eyes of many of these working-class men, favored unscrupulous actions over integrity and has promoted an unprecedented regard for cash materialism.

Many women expressed to me that they feel they can no longer rely on the men in their family as much confidence as they had in the past. They have seen men abandon their wives, go abroad to work leaving a wife on her own, and use drugs more than ever before. One woman from the Walled City told me that the most visible survival strategy now for daughters is to acquire a good education, because gold and property can always be taken away by someone else. She is afraid for her daughters because she has witnessed many extended families break down and people relinquish traditional obligations. She and many others feel that the education and work opportunities now available to women can help them take a tentative step toward independence.

The most noticeable change seems to be in women’s expectations of other women. Women realize that they are now more capable to conduct necessary worldly activities (such as pay an electric bill, take a child to a doctor, and get a prescription filled). They are raising their expectations of the arenas of life in which women can be active and responsible, and of what they can achieve—especially what their educated daughters might achieve—and they are taking these expectations to unprecedented levels.

Changes in gender relations will continue to accelerate; this is reflected in the opinion voiced to me by many women that no women in the Walled City will be wearing a burqa by the end of the century, even though it is still common today. However, while the physical restrictions on women’s mobility by her own family may be lifting, this is being replaced by a new threat to her mobility: the rise in violence against women by unknown assailants, especially when women venture outside their own neighborhoods. In the past, rape was comparatively rare and generally occurred as retribution against the property of an enemy. This has changed considerably, and horror stories of multiple rapes are no longer uncommon in the local newspapers. The rise in the number of rapes may be due to the frustration (political and economic) that many men experience in the larger society, as well as the desire by conservative men to keep mobile women contained. Later in this chapter, we will return to the question: does the rise in violent crimes against women indicate that men perceive this as a way of exerting power, or are they punishing women who are acting outside of traditional norms that emphasize limited mobility?

An important outcome of these gendered changes in perception is that the nature of restrictions on women’s actions have been modified in this rapidly changing urban context. Regardless of this reality, however, people continue to speak about the stereotypical view of women’s place in the family and other traditional notions of family domination. This is perpetuated by a number of factors, especially repressive images of women which had been promoted and perpetuated by the state. The government of Zia-ul-Haq, in particular, had idealized the image of women faithful to "leader aser aur dumar," wearing a veil and remaining within the confines of the four walls of one’s home. The government had promoted this image while trying to ignore the reality that women’s lives were becoming increasingly integrated into the public realm.

Changing Gender Relations and Gendered Power

Gender relations have undergone their greatest shifts in the last quarter century. Two factors account for these changes more than any others: what has been official state policy toward women, and the subsequent rise in the intensity and power of the women’s movement in the country.

In its formative phase, the women’s movement was focused on educational reform. Muslims in nineteenth-century South Asia did not have to struggle with the kinds of legal issues that Hindu reformers referred to as "social evils," such as abolishing sati or promoting legal reforms to allow widow remarriage. Many Muslims did engage in some of these cultural practices (such as disallowing widow remarriage and divorce), but there was no organized movement to keep Muslims from practicing them, because they were al-
ready contradictory to Islamic tenets. Instead, the argument was that the intermingling with Hindu culture and institutionalization of British law had taken away many rights granted to women under Islam. If Islamic family law could only be enforced, women would once again enjoy rights such as inheritance. Few Muslims disagreed with this stance, although it was a few decades before the British administration would also agree.

The uphill struggle lay in introducing Western forms of education for Muslim girls, in easing some of the extreme restrictions on women’s activities associated with purdah, and in restricting polygamy. The watershed period for the idea that there was a value to empowering South Asian Muslim women was with the Aligarh Movement in the 1870s and 1880s. Its membership included many of the earlier proponents of female education and of raising women’s social status in the wider society. As tended to be the case in many other parts of Asia at the time, men were the early advocates for such social reform.

The Muhammadan Educational Conference, the traveling component of the Aligarh Movement, formed a women’s section in 1886, about twenty years after the Movement itself became functional. In 1889, they opened the first girls’ teacher-training school. The intent was to advance girls’ technical knowledge (such as in sewing and cooking) within a religious framework and thereby reinforce Islamic values. What became known as the Women’s Reform Movement gathered momentum after 1904 and caused the opening of various Muslim girls’ schools by 1911, but the progress was slow: by the time of independence, only about 1% of Muslim women in South Asia had received secondary education.

The promotion of female education was the first step in moving outside the bounds stipulated by traditional views of purdah and contributed to transforming the very concepts. To advocate the education of girls became socially acceptable, and this, by extension, enhanced women’s rights. Indeed, the promotion of female education remained the focus of the fledgling women’s movement throughout the period of the nationalist struggle for independence.

Two important women’s groups were established in the early nationalist period, just as the end of World War I. One was the politically oriented All-India Muslim Ladies Conference, consisting of elite women whose husbands were active in the Muslim League. The second was the social-reform-oriented Anjuman-e-Khawateen-e-Islam, which came to be the precursor for other social-welfare-oriented women’s groups. Members of both groups became strong advocates for expanding educational opportunities for girls.

During the Khilafat Movement, which demanded the restoration of the Ottoman Caliphate by the British at the conclusion of the First World War, Abib Ali Begum (better known as Bi Amman) began to tug further at the purdah curtain. As spokesperson for her imprisoned sons, she would address crowds of thousands of men, calling them her brothers and sons, skillfully using acceptable notions of kinship for a political cause. Although she remained within the boundaries of tradition by her usage of kinship metaphors, she also established a precedent for women to participate openly in a political movement and, in turn, to reinterpret traditional strictures set by purdah. In the gradual buildup of support for a Muslim homeland, elite women continued to question women’s roles and link their empowerment to the larger issues of nationalism and independence.

The only pre-independence legal change that specifically affected women was the enactment of the Muslim Personal Law in 1907. In an effort to assuage some of the Muslim demands, the British deemed they would allow religious communities to govern them-
Moving Beyond the Zia Period to Democracy

The Pakistan People's Party (PPP) winning platform in the 1988 election included the kinds of progressive assertions that had energized the party to the masses in the past. It promised to include the needs of previously disenfranchised groups, especially women and the poor. To empower women, the PPP emphasized that it would eliminate unacceptable practices that handicapped women by promising it would: (1) sign the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, (2) improve working conditions and employment prospects for women, (3) introduce maternity leave, (4) repeal discriminatory laws against women that were passed during Zia's tenure, (5) reform the Muslim Personal Law to bring it in line with the demands of contemporary socioeconomic realities, and (6) take special measures to promote the literacy of women.

Immediately following the 1988 election, the vast majority of people—PPP supporters and adherents alike—were exultant about Pakistan's future possibilities. Here was a new government that was reaffirming democracy and promising to include the voices of all groups into the state. However, disillusionment soon followed, as the rising party became ensnared in the power game and did little to follow through on the promises made in the election manifesto. By the time the PPP government was dissolved in August 1990, few raised their voices in protest.

Why did this happen? There are two aspects to this answer: the actual commitment by the government to follow through on the election manifesto, as well as their capacity to do so. Unlike Bhutto's government did not enjoy an absolute majority in the legislature, there was little hope that the government could do to follow through on its campaign promises. While the PPP government had its own philosophical stance, it still remained formally tied to the former government's work proposals for incorporating women into Pakistan's development agenda. The People's Party would have to garner stronger support to win from the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1988–1993), a plan that acknowledged that the results of neglecting women were "an unacceptable cost, both morally and economically" yet only offered vague, indeterminate, and poorly funded solutions. Furthermore, while the platform on which their party had run supported women's empowerment, most individual party members who had won seats in the provincial and national assemblies remained entrenched in patriarchal views of women's place in society. These were few long-term PPP stalwarts in their ranks, because in order to win the election, PPP had needed to win at the local levels. Out of this necessity, it transformed itself from the inside by having local popular politicians run on the PPP ticket, but these politicians did not necessarily embrace the party's ideology. The PPP government soon became dependent on these new members for its survival. It would have risked the defection of many of these members over the potentially controversial issue of empowering women. Indeed, it ultimately took less controversial issues to bring down the government in August 1990.

We return then to the question, that if the PPP government could have followed through on many of its election promises, would it have done so, especially in pledge to empower women? We must be skeptical in the light of later events.

The PPP government did take some limited action to assist women. As soon as Bhutto came to office, she had many female priorities released from the country's jails. In July 1989, the government took an important symbolic step when it elevated the Women's Division to become the Ministry for Women's Development and ordered the establishment of a Women's Bank. The full range of women's groups lobbied the new PPP government to follow through on its election manifesto. They hoped it would introduce laws that would empower women (such as, promoting female literacy and the availability of jobs for women in the formal sector of the workplace) and remove some of the laws decreed by Zia such as the ‘adult-care’ (one of the parts of the Hudood Ordinance) and the proposed Shariat Bill. Within a few months, however, supporters became disenchanted and increasingly disillusioned with the prospects of the party's ability and commitment to deliver on its promises. Indeed, none of the laws that were targeted as discriminatory toward women were reversed during the PPP's first tenure.

While supporters argue that the PPP government did not have the legislative support to reverse these laws, there were a number of minor actions the government could have taken to promote women's empowerment which would not have been deemed overtly controversial. Such actions included releasing the Report of the Pakistan Commission on the Status of Women (whose members had been appointed by Zia ul-Haq), becoming a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and ensuring the continuation of reserved seats for women in Parliament which expired in 1988. But it did none of these.

The government's dismissal by President Ghaus Muhammad Khan in August 1990 is attributed more to its inability to govern than to any of the controversial issues it could have taken on substantive issues, including those specifically affecting women. Following a brief interim period, a fresh election was held in October 1990. Although the electoral process is regarded by many as having been problematic, the victory was Nawaz Sharif's Pakistan Muslim League (PML) party, Nawaz, a member of the industrialist family owning the Ittefaq Group of companies, had been groomed as a political ally in the Punjab by Zia ul-Haq. Nawaz was the natural recipient of support from the Islamist parties (such as the Jama'at-i-Islami) and others that were vehemently anti-PPP. As a consequence of this support, he did not promote the kinds of policies one would expect to be championed by a Western-educated businessman. Indeed, he virtually reinvented himself: the media showed him praying, wearing the traditional Muslim dress of shalwar kameez, and a waiscoat wherever he went; and pledging his full support to the continuation of the Islamicization of institutions and laws. This policy is indicative of the dilemma that faced Nawaz Sharif's government. Similar to the dilemma facing the earlier PPP government, the PML also had to increase its support, most of whom had been the previous government's antagonists and many of whom were political conservatives. Nawaz Sharif lent his support to the Shariat Bill
(stipulating that all laws must be in conformity with Islamic shariah), which Zia's government had been unable to get passed. Nawaz finally engineered its passage in April 1991, but without the gender-discriminatory clause that had sparked earlier controversy during Zia's regime. Women's groups remained worried, however, that the Family Laws Ordinance of 1961 might be revived if conservative groups could convince the judiciary that it was antibiblical to Islam. Their fears were further raised when the Supreme Court, in 1992, reversed the requirement that a husband give written notice of divorce to his local union council. This made the husband's declaration of divorce, with or without witnesses, the defining legal step and one that he could confirm or deny as will. A woman, lacking written proof of divorce, remained legally and socially vulnerable.

Other state actions further attest to the ideological stance taken by the PML government. A good example can be seen in the field of educational reforms it sponsored. Instead of focusing on improving technical training and female education—recommended by both domestic and international experts for their obvious implications for Pakistan's development prospects—the government's formal emphasis was placed on promoting Pakistani Studies and Islamic Studies throughout the curriculum. The state was now bent upon institutional transformation within an Islamic ideological framework. At this point, the sinews behind these efforts had become irrelevant; what is important is that the government also expected to gain popular support for this stance, as Zia had anticipated in the past. There was no longer any room for secularists within the PML party or, for that matter, within any political party in Pakistan by the mid-1990s. I believe Mohammad Ali Jinnah himself would not have found the prevailing ideological atmosphere conducive to his own political stance.

Nawaz's government placed a low priority on the activities of the Ministry for Women's Development. In 1992, a high-level official in the Ministry boasted to me that women in Pakistan now enjoyed full equality with men. He said one could just look at his wife as an example—she was able to go shopping at whatever hour she wished to, and everything was available! It was no surprise, then, that the PML government undermined the power of the women's ministry by expanding its role and making it the Ministry of Women's Development and Youth Affairs. Concerns of women and children were collapsed into one unit, which became increasingly ineffective and powerless.

There was some success, however, on the local level as a consequence of the government's Social Action Programme launched in 1992 to ameliorate some of the extreme social inequities. Those social conditions had earned Pakistan a great deal of criticism from donors in the international development community. At the same time, they were in line with the focus of the Nawaz government on building up the local economy. The Programme created a coordinating body, the Trust for Voluntary Organisations (TVO), to support the establishment and enhancement of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) throughout the country. The Trust focused on four kinds of activities: human resource development (including improvements in education), community health, poverty alleviation, and women in development. TVO implemented small projects focused on such economically-oriented issues as training women entrepreneurs and providing housing for working women in cities. The proliferation of NGOs during this era began to make small—albeit significant—strikes at the local level toward improving women's options and opportunities. Other long-standing women's organizations created their own NGOs, which often targeted educating women about their legal rights, adult literacy, or income-
The Ministry for Women's Development and Youth Affairs, to fulfill its part of this new social contract, articulated four priority areas for women-oriented development projects: (1) human resource development on public-private partnership basis; (2) improvement in educational status; (3) expansion of health-care facilities; and (4) provision of free legal aid and protection to women. The PPP government pledged 65% more to these areas in the 1994-1995 budget (to a total of Rs 141 million [US $3.5 million]) than it had allocated in the preceding year. Additionally, as of June 1994, the Ministry had funded a total of 650 NGO projects involved in education, health, skill training, income generation, and the like.

The PPP government has also raised the issue in Parliament to introduce a constitutional amendment for the reinstatement of women's reserved seats in the National Assembly, but legislative wrangling with the FML has since delayed its passage. While both parties have given formal support to the idea of reinstating the seats, neither wants the other to be credited with the legislative victory (and hence possibly gain increased popular support). The measure has also run into opposition from conservative parties such as the Jama'at-e-Islami. A Jamat member is reported to have said that women should have their own assembly, and if they are allotted special seats in the National Assembly, they should not be allowed to contest general elections. This new proposal for reserved seats appears like a double-edged sword; under such an arrangement, Benazir Bhutto (one of four women elected in the general election to the National Assembly in 1993) would not have been able to be reinstated as prime minister.

Indeed, while the issue of reinstating parliamentary seats reserved for women was a timely one in late 1993, its importance has waned over time. Substance has been replaced by form, with one party attempting to outmaneuver the other but neither coming close to the kind of popular support enjoyed only two years earlier, prior to the election. On this and other matters, there is a growing disillusionment in Pakistan, that while both major parties use the correct rhetoric, they're truly committed to the needs of the common people.

Another example of this disillusionment can be seen in the attitudes of many people toward the PPP's program to open women's police stations throughout the country. In theory, such an action is commendable, because it finally addressed issues of power, which has been a serious issue against women in Pakistan in the last decade.

The Pakistan Human Rights Commission has reported that a woman is raped every three hours, every second victim is a minor, and every fourth is the victim of gang rape. There has also been a marked increase in the numbers of reports of sexual abuse of women under detention by police. Some women claim they have been coerced by police officers to trade sexual favors for their release from detention; other women were simply raped. In a study conducted in January 1992 by War Against Rape, an NGO dedicated to publicizing the problem of rape and providing victim assistance in Pakistan, police officials were implicated in nearly 30% of the 600 rape cases reported in Lahore. In addition, many women are intimidated from going to a police station to register a complaint, given the prevailing patriarchal attitudes in Pakistan and their fear that a woman's complaint will not be taken seriously or resolved properly.

Bhutto has also stated that in response to recent episodes of domestic violence, the Law Ministry would organize panels of lawyers to
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grant free legal aid to female victims of abuse, and that the Ministry for Women's Development and Youth Affairs would sponsor NGOs to set up protection centers for battered women.

Opening the women's police stations, staffed only by female personnel, is a visible effort on the part of the state to reduce violence toward women. The powerlessness of women becomes aggravated when the agenta of the state, who are delegated to enforce the law, become instead the perpetrators of violence. This important step that will affect women from all classes goes back to the renegotiation of power relations that is occurring at a variety of levels in society, despite the affirmation of Islamists ideologues. The state is asserting that if a woman is arrested, she has certain rights. To receive a penalty, she must first be proven guilty, and the state has the responsibility to ensure her safety while she is in its custody.

At part of this renegotiation, the government chose an unprecedented method to establish the women's police stations. Normally in Pakistan the state just decrees something. In this instance, however, the government consulted with a number of constituent groups, including representatives of the Women's Action Forum and other groups, soliciting their suggestions for what was needed and how these needs might be addressed in the establishment of the women's police stations. The process itself is empowering as women's groups are having a voice in influencing state actions.

At a subnational level, the women's police stations would certainly stop some abuses although they have been criticized as being somewhat ineffective. Their greater importance was at a symbolic level, in that the state recognized that there had been abuses of power and was seeking to correct this. Seeing such abuses in a police station where women are confined is relatively easy. Seeing abuses elsewhere—as in the inferior facilities provided at girls' schools compared to those at boys' schools, the lack of employment opportunities for women who might want to work, the widespread assumption that a woman walking alone at night is breaking some moral code, the legal reality that the woman who leaves her husband's house can be easily arrested for adultery while in truth she might be escaping a physically abusive environment, and the existence of a law which is still "on the books" that considers a lone man's testimony as being equal to that of two women—is considerably more involved and more formidable to overcome. In the general election in February 1999—when the reserved seats for women had not yet been reinstated—an unprecedented number of twenty-nine women contested seats in the National Assembly. While only five actually won (Sveera Abida Hussain, NA-69 Jhang; Meherda Begum, NA-125 Khanewal; Fatima Daulatana, NA-130 Sahiwal; Nazrat Bhutto, NA-164 Larkana; and Benazir Bhutto, NA-166 Larkana), a foundation has been laid for greater numbers of women to contest elections as viable candidates. This, coupled with the government's continuing promise to reserve 10% of government positions for women—thereby remedying the long-standing problem of the deaths of women in high positions in the bureaucracy—should help the state to see the image of abuses affecting women.

While the opening of the women's police stations may appear groundbreaking to us, the reception in Pakistan has been mixed. Few people were aware of the state's goals for the police stations, and most people were suspicious of the government's intentions. People's attitudes toward democracy had undergone considerable change in Pakistan. The enthusiasm for democracy and Pakistan's future—which greeted Bhutto's assumption of of
face in 1988 had become muted by the 1997 national election, which saw the lowest turnout of registered voters in the country’s history. Random acts of violence once confined to metropolitan Karachi have become commonplace in many other areas of the country. People are frustrated with what they perceive as politicians fighting each other for power instead of working for the needs of the average person. The credibility of both political parties and their leaders has suffered. For the first time in Pakistan’s history, support for Islamic parties is swelling. They are becoming appetitive for a disillusioned, well-informed electorate. To counter that upsurge, both Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif were careful not to take any stance that may be interpreted as anti-Islamic.

Bhutto’s participation at the United Nations Population and Development conference in Cairo in September 1994 is a cogent example of the impasse that she had reached. That she intended to go to Cairo personally and participate in the conference at all raised much protest among increasingly important Islamic leaders in the country. However, when she gave her address, she delivered the Islamists’ script. Was her performance in Cairo determined by her perception of benefit as politically valuable, and was she therefore concerned that the “wrong thing” would bring criticism from leaders of other Muslim countries? Or was she politically motivated as a means by which she could gain the patronage of supporters of Islamic parties within Pakistan? Or was it an expectation of her immense heft and interpretation of Islam?

Bhutto could have presented a more modern interpretation of Islamic views toward population planning at the Cairo conference. She could have stated that Islam favors nurturing one’s children and providing them with a good life. Supporters of this stance in Pakistan have argued that because Islam places so much importance on huppah-ul-ashraf (one’s obligations to God’s creation), that is in turn places a great deal of importance on the responsibility of caring for one’s children. This stance would have lent support to Pakistan’s family-planning goals of lowering what is one of the world’s highest population growth rates (at least 2.5%). The argument continues that the lack of success in family planning in Pakistan had less to do with any ideological opposition than with simple bureaucratic mismanagement. Earlier population planning efforts never raised the issue of Islamic teachings and values. For example, the Social Marketing of Family Planning project began in 1991 under Zia’s government tried to use the media as a means to persuade people to think about having smaller families. Advertisements appeared showing how much happier children were when their parents only had to be concerned with the needs of two offspring. At the time, religion was not raised as being necessarily relevant to the immense task at hand.

But Bhutto opened Pandora’s box in Cairo and brought in religious teachings on the issue, stating that Islam is opposed to abortion because Allah has promised to provide for however many children one has. She placed greater attention on the issue of abortion—and her principled stance in opposition to it—than on the need to lower the status of women and thus to lower population growth rates. Her government praised her principled stand on Islam, supporting a woman bearing as many children as possible:

Pakistan’s effective participation and success in reshaping the Program of Action of the International Conference on Population and Development held in Cairo in 1994 is a great moment in the history of Pakistan as it marks the religious and ethical values and standards of member states could perhaps be described as the government’s most important achievement in the field of population planning in its first year in office. The Prime Minister’s decision to lead the Pakistan delega-
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Changing Gender Relations and the Development Process in Oman

There is growing recognition of the important role women play in the political and socioeconomic development process of their countries. This chapter seeks to re-examine the neglect as subjects by analyzing gender dynamics and social change in Oman, a country which despite its strategic significance was, at least until 1970, one of the least known countries in the world. The sex/gender system and all that it involves is undergoing profound change in Middle Eastern countries. Women are immersed in diverse socioeconomic, political, and cultural arrangements. According to V. M. Moghadam, "To study the Middle East and Middle Eastern women is to recognize the diversity within the region and within the female population." Thus, an important objective of this chapter is to increase the amount of data on what women do and why.

In Oman, one of Sultan Qaboos' political and social objectives has been to organize new constituencies which were at a disadvantage prior to his coming to power in 1970. Among these groups are women. While Oman appears to be among the most progressive of the monarchies of the Arabian Peninsula in introducing women into the national development process, women were not members of the State Consultative Council (1981 - 1991), nor are they represented in the more recently created Majlis Al-Shura.

Despite their important contributions, women in Oman continue to face formidable social, economic, and political barriers. Their roles and status are structurally determined by state ideology (gender orientation and judicial system), level and type of economic development, and class location. These factors serve as independent variables in this analysis and will be examined in terms of their impact on a six-dimensional framework of women's status (adapted from Janet Giele): political expression, work and mobility, family, education, health and fertility, and cultural expression. Due to the nature of the dependent variables, state ideology, economic development, or class location will be more relevant to some categories than to others. Also, the discussion of some of the variables will be more complete than others due both to the state of methodology in the social sciences and the difficulty of finding sufficient and reliable data.

Political Expression

The Formal Aspects of Political Behavior

Politics and public life in Oman appear on the surface to be the exclusive province of men. By the mid-1960s, Oman was one of the few states in the world preserving a system of absolute monarchy. Sultan Qaboos is the source of all authority—not so much head of state as embodiment of the state itself. There is no constitution, no legislature, and no political parties. All government appointments, laws, and appointments ultimately must be approved by the ruler. A State Consultative Council was appointed in 1981. It was controlled by government members, few, infrequently, and had few powers. In 1990, the Sultan announced that Oman would have a new consultative council, chosen through indirect election on a provincial basis, with expanded powers. The initiative came from the top of the political system, not by public demand. Other government institutions on the national level include the Council of Ministers, the National Defense Council, the Development Council, and the Ministry of Diwan Affairs, which supervises the affairs of the royal court. The only woman to serve on any of these bodies before 1994 was Rajia bint Abd al-Aziz, who was Undersecretary for Planning on the Development Council.

The idea of individual rights and democracy are not indigenous to the Arabian Peninsula. There have never been directly elected representative institutions in Oman. Oil substantially altered the relationship between state and society in Oman, resulting in an expansion of state functions. The increased wealth of the general population, combined with the increased power of the state to confer or withhold that wealth, reduced demands for political representation and participation in the 1970s and 1980s. Given the underdevelopment of their country before 1970 under the current Sultan's father, Said bin Taimur, and the comparatively late discovery of oil in the country (the first exports began only in 1967), most Omanis are still more concerned with simply having a decent standard of living than worrying about any Western notion of modern political rights.

However, as the role of the state in the Gulf countries has grown, some citizens have begun to make demands for representative institutions and responsible government. Critics see increasingly holding the state accountable for economic conditions and would like to see this accountability institutionalized. The intense ideological pressure felt by the Sultan's regime during the Dhofar Rebellion of the early 1970s, as well as the oil bust of 1985 and the 1990-1991 Gulf War, may have inclined Sultan Qaboos to a loosening of the restrictions on political life by his creation of an elected Consultative Council, the Majlis Al-Shura, in 1991. This council, chosen through an innovative selection process, has greater powers than its predecessor. It has displayed a spirit of independence and subjected government ministers to sharp questioning. However, it has no right to review foreign and defense policy issues and produced no major legislative initiative during its first years.

In response to recent census figures, Sultan Qaboos in 1994 increased the number of members on the Majlis Al-Shura from 58 to 80. Women were also granted the right to vote and stand for elections. Given the novelty and embryonic nature of Oman's venture in parliamentary government, the right of women to candidacy to the Majlis Al-Shura was confined to the Muskat Governorate. Two women gained appointment to the council: Shukri bint Muhammad bin Sultan al-Ghamisi, representing Muscat, and Yula bint
Muhammad bin Rashid Al'Maktoum, representing Seeb. Given the conservative, patriarchal nature of Gulf society, this constitutes a breakthrough among the nations belonging to the Gulf Cooperation Council. Sultan Qaboos, with the approval of the Ruler of Muscat, took a step along the road to limited democracy and the inclusion of women in the political process. Might the autonomy demonstrated historically in the country's unique expression of Islamic Islam and independent foreign policy come to be demonstrated as well in the political sphere?

Oman's regime organization and ideology play an influential role in shaping women's status in the country. Oman is a neopatrimonial state, a monarchy binding religion to power and state authority; it is a state where the family, rather than the individual, constitutes the primary unit of the community. Oman was one of the first countries to embrace Islam during the lifetime of the Prophet, and the religion remains influential in all aspects of life and society in the Sultanate. Omanis Islam is unique in that it is principally Shi'a, a branch of Islam that became an integral part of Oman's national culture and a political force that shaped the development of Omani history in post-Islamic times. The Shi'a are distinguished from the main body of Muslims over their insistence that the Caliph should not be determined according to genealogical considerations but should be elected on the basis of merit.

Lacking a constitution or a comprehensive civil code, the juridical system is based on Islamic canon law (the shar'ia), and administered by judges (qadi) appointed by the minister of justice. In remote areas, the law is based on tribal customs. The shar'ia remains prevalent for all matters of personal and family law. Apart from the shar'ia, there is a statutory system of law expressed in royal decrees and ministerial decisions published in the Daily Oman and a private international law that applies to commercial and financial transactions. This results in the picture of the Omani legal system, but the latter regulations are of slight if any relevance to women's personal and legal status.

Gender dynamics in Oman are affected by the policies of such a neopatrimonial state, which are often patriarchal, emphasize sex differences and complementary roles rather than legal equality, and serve to perpetuate stratification based on gender. The Islamic legal code sustains the illusion of unchangeable gender differences, using women's reproductive function to justify their segregation in public, their seclusion to the home, and their lack of civil and legal rights. Oman, along with most other Muslim countries, has not signed or ratified the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. Except perhaps for a few charities, non-governmental women's groups are missing in the conservative Gulf states, including Oman. (Kuwait is an exception.)

Oman has one woman decision-maker (on the Development Council), and women hold approximately 13% of government jobs. That women should be represented at all in the higher political echelons is a system with no voting rights and no parliament can be explained by elite recruitment, by which women from elite families have access to the limited opportunities for women. Upper-class and upper-middle-class women have access to greater resources and can exercise a greater number of choices than can women from lower classes. Oman became open to the modern world only in 1970. Despite its later entry into the modern world, it has, in the short space of twenty-five years, recognized the significance of women for the task of national development and provided one of the most open climates on the Peninsula for a change in women's roles.

Middle-class women, benefiting from economic development, universal schooling, mass communications, and eventual legal reform, will be at the center of change. As this group emerges and grows in Oman, its members will gain confidence in applying social science skills to investigations of their own society and their position within it. Upper-class women, given their ties to elites and those in power, may also play a particular role, as they have in the Gulf States' Social and Cultural Society. Due to its membership, this non-governmental organization worked closely with governmental organizations in calling for and convening the first (1975) and second (1980) regional conferences for Gulf women. These conferences emphasized older modes of thought regarding Gulf women. Yet the studies presented by Arab male researchers, as well as those of Arab and Gulf women, agreed on the necessity of a new goal, that of integrating women into developments. For a country that has only recently emerged from an era analogous to the Middle Ages, adjustments cannot change overnight. Change will come slowly for Oman.

The Informal Political Influence of Omani Women

In stressing the formal, public, and institutional aspects of political behavior where women do not appear to have a visible role, the political significance of women in the private and informal arena cannot be overlooked. Traditionally, Omani women were powerful in influencing family decision making. Oman society is based on kinship relationships, meaning that an individual's main social and economic ties are with the family. Society emphasizes the collectivity of the family and the tribe over the individual. Thus, women and their networks play an important, if often invisible, political role.

Traditionally, women marry in their late teens, but with the spread of education, the age of marriage has been delayed. A woman begins to gain status when she produces children, especially sons. Ultimate control over the lives of women tends to remain in the hands of their husbands, fathers, and brothers. Even so, women's power is far from negligible. Women with extensive contacts in female society can gather useful information for the male members of their family. Women can observe what is being discussed and done in the homes they visit. They are important political actors because of their significant position in the webs of informal relationships that make up the private domain. Women can also play decisive roles in arranging marriages that can have political implications. Their support or opposition often influences which matches take place. Visiting between households strengthens ties between allied men. Within the family circles, women's opinions often affect men's decisions. The laws of Islamic inheritance have allowed women to stress significant economic power to buttress their political influence.

Kinship also plays an important role in the political process. In the sheikhdoms of the Gulf, the core of the political elite consists of members of the ruling family. Sultan Qaboos is a member of the Al Bu Sa'id family, which has ruled the country since the second half of the eighteenth century. However, due to the small size of the tribe, the Sultan's family and the absence of a male heir, his relatives do not have the same political influence or power of many royal families on the Arabian Peninsula. The murder of Sultan Qaboos may have exercised considerable informal authority, given the great love felt throughout the entire country at his death in August 1992.
Restructuring to Meet Women's Needs as a Political Issue

Sultan Qaboos said in a press release shortly after coming to power in 1970 that his first and immediate task would be to establish as soon as possible a forceful and modern government whose main goal would be to remove unnecessary restrictions under which his people had suffered and to provide a happier and more secure future for all of them. While Oman has certainly come a long way from the equivalent of the Dark Ages, the state still plays a major role in perpetuating social, economic, and ideological processes that subordinate women. Women are treated as dependents on men in legal and administrative procedures rather than as persons in their own right. State policy upholds patriarchal family forms in which women do not have the same access to resources as men. Equality for women will require a diminution of male privilege. Resources will need to be distributed from men to women. Restructuring to meet women's needs is thus a political issue.

There is an often quoted remark by the Sultan to the effect that his country is not yet ready for Western-style parliamentary democracy and that no purpose would be served by setting up an imitation parliament. The implication is that, gradually, the country will move toward a less paternalized system of government. In January 1992, the Majlis al-Shura met for the first time, replacing the appointed State Consultative Council that had existed since 1981. Though by no means a Western parliament, the council is viewed by many as a first step toward broader participation in government.

Oman has been independent since it expelled the Portuguese in the mid-seventeenth century and has experienced no nationalist movement, which generated activity by women in so many Arab countries under colonial rule. Power is in the hands of Sultan Qaboos who is the ultimate authority. He accepts his own power as justifiable based on the legitimacy of inheritance and tradition. Television, radio, and newspapers are rigorously controlled by the Ministry of Information. No hint of a critical or nonestablishment opinion even appears. At the end of twenty-five years of what Oman calls its "renaissance," most Omani seem satisfied with what has taken place. Given that Oman was the last Arab country to begin the process of transition from the constraints of isolation, traditional society, and a social structure that had not changed for years, personal activities in Oman are often influenced more by economic concerns than by politics or social cohesiveness.

The country is thus an unusual mixture. On the one hand it is a matrilineal society that appreciates the higher standard of living brought by oil wealth, built on deep loyalties to family and tribe, and based on free-market principles for trade and commerce. In contrast to this are strict precepts supporting welfare measures and loyalty to Islam. The outcome is a society that on the surface is highly Westernized, but beneath the surface it is entirely different from Western societies. Relating this to the position of women in the patriarchal order of the family is the key to understanding the role of women, what will happen to the neopaternalistic order of the entire society? When the changes brought by modernization, among which the emancipation of women, challenge the underpinnings of tradition, what will be the result? Furthermore, while massive oil wealth, albeit more modest in Oman, did reduce demands for participation in the early years of the oil boom, according to Guara, the process of state growth and educational expansion have led to a new wave of participatory demands from society in the Gulf Arab monarchies. Women may be among the groups demanding greater participation—
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A woman's right to gainful employment has existed since the earliest days of Islam and is guaranteed by the Qur'an. The Islamic religion bestows economic freedom upon men and women. When a woman is denied the right to exercise this freedom by family members, the blame lies with tradition, not religion. Muhammad succeeded in making great progress in the elevation of the status of women. Equality of the sexes, however, was difficult to incorporate into tribal practices and customs. For example, according to some interpretations, nowhere in the Qur'an is inclusion and veiling of the face mentioned. Local customs and traditions brought them on and preserved them. Islam, in time, became an integral part of tribal society. Tribal customs, including those that made it difficult for women to exercise their economic freedom, became viewed as a sacred tradition passed down from their ancestors.

Even though the Qur'an strengthened the economic position of women, due to local traditions forcing women to remain within the confines of the home, it was difficult for them to exercise their economic rights. In the pre-Islamic and early Islamic period, women did enjoy economic freedom. The Prophet's wife, Khadija, was a highly successful businesswoman. There is much Qur'anic legislation referring to women's rights to inherit as well as bequeath. Daughters are entitled to their share, as are wives and mothers, each according to her position in the family. They are free to invest this money as they wish without the approval of the closest male relative. A husband cannot force his wife to give him money. Even among poor couples, a wife usually keeps her money or property separate from that of her husband. There is no shared community property between them. In Islamic practice, there is no concept of matrimonial property, or property jointly owned by spouses. Another example of Islam's support is the economic independence of women is that the bride price (mahr) is given to the woman for her own personal use and not to her father. When the bride does receive the mahr for her personal use, she uses it to purchase gold, which serves as a form of security should she ever have to support herself? Women in the Gulf states, unlike most parts of the Muslim East, have always received their assigned shares of inheritance as designated by the Qur'an. For women who needed to provide an income for themselves and their children, opportunities were scarce prior to the discovery of oil.

State Expansion and Political Economy

The major source of social change in the Middle East since World War II has been the twofold process of economic development and state expansion. The economic systems of the region have modernized and grown, affecting social structure, patterns of stratification, and the position of women. Economic modernization in Oman is based on income from oil. Even with its oil reserves, discovered later and more modest than those of other Gulf states, women's role is restricted owing to the country's semiperipheral position in the
world economic system. Oman is largely dependent on its oil revenues, and it has limited water and agricultural resources. Hindered by a small domestic market and high transportation costs for exported goods resulting in limited industrialization and manufacturing for export, there have been limited opportunities for women. What capital-intensive industries and technologies do exist in the formal industrial sector tend to favor male labor.

The position of women within the labor market is frequently studied as an empirical measure of women’s status. For scholars and policy makers who argue the women’s economic dependence on men is the principal cause of their low status, change in the structure of the labor force is the key target. Others argue that employed women have greater control over decision making within the family. Participation in the labor force is thus a key indicator of women’s contribution to national development. Moreover, an important measure of women’s status is the extent of their integration in the formal labor force.

Women’s employment patterns then are largely shaped by the political economy of Oman. In this regard, female employment has been constrained by overall limited industrialization. Oman is a country rich in oil but poor in other resources—includes population. It will continue to be almost entirely dependent on oil and any income earned from overseas investments. Countries rich in oil and poor in other resources have usually chosen an industrial strategy based on petroleum products and petrochemicals. A strategy depending on oil, gas, and finance, which is capital but not labor intensive, is not helpful to female employment.

Oman has a small population that dependence on expatriate labor (roughly 50% of the workforce). Lessening this dependence and mobilizing the nation for development when Oman’s oil wells run dry necessitates making the most of the nation’s human resources and employing women at least half of the population (47%). Muslim countries such as Oman rank among the nation-states with the lowest percentage of females. Their low ranking may reflect the tendency of some Muslim countries not to report women. Because the country has only a small income from oil and limited resources, Sultan Qaboos considers it necessary that women enter the labor market as soon as possible.

Women’s economic status and employment possibilities, however, have been limited by the inability of the formal economy to absorb all the entrants to the labor force, a situation worsened by the financial crisis of the mid-1980s resulting in a sharp drop in the price of oil. Oman’s debt increased considerably during this time.

The greatest opportunities for women are available in government, following a global trend. Omani women prefer public sector jobs, given the social stigma attached to private sector employment and to any positions where a woman is on view to the public. Public service is the second largest employer in Oman after the oil sector, which largely hires expatriates men. In government jobs, women receive pay equivalent to that of men for comparable work. Throughout the Arab world, equal pay for equal work has been a long-standing tradition. Government-employed women also receive generous benefits for maternity leave—two months paid leave and one to two years unpaid leave. According to estimates, women make up about 13% of Oman’s governmental employees, and they usually work in traditionally female fields. Women from elite and middle-class families are those most likely to be employed, especially in the Gulf, suggesting a relationship between class, income, and employment. Like other Omani civil servants in senior positions, most of the women were educated outside the country. Women work as police officers and are allowed to join the armed forces.

In the oil sector, which provides 59% of Oman’s income and is the largest employer, women constitute 10% of a workforce of 4,500 at Petroleum Development Oman (PDO). Omani women make up 84% of the total number of women working at PDO. Women work on the coast and not in the interior, where about half of the jobs are located, although they may visit if their work requires.

Social attitudes are more conservative regarding employment of women in the private sector. Women hold positions in administrative and managerial occupations. Yet, Omani women can be found at many levels and in various sectors of the economy. Women have positions as bank officials, hotel managers, entrepreneurs, secretaries, nurses, junior accountants, and receptionists. There are no women’s banks in Oman. Women work for a variety of reasons: to replace expatriates, to use their education, to earn extra income, and perhaps for a very few, to achieve self-sufficiency. As long as oil revenues remain adequate, none of the working women need to work out of economic necessity. If a woman has no male relatives to support her, she may rely on the government welfare system, which allows no woman or man to go without the basic necessities of life.

Omani women presently work out of a sense of duty to their country or self-sufficiency, which should make it easier for them to assume roles of both mother and worker, since they are aware that they are not forced to work. The idea of employment as an alternative to marriage will not easily take root in Oman, due to the high value placed on the institution of marriage in Muslim societies. For Muslim women men and marriage is strongly recommended in the Quran. Financial constraints may one day require women to work and lower the number of children women choose to bear, but the institution of marriage itself will remain strong throughout Muslim societies. Employment for women is made easier in Oman by the availability of domestic help. At present, women working in the private sector form a small percentage of the total workforce, about 8%. All working women in Oman do so with the consent of their husbands.

With the increasing levels of education and expanded public access, the bases for noticeable and extensive changes in the status of women are being established. Areas of expansion for women in Oman will be the professions, especially medicine, pharmacy, teaching, nursing, and the social sciences, which are occupationally stereotyped as women’s fields. Women may be less likely to enter saleswork or even clerical work, because these are occupations with the highest possibility of unregulated contact with outsiders. The merchant class has been typically male, with Hindus and Muslims from the Indian subcontinent and Shia from Iran predominant in Muscat. The commercial elite, consisting of about twelve merchant houses, ranks just below the ruling family and a few expatriates, mainly British, who occupy positions of importance in the military, the oil industry, and the development program and enjoy the Sultan’s support. The merchant families control import franchises and are active in various enterprises other than oil. The traditional urban markets have been the province of men. Women in Oman remain an underutilized human resource because of limited industrialization and traditional definitions of women’s role.

The Contradictions in Official Ideology

On one plane, Oman is among the more progressive of the Gulf states in supporting an enlarged role for women in the public sector. The initiative for this has come from the
production has meant more employment opportunities, but often these are low-tech, low-wage jobs. Access to a decent income may increase their bargaining power in the household, but as long as women carry the double burden of unpaid work in reproduction and maintenance of human resources as well as paid work, producing goods and services, women will be unable to compete with men in the market on equal terms. Women with high incomes can reduce their disadvantage in the market relative to men by employing household help. Even this, however, does not eliminate their disadvantage, since they still have responsibility for household management. All other women who are not in the highest income groups must undertake a double day of work. Development then has a differential impact on women’s lives depending on region, culture, and class.

Family

Family as the Linchpin of Omanis Society

Through all these changes, Omanis social life both in the city and the village continues to focus on the family. Family loyalty permeates all aspects of life in Oman (and the Gulf in general), with family law being the least modified of all legal codes by modern legislation. It is not uncommon for an Omani to postpone a meeting or other business due to family responsibilities and obligations. Family groupings form the basis of group interaction, with lineage patterns operating as the invisible framework of the community. The typical family has a patriarchal structure, one in which power is held by male heads of households. There is a clear separation between the public and private spheres of life. Sexual segregation is the norm. Most households, poor or rich, have two living rooms (majles), one for males and the other for females and close family friends. More urbanized young married couples tend to socialize together more and more at home or in restaurants. In the private sphere of the home, the patriarch exercises paramount power over all junior males, all females, and all children. In the public sphere, power is commanded only by male patriarchs. Just about every man expects to be a patriarch at some time in his life; no female holds any formal public position of significant power. Although a few upper-class and middle-class women have become employed outside the home, norms dictate that females are not allowed into the public realm of power. Women may influence their male patriarch within the household informally, but this is their only avenue to power.

The traditional Omani family unit usually consists of a man, his wife or wives, his married sons with their wives and children, his unmarried sons and daughters, and possibly other relatives such as a widowed or divorced mother or sister. The perverted marriage is that of a man and his father’s brother’s daughter. Marriage is a family affair rather than a personal one. Marriage patterns are critical, because they determine the future of the family group. The Omani extended family is patriarchal; a person belongs to the family of the father. Daughters marry into families of their husbands. The family is also patriarchal, patrilineal, endogamous, and occasionally polygamous. According to Germains Tillyon, it was endogamy, the practice of marrying within the lineage, that set the shape for the oppression of women in patriarchal society, long before the rise of Islam. Endogamy kept property within the lineage and protected the economic and political interests of the men. Upon marriage sons bring their brides to live with or near the father,

Sultan, and it is hard to imagine that Oman would have taken these steps otherwise. Another development has, perhaps indirectly, contributed to this process as well. This was the return of East African Omanis to Oman in the early 1970s. Many of them were married (some to women who were not Omanis) and had daughters who had been raised and educated in a British colonial setting and had pursued careers. When these women returned to Oman, they sought similar jobs there. As a result, the civil service acquired a considerable number of proficient female personnel. Omanis became more quickly accustomed to seeing women in responsible jobs, and Oman women came to realize that careers were possible and acceptable.

Yet, a gender ideology stressing women’s family roles has continued to limit their participation. Oman is among the patriarchal countries characterized by extremely restrictive codes of behavior for women, rigid gender segregation, and a powerful ideology joining family honor to female virtue. Perceptions of the masculine and feminine are embedded in law and custom, defined by a judicial system based on the sharia, and a belief system shaped by Islamic fundamentalism. Men and women have unequal access to political power and economic resources. Cultural images and representations of women are fundamentally different from those of men. The legal system, the educational system (using textbooks in which nearly half the lessons portray women doing householdwork), and the labor market are all areas for the construction and reproduction of gender inequality and the continuing subordination of women. Inequalities are learned and taught, leading to a deprived group who do not perceive their own disadvantages—thus helping to perpetuate these disadvantages.

Oman’s state managers therefore display some ambivalence toward the integration of women into the economy. On the other hand, they recognize the need for economic diversification and the necessity for making the most efficient use of the country’s chief resource: its own population. On the other hand, the state supports a gender ideology based on sexual differences, an ideology that stresses family roles for women and perpetuates a system of stratification based on gender. The government does not take an active role in improving or facilitating women’s status and opportunities beyond the areas of education, health, and traditionally female occupations, nor does it have an active and autonomous women’s organization, other than a charity or two, to protect and further women’s rights and status. Such contradictory aims create role conflicts for women, who find themselves caught between the prospect of contributing to national development through employment and a conception of gender that stresses family roles and distance from males for women.

The Differential Impact of Development on Women’s Lives

Economic growth is not gender blind. As economies develop, existing gender gaps persist in the distribution of wealth and in access to resources, and these gaps only grow worse. From the 1950s through the 1980s, worldwide standards of living rose dramatically. Yet women never achieved parity with men, even in the presumed developed countries. Development, consequently, does not always provide benefits to women; women may even fall further behind. Unless specific steps are taken, they may fall even further behind. Advances in technology may further erode the status of women, denoting them to less valuable work or even eliminating their jobs. The industrialization that has gone with the globalization of
The joint household system and intergenerational wealth transfers that characterize patriarchal structures provide welfare and security for individuals. The state does not have to assume greater responsibility for the welfare of its citizens—especially for women who attain status and age security through their sons—as long as patriarchy endures. Change in family law is a significant index of social change in the Middle East, a measure of the degree within Islam, and an indication of the possibility of Islamic reforms. It also suggests the role of the state and the impact of national policies issues of gender and the family. Neopatriarchal systems such as Oman's are beginning to allow women increased public participation in education and employment and to provide options other than marriage and household life. Professional women, the area of least resistance to female employment, have found that their chances of finding a job increase when they wear the traditional thobe (the facial covering worn by women in the United Arab Emirates and the Batinah region of Oman) or veil. Yet the Omani regime maintains asymmetric definitions of gender roles and relations within the family and society at large, definitions non-threatening to its traditional underpinnings and legitimacy.

**Education**

The expansion of educational opportunities for women in Oman since 1970 has, for the first time, presented women with options other than traditional marriage and household life. Education seems to be a more important variable in changing the position and self-perception of women. Education, while still limited, has been extended to many more women than has formal employment. Though not to the same degree as for boys, educational opportunities for girls and the number of girls enrolled in school at all levels has increased dramatically. There are far more women attending literacy centers in Oman in 1990 than men—74% of students in Muscat, 90% in al-Sarjiah, 95% in al-Sharqiyya, 67% in Dhofar. In 1970, an estimated 8% of Oman's adult population was considered literate. By 1987-1988, there were 246 literacy centers attended by 10,025 students (8,530 female, 2,456 male). There were also 299 adult education centers attended by 10,926 students (6,305 female, 4,621 male).

Great advances have been made in education since 1970, when Sultan Qaboos came to power and there were only three primary schools in the country. Government spending on education in 1991 was 11.4% of total spending. Although education is still not compulsory, attendance has greatly increased. Primary education begins at six years of age and lasts for six years. The next level of education, divided into stages (preparatory and secondary), lasts for an additional six years. Schools are not coeducational; boys and girls attend separate classes. As a proportion of the school-age population, the total enrollment at primary, preparatory, and secondary schools increased from 25% (boys 30%, girls 14%) in 1975 to the equivalent of 82% (boys 87%, girls 77%) in 1990. Primary enrollment in 1990 included an estimated 83% of children in the relevant age group (boys 84%, girls 82%). In 1989–1990, Oman had 388 government primary schools, 283 preparatory schools, and 70 secondary schools. In 1990, 31% of the teachers out of a total number of 13,685 were Omani, of which 47% of these were women. Oman is divided into ten educational regions, of which al-Batinah is the largest.
Changing Gender Relations and the Development Process in Oman

Sultan Qaboos University opened in 1985, admitting students on the basis of academic ability (grade point average). In 1990, 4,756 of the 5,021 students enrolled were female (1,080 male, 3,142 female). This is a much higher proportion of female students than at other educational levels. Due to the few activities acceptable for young women, they may channel their energy into homework, consequently receive better grades in secondary school, and be more likely to gain university admission. Within the traditional norms of Oman's society, pursuing an education is an acceptable outlet for women, because it will ultimately benefit their families. Women students may also attend local universities because families are reluctant to send them abroad to be exposed to Western influence. If women do go abroad to study, one of the other conservative Gulf states is a likely first choice. Women are more likely to enroll in areas traditionally regarded as appropriate for women—education, medicine (very popular), Islamic sciences, and the sciences. Women are not encouraged to enroll in disciplines that, due to present attitudes and conditions, will provide them with few employment opportunities upon graduation.

In 1992, no women were being admitted to the College of Engineering, although a small number had been in the past. In the College of Agriculture, women are mainstreamed to the area of plant sciences, because it is thought inappropriate for women to work in the fields. In areas where they are represented, women take exactly the same course work and fulfill the same requirements as men. Of the 492 students graduating in 1991, 210 were female. Of these, 90% were in the Islamic sciences (compared to 33% of graduating males). 23% were in literature, 8% in sciences, 4% in agriculture, and 3% in engineering.

Classes are not segregated and women are expected to fulfill the same obligations as men, giving oral presentations in front of the class if necessary. Women students often sit in the back and usually enter the classroom by different hallways. Common facilities such as the library, lecture halls, theaters, and seminar rooms can be entered from different sides from different hallways. The main corridors have an upper and lower elevation for sex-segregation purposes. In theory, the sexes are segregated in their academic activities as they are in their living accommodations. In practice, although formal separation exists, a natural informality has developed. Since the ratio of undergraduate females to males is around 47/53, an acceptable and necessary mix occurs in the educational environment of instruction and seminars. Official university policy does not require segregation of the sexes, and school administrators request that women students do not observe purdah or covering of the face.

Family Influence on Education

Although affection in legal codes is an important basis for women to act as independent persons, the expansion of schooling for girls is critically important. What might motivate girls to pursue an education? Specific data for Oman is not available, but women in developing countries often mention family support as influential in their desire to get an education. Many speak of one or more parents as having influenced them. In general, women perceived that their fathers exerted a predominant influence (supportive or not) on their education. In many cases, the fathers themselves had received an education. Women most often speak of their father's positive influence as having actively encouraged them to break with tradition and pursue an education. The father's influence seems to have been transmitted to the daughters directly, through teaching and encouragement, as well as indirectly, by providing a role model to be imitated. Other women speak of their father's negative influence as having been conveyed by his insistence that education is not necessary for a daughter's future role as homemaker and childbearer.

Educational Aspirations

Whether or not they themselves are literate, women in the developing world generally express the belief that education offers advantages. Women identify education as an aspiration they hold for themselves and for their children. Educational attainment by parents seems to have an effect on their children's aspirations. Students whose father or mother had completed a university education saw a similar goal for themselves. Girls whose mothers were illiterate were more likely to see secondary education as their ambition. Furthermore, girls believe that once a young woman completes her education, she must work. They saw future employment as the principal reason for educating women. 15

In changing aspirations, education has also had an impact on the age of marriage and is a single most important determinant. The average age of marriage for men and women in most Arab countries has undergone a noticeable increase. The conservative regimes of the oil countries have also experienced an increase in the number of unmarried young people; age at marriage for women is twenty, and for men, twenty-seven. More urbanized youth marry later in all countries.

Mass education has been one of several social forces, along with urbanization, industrialization, legal reform, and growth in the labor force; the cumulative effect has been the transformation of female roles and an expansion of the range of options available for women. Women in the Middle East and Oman do not represent a homogeneous social category. They are distinguished by region, class, and education. Educated women are more often divided politically and ideologically. Yet, increasing rates of female education in Oman, along with greater socioeconomic development and employment, will affect women's position in family and their gender consciousness.

Health and Fertility

Illiteracy, Domesticity, and Male Dominance as Correlates of High Fertility

Among the Arab countries, the greatest material differences are between underdeveloped economies endowed with relatively diversified productive sectors, and economies organized completely around plentiful petroleum rents. Oman is among the latter group. These countries have encouraged fertility rates to remain at the highest level; Oman's was 6.7% in 1991. 16 The states assume many costs of child rearing, and import workers to preempt the entry of women into the national labor market. These states have effectively suspended all reduction in fertility, nullifying factors that encourage demographic change—most important, female education, at the exact moment when the need for them becomes apparent.

Female illiteracy and high fertility are correlated. In Tunisia and Morocco, and for some time now in Lebanon, women who have attended high school or university have no more children than do Europeans. 17 However, in Oman female illiteracy is high and so is
the fertility rate. Ongoing high fertility may also be explained by the persistence of the patriarchal household, incomplete industrialisation, and pronatalist state policy. For many new states, a large population is associated with national strength. In Oman, very little information on modern contraception (or non-at all) is available. The percentage of married women using contraceptives in 1994 is 0.6.18

The admission of women into the professions and formal labor market is a second aspect of fertility decline. The countries of the Arabian Peninsula have a surprisingly low rate of urban female workforce participation—5%. The rate of female workforce participation is in perfect negative correlation with average fertility.19

In all societies, domestic responsibilities that are the responsibility of women increase with the size of the family and, at a certain point, make it difficult for women to practice a profession or occupation outside the home. Another factor, more intrinsic to Arab society, also seems to be operating. A large number, sometimes a majority, of Arab women employed outside the home before marriage leave their jobs upon getting married even before they have children. Husbands, not children, seem to be responsible for women leaving the job market. The correlation then is not between high fertility and the invisibility of women in the urban workforce, but between these two phenomena and a third, the strength and influence of the patriarchal family.

**Omani Women’s Health and the Challenges is It**

Information on women’s health in Oman remains sparse. The life expectancy for both men and women in 1987 was fifty-seven years, up from forty years in 1960.20 The number of Omani women dying each year from pregnancy-related causes has decreased; there has been an improvement in medical care in general. In 1970, health services were limited to one hospital in Muscat, run by an American mission, and a few small clinics scattered around the country. By 1994, there were hospitals in all the main centers of population. The National Health Programme (NHP) in Oman has been remarkably successful in reducing infant mortality and preventing disease. The NHP works primarily by the education of mothers. Mothers are instructed when they attend a clinic in any health-care center or hospital in the country. In addition, NHP runs supervisory teams that operate out of health centers and oversee nutrition in the home and villages.21 Emphasis on the education of the mother in family and child care may contribute to the strengthening of her position in the household and society at large. If, however, women do not wish to have more children, they have minimal or no access to family-planning services.

Women generally live longer than men, but throughout their lives they face many challenges to their health and well-being. Biologically, women may be born with certain natural strengths, but these are often canceled out by social, economic, political, and cultural disadvantages. In Muslim societies such as Oman where the legacy of tribal tradition and customs remains strong, females suffer discrimination from birth to old age. Male offspring are preferred over females. As children, girls are likely to be less well fed than boys, less likely to receive medical attention, and less likely to be allowed to finish their education. As adults, women are denied equal social, legal, and economic status and are excluded from decision making.22

**Omani Women’s Associations**

Official policy treats Omani women as a national asset, and a number of agencies and organizations have been established to encourage their social development. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor supervises the general mandate for advancing women’s issues and affairs. Huda Al-Ghazali, Advisor, and ‘Aida Al-Hjiri, Director-General, of Women’s and Children’s Affairs, established in 1985, play prominent roles in this capacity. Their work is organized into four departments: women’s affairs, children’s affairs, research and study, and women’s associations.

The women’s associations are voluntary organizations that run courses, give training, administer child care and advice, and in general work for the social welfare of women. The women’s associations address women’s issues in the larger urban areas, while a community development program assists women in the villages. The first women’s association—and still the largest and no doubt the most sophisticated—was established in Muscat in 1973. It has the largest number of volunteers, an architecturally designed building near the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and a clinic for handicapped children. The women’s associations are supported by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor, which furnishes buildings. To set up an association requires the signatures of thirty volunteers and the agreement of the wali (regional governor). There are now thirteen women’s associations. The Center for Women and Children at Tahal and the Center for Women’s Education in Muscat were established within the last five years. These centers are housed in hexagonal two-story buildings constructed around an open courtyard filled with children’s playground equipment. Rooms for meetings, classes (sewing machines provided), handicraft displays, and lectures surround the inner court. These centers provide education on health matters and hygiene, child care, and literacy classes. Volunteers make available a wide variety of programs and services, including sports, religious studies, health, public relations, plants and horticulture, and handicrafts. Skills such as typing, computer keyboarding, sewing, cooking, and flower arranging may also be offered. Handicrafts are important as a means of beautifying the home and of earning extra income while working at home. The availability of child-care and daycare facilities means that women can bring their children with them and know that they are provided for while attending lectures or classes. Socially, the centers operate as meeting places; provide support in times of grief or personal crisis; welcome women from abroad; and plan picnics, trips to the mountains, and other activities. Their main problems are operational finance and regular participation by the volunteers who run them.

Women play a critical role in assistance for the disabled in Oman. The Omani Women’s Association has established seven centers for the disabled. These are government-funded, staffed, and directed. The only nongovernmental organization offering assistance to the disabled is the Association for the Welfare of Handicapped Children. It is entirely voluntary and the chief charity in the country. Nayya al-Rajami, the Director of Girl Scout Activities, is Vice Chair. The program started out as a grassroots organization, meeting outdoors, under trees, beside bushes, with participants sitting on rocks, until members could rent facilities or use donated rooms. The association holds monthly meetings in five cities and villages (Muscat, Bidbid, Midain Qaboos, Qurayat, Dakh). Its primary goals are to promote awareness of the condition and problems of disabled children, provide parental support, and build support for additional services. The association
works in cooperation with the medical school at Sultan Qaboos University. In a country with little or no previous understanding of the needs of the disabled—where they were even despised and neglected—these services, organized and staffed by women, provide crucial groundwork for future development.

Omani Women and Community Development

The government's community development program, begun in 1975, reaches out to women in the villages and has thus far opened eight-four centers. Support for women in the villages is crucial, because many of the young people have migrated to the cities and because many women are working. (Saturday through Wednesday) to work in urban areas. Village populations are aging and showing an increasing imbalance between the sexes. On average, roles of working age (fifteen to sixty) residing in a village constitute about one-third of its total population. Male migration may reduce the expenses of the household, but it too often this reduces household resources even more and leads to a deterioration of the position of women and children. The number of women-headed households depending upon insufficient and unstable remittances is reported to have grown. The increase in female-headed households is not a sign of freedom from male power. Migration may be a euphemism for dejection, a male survival strategy rather than a female survival strategy. The core of gender subordination resides in the fact that women cannot access adequate resources (both material and in terms of social identity) except through dependence on a man.

At the centers, women receive information on matters of health and hygiene, training in embroidery, poultry rearing, and home economics, with the assistance of social workers. Instruction in traditional local crafts is provided to improve women's skills and to protect this particular heritage from extinction. Marketing facilities are provided for these products by the centers. Children may attend kindergartens at the centers. Selma Hamed al-Belushi, Director of Health for Women, supervises the center in the village of Jibalan Bara Bu Ali. In September 1992, community leaders presented a program of appreciation for women who had completed a sewing course. Although such skills may seem rudimentary, the process of improving women's education and status in the family is a vital first step toward gaining support and laying a foundation for additional changes regarding women's social, economic, and political roles.

Official Policy Supports Women's Practical Gender Needs

Without the strong support of Sultan Qaboos, the progress made to date, in considering women at the early stages of development, would have taken much longer to achieve. Attention to women's needs at this point focuses on education and instruction of the mother in family health and child care. The Sultan's backing of the women's movement in all areas—education, health, employment, and social and cultural organizations—is expressed within the tenets of Islam regarding the rights of women, helping him gain public support for his policies concerning Omani women. Such policies, however, serve to fulfill women's practical gender needs rather than advance their strategic gender needs, preserving existing gender relations rather than transforming them. Women remain focused on their immediate and pressing, practical needs, especially needs for resources to ensure household survival and a better future for their children. Collective organization by women for self-help is a survival strategy. Such self-help schemes consist of women helping one another to meet their functional immediate needs. They formalize the informal support networks that women everywhere construct, but they perpetuate the idea that unpaid labor for the benefit of others is women's work and they define women's work in community organizing as an extension of their domestic role. Such volunteer organizations enable not just survival but the perpetuation of existing gender relations.

Nevertheless, the fulfillment of these everyday, short-term needs is not entirely disconnected from intentional, long-term gender needs. A satisfactory meeting of women's practical gender needs implies improvement in meeting women's strategic needs, a diminution of their subordination to men. The need of women for resources of their own to perform their duties as household managers cannot be met without reduction of women's dependence on men, a move toward greater gender equality in the control of resources.

Putting Resources into the Hands of Omani Women

Two reasons help explain the necessity of putting resources into the hands of women themselves. One is that individuals within families do not necessarily have common interests or work toward common goals, as often assumed. Development programs have been constructed on the assumption that what is good for men is good for the family. Often, however, this is not the case. First, research shows that women provide the largest share of the family's basic needs, and the incomes of men are often spent instead of by the purchase of alcohol, tobacco, or other consumer products. An increase in the income of a man within the household may not mean an increase in total consumption by family members. Children's nutrition may deteriorate while men in the household acquire with watches, radios, or cellular telephones, etc. Second, resources in households are often skewed toward the males. When household income rises, men and boys throughout the developing world prosper much more than do women and girls.

Discrimination against females in families and societies derives from another form of gender gap: the huge disparity that exists between the actual economic and social benefits derived from women's work and the social perception of women as unproductive. Gender bias exists in every country, at virtually every income level, and in every stratum of society, but is especially problematic in the developing world where most of women's work takes place in the non-wage economy for the purpose of household consumption. Institutions persist in counting women as part of the dependent or "nonproductive" portion of the population. Women's work that does not produce cash directly is heavily discounted. The low estimation of women's work is reinforced by women's lack of control over physical resources. Although Islam itself improved women's status in the seventh century, women in Oman today have few legal rights regarding land tenure, marital relations, income, or social security. Ignoring women's economic contribution hinders efforts to achieve broad development. The ubiquity of this bias is a sign that practically every country is operating below its economic potential. Greater resource availability for women leads to greater equality between men and women and to the empowerment of women.
Cultural Expression

Omani Hadith: A Vital Force

What images of women and their "place" are prevalent in Oman, and how far do these reflect or determine reality? What can women do in the cultural field? Due to Islam's comprehensive nature (it is concurrently an intellectual system of thought, a religious system of belief, and a sociopolitical system for the particular and right ordering of society), it must be studied for an understanding of Gulf societies. The ubiquitous influence of Islam is difficult for Westerners to comprehend, because there is no distinction between the proper spheres of authority for secular and religious institutions. Islam deeply pervades the life of all the societies bordering on the Gulf. The forms of Islam adhered to by religious elites and popular masses are more traditional than those that prevail in the more urbanized and Westernized states, such as Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and Turkey. Thus, in Oman, as everywhere in the Gulf, Islam remains a vital force. It has immense significance in the belief and behavioral patterns of the great majority of people. Most of the people are keenly aware of the religious dimension of human existence and are convinced of the binding character of the sharia.

Most Omani follow the Ibadite sect of Islam. The sect had its origins in 657, when Ali, the fourth Caliph and the Prophet's cousin and son-in-law, agreed to peace talks with his main rival for the leadership of the Muslim community. The Khalijis ("successors") were originally followers of Ali but broke with him on the principle that by ignoring to discuss the leadership question he had compromised on a matter of faith. This compromise, they believed, rendered him unworthy of both his loyalty and de-leadership itself.

The Ibadis are one of the few Kharijite sects which has survived into the twentieth century. They take their name from Abdullah bin Ibad al-Murri-al-Tamimi, a theologian, probably from Najaf (in modern Saudi Arabia), but who did most of his important teaching in Jura (present-day southern Iraq) during the late seventh century. His teachings seem to have taken hold in Oman because they offered a compelling political response at a time when the Omani tribes were rebelling against the Damascus-based Umayyad caliphate. Ibadism came to prosper on the edges of the Muslim world. The only other place where a powerful Ibadite state was ever established was in western Algeria in the eighth century.

Ibadism has become an integral part of the national culture. As noted earlier, Ibadis insist that the Caliph should not be determined according to genealogical considerations but should be elected on the basis of merit. For the Ibadis, any believer, as long as the individual is just, devout, and competent, can be chosen as imam. If no one meets these requirements, the office can remain vacant. When political conditions require that the existence of an imam be concealed, the Ibadis believe in the practice of isma' (secrecy). In one or another, the imamate continued in the remote parts of Oman's interior until the middle of the twentieth century.

Omani Ibadism remained steadfastly loyal to its sources in the Quran and the hadith, the precepts of the first century of Islam. This was conservative, puritanic, and austere along with a belief in simplicity, which remain major influences in Oman today. Ibadism tends to be moderate in its beliefs from its followers relative to other Islamic sects. The legal system is based on the Ibadite interpretation of sharia, containing precise dictates for virtually every aspect of a Muslim's personal and private life. It is noteworthy, however, that Oman does not apply the strictest sanctions for infractions of the law, such as cutting off the hands of thieves or stonings or beheadings of offenders.

Islamic Law Regarding Women versus Tribal Traditions and Modern Practices

Although Islam, around which life in Oman revolves, is often criticized for the law status it has ascribed to women, many scholars believe that it was primarily the interpretation of junior, local traditions, and social trends which brought about a decline in the status of Muslim women. In this view, Islamic law as revealed to the Prophet Muhammad granted women rights and privileges in the spheres of family life, marriage, education, and economic endeavors, rights that have improved women's status in society. Equality of the sexes, however, was not a feature of tribal society characteristic of seventh-century Arabia. This Arab Bedouin society was dedicated to custom and tradition and resisted changes brought about by the new religion. As time passed, because of the interpretations of various religious scholars influenced by local traditions and social trends, women have not been given the rights due them under Islam. The inequality of Muslim women in the past was because of the prevailing habits of the people among whom Islam first took root. The economies of these early Muslim societies were not favorable to a comfortable life for women. More important, during Islam's second and third centuries the interpretation of the Quran was in the hands of deeply conservative scholars, whose decisions are not easy to challenge today. This is not primarily the fault of religion.

The Quran is more favorable to women than is generally realized. In principle, except for a verse or two, the Quran grants women equality. For example, Eve was not the degraded product of Adam's rib (as is the tradition for Christians and Jews), the two were born from a single soul. It was Adam, not Eve, who let the devil convince them to eat the forbidden fruit. Muslim women are instructed to be modest in their dress, but only in general terms. Men are also told to be modest. Many Muslims believe that veiling and seclusion were later male inventions, social habits picked up with the conquest of the Byzantine and Persian Empires.

The Quran allows a man to have up to four wives, but it seems to permit it as a reflex accommodation to madhhab's nature, since it made it contingent on equal treatment. Some think there may have been Muhammad's way of controlling the previously unconstrained polygamy of Arabia. Me women in the Quran in other ways. They can inherit more, and their testimony is worth more in a court of law. But most of the legal discrimination against women began with those early male jurists who gave their interpretation to the Prophet's teachings.

Surah 4, "On Women," verse 34, is a source of controversy. Some interpret S. 4:34 in a manner that has God saying that men have authority over women, and that women can be beaten if they cause trouble. Others modify the first part to say that men are women's protectors or guardians, partly because in seventh-century Arabia men earned all the money. Surah 4:34 remains a source of contention as to interpretation.

Many Muslims believe that the disadvantages Muslim women suffer under have nothing to do with the Quran. The problems come from the practical circumstances of time, place, and location. Of all the social revolutions that have come out of the West, that
which may endure the longest is the revolution reordering male-female relations. If the Muslim world does not follow, it will be isolated. The change requires stronger economic performance and more educational opportunities. Most of all, this revolution requires a transformation of the group that has done the most to hold Muslim women back, the ulama, the scholars of Islam. These are the closely knit, all-male, more or less self-selected coterie of learned men who claim the authority to say what God means. They made a mistake about women centuries ago and continue to make that same mistake today.25

In many Muslim countries, where gender inequality exists in its most obvious form, it clashes with religious devotion and thus establishes its legitimacy. Few Muslim countries, Oman included, have signed or ratified the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. Yet, the position of women in the Middle East cannot be attributed to the presupposed inherent properties of Islam. Gender ideology as sanctioned by religion remains important, but gender asymmetry and the status of women in the Muslim world cannot be attributed solely to Islam. Islam is experienced, practiced, and interpreted quite differently over time and space. In order to understand the social implications of Islam, it is necessary to look at the broader sociopolitical and economic order within which it is exercised. The status of women in Muslim societies is not uniform, unchanging, or unique.26

Nevertheless, Muslim societies, like many others, do hold misconceptions about immutable gender differences. Women are considered different beings, and this perception intensifies social barriers to women’s advancement. It is thought that women do not have the same interests as men and will keep their distance from men’s pursuits. Preoccupations are also taken to make sure they cannot prepare for roles considered unsuitable. Women’s childbearing capacity is used to justify their segregation in public, their restriction to the home, and their lack of civil and legal rights. All of a woman’s roles are defined by the men in her life. She is rarely seen as an independent person in her own right. Public access for women is restricted, while the roles of housewife and mother are elevated to the highest possible degree. A social system upheld by these heuristics controls and subordinates women, marginalizes them economically, and conceptualizes them as human beings inferior to men.

The Vocabulary Of Human Rights

Most Middle Eastern nations have moved or are moving toward adopting the Western political language of human and political rights—and toward according these rights to women as well as to men. Although the pertinent countries have opened up education to women, in most other ways the old constraints remain in place. Modern ideas about rights, such as the right to vote, have made no advances, except in Kuwait—and there not far.

Islamic family law—the laws governing men’s and women’s rights in marriage, divorce, and child custody—continues to govern the relations between men and women in all but a few Arab countries. In the tenth century, the development of Islamic law was considered complete, and for the following one centuries family law endured untouched and unchanging. Islam favors patriaotal bonds and instructs men to assume responsibility for the support of their wives and children. In the Arab-Islamic family, the wife’s primary duties are to maintain a home, care for her children, and obey her husband. The husband...
men that their support is indispensable. At present, the basic theme of official statements regarding the role of women is that women have a duty to their families and to society. By informing and educating themselves, women raise the status of their family, as well as strengthen Oman's society in general. Furthermore, these objectives can be accomplished within the requirements of orthodox Islam.

An emerging feminist movement in Oman may take on characteristics that distinguish it from its counterpart in the West. It will not be based on the concept of liberation of the individual, a quest for self-fulfillment or self-indulgence, or the definition of one's own identity. The movement will most likely be perceived as an integral part of the overall effort to liberate society from outdated cultural precepts, ill-disposed social customs, and foreign control. The support, promotion, and encouragement of the cause by men will be significant, because as advocates, men will take up the issue of women's condition and find it imperative to convince others. The movement will never advocate sexual liberation; as seen in other Middle Eastern countries, it must repudiate such a goal in order to survive.

Women are at the center of change and discussions of change in the Middle East. As in other Arab countries, middle-class Omani women will come into their own; they themselves are products of socioeconomic development and in turn will engender development and change. This will eventually change the patriarchal family and kinship structures. Thus far, countries in the Middle East are Byzantine societies about transforming women and the family. They have pursued the contradictory goals of economic development and strengthening of the family. The latter goal is often accorded with conserving traditional elements, such as religious leaders or traditional local communities.

Moreover, despite the modern appearance of Oman's Quraysh, Rawi, and Mdmait Qaboos districts, much of the country, including parts of the capital area, remain intensely traditional. Oman has been open to the modern world only since 1970. The day-to-day life of the average Omani, living in a town in the interior or a fishing village on the coast, is close to what it was centuries ago. Omani seem to be adept at assimilating what they want or need of modern life, experiencing its benefits without letting the new technology adversely affect their own lives and values. On a broader scale, traditional social institutions and cultural patterns in the Gulf have proven to be highly flexible capable of incorporating vast changes, while at the same time denying that any change has in fact taken place. Most changes in Oman have been accommodated and absorbed into the existing traditional social patterns. The result so far has been persistence and stability. Changes in women's positions may thus come about gradually and nonviolently. The smaller Gulf states are further behind than other Arab states in experiencing the overall changes introduced by European influence. Oman, like the others, is undergoing a transition from rule by a sheikh family, in cooperation with merchant families, to more technically trained elites. Traditional habits, including those shaping gender relations, have great staying power and are firmly embedded in Omani society. Tradition maintains the separation of the sexes, which is one of the main characteristics of Arab and Omani society.

Since the discovery of oil in the 1950s and the coup of 1970, the country has experienced very quickly. Development that took over 200 years to accomplish in the West has happened in Oman within the past 25 years. It is not surprising therefore, under the pretext that, the traditional system of social organization and political structure has continued relatively unchanged. Of course, fundamental change and even instability cannot be ruled out; as
Women and Religion in Bahrain

An Emerging Identity

In the tiny state of Bahrain a grassroots antigovernment protest uprising (intifada) has been occurring since the summer of 1994. By December of that year, the protestors from the less favored strata of society took to the streets demanding the dismissal of foreign (British) security officials; a reduction of the number of foreign imported laborers; expansion of social, economic, and employment opportunities for Bahrainis; a more equitable justice system; and the appropriation of more democratic practices by the government. This appeared to be the tip of the iceberg, as more disaffected Bahrainis joined to vent their accumulated anger and bitterness in vociferous activities. While initially the conflict seemed to reflect a class dimension, it became apparent that it also expressed sectarian and ethnic differences and animosities.

One common demand from all elements was the return of the short-lived democratic process that had been scrapped by the ruling family in 1972. This created networks of common ground between various currents, groups, and strata of the Bahraini society: Shiiis and Sunnis; liberals, leftists, and Islamists; workers, professionals, and intellectuals; men and women. The contacts, exchanges, and relationships forged among these groups in the common endeavor were instrumental in clarifying and exposing ideological differences as well as opening channels of cooperation. From the outset, it was clear that the umbrella under which the largest number of activists—males and females—congregated was that of the Islamic currents.

The protest movement addressed the grievances of the nation and its fears, and it demanded in clear and concrete terms a redress of the deteriorating conditions through basic political reforms. The movement advocated a return to a constitutional democracy as the channel through which all Bahrainis would participate. Soon the popular reaction assumed a two-pronged approach in relaying its message. On one side was the Shi'i population, especially the village dwellers, who represented the large and more economically depressed element of society that held particular grievances against the government and the police. They became associated with acts of sabotage and violence against state and civilian premises. On the other hand, the Sunni population who were generally sympathetic with the underlying causes of the protests and anxious for reforms, refrained from such violent activities.
The other approach to the problem took the form of petition campaigns mounted by the emerging opposition; the petitions reflected the movement's aim to forge changes beneficial to all society and all those in support of the movement. All five petitions raised to the ruler Shaikh has Bin Salim al-Khalifa were endorsed by both Sunni and Shi`a, as well as the various interest groups including the religious leaders, the merchant status, professionals, and women. The petitions expressed the same appeal for reforms and the need to reinforce national unity and justice. While some of these petitions were delivered to the authorities, there has been no direct response, and must requests to meet with the ruler have been denied.

The first petition (October 1994) was signed by approximately 25,000 people (in a country of 350,000). While the leadership came from all elements of the society, the signatories mainly represented the religious movements, including the educated professionals, government employees, and some of the merchants. A tiny proportion of signatories represented liberal and women's movements. The significance of this petition is the high proportion of women (2596 or 6,000) who signed it. They came mainly from the more conservative, rural Shi`a background known to be of lower economic status, and more religiously orientated than Shi`a women from the city. The tone of the petition itself reflected the role and input of religious conservative reasoning. While it expressed concern with the mounting waves of riots that had engulfed the country, precipitating riots in the society, and grief at the number of deaths and frustration at the official handling of the crisis, it also demanded particular changes in the political system including an end to corruption, favoritism, and permissiveness towards loose moral standards. It warned the need to reactivate the constitution, thus representing all sectors and strata of society in the governing process. However, when it came to the role of women and their participation in these changes, the petition was particularly silent and only alluded to "take into consideration the role of women in these changes" in the most general and undefined terms. It has been reported that opposition to any role for women in the political arena and in future socioeconomic development, even at this hypothetical level, was unanimously instated upon by both Shi`a and Sunni representatives of the religious currents.

In view of the role played by Bahraini women in the development and modernization of their country during the past half century, this petition provides a number of indicators as to the deep changes women throughout the society, particularly those that the emerging middle and lower classes, have undergone recently. While this group of protesting women seemed to be awed by religious males, they nevertheless were taking risks and a stand that projected them as women in support of political and social issues. The role of women in this petition must be studied in conjunction with that of women of the liberalization era in the 1960s and 1970s, as well as middle-class and professional women who had recently converted to a stasis adherence to the tenets of the Islamic movement.

Such a study gives us an overview of the changes that have taken place in the role of women in the Gulf generally and in Bahrain particularly during the last decade. While the region had passed through an era of intense socioeconomic and political change in the last twenty years, women have been participants and parties to this process, but the nature of the identity and role Bahraini women express as a result of these changes needs to be assessed and highlighted. But this state of crisis and political turmoil forced the entire society, women included, to face soul-searching dilemmas and act spontaneously, expressing their genuine commitments and beliefs and thus exposing the spectrum of shifting and conflicting identities.

To what extent are these women similar to women in other developing countries in their reactions to conditions of crisis? How similar are they to Palestinian, Algerian, Iranian, Saudi, and Kuwaiti women who pass through intense political challenges? In view of the experience of these Arab women participants in Third World national struggle, are Bahraini women consciously participating against the patriarchal and subordination of the state or are they part of the male-led political activism? How much of this protest is directed against regional, Western, and international hegemony and exploitation of the Arabian Gulf, and the impact of this hegemony on Bahrain's economic life? How much does this protest reflect the emerging identity of women especially within the religious currents that have assumed political struggle as a platform?

Theoretical and Methodological Considerations

To answer these questions, it is essential to situate this popular protest experience in Bahrain within the broader historical and theoretical context, and to analyze the environmental conditions that made it possible for Bahraini women to be heard and their role and contribution to society to be recognized. The political context that prevailed in Bahrain has provided the framework through which the crisis of confidence between the government and the people, as well as the social and economic structures, are exposed. The Bahraini crisis could be compared to the conditions that prevailed for Kuwaiti women during the Gulf War (1991), where the occupation of their country and the repercussions of that occupation subjected women to extenuating conditions that brought about more articulated identifications and confrontations.

Another significant example in the region is that of the Saudi women who, also under crisis conditions during the Gulf War, attempted to wrest some rights and a margin of liberation by driving their cars. Under such conditions, the economic and social categories that define the problems of society are contested and redefined in terms of gender as an index of development, again highlighting the role women have achieved and reflecting the gendered nature of politics. In researching the identity, role, and status of Bahraini women, before and during the current crisis, the gender system and its sociocultural underpinnings (such as class location, state political ideology and its socioeconomic development strategy) are categories that need to be consciously referenced as part of the dynamics of women's involvement in this juncture. Similar to other Third World experiences, the core issues that the nation and women are protesting are economic, social, and political inequalities as they manifest themselves in class, sector, and ethnic differences. As subsystems within an expressed social system, women need to be alerted to the possibility of finding their cause and rights used as a battlefield between the subordinating authorities and suppressed male-led bargaining for agendas of their own.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the emerging identity of Bahraini women influenced by the sociopolitical conditions and the religious revival movement surrounding them. The information was gathered in interviews of Islamic and Sunni women gathered mainly during 1991–1993 and the summer of 1994. While the original intent was to investigate and determine social and sectorial differences by which Bahraini Islamic and Sunni women identified themselves, the eruption of political protests provided a...
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Women's participation in the political and social struggle has provided an important dimension to their identity. In addition to the field work, this research is based on my experience in the country during the period 1983-1993, a time when the Gulf remained virtually uncharted. This research has given rise to the conditions we now witness.

Twenty Bahraini women were interviewed during the summer of 1994 as part of this research. All the interviewees were established and known Muslims, Sunni and Shii, many of whom had become part of the revivalist trend in the last ten years. At least half of them, mainly from among the Shii, had joined the ranks of the movement while studying abroad (mostly in the West and particularly Canada in the 1980s), thus expressing a strong anti-American reaction as part of their identity. All the respondents, for that matter, seemed consciously to acquire their Islamic commitments in opposition to Western identities and influence. While they all assumed a strong identification with the Islamic trend, some were overtly associated with the male-directed religious organizations, and all strongly identified with their particular religious sect. Furthermore, these women felt that they had a mission and duty to purse their goals and support the movement. A large number of these women were employed, particularly the Shii among them, and some held professional positions.

In addition to this sample, approximately forty other women were also intermittently interviewed during 1991-1993. These were women who had lived during the last decade, had come from conservative and well-educated backgrounds, or had been instructed in the teaching of Islam during their studies at the university. The modern Western-oriented women in this group came mainly from the middle and lower middle class; they were educated (some of them in the West or Western-oriented institutions), and most of them were employed or financially independent. Furthermore, my association with Bahrainis in the course of my residence and work there (1983-1993), and my contacts with village dwellers, students, and citizens, has given me further insight and information on the phenomenon studied here. The ages of the interview women were from eighteen to the mid-fifties.

There are, however, deficiencies in the availability of records as well as difficulties in extracting pertinent and cogent information on women. Studies on Eastern women have been confined mainly to Egypt, Iran, Turkey, and to a lesser extent some areas of the Levant, notably Lebanon. Parallel trends in history, since the late 1980s a trickle of research on Gulf history, particularly the history of women and their role in society have started to enter the sphere of scholarly considerations. Many publications in the field have given Arabian Gulf women attention in passing or as part of larger issues on women of the Middle East in general. However, it is the work of women of the Gulf despite their modest contributions that have left the strongest impact on the field; among these writers are Taisa al-Turki, Aisha Almas, Basria al-
Awwad, and Munirah Fahmo.

The study of women, a marginalized and often hidden sector of society, poses a challenge filled with professional misdeeds and uncertainties to historians. One of the major difficulties faced is in retrieving the voice of identity of women and other subalterns from records, archives, and even cultural contexts that have been constructed by patriarchal and controlling forces. Western sources do not yield clear pictures of the suppressed and subsumed subaltern voice, because these sources are loaded with influences and nuances from various directions. Even women interviewed who are consciously aware of their identity and the role of societal and cultural biases, unconsciously convey their complex view of reality. It is important to understand these limitations and accept that we are talking about an approximation of reality that cannot be fully confirmed. The difficulty is in extracting women's pure voice, from the complex web of societal structure, while she remains in her subordinate role. How can information, changing processes, and consciousness be identified in a system that structurally negates and diminishes the part of the subalterns in the public scene?

Despite interest in the field by Gulf intellectuals, records are few and those that exist are often constrained by policies—even more tangible now when, in addition to Bahrain's usual hypersensitivity for security, the fear has precipitated an atmosphere of paranoia. Furthermore, there appears to be a deliberate black-out and censoring of information coming out of Bahrain and about Bahrain by the international media. It is only recently that some reports about the situation began to appear in some U.S. and European publications and periodicals. As the Bahrain government gained better control of the situation, however, these limited reports have dwindled. Therefore much of the recent information provided here has had to depend on unrecorded channels and sources as well as personal interviews and personal observation and experience. Consequently this study is an exploratory study and precludes any clear conclusions.

Historical Overview

For an understanding of women's participation in the events of the Bahraini political crisis today, it is important to reconstruct the time and money, in the nationalist struggle of Bahraini history for the period prior to 1995. It is only by bringing to light the intersection of international, regional, and local socio-economic conditions that the current events could be properly assessed. Internally the impact of this legacy on the class, sectarian, and ethnic makeup of society was tremendous and involved women at every stage and period.

For the last fifteen years, Bahrain's economic and political development has become continuously enmeshed with Gulf regional developments, particularly those of its hegemonic neighbors, Saudi Arabia. The economic and political alignment and subordination of Saudi Arabia to the world capitalist system and the hegemony of the United States has been considered the whole Gulf area as well as the Arab world to the same subordination. As a direct result of the Gulf war, Saudi Arabia became deeply indebted to the United States. In addition to direct contributions to the war effort ($17 billion), the Saudis have to 'pay' in a different sense: by giving up part of their sovereignty in the field of price and production policies. The more integrated the Gulf political-economic structure becomes in the global economy, the more important it had become for the West to maintain the Gulf's stability, even if at the cost of overlooking its dependency, traditionalism, and authoritarianism.

The study of women, a marginalized and often hidden sector of society, poses a challenge filled with professional misdeeds and uncertainties to historians. One of the major difficulties faced is in retrieving the voice of identity of women and other subalterns from records, archives, and even cultural contexts that have been constructed by patriarchal and controlling forces. Western sources do not yield clear pictures of the suppressed and subsumed subaltern voice, because these sources are loaded with influences and nuances from various directions. Even women interviewed who are consciously aware of their identity and the role of societal and cultural biases, unconsciously convey their complex view of reality. It is important to understand these limitations and accept that we are talking about an approximation of reality that cannot be fully confirmed. The difficulty is in extracting women's pure voice, from the complex web of societal structure, while she remains in her subordinate role. How can information, changing processes, and consciousness be identified in a system that structurally negates and diminishes the part of the subalterns in the public scene?
We can distinguish two distinctive developmental stages in Bahrain, whose economic and social structures were directly affected by the oil industry. The first stage started in the 1950s and culminated in the late 1970s, and the second unfolded in the 1980s. Both stages have been prompted by international as well as regional and local factors. Even though Bahraini oil was discovered in noncommercial, limited quantities, the country is still dependent on oil production and labor; and because of low production, the state benefits mainly from refining and distribution. Economically, Bahrain is the weakest Gulf state and dependent on Saudi Arabia, which provides it with oil, funds, and investment. By the late 1970s, in an attempt to diversify income and create jobs, Bahrain started such industries as aluminum and a dry dock, and in the early 1980s it offered the country as an international banking center. Since the late 1980s the impact of these enterprises has visibly weakened, and more money to after the Gulf War of 1991.

The tremendous growth in oil wealth after 1973 has been successful in building up the infrastructure and other manifestations of the state along modern lines; oil revenue has provided citizens with a wide range of services such as education, health, social services, and even entertainment. These have been centralised projects by the state, the supreme employer and provider of benefits. Therefore, the ruling institution plays the major role in creating and withholding opportunities whether from women or any other subaltern. It has also rationalised legitimacy through these achievements and by building a network of alliances based on tribal, sometimes religious and/or economic, interests. Economic favours in the form of money or land donations, or control of power-generating posts are some of the means by which these alliances were and are cemented.

This system, however, has created superficially modern looking societies without solving the dilemma that rapid Western modernisation has brought. Change has come into conflict with the religiously grounded traditional cultural values systems that control social behavior. The policy has always attempted to find a balance between a commitment to modernisation and economic development and a commitment to the internal traditional sociocultural forces. It has also manipulated both perceptions in order to create allegiances to its continued presence and control. All modernisation techniques introduced in Bahrain since the inception of this state were tailored to encourage this relationship and confirm these roles. Modernisation also meant the creation of departments and apparatus to ensure control and order.

Bahrain differs from other Gulf states in the makeup and origin of its population. According to a December 1991 census the population of Bahrain, including foreign residents, was approximately 500,000. This population has various origins: Arabs of tribal extraction, Arab from the settled communities of the eastern region in the Arabian Peninsula, Arabs from Iran, Persian/Arab tribes (Hawal) coming from coastal and inland regions of the Persian coast, and Iranians from the coast and interior of Iran, in addition to a small number of Baluchis, Indias, and Pakistanis who have lived for generations in Bahrain and have become Bahrainis. Each of these groups is large enough to leave an ethnic imprint on the fabric of society.

Shiis are a majority (the official estimate is 35%, the Western estimate is 50%, and the Shia estimate is 75%), especially in villages. They are the descendants of the original Arab inhabitants and from the eastern quarter of Saudi Arabia, or Persians who have immigrated in the last fifty years. Sunni is also either Arabs of tribal origin (such as the ruling family) or local Arab families of untested origin, or people from Persia or Arab tribes who settled in Bahrain at different times since the late eighteenth century or Sunniis of African descent. These ethnic origins can be noted in linguistic differences as well as social attitudes and norms. They belong to the variety of tribal classes, except that the ruling family is of tribal Sunni origin. The rural villages are almost exclusively Shi and mostly Arab.

Since early in the century, the Shiis of Bahrain — representing the majority of the working class — have taken part in movements against the established authorities. Such a history and tradition of rebellion is associated with Shia demands for economic equality, union protection, and political participation. Even though these activities became associated with Shiis, because they made up the majority of the economically depressed strata, Sunni also participated in most of these movements. Whether employed in the pearl industry, the oil fields or in government, Shiis have felt victimized and the first to lose their means of livelihood.

Another historical reason for Shia disenchantment with their opposition to the ruling Al Khalifa family, which Shiis view as a staunch Sunni minority of occupying usurers, who are accused of appropriating and misusing the resources of the country. The issue of land appropriation, whether in the early period of the Khalifa family or in the more recently reclaimed areas of the coast, have always been a sore issue to the local Shiis. While the main cause of Shi opposition is economic it also has an ideological base, often fostered by outside inciters, mainly Iran. But the Sunni and Shia Bahrainis also have had many causes in common. They participated in the nationalist movement against the British in the 1950s and 1960s, as well as the quest for de-Orientalisation and popular participation in the government in the 1950s, the 1950s, and now again in the 1990s. It was in the 1950s that women began to support the male-led demands for reform. A few women have reportedly unveiled in public in one of the protest demonstrations against the British.

The Era of Expatriates

By the 1960s, regional Arab development, combined with a rapidly growing generation of Bahraini university graduates, further developed and politicised this protest current. The influence of the liberation movements, Arab nationalism, and political confrontations with colonialism in the Arab world in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s formed the political orientation of the young Bahraini generation. There included the tripartite attack on Nasser’s Egypt in 1956, the Algerian war of independence, the liberation movement against the British in Yemen in 1963, the Arab defeat in the 1967 Six Day War, the Dhofar revolution in Oman in 1971, and the Palestinian struggle against Israel. Whether the revolts were spontaneous street demonstrations, the growth of underground political organisations, or the emergence of civil servants with heightened sociopolitical consciousness, society changed in unprecedented ways. The unrest culminated in the popular movement for a Parliament and political participation following independence from the British in 1971.

Male and female students educated in universities with thriving nationalist and radical political currents (such as those in Beirut, Cairo, Baghdad, and Kuwait) joined political organisations. Whether the organisations were leftist nationalist or pro-communist, the women wanted to take part in changing their society. Since the early 1950s, women of the
elite classes had organized charitable societies, but in the early 1970s voluntary women's societies sprang up with political orientations and were led by women from the emerging middle class. These women, with a few others from the working class, formed the education system, scholarships provided for university education in the Arab countries, and the need for Bahrainis in the job market. With that came social consciousness and the push to change. This development was similar to that of Kuwait where the earliest women's societies were organized by the socially conscious women and members of the emerging middle class.¹³

Women's earliest political experience was a disappointment. They were excluded from the short-lived liberal experiment with the Parliament in 1962, partly because the traditional tribal orientation was still very strong in both Sunni and Shi'ite society, but mostly because the radical and liberalized men in society did not endorse women's issues. These men had encouraged women to support social change and to contribute to political change; but when it came to women's sociopolitical aims, men turned traditional and conservative. It was unfortunate for males as well, because the entire project was dissolved by the ruler before it really started.

During the 1960s, women made substantial advances in education and employment, which gave fruit in the 1970s. By the mid-1970s women were very visible in Bahraini society. The younger, more educated urban generation discarded the abayas, drove cars, took part in political demonstrations, communicated with male colleagues from their student days and from work, were involved in politics, joined the Ba'th, nationalists, and radical leftist groups and organized themselves in civil, nongovernment organizations (NGOs) such as women's societies, female sections of sports clubs, and professional organizations to further social and political aims. With a strong drive to achieve and a nationalist commitment to build, women were active elements in the early years of establishing Bahrain's modern society. The government was also eager to build the infrastructure of the state, and women figured as an important element in the control of the job market by Bahraini nationals as well as for projecting a modern image abroad. This factor legitimized the more liberal behavior of women in seeking education and socializing outside the home, a behavior not fully condoned by tradition and the conservative society.

Despite these many achievements, Bahraini women still had few personal or civil rights; this was especially so in the villages and among the lower-class population, which had been practically excluded from what was mainly an urban, middle-class social revolution. In rural areas women were unaware of their personal rights. Literacy or minimal education, economic depression, and conservative, oppressive socioreligious institutions were the overriding causes of this condition. Even among the new urban middle class, change rarely touched the core issues of feminism. The most that women acquired was to establish their right to free education and limited participation in the job market. Activities of these women's groups, societies, and personal relations took a political approach that was often elitist and reflected competition between the different political currents and among themselves. These modernized young women had unconsciously distanced themselves from the realities of their society and could not reach all strata of women by traditional mechanisms.

Following the 1973 parliamentary crisis, political activities were banned and women acquiesced. During the 1970s and early 1980s Bahrain experienced economic prosperity. While the 1970s saw the emergence of an urban, largely Sunni middle class, the late 1980s saw these developments reach the village, mostly Shi'ite communities. Educational, health, and other services were built for rural and urban areas along with high-rise office buildings and other modern outlets. The local economic market expanded as various corporations (monopolies by certain families of established status and wealth) were established and employment in the service sector increased. It was a period of major material expansion, which raised the economic and social expectations of people at a time when signs of economic contraction—as well as class and sectarian differences—were felt.

The 1980s and 1990s

Gradually the Bahraini social structure was congealing into two economically homogeneous classes with a growing gap between them. One was a stratum of glaringly wealthy merchant and technocrat families and high government officials, mostly from traditional merchant families and a few newly elevated families, particularly Shi'ite from Arab or Persian origins, who found their way to the upper middle class. This prosperous group also included a conglomerate of various ethnic groups that coalesced into a professional salaried and broker merchant stratum whose power depended on income from government-sponsored services or economic opportunities. At the other end was the lower middle class, which had developed from another large combination of mixed ethnic/religious groups; these were people with minimal education whose standard of living had been forcibly raised and who found themselves constantly in search of more income while anxiously protecting what they had already acquired. Closest to them was the lowest economic stratum that remained in the villages with little substantial difference in their economic or conservative structure. This stratum had benefited from the enlarged education and health services of the state and had acquired more political awareness and expectations for development, with no corresponding opportunities.

Similar to what occurred in other Arab and Gulf states,² in Bahrain the oil revenue of the 1970s led to a very conservative social order characterized by a laissez-faire, capitalist, open-door economic policy, one that did not democratize opportunity and had no contingencies for the period of reversed fortunes. The business community, the upper classes, and the upper-middle-class merchant stratum experienced a boom, with proliferation of visible accumulated wealth (gold-plated houses, residential compounds, spectacular business centers, and a wealthy life-style). There was also a mushrooming of Western enterprises (Kentucky Fried Chicken, McDonald's, Piazza Hena, Woolworth, etc.). At the same time, the lower middle class was experiencing a contraction in its purchasing power and vulnerability in its employment. It was worse among the lower classes, whose expectations had been whetted through education and through the obvious signs of prosperity at its doorsteps²⁷; a prosperity denied to x even at the lowest levels.

These local conditions had been exacerbated by international and regional political and economic reasons. The 1980s saw the physical signs of Bahrain's incorporation into the Saudi sphere of influence through the construction of a 22-km causeway connecting the two countries, plus the Iraq-Iran war and the Gulf war; both conflicts were very close to Bahrain and both affected its population on many far-reaching levels. The final retraction of Arab nationalist ideals as part of normalizing policies with Israel had an effect as well. The reversal in fortunes of the oil-producing nations brought dislocations in the liquidity strength of Bahrain, its off-shore operations, and its banking system, as well as in the available funds.
for state-sponsored projects. Saudi utilization of Bahraini soil for entertainment purposes, promoted socially and morally laced controversies and elicited the ire of the conservative and religious sensibilities of Bahrainis. Government attempts toward Iran and sometimes toward Iraq hit at the economically depressed strata, mostly the Shi'a, whose family and religious links with both countries and peoples were restricted and monitored. The quiet enforcement of Western projects, marked Western presence, and influence by Western officials deepened popular anti-Western and antigovernment feelings. All these conditions strained themselves in the case of unemployment and pauperization (street beggars had become visible on the streets of the capital city Manama and around the mosques), social unrest due to considered signs of moral degeneration and social and political inequities (these were more clearly verbalized in the Ashura celebrations, becoming progressively succulent during the 1980s), and a harsh policy of control in order to protect Bahrain's projected image of economic haven and entertainment venue.

Islamic Revivalism

The Shi'a movement found adherents and support out of these conditions and the resulting feelings of frustration, disaffection, isolation, impotence, and discarnation. The Islamic discourse provided the opposition with refuge and response to its outcry against perceived injustices. With the complete absence of all legal political channels for expressing grievances, revitalized Islam filled the vacuum. Throughout the 1980s the Islamic issue was slowly entering all levels of life and most particularly among the lower middle classes and the lower strata of society. While the Gulf region generally had always been a more generous religious and conservative society, when compared to other parts of the Arab world, this modern return to tradition was shocking in its intensity and assertiveness.

The religious political thrust of these movements stimulated a discourse of hope and redemption initiated by the modern crisis on moral, economic, and political levels. In view of the transformations in Bahraini society already described, the social implications of revived Islam gradually became pervasive. An important dimension of this movement is the prominence given to the issue of women and their role in its discourse, one that reinforced traditional definitions. While discourses pertaining to gender are clearly used by Bahrainis as part of their platforms and features of self-definition, it is also the discourse used in the cultural project of the leftist and liberal currents. Despite basic improvements in the living conditions, education, and politicization of most Bahraini women, the extent and amount of these improvements were neither uniform nor pervasive. In fact, they reflected the sociocultural differentiations that characterized the society in the 1980s and early 1990s. Women are straddled by class, religious and ethnic affiliation, education, and age, and are also differentiated by ideological and political alliance and orientation. These differences bear on the consciousness and activism of women which have been closely shown in the latest political events.

Education and employment have been the main channels that provided women with all classes with mobility and self-awareness, but access to either of both has been constrained by the economic and political system of the country. It is clear that women of the wealthy upper class, similar to women in the same class of other Gulf states and Arab countries, have utterly different concerns than those of the economically less fortunate classes. While education remains an important index of modernization, for women it is not necessarily for the sake of employment. In Bahrain as in Kuwait, a few upper-class women hold high administrative posts, but their limited numbers make them symbols rather than the norm. Furthermore, it should be noted that the majority of these women come from the previous merchant and petty bourgeois classes who had benefited from the early economic boom associated with the state. The interest of this strata is aligned with the establishment and its power base.

The concentration and thrust of this study, however, has been primarily on middle-class women, especially those of the lower middle class, as well as those of the lower economic strata. Economic development, state-sponsored projects, and public works have provided opportunities for mobility, especially for middle-class and upper-middle-class women who had taken advantage of the changes during the 1970s and 1980s. Women in this category have become salaried and professional. Despite the constrained economic situation they still find various options and solutions. It is the lower strata of that class and the lower classes who face restricted opportunities of work and economic advancement. They had expectations of improvement by virtue of education; an achievement that has come one generation too late, and to a salaried within another less favored sector of the society, the Shi'a. This has added to the women's sense of social as well as gender inequality and accentuated their vulnerability.

Consciously or unconsciously, these women are activists in all the processes of changing their country is experiencing. While they all expressed views to the effect that education and employment have strongly influenced their identification, political action, and activism was the underlying feature of their consciousness. Those who were interviewed in September 1994, during the five weeks of the crisis, clearly projected an identification with the particular political stand of their class, their religious sect, and (for some) their ethnic origin. Even those interviewed during the two previous years strongly and unconsciously identified with particular religious sects and political lines aligned to them. Political concerns seem to have a defining impact on the way active and educated women view the world around them and reflect on their role in the process of change.

Involvement of Middle Eastern women in the struggle for national liberation and reform is not new. Arab history is dotted with many examples, not the least of which are those of Algeria and the ongoing struggle of Palestinian women. The struggle of Kuwaiti women for democratic rights and participation is a model often cited, and their achievements, however minimal, are applauded. These are issues that Bahraini women are aware of and bring up constantly. It was enlightening to find Bahraini activists who had experienced and lived through the anticypological demonstrations of the 1960s and the 1971–1975 parliamentary protest movement in Bahrain. These secular nationalists were trained in the school of liberal nationalism of the 1960s and 1970s of the Nawawi era. During the peak of their activism, this band of nationalists had fought for equal participation and a role in national development but were disillusioned. Twenty years later, it is in the same spirit that Bahraini secular nationalists have again petitioned for parliamentary participation. Nationalism remains an important category to use in assessing this participation especially since historically it has helped project women into the public arena and has acted as a channel for emancipation. Despite the negative experience of women in the national liberation movement in Bahrain, nationalism remains an idiom of cohesion. It has produced a national culture, which fostered linkages and affinity among the participants de-
spite the dissolution of political nationalism from the 1970s to the present. During the current crisis, these elements have reemerged and reemphasized demands for a progressive role under nationalist platforms. Nationalism is appropriated by all the parties in Bahrain, whether liberal, leftist, or Islamist: each group defines nationalism according to a different agenda. It is obvious that the goal of these women, similar to that of all women in developing countries, remains to end subordination on the international, national, and personal levels. In the final analysis, active, conscious, and politicized women are demanding the restoration of control over their lives and over their ability and power to make life choices.

While the agenda, identity, and commitment of the nationalist women is clear and easy to read as a consequence of their experience, the message of the women identified with the Islamist current presents a much more complex, diverse, and emerging consciousness. The pervasiveness of the Islamic revivalist movement is more obvious among women because of the dress and behavior required. The young generation of women who have joined it see religion as the solution for dealing with modernization without jeopardizing the cultural and religious legacy of a society with such varied ethnic backgrounds and rapid accumulation of socioeconomic benefits:

Although modernization resulted in an increase in urban women's access to education and employment, enhancing their potential for self-empowerment and emancipation, the existing structural problems in the character of modernization led the majority of modernized women, as well as men, into an alienating, frustrating, and confusing state. For the young Bahraini Islamists this confusion and alienation is dealt with through an Islamic accommodation of modernization. Followers of this current are not only from among the economically depressed and youthful improved women, but it has also incorporated women of the liberal era who had considered themselves politically radical and socially liberal. This is a wave that has swept most of the middle class and practically all of the lower, economically depressed, strata. This wave of conservatism and the invoking of tradition and religion affected the view women have of themselves and their role in society.

Why was the Islamist movement so strong, so fast-spread, and so appealing to women? In the Bahraini context the responses should be sought within the socio-economic crisis, the crises of state legitimacy and the opposition to the political system, selective social justice producing inequalities, and the weakening of traditional structures (particularly the extended patriarchal family). Islamists propagate the belief that Islam, tradition, and culture are endangered and that salvation is through a reconstruction of authenticity within the religious identity. Gender is politicized and women are given the roles of upholders of authenticity, propagators of generations, and transmitters of morality and social values. In this active role, women are articulating the identity of Muslim women and an Islamic world view for Bahrain. Women have an exalted family role, a traditional status, and a gender linked to group identity. This should be given priority to all personal inclinations.

Forms and Channels of Revitalized Islam
By analyzing the positions of both Sunni and Shia women activists concerning a number of racial issues related to their religious social perceptions, such as education, the veil, work, Sunni/Shia relations and differences, politics and social change, a framework was formed within which common identifications and differences were identified. It is clear that the approaches and attitudes of these women have been acquired in a similar process that has its roots in their sociocultural background and influenced by their contacts with what they perceive as Western knowledge. The failure of alternative nationalist solutions has given the Islamization programs the chance to influence women of these strata in similar ways. But the obvious difference between Shia and Sunni Islamists orientations is in their structural base and operational philosophy. These in turn are controlled by the political tradition of each and the circumstances governing their history.

The veil and the public demonstration of Islamic behavior in Bahrain are followed mainly by the young educated generation of women who grew up in the 1970s and 1980s and saw the economic constraints on the middle and lower classes. This demonstration of Islamic identity took place at a time when the Islamic baza had broadened tremendously in the rural communities, mostly among Shias, along with better health services and education, and when urban contact further politicized this strata. Another factor inducing social change among them is demographic; Shias of the villages have a much higher birth rate and as a result have been instrumental in the altered political equilibrium. Demands for services, facilities, and employment opportunities have created a confrontational platform between the Shias and the authorities. The fewer Sunni rural areas suffer from similar deficiencies, but to a much lesser degree. Education remains the major inducer for young people, both Sunni and Shia, to join the ranks of the Islamists, and it is both in the schools and at the university where conversion and commitment to the Islamic cause take place.

Education
The National University of Bahrain, a coeducational institution established in the early 1980s, has played a crucial role in the Islamization process by providing the venue for social and political awareness. Both Sunni and Shia Islamists propagate their views and demonstrate in support of their convictions. This new university has become the vehicle for popularizing higher education for all Bahrainis, particularly the Shias. Until the early 1980s, higher education was sought abroad, only by those endowed by the state or from among the emerging wealthy strata of the upper and middle classes. For the emerging lower middle class and some members of the lower strata who joined the university, it became the only source of professional education and a means for future employment. Many branches of the university educational and administrative departments have become Islamist strongholds; the Islamists platform and message are issued from here. This trend is the most conspicuous among the more technologically advanced Western-educated staff and faculty. The political, social, and economic constraints and realities have made the Shias the majority both among the faculty and the students.

The number of women students is much higher than that of men, even though there is a policy of attempting to find a gender balance. Women students are very ambitious and
hard working; unlike male university students, the women are usually chosen from the top performing high school students. Also, a very large percentage of university students are from traditional and rural backgrounds. For them the university has been a forum of exposure, education, and political consciousness. In the last twelve years the changes have been quite dramatic in the women student body. Nearly 50% of the women wear the veil. Those who do not are under a constant and persistent pressure to do so.

The Veil

The veil and Islamic dress are the outward obvious signs of women’s adherence to the new Islamic trends. However, the veil and formal compliance with tradition do not necessarily mean commitment to all the ideological baggage associated with it. In fact all respondents, both Sunni and Shia, conceded that the veil was used for various reasons, not all connected with religion. While there was a consensus that the veil was a source of affiliation and identification, it also gave these women peace, serenity, and the security of belonging to a group. Most of them also saw it as an affirmation of ethical and social customs. Both Sunni and Shia Islamic activists stressed that appropriating the veil has different significance and meaning than that understood by their parents. Islamism, in their view, does not change their identity but clearly channels it in a more conscious, knowledgeable fashion. To this younger generation the reconfirmed faith is due to an awareness, an understanding, and an educated comprehension of the written word commanding them to wear the veil. It has been ordained and prescribed what a proper woman’s attire should be. In fact, they insist that this new attire is not the traditional shawls, but it does follow particular Islamic prescriptions. In their view it is a modern, educated Muslim woman’s choice. It also signified a whole spectrum of lifestyle, the understanding of which is also modern in its concern with segregation, education, the family, and the role of women.

While the veil carries religious significance, it is a social symbol as well; women have come to use it to fulfill other needs within this conservative setting. It is a protection from male harassment, in the street and in the work setting where women need to mix with men; it is a source of respectability and social acceptance; it offers nostalgia for the protective paternity used to provide; it is also a means to carry on social activities and behavior that otherwise would be condemned. Nevertheless the veil has also been a cause for personal dilemmas in many of those who came to use it and maintained a more segregated lifestyle. Reconciling modern demands of work and the market with this new adherence enabled compromised which some seemed to accept as natural.

Some of the interviewed veiled women expressed their dilemma as to what extent an observant Islamist should follow willing and complete segregation. They often found Quranic verses and other religious indicators to justify their work as long as the job conditions did not contradict adherence to a segregated lifestyle. Paradoxically, a few expressed the wish for adamant observance of full veiling (full face cover, the burka, and gloves) if it were not for official prohibition in order while driving (a regulation these women considered unjustified). Such suggestions mainly came from women who had been educated in the West and who were completely immersed in the Islamic movement. It was noticeable that these women showed great self-confidence and expressed leadership traits of being assertive, emphatic, andDDemanding. It is clear that to them the veil was the strongest symbol forging their revitalized identity and they went to great pains in asserting its distinction and authenticity.

Sunni and Shia Women Islamists

While there is much common ground between Sunni and Shia women regarding the Islamic currents in Bahrain, differences can be very sharp and instrumented in their identities. While Islamic activism is very common among the emerging lower middle class and the lower strata of both sects, it is more obvious and more widespread among the Shias. Both Sunnis and Shias who are involved in the movement are from the younger generation who staunchly defend the veil and stress the importance of the family and the role of the woman in it, and women’s sacred role in creating an Islamic society and the future generations of Muslims; all call for education as being a Muslim duty (some stressing it more than others); all believe that Islam is a liberator and emancipator of women and has endowed her with special rights.

When it came to the issue of work and women’s right to work, Shia women spoke in social and political terms and stressed a woman’s right to help the family and support the husband’s income. However, whether the issue of justice and rights came up, Shias defined justice as a sacred duty that enabled a Muslim to demand and fight in its cause. While they were clearly offering to social justice and equal rights to economic opportunities, they were cautious not to define these issues particularly. Education is integrated into the aspiration and search for employment. While both Sunni and Shia women demanded and pushed for the education of women as a means for modality and economic independence, they differed on the final results. It was clear that Sunnis Islamists were more socialized and accepting of the conservative role of women that the religious front projects. They made statements such as: “It was the duty of women to leave jobs for the men in society, men have the religious duty of supporting families” or “Women’s virtue is better protected in the home, unless working in segregated settings women should not work, etc…."

While Shias women would agree with all these arguments, they still maintained that it is necessary for women to work; because work opportunities for Shias are limited, it is essential to educate children in order to create better work channels and a more promising future. They would often sidestep the religious argument and forge into social and political reasoning for justifying women’s need to work, support the family, and educate their children.

Active Bahraini Islamists have taken a clearly conscious choice to identify with and participate in a formulated project with defined roles and contributions. Organized religious affiliations of both sects are influential because of their appeal to the growing number of important religious and ethnic communities. Sectarian characteristics are overstressed in order to maintain this linkage and produce cohesiveness among each group.

The organization of Sunni Islamic movements and charitable societies is more formalized and at times has gained official recognition and support. These organizations also have links with other Sunni revivalist groups outside Bahrain. al-Jam’iyah al-Islah (Reform Society) has Muslim Brotherhood links and has a strong network of wealthy supporters within Bahrain and many other Gulf states, notably Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. This society has good relations with the authorities and is cautious to maintain them. al-Jam’iyah
al-Islamiyyah (Islamic Society) is endorsed by a family with a number of educated religious adherents, with degrees from al-Azhar and links with other reform-minded currents in the Gulf and Egypt. This society is open to Muslims from all directions, including Shiis who have been attracted by its overall humanist approach and nonsectarian attitude. One of its main figures, Dr. Abdul-Latif al-Mahroud, a university professor, was expelled from his professional position for publicly criticizing the ruling institutions in the Gulf and demanding democratization of the political system. Jam'iyah al-Tariqiyah al-Islamiyyah (Society for Islamic Education) is another society related to the last two, but with more fundamentalist beliefs and a social orientation. It seems to appeal to the Hawala (Paisian-origin) elements of the Sunni community, who are known for being staunchly practicing Muslims. This society is also supported by some Hawala clerics and a few wealthy families, and it has links in the United Arab Emirates and Pakistan.

All these societies have very active women's sections and branches in various areas of Iran that provide Islamic education and socialization. The participation of women in these activities is confined to the programs of the societies and are directed by male leaders. The role of women as projectors in these orthodox societies is more strictly defined by the traditional, noninventive confines of classical positions. It is the women associated with these currents who have confirmed this impression through the rules they have assigned to women and themselves.

This situation is not dissipated in the Shi'i community. While the community had one officially recognized society, al-Jam'iyah al-Islamiyyah (Islamic Society), originating in the village of Diraz (1975) and representing the fundamentalist direction of Shi'i Muslims in Bahrain, the organization was outlawed for political reasons in 1984. Members of the society were accused of fostering an Iranian-inspired coup, and were arrested. When the appropriate government department was approached with the request to authorize a charitable society for rural women, Jam'iyah Fatat al-Reef, which would have been dominated and led by Shi'i women from the rural areas, the request was denied. The Shi'i Islamist currents do not have one set structure of religious reference that binds the whole community under a single umbrella. Religious referrals (muṣla'iyah) are either linked to Najaf (Iraq), Qum (Iran), or within Bahrain itself. Many of the religious madrasa have been educated in Iran at the Bahrain Studies Center in Qum, while others have studied in Iraq, which remains an important center of Shi'i scholarship. Shi'i also have no formal organizations to channel the ideological perceptions of an Islamic orientation or to organize on the social level. Such activities are banned by law.

Therefore Shi'i women, whether formally or informally grouped in their villages and quarters, through their professional affiliations, in the Ma'sum/Haqqiyah (religious/scholarly gathering house) similar to a mosque, or even in their extended family settings, express innovative, nonconformist platforms of activism. They view their roles in a wide range of options from the militant to the homesteading traditional position. This diversification and decentralization of religious controls also expresses itself in more grass-roots maneuverability, whereby there is overall cohesive political orientation by Shi'i women of all strata but a difference in the technique of achieving social justice. While the professionals and middle-class women see their role as catalysts in attaining social cohesion for their community through education, training programs and self-help projects such as the charitable funds (Sanzāq Khairiyah) — members of the younger generation express their identity by opposing oppression and, increasingly, through public demonstrations. The charitable funds have sprung up as spontaneous projects to help needy families and to support village projects. Again the authorities have cut short their activities by banning them. In a comparable situation during the Palestinian incalculations, spontaneous civil organizations took over from the banned formal structures to help the Palestinian civilian population.

As already mentioned, since the late 1970s Shi'i women activists have tried to organize charitable organizations similar to societies run by urban women, but they were always denied permits to do so. The official women's organizations organized in the 1950s, have lost legitimacy to the Shi'i as part of the loss of confidence in the political system. These societies were always viewed with suspicion, and they did not develop a legitimacy separate from that of the regime.

Because of their particular sociopolitical situation Shi'i women — as distinct from Sunni women and as significant contributors to the development of the Shi'i community — unconsciously express radical feminist views. In times of crisis and perceived oppression that generate feelings of distress and coercion, their Shi'i religious heritage — or what they called intrinsic communal religious characteristics — come to the fore and express a rejection of oppression. These women try to express this distinctiveness in symbolical terms such as the difference in the form of the veil used, mannerisms acquired, and saltations given. These symbols are endowed with religious content by associating them with particular Shi'i beliefs.

It has been reported by both groups of active Islamist women that feminist issues such as birth control, the importance of education, and the role of women in the family are under debate, discussion, and education. Among Sunni women's societies, these activities are organized in the form of lectures or internal group meetings with a preference for religious discussions and interpretations of the Qur'an. For the Shi'i, the moulta'im is an important venue where both formal and informal gatherings often take place, and where these issues are debated as current problems and concerns. Furthermore, the month of Muharram is a period of continuous education for women when such teaching is intensified. During that month it is an accepted social behavior for women to congregate, listen to male preachers in the village squares and in front of mosques, and go to the moulta'im for social and religious education.

Conclusion

In a rapidly developing society, Bahraini women have undergone tremendous changes in the idiom and form they project in order to express their particular gender identity, autonomy, and subjectivity. While in the 1960s and 1970s the idiom was one of national liberation, constitutional democratization, Western dress, and political rationalization, in the 1980s and 1990s the idiom of Islam is used. This is accompanied by activism to fulfill Islam's message for a proper Muslim life; the veil is the symbol of its triumph. In both phases it has been women from within the rapidly changing social classes who have expressed these roles. In the earlier period it was the urban middle-class woman, who had traveled, become educated, and broken the barriers of tradition. She had become a salaried, independent, assertive, and politically aware citizen, hopeful for national development and salvation. In this more recent generation, it is also a movement of the middle-class women (mainly from the lower middle class) and the lower classes of rural back-
grounds who continue to be attached to conservative and traditional ideologies. Islam has found fertile ground in a class still in transition and vulnerable to economic and political pressures of the 1980s. In some measure this explains the division and gap between these two generations of activist women. While the liberal, pre-capitalist, first-generation believers belongs to a conservative religious background, various reasons impelled their ability to break through the class/ethnic/religious barrier to reach the rural, mainly Shi women. It took another generation and Islam to educate the Shi.

Now, following the Gulf War, the region as a whole, and Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain in particular, are facing the repercussions of policies binding the region to Western hegemony and economic controls. These states are confronting a serious backlash in the form of opposition/revivalist politics. Saudi Arabia must contend with an ultra-right wing religious opposition (now banned in London) criticizing and inciting against the regime, as well as an active (though suppressed and muted) opposition from the substantial minority of Shi in the oil-producing Eastern region. In Kuwait, since the elections of October 1992, the sweeping parliamentary victory of the Islamic groups has sharpened and redirected the issues of social and political development in the country and broadened the margin of future strife. As for Bahrain, the grass-roots, popular uprising has been continuing, accelerated since December 1994 by the alliance among the liberal professionals and intellectuals, a wide range of Islamist structures (both Sunni and Shi), the lower middle classes, and the economically deprived lower stratum of society. In Bahrain as well as Kuwait, there are clear indications of the involvement of women in these reactions, whether within the organized frameworks of the Islamist groups or from the liberal intellectuals and independent elements. The demands of all opposition platforms is for a larger margin of democratization and a more equitable distribution of the state wealth.

In the latest events in Bahrain, women were given media exposure due to their contributions in the protest activities, in the negotiations, and in giving the crisis a gender dimension. Whenever the situation has been reported in the international press or in the underground press of the Islam and Shi Islamist opposition fronts, the issue of women’s demands for democratization and participation is given prominence. Women in Bahrain have been part of events, and reports of actual physical involvement have been circulated. Women have participated in demonstrations, mainly at the university. Amnesty International has reported on cases of men and young girls, as well as cases of women being arrested and subsequently disappearing, and women being denied medical attention while in detention and being denied visits by family and lawyers. A significant contribution is the all-woman petition of present demanding political reforms, as well as the first popular petition, which had the signatures of at least 6,000 women. This indicates of the clear dimension of the uprising and the depth of women’s involvement in it. Women students at the university suddenly became the only family breadwinner when brothers, fathers, and husbands were arrested. Their academic life and their family life were disrupted by these disturbances and by the official backlash against their villages and communities. The issue of arrests and long internment with no legal action and no recourse to humanitarian aid has added to the whole legs of anger, frustration, and despair.

Whether these activities will lead to an immediate change in the condition of women is doubtful, but this is one more step in the path for women’s struggle to social liberation and to a better awareness of their capabilities, justifiable rights, and a significant role in national development. In a manner similar to Palestinian women responding to the injustice, their social and political consciousness and their identity have been accelerated and defined through political activism.

Notes
2. These petitions have been widely circulated in Bahrain and published by the opposition press in England and Syria.
4. See Florence E. Malin, "The Pontifices and Menemen of Suburban Studies: Perspectives from Latin American History" in HRB Forum (December 1994): 15–10. The examples of the Kuwaiti women’s struggle for political participation in the election in 1990 should be kept in mind, as well as that of Bahraini women in the attempt to share in the elections of 1973.
5. These data were collected as part of previous, general research on the role of Bahrian women in the development of their country. See Mary Soekali, "Women and Social Change in Bahrain," International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 20 (1988): 413–439.
6. I lived in one of the villages for five years.
8. The only indication of official U.S. concern with the disturbances was in a U.S. Department of State public announcement sent for immediate release as a travel advisory and circulated through the embassies and on the internet on February 5, 1995. It was an advisory to U.S. citizens to consul with their government before traveling to the area. For those already there, it advised exercising caution about women and other attacks (to which some American vehicles had been subjected), avoiding public gatherings, and maintaining conservative dress.
14. This accusation again the ruling family has been often mentioned to me during my interviews and conversations in Bahrain.

16. For a history of this period see: Khuri, Tribe and State, 119, 206, 219, 229–233; also see Jasim, "Affairs of the Gulf," and Fakhro, "The Upturn in Bahraini:"

17. The similarity between women’s activities in Kuwait and Bahrain is very strong and practically the same type of activities spring up in both Gulf states. The three major nationally oriented societies in Bahrain, the Society of Mother and Child, Al-Nahala Society, and Awal Society, had corresponding organizations in Kuwait. This has been confirmed by Haya al-Mughni in a letter on "Women Societies in Kuwait" at Center for Cross-Cultural Research on Women (CCRCW), Oxford, on June 24, 1995.


19. What exacerbated conditions for the lower classes and rural communities was the encroachment of "garden residential compounds" onto the heart of the villages. Mostly foreign communities residing in these luxurious living compounds, elbowed out the equal poor and poverty-stricken farmers and farmers. The upsurge was triggered by an incident in these villages where some foreign residents were taking part in a marathon and passed through these villages wearing what was considered as offensive sports clothes.

20. The Report that Jan Hendriksen—the commander of police and the official responsible for investigations—was still a British citizen, has been a cause of national pride. There was particular reference in him in the press to his position as the Amir in three recent discussions.

21. From my own personal observation and experience during my stay in Bahrain, the permanence of the movement by women to veil and show outward signs of adherence to Islamic observance was tremendous. Between 1983 and 1995, the number of my students who joined the ranks of the veiled increased from 546 to 936.


23. The Shi’i middle-class respondents were cautious with strong sectarian commitment, while those Shi’i at the lower middle class expressed anger, bitterness, and frustration. Summits of Peril is identified as Muslim, neo-Nazi.


25. In April 1990, 910 women representing a cross-section of the liberal, educated, and professional races mixed a petition to the Amir demanding, among other things, a role for women participation in the political process


29. In the recent contraception between student demonstrations asking for political reforms, the police (reported to be recruited Bahraini, or Saudi national guards) shot two students dead. Women students are also reported to have demonstrated and made very limited statements.

30. Students are in the majority in the Arabic and Islamic Studies departments and are also in control of the computer section and employment of the Administration. Most of them are Sunni Islamists, but the number of Shi’i among the teaching faculty is also very high.

31. There are no statistics on these facts, however they are common knowledge among those who work at the university and those who live in Bahrain. Similar conditions exist in other parts of the Middle East. See Alaoui, Women and Gender, pp. 220–222; Moghaddam, Modernizing Women, pp. 122, 135–137.

32. There are reasons for veiling have been observed by myself and reported by other Bahraini during the last ten years when a large number of my students and acquaintances had started to use the veil.

33. Many of these women had been studying together in Canada, and a few in the U.S., during the 1980s. When I asked a well-known Bahraini enlightened cleric (who has been very influential among women activists) about the reason for their veil, he responded, "To prove themselves and forge an identity."

34. This is clear evidence which sectarian solidarity took a political stand in the 1980s—e.g., mid-1980s, and during the 1990s. See Khuri, Tribe and State, 194–217. This has also transpired during the last crisis in the country.


Gender, Islam, and the State

Kuwaiti Women in Struggle, Pre-Invasion to Postliberation

The ideology and politics of citizenship, democracy, and gender in Kuwait are the central themes of this chapter. Only a fraction of the Kuwaiti population—first-class citizens of the male gender—enjoy the practice of full political rights. Second-class or naturalized citizens have not been granted political rights, nor are those known as bedouin, people of nomadic origin who cannot prove settled requirements and are thus classified as stateless. As first-class citizens, women have been granted full political rights by the Constitution, but an electoral law has prevented them from exercising these rights. If rights guaranteed by the Constitution are curtailed in practice, the duties spelled out in the highest law of the land are expected to be fulfilled. Moreover, Kuwaiti citizenship passes down through the male line; a Kuwaiti woman married to a non-Kuwaiti cannot pass her citizenship to her children, while a Kuwaiti man with a foreign wife may do so. While the indigenous population is divided into three unequal categories, and made more unequal by repressive gendering practices, national loyalty is expected by all segments of the population.

From the very start of parliamentary life in Kuwait, women protested the withholding of their constitutionally granted suffrage rights. Women's associations began in the 1980s, simultaneous with the birth of their suffrage campaign. If men's calls for the vote and the right to be elected could be ignored before the invasion and occupation of 1990–1991, in the postliberation era they could not be so cavalierly dismissed. Women had demonstrated the ability to defend their country through a sustained resistance struggle. In most democracies, defending one's country and the ability to vote are interconnected. Women (and second-class citizens and bedouin) defended their country on all levels during the invasion and occupation. This defense, and the loyalty and practice of citizenship it displayed, has made women's demands for their full political rights more compelling, as well as claims of second-class citizens and bedouin—and the withholding of them more egregious.

Women in Kuwait have been able to achieve a broad genuine solidarity only once. This was during resistance, when conventional gender roles did not apply. Defense of the nation and people legitimized all behavior. The abnormal as normal in Kuwait under the occupation freed women to perform as citizens and to prove their abilities. Drawing on women's resistance narratives, the central section of this chapter looks at women's resistance experiences to demonstrate how their performance as citizens under national duress exposed failings of conventional gender ideology and contradictions at the core of the construction and practice of democratic citizenship in Kuwait.

The first section of this chapter, focusing on "women's association activities from the 1960s to 1980, demonstrates how women's societies were positioned in a patriarchal class and clan-grid that 'froze' them in place and inhibited the movement of a broad gender solidarity, thus subverting their suffrage cause." The last section looks at "women's renewed suffrage discourses in the early aftermath of liberation and analyses women's suffrage within the politics of postliberation Kuwait. Women's gender consciousness enhanced during resistance could not preserve the solidarity women achieved under occupation and rework it during reconstruction." In postliberation Kuwait, patriarchal gender ideology, patriarchal politics, regional politics, and an Islamist threat all conspired to enable a pre-invasion model of state and society to be reinstalled.

Pre-Invasion Gender Activism

Women had integral roles in the political economy of premodern Kuwait. They were active in the premodern pastoral economy and in the pearl-fishing, fishing, and trading communities. During the long periods of the year when the men were at sea, women ran their communities. The memory of self-sufficiency and of taking charge of the community has been evoked by women as part of a proud past. Women who were the backbone of the resistance in Kuwait during the Iraq occupation linked their resilient self-sufficiency and community activism to this early heritage.

In the transition to a modern state and society, which accelerated after the discovery of oil, women gained access to education and to work relatively simultaneously with men (which is not to minimize the obstacles and limitations women have experienced). By now, women are found in nearly every profession. However, women have not kept pace with men in enjoyment of their political rights. To this day, despite the high posts they hold in government ministries, institutions of higher learning, and at the head of foundations and enterprises in the private sector, Kuwaiti women cannot vote or be elected to Parliament.

In 1985, when the first Parliament was inaugurated, women protested the withholding of their political rights in a public demonstration where they burned their abayas (black wigs), as symbols of their exclusion from society. This signaled the beginning of Kuwaiti women's call for suffrage. In Egypt, forty years earlier, women protested the withholding of their suffrage rights in a demonstration when the first postindependence Egyptian Parliament was inaugurated (they also had removed their veils the year before, signaling the beginning of their feminist movement and the call for their political rights). The same year that women went out in this suffrage demonstration they also formed their first associations. A young high school graduate, Nuriya Al-Sadani, formed the Arab Women's Development Society (AWDS), hoping to attract a cross-class membership, but she succeeded only in drawing other newly educated middle-class women like herself. AWDS focused on the education and development of all women, including trying to work with bedouin women.

Meanwhile, women of wealthy merchant families ("blue bloods") who came in the
eighteenth century from what is now Saudi Arabia) under the lead of Lulan al-Qasumi formed the Cultural and Social Society, renamed the Women's Cultural and Social Society (WCSS) in 1969. This elite society devoted itself to philanthropy and to members' recreational activities. Although both of these organizations took a pro-suffrage stand, there was no interaction between the two societies, which expressed the class and kin cleavages rift in Kuwaiti society. From the start, this admirably the enormous difficulties in forging a broad gender solidarity among women in Kuwait.

Expressing and enhancing its women's liberation thrust and an affinity with Arab nationalism, AWDS, not long after it established, joined the Arab Feminist Union (formed in Cairo by Arab women from fertile crescent countries two decades earlier). By the early 1970s, as a more feminist agenda was crystallizing, AWDS began to attract a larger constituency. The association organized the first Kuwaiti Women's Conference in 1971 which drew women from both the middle class and merchant elite. The call for women's political rights was placed at the top of the list of demands at this conference and at a second conference AWDS convened in 1975.

For a brief moment, from 1974 to 1977, the two women's organizations, AWDS and WCSS, under the initiative and presidency of Nurya al-Sadani, combined forces in creating the Kuwaiti Women's Union to further women's rights. The Girls Club established in 1976 by another group of women from the merchant elite (from Jasim's Merchants with Iraqi roots) joined the Kuwaiti Women's Union, offering a counterpart to WCSS. However, the fragile union, encumbered by internal strife among women and creating alarm with its women's rights agenda, was closed by the government in 1977. AWDS survived, but not for long. Persistent rivalries among women created enemies within the ranks; in addition, the government was troubled by president al-Sadani's association with the Free Democrats, a male Arab nationalist political group, and the society's staunch adherence to women's rights.

All these factors appear to have led to the government shutdown in 1980 of AWDS.

The 1980 witnessed the birth of Islamic women's organizations as Islamists began to spread in Kuwait. State encouragement of Islam to counter growing concern over Arabic nationalist forces in Kuwait has been credited with the growth of the Islamic movement from this time. If AWDS was a casualty of Arab nationalist politics and a growing feminist assertiveness, Islamic women's associations could provide an alternative. One example is Bayader al-Salam, a soft-type organization founded in 1981, under the tutelage of a Syrian woman invited into Kuwait for the purpose. This organization, which appealed to a rising generation of middle-class women, preempting a gravitation towards feminism, gained many adherents. This, in turn, posed a threat to other Islamic forces. The Muslim Brotherhood, observing the growing appeal of Bayader al-Salam, opposed by organizing a women's committee. The Muslim Brothers, concerned with expanding, were alert to the instrumental importance of women in political struggle. Indeed, they supported the vote for women, but not the right to run for office. (Women's votes had helped Islamist forces gain control of the Kuwait National Student Union in the late 1970s.)

It was not long before an initiative came from government quarters to provide its own Islamic alternative. In 1982, Shukria Luati, the wife of the Crown Prince and prime minister, founded the Islamic Gase Society (ICS). This association attracted an older membership, mainly relatives and friends of its founder. The society broadcast the importance of a domestic-centered existence for women and encouraged a heightened sense of piety. This was coupled with a firm stand against political rights for women.

In the last half of the 1980s, with the dissolution of AWDS and the Girls Club to promote the suffrage cause. Neither organization was able to mount an effective campaign to persuade deputies to vote affirmatively—a bill to grant women political rights was put to the vote in the National Assembly in 1982. Three years later when elections to the National Assembly were held, WCSS women attempted to place their names on the registration lists without success; this tactic was tried again in 1992, also to no avail. The Girls Club, meanwhile, supported Arab nationalist men running for election, expecting in return that successful candidates would support the women's suffrage cause. An end was put to the matter of women's political rights, for the time being, when the Department of Jurisprudence and Legislation issued a fatwa claiming it was not permissible for a woman to vote or to run for office. (This department, al-Tabi'a, was headed by a jurist from Egypt who favours empowering women's rights to vote and be elected had been issued three-decades earlier.) The history of women's associations from the 1980s through the 1980s reveals the difficulties of women to form a broad united front. Kuwaiti scholar Hayat al-Mugni has pointed out that women replicated societal divisions along class and kin lines. When women began to breach these barriers in the attempt to organize around a women's rights agenda, they met a counterforce. The state, National Assembly, and Islamic groups, themselves composed of class and kin factions, each in their own way, operated to undo the nascent broadening gender base of feminism. Meanwhile, women themselves allowed their old antagonists and rivals to be rekindled.

By 1990, still dispersed in their associations reproducing the grid of class and kin, and dividing them as "secularists" and "Islamists" (or "Islamics" more attuned to the state), women remained far from achieving a broad gender solidarity around the common cause of voting rights for their gender. This was the situation on the eve of the Iraqi invasion in Kuwait in the summer of that year. If, after three decades, women still did not have their formal political rights, they were about to play unprecedented, de facto nationalist political roles during the seven-month Iraqi occupation and Kuwaiti resistance. During this time, women would forge the gender solidarity that until then had eluded them.

Armed Occupation and Gendered Resistance

In the early hours of August 2, 1990, Iraqi troops crossed the border into Kuwait and, after meeting resistance and inflicting bloodshed, imposed themselves on an unwilling population. A young woman resistor told how she and others women went to the center of town the day of the invasion to see how they could help. She and her friends were raped by Iraqi soldiers. A middle-aged man who had accompanied them stood by powerless to prevent this. In the midst of this violation and violence, Kuwait announced to the world that it was responding to calls from within Kuwait to rescue the country from oppressive rule. That same day the Amir and Crown Prince of Kuwait fled the country for Saudi Arabia, where they set up a government in exile. Iraq, after initial victories and contradictions about the temporary and limited nature of its entry into Kuwait, announced the annexation of the country as its ninetéenth province and the end of Kuwait as a sovereign state. All Kuwaiti symbols such as photographs of the ruler, the flag, and national insignia—indeed any signs of national identity (including vehicle license plates)—were outlawed. Iraq took over government offices, the media, schools,
The abaya was not a symbol of cultural defense, as its equivelence had been for Algerian women under French colonial rule. (During the liberation war in Algeria, however, some women removed their veils to look European and thus camouflage their clandestine activitites). The abaya did not signal a retreat of women to the privacy of the home. On the contrary, the abaya facilitated women's public roles and movements under siege. The abaya rendered women anonymous, hid their sexual attractiveness, and facilitated the carrying of arms and information. The abaya had no religious or cultural significance, but became a weapon in the defense of women and the nation. Badiya al-Fattah, one of the women of privileged background who had been educated at mid-century, and one of those who had rejected the abaya three decades earlier, told how she had taken it up again: "We didn't want the Iraqis to see us. We wanted to show them we were angry. So we dressed in black wearing abayas and sunglasses." At checkpoints where women had to present identity cards Iraqi soldiers remarked on the difference between the faces on the cards and the plain-looking women with abayas. "Our face had nothing to do with the identity cards we carried. But, no one asked us to remove our abayas. They couldn't. 29 Kuwaiti women urged non-Kuwaiti also to wear abayas for protection. 26 The abaya conferred anonymity and alsoamped all who wore it "Kuwaitis." Indeed, it became a metaphor for national cohesion. Class distinctions, together with differences in ancestral origins or differences between Sunni and Shias, disappeared in the defense of female selves and endangered Kuwaiti identity.

Women went into the streets and mosques to do political work and moved around the city tending to the needs of the community and the nation. It was women who more overtly mobilized community resistance. 33 They routinely passed through the armed checkpoints that wedged the city. Badiya Ghasem said, "We were running from area to area." Privileges of class were retracted and normal male protectors were invisible or absent. "We didn't have drivers. We didn't have anybody. Every woman was running." Fatima Isha, a founder of the Girls Club, said that Iraqis asked, "Amn this any men in Kuwait?" 32 Riad al-Fattah recalled: "During the air war women [in the armed resistance] went from area to area. We did it to make it easier for the men." In a reversal of normal roles, women became protectors of men. Occupied Kuwait became "a city-state of women." Men, as the "important" minorities of society in normal times, were now more vulnerable. They were wanted by the Iraqis for their political, economic, and technical positions and expertise. (Women known to be in critical or high positions were also wanted.) Men shelled the invaders by firing the country or taking shelter underground, often quite literally hiding out in the attics, the basement storage areas common in all Kuwaiti houses. Men, especially those in the military and police, also became invisible when they joined the underground resistance. 39 To render themselves anonymous, Kuwait men discarded their distinctive national dress (the dishdasha) for the generic shirts and trousers worn by Mediterranean Arabs, Asians, and Westerners. While women "de-nationalized" themselves and announced their national identity through taking up the abaya, men "de-nationalized" themselves by removing the dishdasha.

The day after the first woman's demonstration, Hidaya Sulaiman, a pioneer in journal-
in the 1980s, gathered a group of women to her house to produce a resistance paper. Three days later, on August 9, the first issue of Al-Khawatirat (The Kuwait Woman) was ready. This single sheet, handwritten on both sides, had both political and practical purposes. It affirmed allegiance to the Kuwaiti government in exile, keeping alive the idea of the Kuwaiti nation, national identity, and national sovereignty. The paper dispensed useful advice and veiled messages from the armed resistance. The practical information addressed daily concerns: food, water, shelter, health, and medicine. There were instructions on how to deal with chemical warfare, including a formula for producing a homemade gas mask using charcoal. Al-Khawatirat also circulated news gleaned from foreign media. Other women, such as Fatima Hussain, another pioneering journalist from the 1980s, also produced clandestine papers. All the pre-invasion newspapers—six Arabic and two English dailies—had been closed down. Two days after the women began Al-Khawatirat the Iraqis started issuing their own newspapers, Al-Nada, on the presses seized from Al-Qanat newspaper.

Women took charge of circulating the underground paper. Twenty to thirty women went to Sultan's house to pick up copies of the paper and smuggled them under their abayas through checkpoints to different locations where they would make photocopies and distribute them to other women or leave them in mosques. Around early September, with mounting danger signs, only about seven women still came to take copies of the paper. Anyone caught with a newsletter risked being shot on the spot. By the end of September when the dangers became too great women had to stop carrying the papers. By October it was no longer safe for women to meet in the mosques because Iraqi soldiers had started to enter and shoot. Thus, women adopted other means to communicate, such as queues in cooperatives and supermarkets which were open in the morning.

Non-cooperation with the Iraqis and maintaining self-sufficiency were cornerstones of the resistance. Badriya Ghareem affirmed: "We refused to let anyone take anything from the Iraqis. They had nothing to give but we did not want to be under their wing. We wanted our people to be independent. No one would go to them. No one would accept them. They saw that nobody accepted them. No one collaborated with them. There was constant refusal in every direction." Women were central to the offensive of organizing community needs. They included food, housing, health, and medicine, and the care of the young and old, the disabled and orphans, and persons living on their own.

Food constituted a focus of concern and defiance. Women shared what was in their family stores and bought food supplies from cooperatives for redistribution, while Kuwaiti merchants also opened their warehouses. Women also baked bread at home for distribution to others. Some young Kuwaiti men learned to bake bread and worked in small bakeries, allowed to function for limited hours. Women used their networks to distribute food supplies to those in need, especially taking care that milk and food reached infants. The distribution was done in local neighborhoods but was not confined to them. Middle East Watch reported in November: "Because Iraq apparently considered the independent food-distribution system that came into existence after the invasion an impediment to its efforts to establish control in Kuwait, it started a campaign to terrorize those working in it." Some involved in food distribution were detained or executed.

Households were no longer sites of private family life but were run as shelters and asylums. Women took in orphans, the sick and disabled, and those who were stranded. A single woman, whose family was abroad, recognized how she had lived alone for some time. Her strategy for safety was to create the appearance of family life. She borrowed children's clothes and put them out on the line, illustrating how women appropriated the functions of everyday domestic life as defense mechanisms. Women took in armed resistance fighters who had to keep on the move. They also harbored stranded foreigners. With the ever-present danger of attacks and chemical warfare, and in the absence of public shelters, women prepared shelters in the basements of their houses and stocked them with food, water, and homemade gas masks. They kept track of people and tried to make sure everyone had a refuge. "We all did it. But it was dangerous," Badriya Ghareem recalled. Middle East Watch reported: "In addition to the house-bound elderly and infirm, foreigners, draft-age men, and Kuwaiti government employees and military personnel live in hiding for fear of being arrested." A fundamental resistance offensive was ministering to the health and medical needs of the community. Concerned about the wounded in the first few days of the invasion, Radia al-Fodaisi and her sister Maleha, a science major at Kuwait University at the time of the invasion, attended a first-aid course Kuwait doctors gave at the Mubarak Hospital.

Some of the youth in the armed resistance took the courses to know how to treat their friends. Every three days there was another group. I spent one week taking courses. Then we went to the clinics. We had to make sure the clinics were kept operating. They needed women to give injections to people with diabetes and to do other injections. But the Iraqis came and took much of the equipment from the clinics and closed some of them.

Women also assisted in the distribution of medicine. Awatif al-Majid, a member of the Red Crescent Society, used to 'smuggle' Mubarak Hospital posing as a pregnant woman and leave with medicines concealed under her abaya. There were various underground medicine chains. Badriya Ghareem explained: "We were organized. We took medicine to houses. We did not know anything about medicine but for the first month we were doctors." By the beginning of October, 20 out of 320 doctors were still working at the Mubarak Hospital. The Iraqi occupation had placed the health services in Kuwait under the authority of an Iraqi military doctor. Checkpoints set up at hospital entrances discouraged Kuwaitis from entering. Some hospitals were reserved exclusively for Iraqi troops. Wounded resistance fighters were often treated in makeshift clinics. Middle East Watch reported: "At least four doctors are known to have been executed for suspicion of treating wounded resistance fighters at their homes, boarding drugs or hiding medical instruments." Kuwaiti nurses tended to the needs of children, treated armed resistance fighters, and helped bury the dead.

The Iraqis attempted to run the public schools, but Kuwaiti women refused to teach and kept their children away as well. One woman recounted: "My cousin was a teacher. At the checkpoint they would say, 'You're a teacher. Did you go to work?' She would say, 'Yes, I just came back.' It would be mid-morning and he knew it was a lie." Two sisters, Marwa and Fatima al-Lujain, who had graduated from Kuwait University in 1983, opened a school in Shamiya in October. They were conservative Islamic middle-class women who had decided not to work outside after graduation but to stay at home and raise their children. During the occupation they took the initiative to start a school with all the problems and dangers that it posed. They were members of the women's committee of
the Islamic benevolent organization Jama'at al-Takfiri. The first day only six children showed up, but by graduation in January there were seventy-nine.31

During occupation, Kuwaitis, especially men, were routinely rounded up and sent to prisons in Iraq. Women made routine visits to their relatives and other incarcerates in Baghdad, Basra, and other towns; they took food, medicines, blankets, heaters, and money. Sarah Shairi took the initiative to organize buses to take Kuwait women to prisons in Iraq. The women were allowed in by Iraqi authorities, because they helped underwrite the costs of maintaining the prisoners and they also gave provisions and money to Iraqis themselves. Badiya Ghareen said: "We fed five camps. We gave our prisoners of war everything—food, blankets, and other things."32 A poor working-class mother, Fatima Salim, had lost two sons (one had been in the army and the other in the armed resistance), but insisted on going with her remaining nine-year-old son when he was taken off to Iraq. The two were rotated to several prisons in Iraq for three and a half months.33

Women formed part of the underground armed resistance as well. Mainly organized by men with military backgrounds, it consisted of cells that were small, discreet, and backed. Coordination assigned tasks and they alone had contact with other cells, a model resembling the structure of the Algerian National Liberation Front (FLN). Among the tasks women assigned was the highly dangerous task of ferrying weapons and ammunition through checkpoints. The al-Fadari sisters, who both joined the underground armed resistance, described how they wound ammunition strips around themselves underneath their abayas. They also sewed ammunition into rice sacks and stowed weapons under car seats. Women also trained in hand-to-hand combat and in handling and planting explosives. Raids al-Fadari told how women composed in taking up dangerous tasks. When the air war began the activities of the women stepped up. They tracked explosions and would go to see if people were hurt. They also tried to obtain information about ammunition stores, to report to their leaders who relayed it abroad during the buildup to the ground war. The al-Fadari sisters said that mothers did not ask daughters about their comings and goings at odd hours at a time when normal rules and conventions were suspended.34

Women in the armed resistance gave their lives in defense of their country. One of the many women martyrs is Azzar Qubandi, a university-educated computer specialist working in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs who had gone underground three days after the invasion. Putting on a sari to pose as an Indian, she retrieved computer disks from the government's central records office in Jabriya. She routinely passed messages to the Kuwaiti government in exile and the international media, and clandestinely crossed the desert to Saudi Arabia smuggling money and ammunition for the armed resistance. In early November she was arrested while carrying a large sum of money through a checkpoint. She was imprisoned at Muthanna, an agricultural experimental station which the Iraqis had turned into a "rape farm." She was later killed, and her mutilated body was thrown in front of her house.35

Fatima al-Insa related how the night the air war started she and friends found some Republican Guards stationed near their houses, and told them that the BBC had reported that the Iraqis had killed Kuwait. One of the women said maliciously: "Run away. Go home. Your mothers are waiting for you. Go home and give us our home." The Rhetoric of Reconstruction and the Politics of Political Rights

In the immediate aftermath of liberation, women wished to hold on to the newfound gender solidarity they had achieved under occupation and resistance. They wished to direct this cohesion and their enhanced gender consciousness toward building a re-organized post-liberation Kuwait. Women brought the issue of female suffrage back to center stage. Young resistance fighter Raids al-Fadari expressed women's new gender consciousness: "The attitude of women toward themselves changed. They think of themselves as different persons. They found many things inside themselves they had never seen before. They gave their lives for their country. They should be given their rights." Sensitive to the interconnection between gender and nation she continued: "The government will need the people. The war has just started. We have to build the new Kuwait we dreamed of before the invasion. We are in a war now to make it more beautiful, better, freer than it was before." Her sister, Malha al-Fadari insisted:

The women should obtain the right to vote in recognition of all her sacrifices. She believes this is the least she should be given. If she doesn't get it now it may be a long time before she does. I think there should be a movement if the government doesn't give the women the vote to women. During the resistance women knew how to cope in front of soldiers who were shooting bullets near them. They knew [now] what they want. They know what they need. They will fight and go out on demonstrations for this. Women helped in everything during resistance. Women didn't need lessons in political awareness. They spontaneously participated in resistance, even single women. They saw their sons dying and being executed and they still came out to demonstrations.

If these were the views expressed by the new generation, the pioneering generation of women activists also expressed the hope that the solidarity and equality experienced during resistance would carry over into reconstruction. In capturing their experience in resistance when they were at center stage, Kuwaiti women likened it to the old Bedouin culture of the pre-oil era when women took charge during the long months when men were out on the ships. They projected this indigenous model of participation in the affairs of their society onto their visions for a reconstructed Kuwait.

After liberation Kuwaiti women resumed the campaigns for their political rights, begun in the 1900s. This time they also demanded that second-class citizens and bidun be accorded full citizenship.36 As before, they grounded their demands for women's suffrage in the Constitution, but now women's votes in resistance added greater urgency to their case. In a speech at the Diplomatic Club early in 1992, Rasha al-Sabah, a vice-rector of Kuwait University at the time of the invasion and founder of the Joint Women's Resistance Committee in Cairo, spoke for other women when she stressed that reconstruction and democratization could not be achieved "without placing women at the core of the process." She insisted: "The pre-eminence of Kuwaiti women from political participation and representation must be considered a form of discrimination against them as humans and citizens."

Women articulated their demands for political rights in newspapers and journals, in public speeches, and in seminars and meetings. Lawyer Badiya al-Awadi said:

The restoration of democracy in the country is the right of all Kuwaitis. Since independence Parliament was dissolved three times and the promise to restore the National As-
Women faced two fundamental problems. First, the women's associations founded in the 1960s and 1970s were anachronistic by the 1990s. They were inadequate to the postcolonial task of mounting a campaign for women's rights. These associations, which reflected the class and kin divisions of their foundation and pre-independence history, were vehicles for reproducing these divisions postliberation. Younger women, many newly politicized in the crucible of resistance, were more able to ignore class and kin divisions than their elders. But by now there was added a distinct generational divide. Young women attempted to consolidate with senior women but were disinclined by women who they felt did not hear their voices. At the same time, these young women also felt unable to organize on their own. This was understandable in the early aftermath of liberation, when the purely physical tasks of rebuilding home and workplace, and the psychological detractions, were high. Additionally, unlike their elders who constituted the founding generation of women's societies, the new generation had to fit into a scene in which the early associations had already faded. Also growing increasingly divided between "secularists" and "Islamists" added to women's difficulties in forging a broad gender alliance.

The second problem women faced was the lack of serious support from men, both those in political groups and those at the helm of government. At the Kuwaiti popular conference in exile in Saudi Arabia (November 1991) during the occupation, the Amir applauded the roles of women in resistance and affirmed the need to grant women fuller political roles after Kuwait was liberated. He reiterated this message shortly after liberation, during his end of Ramadan speech (March 1992), and on many other occasions. The rulers had the ability to issue a decree granting women their political rights during the period when the National Assembly was not functioning, to be subject to the vote of the Parliament once it is resumed, but he did not do so, nor was he pressed to do so.

In the renewed democratization campaign after liberation, the issue of women's political rights could not be ignored and at the level of rhetoric it was not. The progressives and liberals of the Democratic Forum placed women's political rights on their agenda and were vociferous in calling for these rights in front of the media, especially the international media. As elections, for fall 1992, drew near these ardent supporters became less outspoken. Democratic Forum candidates welcomed women to their campaigns only after setting up segregated facilities for them. It was explained that, despite wishes to have a gender-mixed campaign, social norms and conservative opinion would not allow for this. While social norms could be imprisoned for the good of the country during resistance they could not be overridden, or restructured, for the good of the country with the return to "normalcy." It was more than a supreme irony that women could not be present with men to discuss the issue of their own political rights. The timid adherence to a gender-segregated informal political culture did not bode well for the realization of a gender-integrated parliamentary democracy. If women and men could not sit together in a campaign to debate national issues—such as the right of women to vote and to be elected to Parliament—how could they sit together in the legislature? In accepting this contradiction, justified by a basic construction of social norms, the "progressive" male candidates undercut the female suffrage plank in their platforms.

Most Islamists meanwhile supported women's right to vote, but stood firmly against women's right to be elected to Parliament. Less surprisingly, the Islamists, clearer and more consistent about their conservative approach to culture and society, did not admit women to their downyias. In the male politics regarding political rights for women, the
secular progressives appear reluctant to see a transmision of their progressive rhetoric into reality because of the fear that Islamists might gain more power if women had the right to vote. A patriarchal element operating in their politics should also not be discounted. For many women groups, and for the state, women’s political rights are subordinate to their own masculinising political interests and perceived needs. For women’s their ability to vote and be elected is an ideological statement about their citizenship and a matter of exercise of their legitimised rights.

When voter registration opened early in 1990, women tried to register but were turned back. A group of fifty women marched to the Elections Department insisting on their full political rights.\footnote{When elections were held in the autumn of 1990, women appeared at several polling stations, as they had done on earlier occasions, but they were sent away. After elections, when the National Assembly reconvened, women’s rights to vote and run for office did not command serious attention. Four months after the elections—on the third anniversary of the national liberation—women feminist Nujood Sultan reminded:}

Kuwaitis have proved that they have the right stuff to fight an invading enemy and help liberate the country, but two years after the liberation of Kuwait they unfortunately have not proven their right to democracy. Every Kuwaiti has the constitutional right to participate in the political process, but every elected Parliament since 1992 has violated this right by excluding women and second class citizens from the political process.

She continued in words that evoked the experience of Algerian women in their national liberation struggle, “We had some brilliant resistance fighters who were women, nobody told them that they did not have the right to participate in fighting for their country.”\footnote{The nationalist and gender symbiosis of dress resistance and postliberation is telling. Kuwaiti women, who had previously removed the abaya or who had never worn it, took it up during resistance. The abaya was assumed primarily as an instrument of mechanisms which “decriminalized” women and rendered them anonymous. However, it signaled a national identity. Kuwaiti men exchanged their dishdasha for suits and trousers under occupation to obscure their national identity for self-protection. After liberation, women shed their abayas in favor of cosmopolitan dress while men returned their dishdasha, once again asserting their nationality. For Kuwaiti women the national dress, the abaya, signaled “protection” of females and their distancing from public life. Women understood this when they burned their abayas when the first Kuwaiti Parliament was opened in 1963, rejecting the symbol of their distancing from public life. In the national patriarchal order the dishdasha is a symbol of power. The female and male national dress symbolize the system of national gender inequality.

Adding complexity is another symbolic order of dress: the hijab or “Islamic dress” as opposed to (secular) national dress. This Islamic dress is a modern invention: a loose all-enveloping garment that includes a headscarf, plus a long veil for the more secluded. While the abaya has been on the decline since the 1960s, this new Islamic dress which made its appearance in the 1980s has increased since liberation. The spread of this dress signals the spread of Islamism.\footnote{While women’s assumption of the hijab signals social conservatism, it does not include women’s rejection of the vote. (Islamist women, however, do not demand the right to be elected to Parliament.) The hijab is a mode of dress that was chosen by women (not imposed as the abaya had been) and most saw it as enabling their movements in public, while adhering to a more conservative interpretation of Islam, rather than signaling their separation from society. This is not to suggest, however, that a restricting influence is not at work upon women. Moreover, the hijab in a political statement, announcing an Islamist sympathy.}

The fate of democracy in Kuwait—integral to which is the fate of women’s enjoyment of full political rights—is captive to the re-emergence of conservative forces in postliberation Kuwait. The struggle between secularists and Islamic forces is one strand of competing interests played out on gender ground. Within a year after liberation, elections were set off at the Medical Faculty of Kuwait University and at the home of its dean, who upheld a university ruling that women must not wear sables (face veils) and gloves in the dissection halls. In 1996 the plan to gender-segregate Kuwait University (within three years) was pushed through. These, and the mine-cable spread of the hijab since liberation, are just some of the signs of the spread of Islamism in Kuwait. Other forms of gender control emerged in postliberation, such as the creation of a society to promote polygamy. Meanwhile, the stringent citizenship laws governing non-Kuwaiti spouses of Kuwaiti were imposed in postliberation Kuwait, causing gender-specific biases; as already noted, Kuwaiti women’s non-Kuwaiti spouses are ineligible for citizenship nor can these Kuwaiti women pass their citizenship to their children. However, men married to non-Kuwaiti possess all of these rights. But this discrimination did not go unchallenged. In 1991, Baish Dha al-Awadi, former dean of the Law Faculty at Kuwait University created the Association of Kuwaiti Women Married to Non-Kuwaitis.\footnote{While a general principle was being fought for, the majority of actual cases involved Kuwaiti women married to Indians, the discriminating status within.

If Kuwaiti women did not vote in the 1992 elections, they were just as far away from voting in the 1996 elections. The politics of women’s political rights is preventing women from gaining access to their constitutional rights. There are different layers to these politics. There are class and kinship interests at work which imply that these interests are best served through the preservation of the presently gendered political culture. There are patriarchal concerns operating that temper masculinist enthusiasm for political rights for women, especially the right to be elected. There is the state’s concern for its longevity, which it seems to believe is best secured by preserving the gendered status quo in Kuwaiti political culture.

A significant restraining force in stalling on political rights for women is regional politics, specifically Saudi Arabia’s pressures. Saudi Arabia, which has no constitution and therefore no pretense to a democratic system and which has a repressive gender culture that shows no signs of changing, is adamantly opposed to the enfranchisement of women in neighboring Kuwait. The role Saudi Arabia played in the liberation of Kuwait, and its ongoing role in the politics of the region, exerts its own pressure.

Related to this is the contest between secular and Islamist forces. The Islamic fear factor appears to be the trump card preventing women’s political empowerment (and along with women the empowerment of the other large segment of the disenfranchised). It is frequently speculated that if women gain the vote they will use it to vote Islamists into power. It is true that virtually all Islamists favor the vote for women, conceding that women’s votes will strengthen their cause. Since women’s Islamist identity is their primary identity, the assumption that they will back their male counterparts is probably a correct one for the time being, until (as in other older Islamist movements, such as in Iran or Egypt) a more independent female Islamist strand starts to emerge.}
Secularists are also probably correct not to assume that "their" women will predictably follow their lead. Secularist women may well demonstrate an independence leading to a functioning of democracy that could dissolve entrenched masculinist class and kin interests. It is an "admission" by secularist men that secularist women's Kuwaiti nationalist and gender ("feminist") identity might assert itself. A newly enfranchised gender could well unravel the fragile "holding pattern" that is the present state and society in Kuwait. The victor may not necessarily be (male) Islamists but a refugee, more democratic society could result.

While Kuwaiti women were able to play central roles in liberating their country they so far are unable to liberate themselves, if that liberation is measured in attaining full political rights. A strong patriarchal class-and-kin structure still prevents women from forging a large, effective gender solidarity. The state's attempts to balance competing forces to keep its own rule intact, and entrenched male political groups' efforts to retain or extend their power, do not bode well for women's political rights. Complicating this grid of patriarchal politics in the contest between secularists and Islamists, which, it appears, will hold democracy and women hostage in Kuwait for some time to come.

Notes
1. Originally nomadic bedouins whose pastoral practices have taken them back and forth in territories that later became marked by modern nation-state frontiers; many of the Bedouin settled in Kuwait but cannot prove having settled there prior to 1920. On the Bedouin and the violation of their rights, see Human Rights Watch/Middle East, The Bedouin of Kuwait: "Citizens without Citizenship" (New York: Human Rights Watch, 1995).
2. This also happened in Egypt, where in 1923 the first postindependence constitution proclaimed equal rights for all citizens and a subsequent law that removed these rights from those of the female gender. The Kuwaiti constitution and electoral law of 1962, drafted by Egyptian jurists, were based largely on these early Egyptian models.
3. I recorded women's and historians' statements during a stay in Kuwait from March 16 to April 8, 1991. I also moved around considerably and kept a journal of what I saw and heard in this early postliberation period.
5. I returned to Kuwait from September 1991 to August 1992 and again from January to March 1993, when I observed the process of reconstruction, listened to women debating the issue of political rights for the disenfranchised, and took part in discussions.
9. See Raiba al-Sabah, "Kuwait Women and Political Rights," public lecture, Smith College, September 1992, on women's march to Safi Palace in the early 1990s and burning their abayas while demanding their political rights. Among Nuriya al-Sadhan's books on the suffrage campaigns, for example, al-Masri/ah al-Turk/ih/ah il-Huquq Siyasiyyah al-Murah al-Ra'siyyah fi Ilm I'lan, strove to
13. In addition to al-Sadhan's books specifically on the struggle for suffrage (cited in note 10), she has written the following books on the general women's movement in Kuwait and her own activism experience: Ta'rib al-Murah al-Ra'siyyah, 2 vols. (Kuwait: Muhit al-Dar al-Sayigh, 1972–1980); and al-Manara al-Hasabat al-Idwah al-Nu'man al-Qar'a al-A'lam (Kuwait: Muhit al-Dar al-Sayigh, 1982). The author is grateful for the conversations she has had with al-Sadhan on the women's movement in Kuwait.
14. On the formation and foundational agenda of the Arab Feminist Union, see Marja Badran, Femininity, Islamic, and Nation, 233–250.
15. al-Mughi tells how deportees fled to the back seats in the National Assembly when WCSS women went to bring a parliamentary debate after the bill had been voted down. See al-Mughi, Women in Kuwait, pp. 131–132.
16. In Egypt during the constitutional process several fines had been issued taking a position against political rights for women; it was not until after the 1932 revolution (in 1940) that a fine was finally issued allowing for women's rights to vote and to be elected.
17. al-Mughi, Women in Kuwait.
19. In October 1991, the Islamic Care Society mounted an exhibition of photographs and materials illustrating the work of the women's resistance committees abroad. This was noted in "Kuwaiti Women's Role Traced," The Kuwait Times, October 24, 1991.
20. "Women have staged numerous nonviolent demonstrations." Eyewitnesses reported that Iraqis charged up to some of the women demonstrators, "The Conduct of Iraqi Troops in Kuwait Toward Kuwaiti Women and Non-Westerners," News from Middle East Watch (September 1993): 5.
21. See Jadwiga Forr...ius, Women in Kuwait: A Survivor's Story (London: Victor Collins, 1991), p. 51. Porter says that women shouldered a sniper who fired on Iraqi and, as a result, ten women were "mowed down."
22. Interview with Raida al-Fodari, March 27, 1991. All other quotations from al-Fodari are from this interview.
26. al-Najabi observes the ways Kuwaiti women from different classes discard the abaya, Women in Kuwait, pp. 54–55.
28. Interview with Badr aly Anan, March 24, 1991. All other quotations from Anan are from this interview.

29. Interview with Anan, March 24, 1991, pp. 29-31. And Nga Longs, "Kuwaiti Women as a Crossroads: Privileged Development and the Constrains of Ethnic Stratification," International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 25 (1993): 443-456, argues that in normal times the abaya was a national marker. "The abaya was a discourse by the Kuwaiti women that was aimed principally at the non-Kuwaiti audience" (p. 448-449). The Kuwaiti abaya was a national signal and also a class signal. Currently the abaya is typically worn by lower or middle class women; the bedroom abaya is different from the urban abaya. Longs argues that Kuwait women working in arenas with expatriate women tended to wear the abayas to set themselves apart from the foreigners (p. 451).

30. Young men provided assistance but they were in a vulnerable category and many had to make themselves invisible. In November Middle East Watch reported: "The rumor of impending conception that lead many men between the ages of 17 and 45 to go in hiding has also deprived neighborhoods of many of the volunteers who had serviced the house-bound." "Kuwait: Deteriorating Human Rights Conditions," pp. 16-17, on the dangers of leaving and returning.


32. Interview with Hasha Anan, March 24, 1991. Other quotations from Anan are from this interview.


34. See Longs, "Kuwait Women," p. 448, on the abayas as a national marker for men of all classes.


40. Interview with Hasha Anan, March 24, 1991. Other quotations from Anan are from this interview.


Muslims constitute the largest minority group in the Philippines. Estimates in 1990 placed their number at between five and six million or about 8.6% of the country’s total population of 63 million.1 Muslims are concentrated in the southern parts of the islands of Palawan and Mindanao and are distinguished by racial ethno linguistic characteristics2 as well as different economic activities.3 Despite these variations, their common bond is that they are Muslims, which is a key aspect of their identity in a predominantly Christian country. Because of this religious distinction and because the Muslim areas are geographically isolated from the political and economic centers of the country, Muslims exhibit cultural norms and traditions that differ from the rest of the Philippines.

Philippine Muslim society was shaped by its customs and the Islamic traditions that came to the Philippines in the fourteenth century by way of Malaysia. The culture and traditions of the Muslim minorities in the Philippines, therefore, are more akin to their Malaysian and Indonesian neighbors than they are to the rest of the country. These cultural variations are manifested in social relations and practices which include the position and role of women.

Sixty percent of the estimated five to six million Muslims in the Philippines are women.4 While obviously a numerical majority in terms of their roles in the decision-making process—particularly in the public sphere—they constitute a minority within a minority.

This chapter traces the evolving roles of Philippine Muslim women and explains the factors that have helped bring these roles about, using discrete periods in Philippine history as the framework. These periods brought with them policies, institutions, and situations that either acted as agents of change for women or geared women to action. Using the historical framework also offers a convenient scheme for presenting, in a chronological fashion, the influences and events that have affected Philippine Muslim women. The following sections present Muslim women in the context of other movements, particularly the Philippine women’s movements5 and the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF). I then discuss Islamic resurgence, which has brought about visible signs of religious piety, and conclude with an assessment of the changes in Muslim women’s roles.
Philippine Muslim Women in the Pre-American Period

Philippine Muslim society before the coming of the Americans was characterized by three functional categories: the aristocratic or royal families, the commoner, and the slaves. The sultans, sultanas, and their families formed the aristocratic or royal class. The majority of the Muslims belonged to the commoner group. They were referred to as freemen, but they owned loyalty and tribute to the sultan. If necessary, they were pressed into labor and service as fighting men. The slaves, as the property of their masters, could be bought and sold. Female slaves sometimes served as wives or concubines of their masters or were given as presents. There was a very strong perception of rank and order, with the commoners and slaves always tending to follow the sultan and their families.

During this period, the Muslim woman did not have the freedom to make choices for herself, especially in matters of education and marriage. Parents made the decisions and she was expected to follow them. Among the Moros and the Maguindanaos, adolescent girls were secluded in a small room called a darat or da'at. This isolation of young ladies continued to be observed among many Muslim families even in the late 1900s. Women were taught proper behavior and how to read the Quran in their homes by a guru (teacher). They were also trained in the art of traditional singing and playing musical instruments, particularly the lute. (a set of eight gongs that vary in size and tone) and the gandu (a native xylophone). Women appeared in public only to perform dances and play musical instruments on various occasions, such as weddings, a girl's coming of age (when her ears are pierced and her teeth filed and stained), or circumcision ceremonies. Sometimes they performed for the crowds of foreign vessels whenever the sultan invited the crews to his home for state dinners. Thomas Forrest, a British captain who was in Mindanao in 1774, noted that:

"...never seen with women in amusement of this kind [flogging] or even touch them, but to them, or take notice of them by look, or otherwise, as they pass; yet not warning to avoid them... in the streets, women seldom speak to women, and the path being narrow, they follow one another, as in a string. In their houses, they talk with freedom to everybody, as in Europe."

Women's activities were centered in the home, and they were expected to take care of household and child-rearing activities. In addition, they engaged in income-generating activities in the context of their home, such as weaving, sewing, embroidery, and small-scale food production. Men were not expected to do household activities unless the women were temporarily incapable of performing the tasks. Women's involvement in the decision-making process was largely confined to domestic affairs, usually involving money and family. Male differentiation between men and women was obviously connected to the division between public and private space.

While prevailing practices tended to limit women to private spaces, historical records indicate that there were exceptional women whose involvement in politics allowed them to exercise authority. One of them, Fatimah, daughter of Sultan Amaiud-Din (who was imprisoned by the Spaniards in Manila) went to Jolo to negotiate for the release of fifty Christians held captive by Sultan Buzaid. Several women were political pawns to consolidate alliances among the ruling families. Sulu princesses were usually the women given in such alliances, as, for example, when the Sultan of Sulu arranged the marriage of his children to those of the Rajah Muda of Maguindanao in 1608. A daughter of Bajrang Bongon of Sulu married Sultan Qudsan of Maguindanao and another daughter married Sultan Marwat, the ruler of Bayan in 1657. The hundred years later, the practice of "political alliances through marriage" still continued. Datu Uno of Bayan, who was reputed to be the most powerful datu along the Pulau river in the late 1800s, solidified his friendships with other datus either by marrying their daughters or arranging marriages between them and his daughters. These were marriages brokered by fathers and male relatives, usually without the consent of the future bride.

Some women were reported to be powerful behind the sultans, like Myong, wife of Sultan Pahar ud Din of Maguindanao, who was "said to have governed the sultan." Inca Jamila lobbied, although unsuccessfully, to have her son, Amirul Kirstan, assume the position of sultan after Jamaluddin's death in 1851. When the new ruler, Sultan Bakar ud-Din II (the older half-brother of Amirul Kirstan) made a pilgrimage to Mecca, Inca Jamila was one of the two regents who served in the sultan's absence. Her desire to have Amirul Kirstan crowned sultan continued after Bakar ud-Din's death, when she convinced the Ruma Barcha council twice to have them elect Amirul Kirstan as sultan, so no avail. She later sent a letter to the Spanish officials, expressing her willingness and that of her son (who refused to surrender) to accept Spanish sovereignty. Her son eventually became sultan, but not through her efforts, it happened only after Sultan Harun al-Kashid asked the Spanish government to relieve him of his position. Amirul Kirstan took the name Jamul ul Kism II and was the sultan when the Americans came to Sulu.

Inca Jamila was not an invisible power broker; she was an active participant in Sulu politics of her time. Known as "The Sultana" because she was the wife of a sultan, she wielded real power behind the throne and "usually controlled the affairs of the state. She was described as a "very bright woman, with a decided genius for organization and command... Women's involvement in state affairs was definitely not confined to Sulu; her high level of activity at that time surpasses the preconceived notion that Philippine Muslim women were all secluded and had no say in public affairs.

Raja Putri, the wife of Datu Uno of Bayan, was another influential woman. Together with her mother, Paya Sabi, she was held in high esteem not only by their people but also by the Spanish. She signed a capitulation to the Spanish although the datos rejected it. Later on, she, together with Datu Uno sent letters to the Spanish affirming their loyalty and submission.

Satie Calbi, also known as Amy and Sultana Nur Azim Arab, governed as sultana for about four or five years. Interestingly, her name is included in Daruyn's list of sultanas of Sulu but it is not included in Sulu genealogy. Such omission, according to Majal, might be due to her being female. Aside from her family linkages, there is nothing else known about her or her role. It is significant, however, to know that a woman actually ruled in Sulu.

Women's capability to rule was recognized by Charles Wilke, an American explorer who was in Sulu in the mid-1800s. He noted that the women enhanced their capability by associating with slaves from whom they learned about other religions and other countries, thus providing them with some knowledge of the world outside the sultanate. There is some ambivalence, however, regarding the role of women during this period. Forrest and Dampier wrote about isolation practices and how women were not expected to converse with men in public. Yet they also mentioned upper-class women who
were "allowed the freedom to converse with her pagally (Platonic friend of the opposite sex) and may give or receive presents from them." Wives of the sultan who were "always cooped [up] will yet look out of their cages when a stranger passes by and demand of him if he wants a pagally and will inveigle them to their friendship." 78 Forrest noted that women here "have as much liberty of going abroad as in Europe." 79 This observation was shared by Dalrymple, who asserted that the Sultan does not, "like the Mahometans [of] Hindustan, confine their women. On the contrary, they mix in society as in Europe." 80 These writers, however, did not specify whether all the women they referred to were married or not, or whether the married ones tended to have more freedom to venture out of the house than the unmarried women. Their observations, however, indicate that while there were customs that required distance from and isolation of women, this was not uniformly observed among the Muslims in the Philippines.

Philippine Muslim Women during the American Period

The first American troops arrived in Jolo in May 1899 to establish American control over the sultanate. Having learned their lessons from Spain's experiences, 81 the immediate goal of the Americans was to survey the areas and establish an infrastructure aimed at "civilizing" the Muslims. They concluded a treaty with the Sultan, 82 which reduced the latter's position to a spiritual leader. Despite the loss of political power of the Sultan, he and his family and the rest of the aristocracy maintained their social and political standing, because followers continued to consult them in their affairs. An American governor performed the political functions of the Sultan.

The Americans introduced public health and education programs to the Muslim areas. In introducing these programs, the Americans always had to convince the Muslims of the sincerity of their purposes and that they did not have any ulterior designs against the Muslims and their religion.

Public schools based on the American model were established in the Muslim areas. In its first year, there were about 200 students attending the school in Jolo, a few of whom were Muslims. The reluctance of Muslim parents to send their children to public schools was due to their fear that the American schools might convert their children to Christianity. Although the enrollment of Muslim children increased each year, they were outnumbered by Christians. The strong opposition to the education of females is demonstrated by a reaction of a dawa who said: "You can put my boy in school if you like but not my daughter. Women are not supposed to know anything anyway." 83 It was only after a prominent dawa came to observe the schools and concluded that the teaching was not confined to religion that Muslims slowly began to send their children to public schools. 84 Still, the numbers were considerably lower than those of Christian students. This helps to explain why the level of literacy in the Muslim areas is lower compared to the rest of the country.

The Americans, who were intent in their pacification campaign, tried not to touch on Islam for fear that it would bring about violent opposition to American rule. However, their Christian bias was obvious in statements made by Governor Penning when the Cotabato Girls' School was opened in 1913. Penning hoped that the girls would be influenced by teachers who practiced Christianity. He further asserted that without education, the girls could only "become worse or conclusions of the daws who offer the greatest sums for their purchase." 85 The girls were taught personal cleanliness, housekeeping, cooking, em-
turn would influence their husbands. Carpenter thought that it would be an effective way of reducing Muslim resistance to American rule. Tarhata's guardians at the University of Illinois also had to be sure that she took courses that would give her some of the accouterments of a lady, such as courses in voice and piano. She was, after all, going to be a role model for Muslim women.

Tarhata Kiram returned to the Philippines in 1924, without finishing her degree. By then her sponsor, Frank Carpenter, was no longer governor and the new administration had other priorities. The Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes assigned her to be a charity worker for Jolo. As listed in official records, however, her position was "government agent" together with her aunt, Dayang Dayang Hadji Pandiao. Whoever occupied such a position was in function as a link between the government and the Muslims.  

In an effort to bring about Muslim-Christian cooperation, Tarhata started a women's club in Jolo. This was part of a nationwide effort of women in different municipalities to organize themselves. They were engaged mainly in social and civic activities and charity work.

Tarhata Kiram later taught at one of the schools in Jolo until she became the fourth wife of Datu Talhi in 1926, the disappointment of the U.S. administrators. Tarhata Kiram's independence of character was manifested in her decision to marry Datu Talhi despite two objections by Sultan Jamal ul Kiram II: that Tarhata Kiram was going to be the fourth wife, and because Datu Talhi did not do her the promised dowry. The newspapers reported that she eventually divorced her husband but did not elaborate on the divorce procedure.

Throughout the American period, Tarhata Kiram and Dayang Dayang Hadji Pandiao exerted their influence in state affairs. This may have been more to do with the type of personality of the sultan than anything else. When the sultan's mother, the Sultanate's Indah Jamila, was alive, she was known to have been the power behind the throne (as previously discussed). They were exceptional women, members of the aristocracy, who were educated and had the personality to do as they did. Certainly, this was not the norm, but they set the pace and they were considered role models by Muslim women.

When Sultan Jamalul Kiram II died in 1936, the Ruma Bechana (council) petitioned the Philippine Commonwealth government to recognize Dayang Dayang Hadji Pandiao as Sultaness of Sulu since the sultan did not have a direct heir. The government rejected the petition because of a policy that there should be only one government—the duly constituted civil government—and that the sultanate had ended with the death of Sultan Jamalul Kiram II.

Aside from Indah Jamila, Dayang Dayang Hadji Pandiao, and Tarhata Kiram, there were other Muslim women who were recognized not only by fellow Muslims but also by U.S. administrators for their abilities. William Cameron Forbes, the Governor General of the Philippines from 1909 to 1913, noted the wife of Inok, a war leader of Data Pandiao in the Cotabato valley, who became the leader of her people upon the death of her husband. When the municipal government was organized in Cotabato, she was appointed municipal president, by virtue of an overwhelming demand of Muslim men in that region. She was an active force in the establishment of schools in the area and in the education of girls. It is interesting to note that, for all her accomplishments and her distinction of being perhaps the first Muslim woman municipal president, she was not ranked in Forbes' book. Another woman, Pangfrsa Fatima Tanduhar of the islands of Tawi-Tawi, succeeded her husband who died in battle, led her forces to victory, and eventually became a local leader and dignitary.

The American government in the Philippines was very concerned with slavery and polygamy which, according to them, violated the basic principles of the laws of the United States. Governor Carpenter recognized this, but did not make it an issue because it could result in active resistance of the Muslims against the U.S. government. Domestic matters, like marriage, divorce, adoption, and inheritance, were therefore left under the jurisdiction of the spiritual leaders and the sultan for arbitration. The government only interfered if cases were brought to court.  

Although Islam allows a man up to four wives, if he could be fair and just to all of them (Quran, 4:3), having more than one wife was not the usual case among Philippine Muslims in the pre-American and American periods. Divorce was not a frequent occurrence and infidelity was rare, but concubinage was fairly common among the sultans and members of royalty. Also, the forces of custom and public opinion were so strong that there were few violations of moral code. Sydney Gooden, an American administrator in Sulu, observed that when infidelity did occur, it was difficult to protect the guilty from death and destruction at the hands of the men in the community.

While there were exceptions, the practice of arranged marriages continued even during this time. Usually, the bride accepted the arrangement out of a sense of duty to the family and because family honor was at stake.

Independence Period: Government Policies and Muslim Women

The United States granted political independence to the Philippines on July 4, 1946. The 1950s and 1960s saw an increase in the number of Muslim men involved in national politics. Members of the aristocracy vied for elective positions, and women were elected to local government positions. Sarrasriyin Rasul was elected board member of Sulu, Tarhata Alonice Lacman was governor of Lakan, and Tiitu Amini was mayor of Siapi. Sarrasriyin Rasul was a teacher and a journalist who was one of the founders of the newspaper The Sulu Star. She was also among the first Muslim women to pursue higher education in the Philippines. She attended the University of the Philippines, where she graduated cum laude with a B.A. in political science, thus making her the first Muslim to graduate from college with that distinction. She comes from a politically prominent family, as does her husband, Abishak Rasul, a former judge and former ambassador to Saudi Arabia. In 1987, Sarrasriyin Rasul became the first Muslim woman to be elected senator. She was reelected in 1992.

Tiitu Amini belongs to one of the four competing prominent families in Sulu. Her brother and, later on, her husband, served as governors, and one of her sons is currently a congressman. Another son is serving as an assemblyman in the Autonomous Regions of Muslim Mindanao, while yet another son is the present mayor. Tiitu Amini's arranged marriage at the age of sixteen, plus her own political skills, consolidated the political bases of the Sangkula and Amini families, which later helped get her elected mayor for three terms. Tarhata Alonice Lacman, on the other hand, is the sister of former Senator Denuco Alonto, the widow of former congressman and sultan, Rashid Lacman.

All three women come from prominent families whose positions, once determined by lineage, are now legitimized by elections. But, as this description indicates, the family's role...
cineconomic and political positions, more than anything else, are important factors for the success of these Muslim women.

In the 1950s, government policies toward the Muslims could be described in one word: integration. One of the ways by which this could be achieved was through education. In 1955, the Congress of the Philippines passed Republic Act 13821 establishing the Mindanao State University (MSU). It was envisioned to serve as an instrument for the economic and social growth of Mindanao and to cater to the needs of deserving but economically deprived students who could not pursue their education. More important, it was to serve as a venue for exposing Muslims and Christians to each other’s cultures in the hope that Muslims would eventually be integrated into the national body politic. In the first ten years of the university, there were no Christian students (1956) than Muslims (1986) at the college level. Over time, more Muslims attended MSU as it established satellite campuses in other parts of Mindanao.

In 1957, Republic Act 1888 created the Commission on National Integration. The act declared it a policy of Congress to integrate the non-Christian Filipinos into the body politic.22 The intent of the law was for overall moral, material, economic, political, and social advancement of the minorities; for some reason, however, the education programs became the main thrust of the Commission on National Integration. It offered scholarships to minorities who satisfied eligibility requirements, one of which was the indigent status of the participant. Muslims have been the major beneficiaries of the program. The Commission’s scholarship program, plus Mindanao State University, opened the doors to higher education for many Muslims, including women who went into such professions as medicine, law, and education. Many Muslim women pursued graduate education in Manila. And, just as women from the majority were among the first to take advantage of American education, they were also the first ones to pursue higher education.

At the elementary school level, the Muslims appeared to have started to overcome the initial rejection of public schools and even sent their children to Catholic schools like the Notre Dame schools in Cebu and Jolo.

With the increasing educational attainment of Muslim women came their increasing politicization and active involvement in the larger society. More than anything else, the public school system and MSU made education available to women of varying backgrounds and provided them an option of breaking away from their traditional roles.

Except for the passage of the Women’s Suffrage Act in 1934, one cannot speak of a piece of legislation that was primarily directed at women (much less Muslim women) until the 1980s. The programs and policies implemented in Mindanao in the 1970s, which had to do mainly with political and economic development of the area, were responses to the agitation of Muslims, particularly the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF). At that time, the MNLF was engaged actively in a war of secession from the Republic of the Philippines.

During this period, President Ferdinand Marcos issued numerous decrees that were supportive of Islam. For example, Muslim holidays were declared official holidays and Islam was declared part of Philippine national heritage. Interestingly, the government recognized the Muslims again (albeit without giving them political power), in an attempt to win them over to the government’s side in the conflict with the MNLF. There were other programs as well, such as the establishment of Maharkita Village to provide housing for Muslims. The government also created agencies that would implement developments in the Muslim areas, so that all Muslims, men and women, would benefit from it. Among them were the Southern Philippine Development Authority and Amanah Bank. Many Muslim women who pursued college education found employment in these agencies.

The Muslims are bound by their adat (custom) and Islamic laws, in addition to the fact that they are subject to the laws of the Philippines. Conflicts naturally came about as to which law should be applied in particular cases. In response to this situation, President Marcos commissioned a group of Muslim scholars to work on the codification of Muslim Personal Laws in 1974. Three years later, in February 1977, Marcos signed Presidential Decree No. 1885, promulgating the Code of Muslim Personal Laws as part of the laws of the country. The Muslim Code has provisions for Sharf courts to adjudicate cases. It also provides that when a conflict exists between provisions of the Muslim Code and the general laws of the Philippines, the code provisions would prevail. The Code is applicable only to Muslim areas.

Among the subjects covered by the Code of Muslim Personal Law are marriage, divorce, inheritance, and guardianship of persons. The Code is faithful to the Qur’anic provisions in these aspects and followed the Shi’i school of law. Theoretically, a woman may acquire divorce through mili, faid, and faidah but this hinges on whether the petition for divorce by the woman satisfies the conditions allowed. In addition to this, ideas of family solidarity, honor, and shame come in when a woman wants to divorce a husband. In many instances, the woman is prevailed upon by the elders to try to keep the marriage. The greatest range of rights for divorce still remains with the husband.23 It must be noted, however, that the rate of divorce varies among different Muslim groups. It is considered "desirable" among the Ta’angs and is not as common as polygyny, but is more frequent among the Maransans.24

The code upholds a man’s right to four wives, as specified by the Quran. Although it is common among Ta’ang husbands to get the consent of the first wife before marrying another, the code requires filing a written notification to contract a marriage with the shariah clerk of court. Notice should then be given to the wife or wives. If the wife or wives object, the matter is brought to an arbitration council that decides whether or not to uphold the objection of the wife or wives. This, however, has not always been followed, and there are incidents where the first wife was not notified at all prior to a husband’s subsequent marriage.

The code includes provisions on the rights and duties of the wife; it specifies that a husband’s consent is necessary before a wife can acquire any property by "partitive title;" it also restricts women’s access to their brothers, which the law considers improper. In a marriage, a woman enjoys the same rights and duties as a man, except for the right to own property. In a marriage, a woman enjoys the same rights and duties as a man, except for the right to own property. In a marriage, a woman enjoys the same rights and duties as a man, except for the right to own property.

A great majority of Muslims are aware that the Code of Muslim Personal Laws now exists. However, they are not familiar with the provisions of the code and continue to rely on the male elders, sharia and usulat, for the interpretation of these provisions.

Interestingly, there was no woman involved in the codification of Muslim laws despite the fact that there already was at least one Muslim woman lawyer, as well as other educated Muslim women at that time. It seems to a main concern of the Commission was to bring Philippine Muslim laws in conformity with those observed in other Muslim countries. There are no specific provisions that could possibly help women or guarantee justice and
fairness for her in cases of divorce or subsequent remarriage of the husband. These are left to be specified by the parties, the arbitration or council. The major accomplishment of the Muslim Code of Personal Laws was to formalize and systematize Islamic laws (some of which were already being observed), for implementation in the Muslim areas in the Philippines.

Two important pieces of legislation affect all women in the Philippines: The New Family Code, which took effect in 1988 and the “Women in Development and Nation-Building Act” (Republic Act 7192) of February 1992. Some of the provisions of the Family Code run counter to those of the Code of Muslim Personal Laws. While the Muslim laws require a husband’s consent in a woman’s choice or exercise of profession, the Family Code gives the woman the right to exercise her career or profession as well as the right to accept gifts through donation without need of her husband’s consent. Perhaps the differences in these laws can be seen in terms of varying intents and purposes. The Code of Muslim law seeks primarily to preserve the unity of the family while affirming the role of the man as its head, but the New Family Code and Women in Development Act seek to guarantee equal status for women and empower them as equal participants in the areas of family, politics, economy, and social life.

The Women in Development and Nation-Building Act seeks to “ensure the fundamental equality between men and women.” Women of legal age, regardless of civil status, have equal capacity to enter into contracts as men. They can also obtain loans and have equal access to all government and private sector programs granting loans and agricultural credit. Married women are given rights equal to those of married men in applying for passports, visas, and other travel documents without need to seek consent of their spouses.

Considering the fact that Muslim women in the Philippines are also Filipinos, and that the Family Code and Women in Development Act are of general application, is the Muslim woman then to choose which law would be applicable to her? Or, since she is a Muslim and the Code of Muslim Personal laws say that the Code is binding in the Muslim area, must the Muslim woman move to a non-Muslim area if she wants to secure the full benefits of the Women in Development Act and the New Family Code? According to the Code of Muslim Personal Laws, in case of a conflict, between any of its provisions and laws of general application, the Muslim Personal Laws shall prevail. It would be interesting to see if a Muslim woman can have the option to choose the law to be applied that would be to her advantage. In the two particular provisions mentioned here, obviously, there is a conflict.

Muslim Women and the Philippine Women’s Movement

Since the American period in the Philippines, the government has always encouraged, although informally, the formation of women’s associations. The focus of these women’s groups, however, was very different from those that later evolved in the 1980s. In the 1930s until the late 1960s, these organizations were the form of women’s clubs that were initiated and supported by wives of government officials. They were primarily social-cultural groups whose involvement in women’s welfare was mainly in the areas of maternal health and child care. Muslims were also involved in this to some extent, although the more active members were those who came from the aristocracy, some of whom were also wives of government officials. These were not political organizations, but their members were very active in politics, campaigning primarily for local and national candidates.

Aside from women’s clubs, Muslim women in Jolo and Cotabato were involved in the counterpart associations of the local Lions Club and the Jaycees. Together with Christian women, they initiated social and civic projects like cleanliness and beautification campaigns for their towns. Again, the women involved here were wives of politicians and business leaders, hence, they were upper-class and middle-class women. The majority of the members of these organizations were Christians.

A distinction must be made between these women’s associations and women’s movements. Women’s associations can be any grouping of women—social-cultural groups, religious associations of women and others, which were formed on the basis of shared interests of the women. Women’s movements, on the other hand, may involve women representing various interests and goals, but they are interested in effecting changes that would benefit women in different aspects of life. In most instances, they are premised on the idea that women have been deprived, discriminated against, or not allowed to realize their full potentials because of certain constraints that reflect a patriarchal society.

The contemporary women’s movement in the Philippines is a nonsectarian, sectoral movement representing women of varied interests. Actually, we can speak of two parallel movements: one that is encouraged and supported by the government and another that developed out of national liberation movements that were very active during the time of President Marcos. The first group is primarily concerned with increasing political and economic opportunities for women. Government support and encouragement for these groups comes in the form of seminars, training programs, and help to set up non-governmental organizations (NGOs). These NGOs are usually involved in literacy, nutrition, reproductive-health programs, and income-generating activities. Government agencies help them secure funding; this is facilitated by a provision in the Women in Development Act requiring a substantial portion of official development assistance funds from foreign governments and multilateral agencies and organizations to be allotted to support programs and activities for women. The major sources of funds have been United Nations agencies and the Canadian and European governments. Aside from women-run NGOs, there are also other organizations that fall into this category. They are included in an “umbrella organization, the National Council of Women of the Philippines (NCWP). The NCWP sanctions the total and active participation of women in decision-making processes, in government, and in all stages of development—national, economic, political, social, and cultural. The members of the board of the NCWP are professional women who are members of various organizations like Soroptimist Club, Zonta Club, and others. Aside from a representative of women agricultural workers, most of the members of the board are wives of politicians or government officials, and are educators and businesswomen.

The parallel movement is represented by GABRIELA (General Assembly Binding Women for Reforms Integrity, Equality, Leadership, and Action), an umbrella organization for over 100 women’s groups, in the late 1980s, this included about 20,000 women members. Among these groups are Kilusan ng Manggagawang Kabuhayan (Women Workers’ Movement, MK), KALAYAN (Association of Women for Freedom), SAMAKANA (Organization of United Nationalist Women), PILIPINA, NOWFRP (National Organization of Women Religious in the Philippines), EATWOT (Economical As-
association of Third World Theologians), and SAMAKA (Organization of Students and Young Women). These organizations adhere to four major principles: restoration of democracy, attainment of a genuine and sovereign Philippines where women will be true and equal partners of men in developing and preserving national patrimony, enhancement of the development of women at the grassroots level and rejection of any move that dehumanizes women; and national liberation is incomplete without women's liberation.

The concerns of these organizations go beyond increasing women's political and economic participation. Rather, they are for raising women's consciousness and providing them with the skills necessary for sociocultural transformation. They offer a commitment to breaking the feudal and patrilocal structures that are responsible for the inferior status of women vis-à-vis men. Many of these organizations were involved with the leftist movement, especially during the period of martial law. Some of these groups do run NGOs, but their concern is not just a matter of having more women in congress or more women entrepreneurs or more women-run NGOs. There are deeper issues that need to be addressed. There are issues of sovereignty and democracy, as well as the need to support the struggles of women workers, peasants, and urban poor.

Considering the differences in the historical experiences and cultural orientation of Philippine Muslim women, it is difficult to lump Muslim women's movements with the non-Muslim movements noted previously, nor can we consider them as forming a single, unified Muslim women's movement. These are Muslim women members of GABRIELA, but there are also women's movements that are exclusively Muslim.

There are several kinds of Muslim women's groups that are involved in the Muslim women's movement: (1) those that are encouraged by the government and are included in the National Council of Women of the Philippines; (2) those that are concerned with promoting Islamic views on women; (3) those that try to combine activism for women's promotion of Islam, and (4) those that are concerned with national liberation.

The first type is represented by the Philippine Muslim Women's Association (PHILMUSLIMA) and the Muslim Professional and Businesswomen's Association of the Philippines (MPBWAAP). The PHILMUSLIMA was organized in the 1950s upon the encouragement of a Muslim senator, Domococo Alonso. Most of the members of this association were members of political families, and connected to the old aristocracy, like Tarhata Alonso Lycemus, Maryam Abdullah Ulatlim, and Santanina Rasal, who are all wives of Muslim political leaders. In 1965, they were the ones who represented the Philippine Muslim women in the Afro-Asian Islamic Conference in Bandung, Indonesia. The Philippine Muslim Women's Association was primarily a social and civic organization, and was not concerned with political issues.

In 1975, PHILMUSLIMA was reorganized, and Zoriazah Abals Tamano became its president. She is the daughter of the first Muslim judge of the Court of First Instance, and a wife of Ministerial Tamano, a former senator and former head of the Commission on National Integration. Under her leadership, the PHILMUSLIMA became involved with NCWP. Tamano was one of the commissioners in the National Commission on the Rights of Filipino Women and she is also chair of the Alliance of Women of the Cultural Communities (AWOCC). Tamano sees PHILMUSLIMA as an integral part of the national women's movement. While intending to foster cooperation between Muslims and non-Muslims and to make its members aware of women's issues, PHILMUSLIMA is also interested in educating Muslim women on their duties, obligations, rights, and privileges.

In 1963, PHILMUSLIMA, together with AWOCC, organized a series of consultations with Muslim women in four cities in Mindanao (Basuio-Zamboanga, Cotabato, Marawi, and Davao) to discuss issues relevant to women in preparation for the Philippine participation in the United Nations Women's Conference in Beijing (1995). Among the issues discussed in Cotabato and Davao were marriage, divorce, and polygamy. It is interesting to note that the women expressed the need for a strict enforcement of the Shariah. They contended that women must address the problem of polygamous husbands whose actions are not punished by law. This seems rather inconsistent, because if they registered disapproval of polygamous practices of the men, how could they insist on strict implementation of the Shariah that allows it? The documents did not elaborate whether it was the question of "justice and fairness" to the four wives that they were concerned with or polygamy itself. This raises the question: Are the women knowledgeable of the provisions of the Quran and the Code of Muslim Personal Laws?

The other issues discussed in the consultations had to do mainly with lack of healthcare services, the need for more women in governmental offices and in the legislature, and Muslim women's representation in the Human Rights Committee. Interestingly, one of the problems discussed in Basuio was about the campaign of the alims against women's participation in politics. This campaign could be indicative of a development that might be pushing back women's rights.

Although the issues discussed have so far remained just that—issues—PHILMUSLIMA and AWOCC have taken a significant step in identifying the problems that beset Muslim women.

The other organization that falls under this first category is the Muslim Professional and Businesswomen's Association of the Philippines (MPBWAAP), organized in 1974, with Santanina Rasal as its first president. MPBWAAP claims that it is "the first non-governmental organization established by and for Filipino Muslim women who focused on direct participation in the development process." The association was primarily involved in literacy programs, which Rasal started on her own by writing a reading primer in 1962. Rasal eventually established the "Mamasa Jaka (Let's Read) Foundation." Aside from the literacy program, the foundation is now involved in maternity, child care, and livelihood skills programs.

The current president of MPBWAAP is Amina Rasul-Bernardo, a daughter of Santanina Rasal. Together with Soundar Mestara, the wife of Congressman Michael Mestara (who is also a descendant of the royal house in Maguindanao), they are the two Muslim Commissioners in the National Commission on the Rights of Filipino Women. Rasul-Bernardo claims that the MPBWAAP is also interested in the women's agenda and that it has active women leaders in the Muslim communities. She concludes, however, that the association has to work within the "realities of their environment." For the MPBWAAP, women have to be educated first and be provided with skills that will help them increase their income before they can avail themselves of the provisions of recent legislations affecting women. The MPBWAAP is careful about exposing causes that might threaten and alienate the men; Rasul-Bernardo expressed fear of losing men's support if that happens.

Rasul-Bernardo, who is a product of the University of the Philippines (like her mother), believes
that the liberating influence which urban women enjoy does not exist in the rural areas. This is a position that GABRIELA and the MNLF women would not agree to. It is probably because MPBWAP has chosen to focus on literacy and livelihood skills programs.

Like PHILMUSLIMA, MPBWAP is a member of the National Council of Women of the Philippines (NCWP). Its decision to be involved with the NCWP was motivated by the desire for networking with women whose primary interests lie more in increasing the income and economic opportunities of women rather than advocating for women's rights.24 Both PHILMUSLIMA and MPBWAP consider their organizations to be integral parts of the women's movement in the Philippines that is primarily centered in Manila. Their leaders are educated Muslim women who come from traditionally political families and are nationally visible. Not all Muslim women, however, see PHILMUSLIMA and MPBWAP as its leaders envisioned it. There are those who see these organizations as primarily political tools of their leaders, and therefore stay away from them. There is an MPBWAP chapter in Zamboanga that was organized by the sister of Basil but it is now inactive at the moment. To some Muslims in Zamboanga, the association furthers the political ambitions of the family and gives the message that they are the only ones who can represent the Muslim women.

The second type of Muslim women's group, the ones concerned with promoting Islamic views on women, is exemplified by the Muslim Women Fellowship of the Philippines. It was organized in 1996 by fifteen women in Cotabato City. The Islamic emphasis of this association is indicated in its articles of incorporation filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission of the Philippines. Its first purpose is to instill in Muslim women their basic role in the community. At first glance, it seems like the organization is not much different from other women's organizations. However, a closer look at its statement reveals the missionary nature of the fellowship. It plans to hire missionaries and teachers who will teach "people from other faith about Islam." It also plans to build schools and solicit donations from members and the general public, as well as local and foreign governments, to finance their projects and help the needy members.25

The Sarang Bangun Foundation is typical of the third type of Muslim women's organizations. It combines women's activities with the promotion of Islam. Sarang Bangun was named after Deedoncros Tan (who died in 1987), the first wife of the Chairman of the Moro National Liberation Front, Nur Misari. Tan, who came from a very prominent family in Jolo, Sulu, was strongly involved in the peace negotiations between the MNLF and the Philippine government in 1986. Her revolutionary name was Sarang Bangun. The Sarang Bangun foundation was initially organized to care for the widows and orphans of the war with the MNLF. But because these children have grown, the foundation has expanded its programs to include a grade school where Islamic studies are offered, a cooperative for women, skills and livelihood training, and Quran and Arabic courses for adults. Their programs are not limited to Muslims, but are also open to those who profess other religions. As an officer of the Sarang Bangun emphasizes, everyone needs to understand Islam in order to eliminate the age-old prejudices that date back to Spanish rule in the country. They have also started to hold seminars on women's rights in the Quran and have invited the local imam to speak. No woman has spoken in the seminars because they have yet to find a woman who is knowledgeable about the Quran, particularly its provisions on women.26 Funding for Sarang Bangun comes from a variety of sources, including Muslim countries, with the largest support coming from the Islamic Development Bank, which is financing the construction of their orphan care center in Jolo. Sarang Bangun is a nongovernmental organization.

Development of the women of the MNLF represent the last category of Muslim women's groups. Its initial emphasis was on liberation of their BangsaMoro (Moro nation) homeland and people, seeking to secede from the Republic of the Philippines to establish its own BangsaMoro Republik. The MNLF itself is a movement that has affected the lives of many Muslims, and it is the largest and most organized Muslim movement in the country. The MNLF was organized in 1968, as a result to what its members believed were repressive and oppressive policies adopted by the Spanish, American, and Philippine governments toward the Muslims. The MNLF sees itself as a popular revolutionary movement whose initial goal was to establish a sovereign nation that would chart its own destiny. It has been engaged in an armed conflict with the government of the Philippines, which escalated into full warfare in the early 1970s. The war led to destruction in several places in Mindanao but it is also pushed the government to deliver infrastructure, development programs, and policies that would benefit the Muslims.

In 1976, the MNLF entered into the Tripartite Agreement with the government, which would have provided for autonomy in thirteen provinces in the Muslim areas of the country within the context of Philippine sovereignty. The agreement was not implemented by the government and, at the moment, it is once more the subject of negotiations between representatives of the Philippine government and the MNLF. While most of the members of the MNLF are men, they also have a considerable number of women members who refer to themselves as BangsaMoro women. Several of them have been part of the movement since its early years. They were among the core group of individuals who started organizing the MNLF in the Muslim areas in 1970. While women were not formally considered members at that time (they were "sympathizers"), they were nevertheless active organizers who went to Muslim villages to explain the purposes of the MNLF to the Muslim masses.

In 1972, the women in this core group organized the Women's Committee. According to one of its first members, organizing in the rural areas where women were less educated was difficult because of traditional perceptions of male-female roles. For one thing, it was felt that the job of fighting a war belonged to the men and it was unthinkable for a Muslim woman to be a revolutionary. There were, however, families who did not register any objection to their daughters' joining the movement. This was largely because they already had other family members in the MNLF. These families were aware of the risks involved and they felt a strong sense of commitment to justice for the Muslims. A woman MNLF member noted that as the war wore on, there were families who literally "offered" their children—male and female—to the cause of the revolution.27

Women in the MNLF come from various backgrounds. There are women who descended from the old aristocracy, from political families, from middle-class families, and from the rural masses. They represent various ethno linguistic groups, such as Maranao, Tausug, and Maguindanao. There are women with college and graduate school education, as well as women who never went to school. There were those who were educated in the madrasa, those who came from public schools as well as from Catholic schools.
Many came from the Notre Dame schools in Cotabato and Jolo. They learned of the MNLF through Muslim associations in the universities, through their relatives and family members who had already joined, and through the recruiting efforts of the MNLF on campus. Others joined when the MNLF recruiters organized meetings in their barangays (villages).

In an interview of twenty-five women of the MNLF,69% indicated that they joined the movement because of government and military oppression, and because they want justice for themselves and their family members.69

Women's involvement with the MNLF was not an open situation. There were those who joined the men in the hills, and others who remained "outside" but performed vital functions for the movement. The latter were students, employees, agricultural workers, and mothers who helped the movement in various capacities while continuing with their daily lives. Some who were suspected of cooperating with the MNLF were arrested and questioned, and some were placed under house arrest.

Women's involvement was crucial to the MNLF, especially during the period of martial law—which was also the height of the armed confrontations between government military forces and the MNLF. They served as communication links between the members in the hills and those in the cities. They delivered medicine, supplies, food, messages, and information to the forces. Using the multiple folds of their traditional skirts (maling), some of the women smuggled ammunition and small arms to the men in the hills.

While women suspected of sympathizing or helping the MNLF were generally questioned and then allowed to return to their families or put under house arrest, they were not usually held in military stockades, as had happened with women involved in other liberation movements in the Philippines. Perhaps the military felt that the Muslim women were so occupied in their traditional ways that they would not be involved in the revolution actively. This was not the case. Women were as active as they possibly could be, and there were instances of women who fought with men in the front lines. There were exceptional cases, like Farouza, who was killed when government forces attacked Jolo in 1974, as well as the wife of a commander in Basilan who took over her husband's place and led 150 men when her husband was killed in battle.

The MNLF gave these women military training primarily to protect themselves from abuses committed by the military. Whenever the military launched their offensives and they happened upon women, there were always instances of abuse and the MNLF leadership felt it was necessary to train women to use firearms. Plus, in case of emergency, it might be necessary to put women in the frontlines. Women were also trained to make bombs and bullets for use by the men in the field. The main task of the women in times of battle, however, was to provide moral support to the men and take care of wounded fighters.

Those who did not go to the hills prepared food for the men, sewed uniforms, made insignia, and engaged in income-producing activities to support the war efforts.100 They collected regular contributions, which they referred to as sadaq, from MNLF members and sympathizers who were not in the battlefields. They also took care of the money-lending operations of the movement, the proceeds of which were used for maintenance of the forces and various other projects. A major task of the women continues to be recruitment and consciousness raising. As the MNLF negotiates with the government over the implementation of the Tripoli Agreement, women disseminate information on the progress of the negotiations to the people. It is interesting to note that many MNLF women are aware of the major provisions of the agreement.

Although the MNLF women perform numerous tasks, they have not been directly involved in the negotiations with the Philippine government. Sometime before the 1986 peace talks initiated by President Corazon Aquino, the Women's Committee passed a resolution requesting involvement in the peace process. So far, their involvement has been in the secretariat, and their main task is to provide research and clerical support to the men who negotiate with the government representatives.

In the early 1980s, the MNLF leadership felt that it was necessary to tap professional Muslim women who would further articulate the issues affecting the Muslims and help in providing financial support to the movement. In 1985, the Batac-Maot Women's Professional and Employees Association was organized. There are about 350 to 400 members of the association, most of whom come from the urban areas and are government employees. Like the MNLF Women's Committee, they continue to engage in consciousness-raising among the Muslims. They are concerned with empowerment of women and increasing women's roles in politics, society, and the economy. There are plans for the establishment of a women's center that will help the orphans and the widows of the war; the center will be independent of the Muslim politicians, who, they feel are not genuinely concerned with their welfare. They coordinate their activities with the Women's Committee of the MNLF because there are many women who are involved in both groups.

Despite the increasing role of women in the MNLF, few are in actual positions of leadership. The MNLF operates on a committee system, with the Central Committee headed by the Chairman, Nur Misuari. There are various committees with their specific concerns (such as finance and economic affairs, education, transportation and communication, sanitation, intelligence, propaganda, foreign affairs, social welfare, and women), on the local, provincial, and national levels. The Chairpersons of these committees on the national level are members of the Central Committee. There is only one woman in the Central Committee—the Chairman of the Women's Committee. She is a voting member of the Central Committee, which means that women only have one vote in the Central Committee. So far, this limited participation in decision-making at the higher level has not affected the involvement and enthusiasm of the MNLF women. They continue to be involved, committed, and efficient in the tasks that they set out to do.

In 1994, when the MNLF women were interviewed, there was a consensus being observed by the MNLF and the government forces. Because it was generally a more peaceful time, the women claimed that they could engage in other undertakings. They have not abandoned their earlier roles but have expanded their activities and their goals. They have started to discuss women's rights in Islam in their meetings, and in September 1994 they participated in a seminar in the shariah where a local imam, Ustadha Abit, gave a lecture on "Women's Rights in the Quran." The Chairman of the MNLF is now encouraging its women members to read the Quran and learn about the rights of women as provided for in Islam. This is an interesting development because the MNLF has been criticized as being too secular, and because many Muslim women are not aware of the Quranic provisions on women.

Women's involvement in the MNLF was motivated primarily by their desire for meaningful and positive changes for Muslims. They believe that armed struggle is justi-
ied, because the problems of land grabbing, military abuses, government oppression and neglect have persisted for years. They expect justice and equal treatment.

The war years brought about a change in the way the MNLF women and their families perceived the traditional roles, duties, and privileges of Muslim women. Those who joined the MNLF in the hills broke away from the traditional notion that a Muslim woman leaves the home only when she marries. They were separated from their families and joined with men—some of whom they never knew before—in a cause that they believed was worth fighting for. An MNLF woman who came from a politically and economically prominent family told how the women fighters learned to sleep anywhere and make do with whatever there was. Class and gender distinctions were set aside as women from the traditional elite named wounded fighters and prepared food in the camps. At an MNLF camp in North Cotabato, men and women conversed freely but, perhaps still in keeping with traditions, the men are protective of the women and the women seem to accept this.

The MNLF brought a new level of political consciousness and activism to its women members. While MNLF's only mode of political participation before was voting or helping campaigns for candidates seeking public office, members are now engaged in national liberation, political activism, consciousness-raising, organizing seminars, mobilizing people, and agitating for the implementation of the Tripoli Agreements. The women involved exhibit a feeling that they can achieve their goals. When asked what they see in the future for themselves, if and when the government does implement the Tripoli Agreement, practically all the women interviewed said they believe that women will be actively involved, and those who are qualified will have positions in the future government. Their answers demonstrate their confidence in the capability of women to share in the work of governing their nation.106

In June 1996, the MNLF, under pressure from the Organization of Islamic Conference and the Philippine government, agreed to the creation of the Southern Philippines Council for Peace and Development (SPC). The MNLF Chairman, Nur Misuari, has been designated to head this body, which will oversee development programs and implement the terms of the peace agreement, as well as pave the way for the creation of an autonomous region in Mindanao. In July 1996, Misuari filed his candidacy for the governorship of the Autonomous Region for Muslim Mindanao. These developments, in effect, replace the original MNLF goal of secession from the Philippines, but it is still too early to assess the implications of these events on the MNLF women, their goals, and their aspirations of participating in the building of their region.

There is no single unified Muslim women's movement in the Philippines; this is largely due to the nature of the leadership, their goals, and their agendas. PHILMUS-LIMA and MBPNFW were more on occupying opportunities for women in politics and economics. Basically, what this means is more women in government by position—both elective and appointed—in the bureaucracy, and in business activities. These organizations are encouraged and supported by the government in many ways and, in turn, the groups are supportive of government policies and programs for women.

The MNLF Women's Committee had concentrated on issues of national liberation for the Muslims, and on their rights to self-determination and autonomy. Their activities in the MNLF expanded over time, from sympathizers, recruiters, and supporting roles at the height of the armed conflict, to some degree of participation in the decision-making process. They have become more visible participants in the movement. They are well aware of the problems and situations of Muslims in the Philippines, and, at the same time, they feel they can do something about it. MNLF women leaders recognize that the MNLF has brought leadership abilities in them and helped them realize their potentials. The MNLF, in effect, has acted as an agent of change for these Muslim women. The Bangsamoro Women's Professional and Employed Association, which was established under the auspices of the MNLF (many of their members are also involved with the MNLF), is also engaged in consciousness-raising but is now talking about women's empowerment in society. In the absence of war, they claim they now have time for other things. While their primary concern before was national liberation, now they are talking about women's rights. They are still, however, in the process of defining their position in a peace-making. In times of war, there was a breakdown of the gender barriers; after the war, it remains to be seen whether the men they worked with will continue to see them as equal partners in the struggle for justice.

Islamic Resurgence and Muslim Women

There are many indications of Islamic resurgence in the Philippines. One of them is the increasing number of Islamic schools called madrasah (plural, madrasas). The most rapid growth of these schools can be seen in the mid 1970s, when about 80% of these schools (now totalling more than 2,000) were established in Mindanao.106 These schools have helped Muslims learn about Islam and have also provided women with new opportunities for employment as teachers in the schools. There are also Egyptian teachers, particularly in Marawi, as well as local Muslims who have returned from studies and training in the Middle East. Since they are now recognized by the government, the madrasas serve as alternative schools for those who still refuse to send their children to public or Christian schools.108 Students attending the madrasas have the chance to obtain scholarships to Muslim countries if they qualify, and to further their learning about Islam. There are also Islamic schools that combine government-approved standard curricula for grade schools and high schools with courses in Arabic language, Islamic theology, philosophy, and science.109

This resurgence is also manifested in the growing number of women who are now studying the Quran and wearing the head cover, be it a scarf, a lampong, or a hijab. Traditionally, both men and women wear a head cover that is part of their ethnic attire. For the men, it is the kalutas, while the women wear the kambong, a long piece of soft material that is twisted into a turban.110 The Muslims, however, were not particular about wearing them before. In the 1950s, Muslims studying in the universities in the Manila area never wore them, nor did the Muslim women of Marawi in 1972. Though, however, who have gone to the hijab always wore them (white for women) as a sign that they have made the pilgrimage. Older women usually wear the kambong. Others have scarves loosely covering their heads. There are also women who wear the hijab and the Islamic dress. In the early 1970s, it was unusual to see a woman wearing a hijab, but they are now a common sight in Marawi, Jolo, Cotabato and other Muslim areas. In the study conducted in Cotabato in 1994, eighteen of the twenty-five women interviewed all started wearing the head cover (this includes the hijab, kambong, and the scarf) in the late 1970s. Only two women wore the hijab. They wear their head covers be-
cause they believe it is a requirement of the religion and it identifies them as Muslims. One woman admitted that she did not wear it before because she was embarrassed to do so. It made her look different, and some people see it as a sign of backwardness. But now, more than anything else, it gives her a sense of identity and she is uncomfortable without it.

In September 1993, Muslim men and women demonstrated against the Notre Dame University in Cebu City, which prohibited the use of hijab for medical and nursing students when working in the hospital. The demonstration was organized by the Islamic Resistance Against Hijab Prohibition (IRAHF). The university administration claimed that it was implementing Department of Health Memorandum No. 11-A, 1981, which prescribed a standard uniform for government health personnel under the control and supervision of the Department of Health. The First National Muslim Youth Congress Assembly of 1993 passed a resolution appealing the department memorandum. On June 21, 1994, Secretary of Health Juan Elizalde issued Memorandum Order 1 x. 1994 which amended the previous memorandum and allowed "female health personnel of Islamic faith to wear the head veil prescribed by their religion while on duty, provided that the sterility of vital areas is ensured." This decision of the health department was welcomed by Muslims and serves as a reminder of Muslims’ determination to struggle for their religion. A Muslim woman who was referring to the demonstration, said, "that was part of our hijab.”

The situation in a Catholic-run college in Zamboanga is different. Pilar College is open to girls of different religious and ethnic backgrounds. Around 1991, Muslim students of this all-girls’ school started wearing the veil. The school authorities called a meeting and pointed out that since it was an all-girls’ school, wearing the veil was not necessary. Shortly after, the students were told that they could not wear it. The nurses who run the school invited some Muslims to talk to the students about veiling and said that veiling was customary in Saudi Arabia before Islam and is not really required by the religion. There were some girls who insisted on wearing the hijab but, eventually, even these girls stopped.

Conclusion

Throughout the periods covered in this chapter, numerous factors have affected the lives of Philippine Muslim women. Among others, there were government programs, legislation, education, women’s groups, a revolutionary movement, and Islamic resurgence, all of which acted as agents of change for them. Of all these factors, however, education comes out as the one that has had a tremendous impact on women, especially if we think in terms of the number of Muslim women it has affected. The scholarship programs of the Commission on National Integration and the opening up of universities in Mindanao made higher education accessible to women, many of whom are now in various professions like law, medicine, and education, as well as in other occupations.

Memberships in women’s groups, as well as participation in the revolution, have politicized and raised the consciousness of women and have given them the opportunity to rediscover and believe in themselves.

The worldwide Islamic resurgence has also affected Philippine Muslim women. The coming of Muslims from other countries to teach in the Islamic schools, the Muslim women’s increasing participation in the hajj, and the establishment of more schools that teach the Quran and Arabic have all heightened their Islamic consciousness. Government policies and programs that recognize Islam as part of the national heritage have helped them develop a sense of pride as Muslims in a country where they were once objects of curiosity because they are not Christians.

All these factors have worked to bring about a strong sense of identity and a new awareness of their roles and capabilities as Muslim women. Although men are still regarded as the most qualified to interpret the Quran, there are educated Muslim women who are now reading it and interpreting the provisions for themselves, particularly the passages on marriage and divorce. In a recently concluded symposium at the Institute of Islamic Studies at the University of the Philippines, Muslim women argued that the message of the provision on marriage is essentially monogamy, considering the requirement of justice and fairness to the wives.

As noted earlier, there were various women who have influenced the political decision-making process in the Senate andMaguindanao sulphur, and educated women who have held political positions—like senators, governors, mayors, and numerous barangay councilors. Most of these women belong to the aristocracy, the traditional elite or royals who hold power before the coming of the Spanish and whose descendants still continue to hold sway. For many of those who sought elective offices and succeeded, their hereditary positions of power and influence were legitimized by the election process after the sultanate declined. In a sense, we can say that involvement in public life has been so much a tradition among the aristocracy that their roles really did not change. Rather, the roles were expanded and legitimized by new structures. Perhaps the middle and lower classes have experienced the most in terms of changed roles. Education accounted mainly for the changes as it enabled them to break through traditional class barriers. In many ways, education "democratized" the opportunities for them.

Many Muslim women, however, are still unaware of specific contents of the Code of Muslim Personal Laws, recent legislations (particularly the Women in Development Act and the New Family Code), and their implications on the rights and roles of Muslim women. Unless Muslim women's groups undertake an active dissemination campaign on the rights of women included in these legal instruments, the ordinary Muslim woman may never fully know her rights and what she is entitled to. But once she knows, she will need to determine a way to reconcile Islamic laws that affect her as a woman and the provisions of current legislations that give her equal footing with men both in family affairs and in nation-building.

Notes


2. Philippine Muslims comprise numerous tribal groups, the major ones being the Maranao, Maguindanaon, Tagalog, Sakun, Sandal, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, Sumat, and Bulog. The Bajau are also generally included in this classification, although not all consider themselves Muslims.

3. Muslim communities are primarily agricultural and, depending on the natural resources in...
their areas, engage in farming, fishing, cloth and mat weaving, woodcarving, and metalcraft. There are also communities who engage in subsistence farming. 

4. About 85% of Filipinos are Christians. The Spanish, who colonized the Philippines for over 350 years, tried to subjugate the Muslims, but they refused to give up their lands and their religion.

5. For the coming of Islam to the Philippines, see Cesar Abliga Majul, Muslims in the Philippines (Mestizo City: University of the Philippines for the Asian Center, 1973), particularly chap. 2.


7. Materials on the Philippine women's movement and on Muslim women from Lorna et al., Almada, Dr. Esperanza Snipes, Dr. Cesar A. Majul, Dr. Carol Stites, and Daryl Stites have been very useful for this study. (Mestizo City: University of the Philippines for the Asian Center, 1973), particularly chap. 2.


9. Sultan occupied the highest position in the state. They exercised political power and provided spiritual leadership to the people.

10. Gowing, p. 56.

11. Sultan, p. 56.


19. Ibid.


107. Members of the Finance Committee take care of this. They lend money at 10% interest and proceeds are used for supplies and other expenses of the movement.

108. Some samples of responses are: “If the provisional government includes women, how much more the autonomous government?” “If there are no women, nothing will happen.” “Women will be partners in building the Bangsamoro Republic.” “Women can be in management positions ... if women are involved, maybe corruption will be less.”

109. Lucan, Philippine Muslim Women, p. 113.


111. Peter Cowing, Modern Filipinos, p. 71.
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For several decades, the Muslim world has experienced a religious resurgence. The reassertion of Islam in personal and political life has taken many forms, from greater attention to religious practice to the emergence of Islamic organizations, movements, and institutions. One of the most controversial and emotionally charged aspects of this revival has been its effect on women in Muslim societies.

The essays collected in this book place this issue in its historical context and offer case studies of Muslim societies from North Africa to Southeast Asia. These fascinating studies shed light on the impact of the Islamic resurgence on gender issues in Iran, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan, Oman, Bahrain, the Philippines, and Kuwait. Taken together, the essays reveal the wide variety that exists among Muslim societies and believers, and the complexity of the issues under consideration. They show that new things are happening for women across the Islamic world, and are in many cases being initiated by women themselves. The volume as a whole militates against the stereotype of Muslim women as repressed, passive, and without initiative, while acknowledging the very real obstacles to women’s initiatives in most of these societies.
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